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Introduction 

The lexicon occupies a central place in current linguistic theories and has become 
equally important in natural language processing. In the majority of Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) applications the most serious bottleneck is the 
acquisition of lexical ressources and the development of general purpose lexica 
for NLP is a recurrent demand ((Boguraev 1991); Levin (1991)). In Denmark, 
descriptions of Danish vocabulary with a view to NLP are either limited to a 
specific domain or not publicly available. 

In 1991, the Danish Research Council ofthe Humanities (Statens Humanistiske 
Forskningsn\d) decided to support the Odense Valency Dictionary (OVD), a 
project aiming at the development of the first valency dictionary of Danish verbs 
for general purposes, i.e. human inspection as well as computational application. 
The funding continued throughout the following years when the OVD now also 
covering the valency of nouns and adjectives became part of the UDOG-project 
(Unders0gelse afDansk Ordforrad og Grammatik), a collaborate project between 
5 Danish research units aiming at the investigation of Danish vocabulary and 
grammar. 

This dissertation deals with the theoretical foundations of the OVD and its 
underlying methodology known as the Pronominal Approach (P A). The P A shares 
the view of Togeby (1965a) that the distributional properties of linguistic 
elements (morphemes in the sense ofTogeby) reveal the underlying network of 
a language. This involves every aspect of the language not only syntax and 
semantics but also phonology, morphology, prosody and pragmatics. A complete 
and coherent account for each element can only be given if the whole network is 
accounted for. Strict adherence to this principle would keep more than one 
linguist busy for more than a lifetime and certainly exceeds the limits of a Ph.D. 
What can be done, however, is to focus on selected parts of the network and to see 
what insights can be gained. 

As will emerge in chapter 2, the information on Danish verbs collected in the 
OVD is much more than what is traditionally considered as valency information. 
A number of different properties of the verb such as passive formation, alternation 

' 
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possibilities, use of auxiliary, aspectual information, control properties etc., are 
registered because they provide distributional criteria for distinguishing different 
senses of the verb. Furthermore, the prototypical fillers of the valency slots of 
each verb sense have been determined. This collection of knowledge about verb 
senses and verb behaviour constitutes one area of the network on the basis of 
which other areas may be explored. 

As part of my research for this Ph.D., I have participated in the development 
of the OVD coding format for verbs which included an adaptation of the P A to 
Danish. Furthermore, I have focussed on two other areas of the network, namely 
verb alternations and the valency of nouns, in order to discover in which way the 
parts of the network are related. 

The main concern underlying this dissertation is the problem of ensuring 
completeness and consistency. It will emerge from the following chapters that a 
number of valency approaches are met with criticism because they provide 
insufficient means to ensure a complete and consistent description. Although there 
is no final solution to the consistency problem, I am convinced that lexical 
descriptions based on a distributional, language immanent approach such as the 
P A stand a better chance of being consistent than descriptions based on more 
vaguely defined ontological notions. 

The dissertation consists of 5 parts. First, an assessment of the available data 
on the valency of Danish verbs covering linguistic research, person-readable and 
machine readable dictionaries as well as a discussion of the consistency and 
completeness problems encountered (cf. introduction). Second, an overview of the 
role of the valency concept in different types of linguistic theories with a view to 
sense distinction as well as to means for ensuring completeness and consistency 
(chapter 1, section 1 - 3.). This is followed by a general introduction to the 
Pronominal Approach, its basic methodology and principles for linguistic 
description (chapter 1, sections 4 and 5). Next, I will provide a description of the 
linguistic principles behind the OVD and illustrate how the methodology of the 
P A has been adapted and applied to Danish (chapter 2). Then, I will discuss two 
examples ofhow one can proceed to investigate related areas on the basis of the 
distributional data provided in the OVD. I will show how the systematic 
description of verb alternations may be used to identify specific classes of verbs 
(chapter 3 section 1 ). Furthermore, I will illustrate how the distinction of different 
verb senses is related to different types of nominalisations and how for one type 
of nominalisation regular and irregular inheritance patterns may be predicted from 
the information collected about the base verb (chapter 3 section 2). Finally in 
chapter 4, I will give an outline of the prenominal categories and show how they 
can be used as a means for distinguishing different noun senses. In the conclusion 
(chapter 5) I will give a general assessment of the P A in relation to Danish and 
sketch some ideas for further research. 
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Chapter 1 section 1 - 3 and chapter 2 have already been submitted for 
publication (Sch0sler & Kirchmeier-Andersen 1997 a) and are reprinted here 
without changes. Section 3.1 resumes an article which has been published only 
recently (Sch0sler & Kirchmeier-Andersen 1997 b), whereas section 3.2 is an 
extended and revised version of another article (Kirchmeier-Andersen 1995). 
Only chapter 0, chapter 1 section 4 and 5, chapter 4 and chapter 5 have not yet 
been submitted for publication. 

Thus, this thesis is composed of a number of papers which have been 
produced at different occasions and in different contexts. This explains why there 
may be some repetitions and why some parts are less thoroughly revised with 
regard to the English presentation. I hope that this will not disturb the reader too 
much and that I have managed, after all, to present my ideas as a whole. 

My investigations rely for a great deal on the data collected in the OVD
database by the OVD-research team (Lene Sch0sler, Jan Daugaard, Karen van 
Durme and myself). One has to bear in mind, that some of the data presented here 
have been extracted at a rather early stage of the project and that the content of the 
OVD is constantly being extended and subjected to adjustments. Thus, some of 
the descriptions given here may not reflect in full the present status ofthe OVD. 

During the period of my Ph.D. grant at Odense University I have profited a 
great deal from the cooperation with my colleagues involved in the OVD as well 
as from the series ofvalency seminars which were held from 1993-1996. I would 
like to thank the Department of Language and Communication as well as Statens 
Humanistiske F orskningsrad for supporting this inspiring research environment. 
Special thanks to Karel van den Eynde and Lene Sch0sler for sharp criticism, 
useful comments, inspiring debates and friendly support.Thanks also to Helle 
Wegener and Carl Vikner for reading and commenting various chapters. 

1. The Role of Valency in Danish Linguistic Research 
Danish linguists and lexicographers have been quite familiar with the valency 
research undertaken for years in Germany (Engel & Schumacher 1976, Helbig & 
Schenkel 1971) and the information on subcategorisation available in well
established English monolingual dictionaries such as the Collins Cobuild English 
Language Dictionary and the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 1• In 
a number of articles the valency concept has been discussed and partial analyses 
have been provided mainly for Danish verbs (cf. chapter 1 ). However, there have 
been no successful attempts at creating valency dictionaries for Danish. The only 
dictionary describing construction possibilities for a small selection of Danish 
words, Dansk Sprogbrug (DS) (1980), had not been developed on a sufficiently 

The concept of valency however, has not received much attention in the 
linguistic description of English, cf. Herbst & Roe (1996: 181 ). 
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systematic basis to give a complete and consistent account of the combinatory 
potential of Danish verbs. 

Similarly, traditional descriptions ofthe Danish language (Diderichsen 1974), 
Mikkelsen (1911), Hansen (1967) had not been concerned in depth with valency 
or subcategorisation information. The first grammar of modem Danish where the 
valency concept is presented and discussed is still under development (Hansen & 
Heltoft 1994 )2

• 

2. Valency and Sense Distinction in Danish Monolingual Dictionaries. 
In this section, I shall give a short overview of the way construction possibilities 
are described and sense distinctions are motivated in three Danish dictionaries: 
Nudansk Ordbog (NO), Ordbog over det Danske Sprog (ODS) and Dansk 
Sprogbrug (DS). 

NO is the most widely used Danish dictionary covering in two volumes 50.000 
modem Danish words and words of foreign origin supplied with phonetic, 
morphological, syntactic, semantic and etymological information. Sub
categorisation information is not presented explicitly or used as a structuring 
principle. Criteria for sense distinctions are not explicitly stated. 

ODS is the most comprehensive dictionary of Danish covering Danish 
vocabulary from 1700 to 1955 in 26 volumes ( + supplementary volume). The 
information categories are roughly the same as in NO but more elaborate and 
supplied with literary quotes from the entire period. Subcategorisation 
information is not presented explicitly or used as a structuring principle. Criteria 
for sense distinctions are not explicitly stated. 

DS focuses exclusively on syntactic construction possibilities of different 
senses. The criteria for sense distinction are not explicit but clearly not related to 
the syntactic observations. DS covers in one volume approximately 15.000 entries 
for verbs, nouns and adjectives in which construction possibilities are used as a 
structuring concept. There are but a few basic construction types distinguished for 
verbs. According to DS's typology (1980:6), verbs can be used 

a. with subject 
b. with object and predicative 
c. with adverbial 
d. in a subphrase 
e. as the regimen of a preposition 

and in coordinated constructions. 

ex: it is snowing 
ex: send a car for someone 
ex: sleep tight, believe in someone 
ex: a boiled egg, 
ex: without talking, scream and shout 

2 However, there exist contrastive grammars where substantial chapters are 
devoted to valency (Jensen 1986). 
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Furthermore, DS provides indications about obligatory and optional complements. 
This means that construction type b covers both divalent and trivalent verbs and 
construction type a and c may both contain monovalent verbs. 

Table I gives an overview ofhowthe different dictionaries distinguish different 
senses of the verb 'fylde' (to fill), a verb which for some senses has been 
frequently discussed in current literature on lexical semantics ( Levin 1993, 
Sch0sler et al. 1997) where it serves to illustrate especially the problems of verbal 
alternation in the lexicon. However, the verb 'fylde' also has other senses in 
Danish ('to complete a year' and 'to take up space'), and this contributes 
considerably to the complexity of the picture. 

The first column of table I contains the senses distinguished in NDO, the 
second the senses distinguished in ODS and the third the construction types and 
senses distinguished in DS. I have chosen the examples provided by DS for 
illustration since it has the most fine-grained system with regard to construction 
types and I have grouped the DS examples together with the different word senses 
provided by the other two dictionaries. Digits 1-7 in ODS correspond to main 
senses and digits 1.1 - 1.3 mark subdistinctions. Digits 1 and 2 in DS correspond 
to main senses and letters a-e to different construction possibilities within each 
sense. 
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INDO loos lDS I 
1.1. Container = object lb. with object 'fylde et kar med vand' 

(become full) + predicative (fill a tub with water) 
'fylde en tand' 
(fill a tooth) 

lb. with object 'fylde en med 10gn' 

1.2. filling = object + predicative (fill someone with lies) 
only (become full) lb. with object 'fylde vand pa en flaske' 
one + predicative (fill water into a bottle) 
sense 

1 . 3 . ' Skibene fyldte' 
(the ships filled) 
(extinct) (become full) 

2. filling = subject l.a with subject 'vinden fylder sejlene' 
(take up space) (the wind fills the sails) 

la. with subject 'annoncen fylder 6 linjer' 
(the ad takes up 6 lines) 

le. with adverbial 'pakken fylder godt' 
(the parcel takes up a lot of space) 

lb. with object 
'budskabet fyldte hammed fortvivlelse' 
(the message filled him with despair) 

3 . 11 Ax med Kj ern er fylder sig 11 

(Language for special pur-
poses) 

7.to stuff oneself with food lb. with object 
'han fylder sig med mad og drikke' 
(he stuffs himself with food and drink) 

le. with adverbial 
'han fylder i sig med mad og drikke' 
(he stuffs into himself food and drink) 

5. 11 Manen fyld~s 11 (extinct) 

6.regarding a period in time 2b. with object 'han fylder (50) ar' 
(he completes his 50th year) 

2d. in a substructure 
'efter det fyldte lB. ar' 
(after reaching the year of 18) 

2e. predicative function 
'han er fyldt 18 ar' 
(he is past 18) 

4. 11 fylde Pundet 11 (extinct.) 

registered as sense 1. le. with adverbial 
'fylde helt op med benzin' 
(fill up completely with petrol) 

le. predicative function 
(tanken er fyldt op med benzin) 
(the tank is filled up with petrol) 

lb. with object 
'fylde benzin pa' 
(fill petrol on) 

Table 1: Sense dzstmctzons of the verb 'fylde' m three Danish monolingual dictionaries 
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First of all we may note that NDO does not offer any help with regard to the 
distinction of different senses or different construction possibility except for a 
rather random collection of examples. (Copies of the relevant entries in the three 
dictionaries can be found in appendix 1 ). 

ODS not unexpectedly has three senses (1.3, 4 and 5) which are now extinct 
and thus have no parallel in DS or NDO. One sense (3) is characterised as a 
specific term within the domain of agriculture, the construction cited, however, 
also seems extinct to me. The means for distinguishing the different senses are a 
rather arbitrary mixture of formal syntactic and semantic observations (sense 1.1, 
1.2. and 2.) and simple paraphrase (6 and 7). The senses 1.1, 1.2. and 2. reflect the 
alternation possibilities of the verb and the possibility ofhaving different semantic 
roles (filler, filling, container) associated with different syntactic functions (cf. 
Sch0sler et al. 1997). It is not clear, however, why the 1filling=subject' -sense 
(sense 2) is less closely related to the 1Container=object'-sense (sense 1.1) and the 
1filling=object' -sense (sense1.2) than the last two are related to each other. In this 
group also other uses of the verb have been placed, probably due to the overall 
semantic classification 'take up room', i.e. senses which cannot be related to the 
filler, filling, container alternation are also placed here. Phrasal verbs are treated 
under sense 1. 

DS has the same notion as ODS about the different nature of ODS' sense 6, 
which DS has labelled sense 2. Beyond that, the different construction types are 
merely registered and the alternation possibilities are not captured at all. 
Furthermore, it is not clear why 'vinden fylder sejlene' (the wind fills the sails) 
(l.a) is classified 1with subject' whereas 'han fylder 50 ar' (he completes his 50th 
year) (2.b) is classified 1With object'. Once the main semantic distinctions have 
been established, the construction possibilities - although they show a rather 
systematic distributional pattern - are not used for making further distinctions. 
Finally, the strict adherence to the observation of surface syntactic constructions 
brings out rather arbitrary distinctions. Consequently, DS cannot capture the fact 
that 'annoncen fylder 6linjer' (the advertisement take up 6lines) (la) and 'pakken 
fy lder godt' (the parcel takes up a good deal of space) ( 1 c) are exemplifications 
of the same valency pattern. 

The examples above illustrate the core problem of valency dictionary 
construction: the lack of clear and concise criteria for the description of dictionary 
entries which can take into account both semantic and syntactic observations. In 
order to enable the reader to make a comparison, an overview of the senses of the 
verb 'fylde' distinguished in the OVD is displayed in appendix 1. How these 
senses are distinguished is discussed in detail in Sch0sler et al. (1997). 

3. Valency Information in Danish NLP-Dictionaries 
Commercial NLP systems involving large dictionaries of Danish are only a few 
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LMT (McCord 1989), METAL (Weilgaard 1992) and PATRANS (Bech 1992), 
all of them machine translation systems where valency occupies a central position, 
but none of them public domain. 

The largest experimental NLP project in Denmark was the Eurotra Machine 
Translation project (Copeland et al. 1991), where the notion of valency as 
reflected in the syntactic frames of the relational level and the slightly more 
semantic argument frames of the interface structure constituted the linguistic 
backbone of the system. Since the coverage of the Eurotra dictionaries, however, 
was limited to .a special domain, satellite communication, and by the end of the 
project there was no serious breakthrough with regard to lexical semantic features, 
the Danish monolingual dictionaries are of limited use when dealing with 
language for general purposes. 

We may conclude that a valency description of Danish vocabulary for general 
language could not be obtained on the basis of existing material and thus, the first 
valency dictionary of Danish verbs was to start almost from scratch. This situation 
was in many ways not as bad as it seemed, because it offered the opportunity of 
taking into account from the start some of the problems encountered by other 
dictionary projects, i.e. the problem of completeness and consistency as illustrated 
below. 

4. Central Problems for the Descriptions of Valency Information in 
Human and NLP Dictionaries 

4.1. Ensuring Completeness 
In the dictionaries discussed above the combinatory potential of the verb entry is 
illustrated by means of examples of possible slot fillers. In some cases syntactic 
functions such as subject and object are added. But how can the reader be sure, 
that these exa.niples cover all the possible slot fillers of the given sense? Most 
dictionaries for human inspection rely on the linguistic competence of the reader 
to fill in the gaps. This, however, is not a viable solution if the lexicon is to be 
used in NLP or by a non-native speaker. In these cases the filler possibilities must 
be stated explicitly. In some dictionaries (e.g. Helbig & Schenkel1971) this is 
done by using lexical semantic features such as human or concrete in addition to 
the syntactic information about the slot fillers. As will emerge from the following, 
the assignment of such features is not possible on an abstract level, but will 
always take as its starting point a number of examples either constructed by the 
lexicographer on the fly or extracted from a text corpus. In both cases there is no 
way of knowing, whether all possibilities have been considered. Furthermore, 
there are no means, except intuition, to distinguish prototypical from non
prototypical fillers (e.g. metaphorical use). 
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4.2 Ensuring Consistency 
For English, a large effort has been put into the investigation of existing lexical 
resources, i.e. printed or machine readable dictionaries, in order to extract relevant 
lexical data for NLP (Boguraev & Briscoe (1989); Boguraev (1991)). The results, 
however, have not been encouraging. Thus, Boguraev (1991 :228) points out that 
existing person-readable dictionaries cannot be used directly as the source of an 
NLP lexicon. First, because they have been compiled with the capacity of the 
human user in mind, and thus, much information is given implicit and compact 
which poses difficulties for automatic processing. Second, due to the conditions 
under which these dictionaries have been created, i.e. commercial considerations 
determining the choice and presentation of the lexical material, different 
lexicographers working on different lexical entries, etc., they are neither complete, 
consistent nor coherent. Boguraev concludes: 

(1) Hoping to derive, by fully automatic means, a computational 
lexicon from one, or several, dictionary sources is overly 
optimistic, and provably unrealistic. (Boguraev 1991:230). 

Similarly, in her comparison of the valency information in three large German 
valency dictionaries (Brockhaus-Wahrig 1981-84), (Helbig & Schenkel (1971), 
(Engel & Schumacher (1976), Storrer (1992) reports inconsistencies between 
approximately 50% of the compared entries. Inspired by Jacobs (1986) she terms 
the situation as "Valenzmisere" (the valency misery) and suggests as a possible 
explanation that the German valency dictionaries have been compiled on a 
premature basis, i.e. before a consistent methodology had been developed. 

As regards NLP dictionaries, it was already mentioned that the Danish Eurotra 
dictionaries cover first and foremost the general and specific vocabulary which 
occurs within the domain of satellite communications. Although a linguistic 
legislation for the grammar writers and dictionary compilers, the so-called 
Reference Manual, had been provided centrally for all participants, disagreement 
on the interpretation of the central guidelines and on how they should be 
implemented turned out to be a prevalent problem for all participants (cf. 
Kirchmeier-Andersen 1991). Furthermore, many of the entries in the general 
domain are based on the sense distinctions found in Nudansk Ordbog (see 
section 2 above), thus importing some of the consistency and completeness 
problems in this dictionary into the system (cf. Maegaard 1990). Although the 
information categories provided in the Eurotra system are more explicit and 
better suited for NLP than their person-readable counterparts, the consistency 
problem had not be tackled in a satisfactory manner. Thus, for approx. 80% of 
the test sentences which failed, the failure could be attributed to one or several 
of the following factors : 
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1. inconsistency between grammar rules and dictionary entries 
2. inconsistency between dictionary entries of similar words 
3 . inconsistency in the distinction of different senses of a lexeme. 
4. inconsistency in the decision on what counts as a lexeme. 

In these four cases the dictionary plays a dominant role. It had to be concluded 
that the Eurotra dictionaries for Danish could be used as a valuable inspiration 
but not as a reliable point of departure for a valency dictionary covering general 
language. 

Eurotra, although one of the most ambitious MT -projects ever launched, was 
not an isolated case. Similar problems have been encountered by the METAL
translation project (Gebruers 1991) and by the team working on the Core 
Language Engine (CLE) (Alshawi 1992). 

So far, three methods for ensuring consistency have been used in NLP 
applications as well as in dictionaries for human inspection either isolated or in 
combination: 

1. The lexicographer is provided with a dictionary coding manual consisting of 
linguistic descriptions of the various features in the dictionary, suggestions as 
to how they should be assigned to the lexical material and occasional 
distributional tests (Damsgaard-Jorgensen & Kirchmeier-Andersen 1991). As 
mentioned above, such an approach is still too open to individual interpretations 
of the linguistic descriptions, and ensuring consistency is a difficult task. 

2. The lexicographer is provided with an expert system which automatically 
elicits his judgement on automatically generated sample sentences or allows for 
comparison with a prototypical example. This approach is typically used if the 
dictionary coders do not have sufficient linguistic training. In order to avoid 
problems due to the semantic incompatibility of the elements from which the 
sample sentences are composed, some systems use nonsense words as possible 
subjects or objects. In the earlier versions of the Core Language Engine the 
VEX coding system (Alshawi 1992:226) would provide the lexicographer who 
was about to code the verb 'use up' with sentences such as: 

(2) 
'The thingummy used the whatsit up .. '. 
'The thingummy used up the whatsit ... ' 

in order to decide on syntactic properties of the verb such as the attachment of 
the particle. 

This approach reveals only syntactic properties as the semantic features of 
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the constituents are not accessible. These are assigned in a different step. By 
coding two phenomena which are interrelated in two different procedures 
consistency between syntax and semantics cannot be guaranteed. Furthermore, 
the nonsense words do not give the user any help in distinguishing different 
senses of the word. In later versions of the CLE the use of the VEX coding 
system has been abandoned in favour of a statistical approach based on corpus 
examples. 

3. The lexicographer is provided with access to corpus examples and associated 
statistical material from an annotated corpus or a tree bank, i.e. preanalysed 
sentences from which patterns can be chosen which match the current lexeme. 
This approach has the drawback that only the constructions occurring in the 
reference corpus are presented and that one cannot be sure that all construction 
possibilities are covered. Furthermore, for words which are highly ambiguous 
and occur in la~ge numbers the corpus approach does not provide a sufficiently 
clear decision procedure. The corpus approach may be practical, if one has to 
develop a system for a quite limited domain. It is questionable whether it will 
be useful for texts of a more general nature. 

All three approaches reveal that a consistent method for the description of the 
lexical material, especially open class words such as verbs, nouns and 
adjectives, is desirable but has not been available. 

5. Conclusion 
We may conclude, that neither current person-readable nor machine-readable 
dictionaries offer a reliable basis for the development of a valency dictionary of 
Danish for language for general purposes. Furthermore, the techniques employed 
in current dictionaries in order to ensure consistency and completeness are not 
satisfactory. The question is now whether one of the current linguistic theories 
could provide a better starting point. This will be investigated in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 11 

Valency Research and 
Sense Distinction. 
A Survey of Problem Areas, 
Lines of Research and Methodologies 

0. Introduction 
Since Tesniere, valency - the combinatorial potential of a lexical item - has re
ceived a more prominent position in language description. Through the devel
opment of computational tools for language analysis and generation, the con
cept of valency has been developed and adapted, and among the computational 
applications, advanced machine translation systems in particular make exten
sive use of valency-based concepts (Gebruers (1991), Somers (1987)). Also 
language description in general is slowly acknowledging valency as one of the 
important characteristics of a lexical item and the first modem grammar of the 
Danish language using valency as a structuring concept is now in preparation 
(Hansen & Heltoft (1994)). 

The reason for this growing interest in the concept of valency is the generalisa
tion potential which lies in a well-defmed valency system. An efficient valency 
system will enable us to describe a large vocabulary in a clear and comprehen
sive way by means of a limited number of classification categories. 

In a project aiming at developing a valency dictionary of a given language 
the best start is to investigate a large number of linguistic theories with respect 
to their defmition and use of the concept of valency. The comparison of differ
ent approaches will lead to a critical stocktaking and the establishment of crite
ria for a valency model which is best suited for our purpose. The definition of 
the term 'valency' in different approaches is determined by the linguistic point 
of view and particularly by the level of analysis chosen. Current linguistic prac
tice distinguishes between 4 levels of analysis considered relevant to a valency 
theory: 
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1. The level of surface syntax, i.e. constituent structure and word order 
(see section 1.2.1.) 

2. The level of relational syntax, i.e. syntactic functions (see section 
1.2.2.) 

3. The level of semantics, i.e. lexical semantics, semantic roles and con
ceptual valency (see section 1.2.3.) 

4. The level of pragmatics, i.e. information structure, discourse structure 
and knowledge of the world. 

Here, we shall deal with the first three levels exclusively. 
Most linguistic theories only treat some of these levels and very few cover all 

four in depth. Therefore it is impossible to compare all theories at all levels. Most 
theories, however, use the concept of valency as a means to establish links be
tween the four levels (Leech (1974) 197-203). Valency at the pragmatic level has 
not yet been investigated to any great extent. However, some interesting ap
proaches have been taken by Heringer (1985) and Storrer (1992). 

A language may be described by means of a lexicon containing information 
about the basic elements - the words, and a grammar comprising rules which 
govern the combination of these words. A valency description belongs to the 
dictionary but is obviously connected to the grammar rules as it imposes strong 
restrictions on the types of sentences that can be generated. This observation 
explains why linguists from three different areas show a particular interest in the 
concept of valency: lexicographers, linguists dealing with grammatical theory 
and computational linguists. Both lexicographers and computational linguists 
focus on the practical problems encountered in the application of valency theory, 
especially as regards the development of techniques and operational tests to de
termine the number, content and status of valency-bound elements in an inter
subjectively controllable way. These observations lead to demands for clear and 
consistent methods for valency description. 

In what follows we shall briefly present some of the central problems related 
to valency research and investigate how these problems have been solved 
by different theoretical approaches. There are two main lines of question
ing: 

1. concerning the definition of the term 'valency': 

1. What is the status of quantitative and qualitative valency? 
2. How is valency defmed at different levels of description? 
3. How are the links between various levels of description established? 

2 
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2. concerning techniques for the description of valency: 

1. How are valency-bound elements and free elements defmed? 
2. How is the status of valency-bound elements established? 

Particular attention will be paid to the way in which distinctions between diffe
rent senses of a word can be motivated. Each theory will be evaluated according 
to the following parameters: 

1. How fme-grained is the system, i.e. how many formal distinctions does it 
allow?2 

2. How well-defmed are the criteria for making these distinctions? 
3. How do formal distinctions relate to sense distinctions? 

There are three possibilities: 

1. the number of formal distinctions is smaller than the number of senses, 
2. the number of formal distinctions corresponds to the number of senses, 
3. the number of formal distinctions is larger than the number of senses. 

It goes without saying that the ideal would be to develop a valency description 
where the formal distinctions provided by the theory correspond exactly to the 
different senses of a word. However, we know too little about the relation between 
form, content and context to create sufficiently sophisticated models for their 
interaction and thus, the best we can aspire to is an approximation of this ideal. 

1. A Defmition of the Term 'Valency' 
In the introduction the term 'valency' was defmed in general terms as 'the combi
natorial potentiaJ of a lexical item'. More specifically, valency concerns the rela
tion between a valency kernel and its dependent constituents (which are not gen
erally occurring with the class the kernel belongs to but only with specific items 
of that class). This implies that the relation is governed by the kernel and that the 
valency relation can be viewed as a special type of rection. It has been argued, 
however, that the opposite might also be the case, i.e. the valency-bound ele
ments could be determining the kernel (Eisenberg (1986) 85)3• Most valency 
researchers have chosen to take their point of departure in the kernel, as this 
seems the only practical solution. 

The number of terms for valency-bound elements and non-bound elements 
almost equals the number of valency theories. An illustrative overview can be 

3 
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found in (Gebruers (1991) 185). By convention certain terms are connected with 
a specific level of description or delimitation of valency-bound elements. Thus, 
the term 'complement' will be associated with a surface syntactic valency theory, 
whereas the term 'argument' will bring to mind a deeper syntactic or even seman
tic approach. The term 'actant' might give the impression that only noun phrases 
are considered valency-bound. Without subscribing to any existing theory we 
have chosen the general term 'valency-bound element' (VB) to cover the linguis
tic units which are systematically related to the valency kernel and the term 'non
bound element' (NB) to those units where such a systematic relation does not 
exist. The term 'valency kernel' (VK) signals that the relations described are not 
restricted to any particular part of speech (although the verb has been investi
gated most thoroughly so far) but that valency relations can be described for 
nouns and adjectives and probably other parts of speech as well. 

Valency relations may be illustrated graphically as in (1) which shows the 
dependency model ofTesniere (1959): 

(1) VK 
r-------+---··--, 

VB! VB 
n 

In this dependency model the valency relation is expressed in a hierarchy, as the 
kernel is placed as the mother node dominating the valency-bound elements. The 
model offers no information as to the position of the valency-bound elements in 
the surface structure. 

In syntax oriented generative theories, e.g. Government and Binding 
(Chomsky (1981)), the valency kernel is described as part of the syntactic struc
ture. The valency relation is expressed in a linear fashion from left to right and is 
embedded into surface syntax. Valency-bound and non-bound elements are 
placed at different levels in the representation as in (2): 

(2) level2 

~-·--, 
I ........ ! .. NBD 

level1 
~------~~-··-, 

VK VB! .. VBD 

4 
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In most theories the verb is taken as the prototypical valency kernel and the 
graphic representation above may form the basis of a sentence analysis such as (3): 

(3) He gives her a book in the garden on Sunday 

NP 
he 

V 
gives 

s 

VI 

V2 
I 

pp pp 
in the garden on Sunday 

NP 
her 

NP 
a book 

This analysis already points out some of the problems that occur in a surface 
syntactic description as the one above. How can selectional restrictions on the 
subject be expressed in a straightforward manner? Are the restrictions on the 
subject less strong than the restrictions on the object as the illustration indicates? 
(see section 1.2.1. and 1.3.2.). 

The difference between the two approaches may not only be attributed to the 
fact that Tesniere and Chomsky were interested in different aspects of language, 
but also to the fact that they were working with different languages. The fixed 
word order of English makes Chomsky' s model applicable to similar languages, 
whereas Tesniere' s model appeals to researchers working with languages which 
display a more varied word order. 

1.1. Quantitative and Qualitative Valency 

1.1.1. Quantitative Valency 
The concept of quantitative valency is associated with the number of valency
bound elements and expresses the arity of a valency kernel. The concept is very 
broad, since the form and content of a valency-bound element are not taken into 
account. It is immaterial whether the valency-bound element is an NP or a PP or 
whether its syntactic function is object or prepositional object as in e.g. ( 4) and (5): 

5 
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(4) 'He looks at the girl (PP)' 

(5) 'He watches the girl (NP)' 

In both cases the arity is 2. The generalisation potential of the concept of quanti
tative valency is quite large while its descriptive potential is rather small. This 
does not imply, however, that quantitative valency is of no relevance for the 
distinction between different senses of a word. This is shown in (6) and (7) where 
the different senses of the verb are paraphrased in English. 

(6) 

(7) 

'Han svarer' 
(He answers) 

'Han svarer til beskrivelsen' 
(He matches the description) 

(arity=l) 

(arity=2) 

However, using the concept of quantitative valency as the only means for a 
valency description is problematic, firstly, because the number of classifica
tion categories is very limited and secondly, because not all valency-bound el
ements need tQ be present in a sentence in order to render a certain interpreta
tion of a verB. In contextual ellipsis, for example, valency-bound elements 
may be omitted from a sentence as they are inferrable from the context. There
fore, there is no difference in the meaning of the verbs in (8) and (9) because 
the missing valency-bound element in (9) can be reconstructed from the previ
ous sentence. 

(8) 'Han giver en !ISl' 
(He gives a beer) 

(9) 'Skal vi have en !ISl?- Ja, jeg giver __ _ 
(Shall we have a beer?- Yes, I pay .) 

We shall return to this problem in section 2.2. 

1.1.2. Qualitative Valency 
Qualitative valency describes the morpho-syntactic and semantic characteristics 
of the valency-bound elements, i.e. the internal structure (NP, PP etc.), the syn
tactic function (object, indirect object etc.) as well as the semantic properties of 
each valency-bound element are specified. 

Qualitative valency establishes a network of criteria for distinguishing senses 
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of a given valency kernel as illustrated in (10) and (11), where the different 
senses are triggered by the internal structure of the valency-bound element, in 
(12) and (13), where the difference depends on different syntactic functions, and 
in (14) and (15), where the difference is due to semantic properties. 

(10) 'Han ser, at hun har ret' (S) 
(He realises that she is right) 

(11) 'Han ser hende' (NP) 
(He sees her) 

(12) 'Han bliver i Berlin' (prep. object) 
(He stays in Berlin) 

(13) 'Han bliver soldat' (subject predicate) 
(He becomes a soldier) 

(14) 'Han forbinder patienten' (human) 
(He bandages the patient) 

(15) 'Broen forbinder de to byer' (non-human) 
(The bridge connects the two cities) 

The application of the concept of qualitative valency, however, is not as straight
forward as it seems from these examples. In the previous examples it is very 
difficult to determine exactly in which cases differences in constituent structure, 
syntactic function or semantic properties of one or more valency-bound elements 
cause differences in meaning of the valency kernel. At each level of description 
counterexamples may be provided, where a difference in the meaning of the 
valency kernel cannot be demonstrated. 

(16) 'Han ser hende' (NP) 
(He sees her) 

(17) 'Han ser, at hun gar over vejen' (S) 
(He sees her crossing the street ) 

(18) 'Han giver hende en bog' (indirect object- object) 
(He gives her a book) 

23 
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(19) 'Han giver en bog til hende' (object- prep. object) 
(He gives a book to her) 

(20) 'Han venter pa hende' (human) 
(He waits for her) 

(21) 'Han venter pa hunden' (animate) 
(He waits for the dog) 

(22) 'Han venter pa toget' (concrete) 
(He waits for the train) 

(23) 'Han venter pa bedre tider' (abstract) 
(He waits for better days) 

Quantitative valency and qualitative valency are not necessarily interrelated, but 
they often coincide, i.e. different senses of a valency kernel correspond to differ
ences in both the quantitative and the qualitative descriptions of the valency
bound elements as in (24) and (25). 

(24) 'Bilen holder' 
(The car stops) 

(25) 'H(\11 holder tasken' 
(He holds the bag) 

In (24) and (25) the different senses of the verb 'holde' are triggered not only 
by the number of valency-bound elements but also by the semantic content of 
the first valency-bound element, i.e. the difference between animate and non
animate. We may conclude that although the definition of quantitative and 
qualitative valency is rather straightforward it is not a trivial task to make 
these concepts operational, i.e. to apply them in order to describe different 
word senses. 

1.2. Valency at Different Levels of Description 
In this section we shall take a closer look at the way valency information has 
been described and used in dictionaries and grammars at the different levels of 
description mentioned in the introduction. The grammatical theories men
tioned here have been chosen because they emphasise a particular level of de
scription. 
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1.2.1. Valency at Phrase Structure Level 

1.2.1.1. Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 
Valency description at phrase structure level deals with the surface syntax of a 
language and relies on both quantitative and qualitative grammatical analyses. 
As an example of a generative grammatical theory which makes use of valency 
information at this level, we have chosen Generalised Phrase Structure Grammar 
(GPSG), see Gazdar (1990). GPSG aims to develop a grammar which gives a 
complete and coherent description of syntactic structures in modem English. The 
grammar consists of a set of phrase structure rules and a system of feature speci
fications. Verbs, nouns and adjectives are considered valency kernels. The words 
are listed in the dictionary as shown in (26). 

(26) Lexicon rules: 
a. <weep, [[-N], [+V], [Bar 0], [SUBCAT 1]], {wept}, 'weep'> 
b. <paint, [[-N], [+V], [Bar 0], [SUBCAT 2]], {},'paint'> 

This dictionary entry contains morpho-syntactic features such as category ([-N], 
[+V]), bar level ([Bar 0]) and irregular inflectional patterns ( {wept}), as well as 
valency information ([SUBCAT 1]). The value of the feature SUBCAT is a digit 
which establishes the reference to the relevant rule in the grammar, as shown in 
(27). In other words the grammar rules are here identical with valency descriptions. 

(27) Grammar rules: 
a. VP ->H[1] 
b. VP -> H[2] NP 
c. VP -> H[3] PP [of] 

The rule in (27) a. will accept only the dictionary entry in (26) a. because the 
reference number of the valency kernel (the head, H) and the SUBCAT value 
have to unify. In the same way the grammar rule in (27) b. must match the dic
tionary entry in (26) b. Thus, the grammar rules for the VPs may, if they are 
completed, function as a syntactic classification system. 

In many respects the handling of the subcategorisation information in GPSG is 
more elegant than Chomsky' s early generative approaches (Chomsky (1965) 90-
1 06), but like the latter, GPSG fails to provide a strategy for how larger numbers 
of verbs are to be described and how this description is to be related to sense 
distinction. Just as in Chomsky' s model, it is difficult in GPSG to express syntac
tic restrictions on the subject as it is outside the scope of the subcategorisation 
restrictions. 
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Even at a surface syntactic level it may be relevant to ascertain whether the 
subject of a given verb can be both an NP and a subordinate clause or just an NP 
(cf. section 2.1.3. ). Furthermore, a new grammar rule must be added whenever a 
verb is constructed with a different valency-bound preposition. Only for one 
problematic area does GPSG suggest a generalisation, viz. the passive, where so
called meta-rules will save the grammarian the effort of writing a new set of rules 
for all the verbs which may be transformed into the passive. 

1.2.1.2. Engel & Schumacher 
As representatives of a surface oriented valency description from a lexicographi
cal point of view, Engel & Schumacher produced some of the first valency dic
tionaries of verbs, mainly with foreign language students in mind (Engel & 
Schumacher (1976)). For these dictionaries they created a number of prototypi
cal clauses (SatzbaupHine), and classified the verbs according to whether they 
could substitute the verbs in these clauses (Engel & Schumacher (1976) 28). 

Although Engel & Schumacher based their dictionary compilation on a large 
text corpus, their surface oriented approach led to a verb classification which 
does not necessarily reflect actual sense distinctions. Thus, in the case of the verb 
'glauben' (believe) (Engel & Schumacher (1976) 190), we fmd 7 main distinc
tions and 13 subdistinctions for fundamentally the same verb sense. In other cases, 
e.g. as regards the verb 'teilen' (divide), we find seven syntactic distinctions all corre
sponding nicely to different senses of the verb (Engel & Schumacher (1976) 270). 

In order to achieve a more precise and uniform description it is necessary to 
include inforniation from deeper levels of analysis. 

1.2.2. Valency and Syntactic Functions 
A valency description which takes its point of departure at the level of func
tional syntax offers other means of generalisation than the approaches described 
in 1.2.1. because a syntactic function may cover different constituents in the sur
face structure. The description will typically consist of combinations of syntac
tic functions which may occur with the valency kernel, but not necessarily men
tion the kind of constituents that can appear in each functional category. This 
applies for example to Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bresnan & Kaplan 
(1982)). 

The linguistic theory of LFG accounts for two levels of description: surface 
syntax Cc-structure) and functional syntax (f-structure). Information about the 
syntactic functions of the constituents in a clause is computed by relating the 
constituent structure of the clause to the valency description of the verb. 

The valency description in the LFG-dictionary for a monovalent verb, 'weep', 
and a divalenqverb, 'paint', is given in (28): 
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(28) Lexicon rules: 
paint V (t PRED) = 'paint < (i SUBJ)(i OBJ)>' 
weep V (i PRED) ='weep < (i SUBJ)>' 

The dictionary entry for 'paint' specifies that the verb must have a subject and an 
object, but the form of the subject or the object is not specified. The grammar in 
LFG consists of phrase structure rules combined with functional annotations control
ling the computation of the f-structure, as illustrated in (29). The grammar frag
ment indicates that the NP dominated by S must be associated with the subject 
function, and the NP dominated by VP must be associated with the object function. 
The i and .J.. symbolise the flow of feature information through the structure. 
Since the subcategorisation restrictions of the verb are percolated upwards from 
the lexicon, the subject is not outside the scope of the verb as in GB and GPSG. 

(29) Grammar rules: 
S --7 NP VP 

(i SUBJ) = .J.. i = .J.. 

VP--7 V NP 
i =.J.. (PRED) i (OBJ) = j, 

The f-structure being controlled by the lexical entries is the ultimate measure for 
the correct interpretation of a sentence. During the analysis process the grammar 
may build c-structures which do not correspond to an f-structure, i.e. the valency 
information ftlters out the wrong surface syntactic interpretations. 

In theories like LFG a valency description as in (30) may cover different con
struction possibilities as in (31) and (32): 

(30) be_l: (subject, locative object) 

(31) 'He is in Berlin' (PP= locative object) 

(32) 'He is here' (ADVP = locative object) 

A description taking its point of departure in syntactic functions has a consider
able power of generalisation and in many cases it will be sufficient for distin
guishing a large number of senses. For instance, it is fairly easy to distinguish the 
meaning of'be' in (31) and (32) from the one described in (33) and exemplified in 
(34). 
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(33) be_2: (subject, subject predicate) 

(34) 'He is happy' (AP =subject predicate) 

Example (35), however, shows that a functional description does pose problems: 

(35) 'He is in a good mood' 

From a semantic point of view the PP in (35) is a subject predicate, but according 
to the grammar it may also be interpreted as locative object. In order to fmd the 
correct interpretation it is necessary to employ another level of analysis: i.e. a 
semantic one. 

1.2.3. Valency at the Semantic Level 
In the previous sections it has- we hope- been relatively obvious how a descrip
tion of the valency kernel and the valency-bound elements can be achieved as the 
surface syntactic level and the functional level are reasonably well-defined. The 
semantic level is more complex because there is little agreement among linguists 
as regards the defmition and delimitation of semantic categories. A broad spec
trum of approaches exists, ranging from semantic primitives to categorisations 
which are based on models of our knowledge of the world. In what follows we 
will draw attention to three main trends: 

1. lexical semantic features 
2. case and 8-roles 
3. conceptual semantics 

1.2.3.1. Lexical Semantic Features 
Lexical semantic features deals with selectional restrictions imposed by the va
lency kernel on the valency-bound elements. These restrictions are formulated 
on the basis of a semantic classification system which defmes the restriction 
from the valency kernel on the valency-bound elements and assigns semantic 
features to the lexical items which appear as valency-bound elements. The se
mantic valency oftwo senses of the verb 'forbinde' (bandage/connect) in (14) and 
(15) could be described as in (36) og (37): 

(36) forbinde1: (VBlhuman VB2human) (the doctor bandages the patient) 

(37) forbinde2: (VBlnon-hwnan VB2non-human) (the bridge connects the cities) 
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Such a description elegantly ignores irrelevant surface syntactic variation. Fur
thermore, the restrictions may be applied in a straightforward way in automatic 
sentence processing. From the lexicon the valency-bound elements could have 
received a classification as the one in (38): 

(38) noun 
doctor/patient: 
bridge/city: 

semantic description 
human 
non-human 

An automatic analysis programme might use this information to reject a sentence 
like (39): 

(39) *'Lregen forbinder byeme' 
(The doctor bandages the cities) 

In machine translation systems this technique has been exploited to fmd the right 
translation of a given word (Boje & SchS!Ssler (1992)). 

The actual drawbacks oflexical semantics are not directly related to the concept 
of valency - its major problem being the impossible task of defining an appropri
ate set of semantic features modelling precisely the distinctions which are relevant 
for an unambiguous description of different senses. Some researchers claim that 
such semantic features can be designed for all languages universally, others hold 
that semantic features are language specific to a large extent (Copeland et al. 
(1991) 75-76). Engel & Schumacher state the following: 

Die Gefahr solchen Vorgehens besteht darin, dajJ universelle Kategorien, die 
hierbei notwendig verwendet werden, nicht mehr als Beschreibungsmittel son
dem als Beschreibungsziel verstanden werden. (Engel & Schumacher (1976) 30) 

(The danger of this approach [i.e. valency description based on universal seman
tic features] lies in the fact that universal categories, which must thus be devel
oped, are no longer the means of description, but have become its end.) 

1.2.3.2. Case and 8-Roles 
Case roles combine parts of the syntactic description with a semantic typing of 
both valency-bound elements and valency kernel. In such a description the sub
ject for instance would be typed Agent if "its referent performs or initiates the act 
which is described by the verb", and if the verb "denotes an act, a process or an 
activity" (Herslund & SS!Srensen (1985) 78) (our translation from Danish). 

The best known case model is the one defmed by Fillmore (1968). It aims to 
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design a universal system for the description of the semantic structure of clauses. 
Such systems are attractive for computational purposes, especially machine 
translation, because they permit generalisations across languages. In sentences 
like (40) and (41), where semantic and syntactic subjects and objects are not 
distributed in the same way in Danish and German, the difference can be neutral
ised by case roles (marked by capital letters): 

(40) 'Jeg' (subject/EXPERIENCER) 'mangler pengene' (object/OBJECT) 
(I lack the money) 

(41) 'Mir' (object/EXPERIENCER) 'fehlt das Geld' (subject/OBJECT) 
(lit: Me lacks the money) 

A number of grammatical theories have attempted to incorporate semantic roles 
in their semantic descriptions (cf. 8-roles in GB), but the disagreement between 
them is great, and the number of case role sets is enormous. The major problem 
is to formulate a clear definition of each role and to develop rules for its assign
ment. This problem increases as soon as the description is no longer linked to 
syntactic observations and left to intuition. Unfortunately, in most case role 
systems the roles are more or less intuitively assigned, which makes them unfit 
for large scale applications such as the production of a valency dictionary. The 
problems of 8-role assignment to alternation verbs such as 'to open' or 'to fill' 
have been discussed extensively by Levin and Rappaport (1988). 

1.2.3.3. Conceptual Valency 
Finally, we sl:ian briefly mention another strategy of integrating world know
ledge into the linguistic description, viz. the concept of conceptual valency, 
which through the work of Shank (1973) has received considerable attention par
ticularly in those areas of computer science that deal with artificial intelligence. 
Using conceptual "frames" Shank began to model the relations between entities 
in a given world in such a way that a computer would be able to calculate what 
kind of changes an event would bring about. For instance, a conceptual descrip
tion of sentence ( 45) as shown in ( 48) would enable the computer to answer 
questions about the location of the book. 

man H TRANS [
to -7 woman 

~0- book ~R from ~ man 
(48) 

H denotes that there is a conceptual relation between the actor and the action 
'TRANS'. Another relation exists between 'TRANS', an object (0) and a receiver 
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(R). In this approach it is possible to generalise also the content of the verb as 
some kind of transaction act This means that the same conceptual structure may 
describe sentences like (49) and (50): 

(49) 'The man handed the book to the woman' 

(50) 'The man sold the book to the woman' 

It is obvious that this type of description causes the same problems as the analy
sis based on semantic roles. Although the description has an appreciable power 
of generalisation which makes it quite efficient in certain applications, it is of 
little use for dictionary purposes because it tends to blurr the distinction between 
semantically related lexical units. 

1.3. Linking Different Levels of Analysis 
For the sake of illustration we have considered different levels of description in 
isolation which may not have been entirely fair to some of the theories quoted: 
most of them combine information from different levels more or less explicitly. 

Presently, we shall exemplify how three theories have used the concept of 
valency to establish a relation between different levels of description. This is 
done by merging information from different levels into one lexical entry. 

1.3.1. Dictionary Structure and Valency in Functional Grammar 
Functional grammar in the tradition of Simon Dik (1989) displays a much more 
holistic view of language than that met with in the generative tradition. In his 
description of language we find reflections on the purpose of the communication 
process, the biological and psychological condition of the language user, and the 
physical and social setting in which the language is used. The core of functional 
grammar, however, is based on semantic valency consisting of logical pred
ications which are extended through a number of steps until they constitute a 
well-formed linguistic expression (Dik (1989) 69). 

In the dictionary we fmd the following information collected in one sub
categorisation frame (in Dik' s terms: predicate frame): 

1. lexical form 
2. syntactic category 
3. number of valency-bound elements (arguments) 
4. selectional restrictions 
5. semantic roles of the arguments 
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The notation in the dictionary appears thus: 

This basic structure is filled with entities (terms) by a system of special predicate 
formation rules. Dik operates with only two syntactic functions: subject and 
object. The remaining valency-bound elements are characterised by semantic 
roles. The subject and the object are necessary in order to distinguish different 
realisations of a given content in the surface structure, i.e. passive sentences. The 
semantic roles are assigned by relating the functional analysis to the scheme 
below (52). If for instance the subject has not been assigned the role 'Agent' we 
are dealing with a passive clause. 

(52) 

Agent Goal Recipient 

a. subj obj 
b. subj obj 
c. subj 
d. subj 

A sentence analysis is given in (53): 

(53) 'John gave Bill the book' 

The connection between syntax and semantics is governed by the rules in the 
grammar, which operate on the predicate in a predefmed order. Dik is more con
cerned with the way in which e.g. tense and verbal aspect as well as the semantic 
content of verbs and terms may affect the production of sentences, and less with 
the properties that are characteristic of each verb. This valency description turns 
out to be much too general, not sufficiently fme-grained for making sense dis
tinctions. 

1.3.2. The Danish SOA approach 
Like Dik, Hers~und & SS1Srensen (1993) take their point of departure in two basic 
syntactic functions: subject(S) and object(O), supplemented, however, with a 
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kind of hyperfunction: the adject(A), which covers all other valency-bound cat
egories, such as dative object, prepositional object, subject and object comple
ment etc. Although first conceived for French (Herslund & S!ISrensen ( 1985-87) ), 
the SOA model is now being applied to Danish. 

In the SOA approach we fmd the distinction between predicate constituting 
complements, i.e. the subject of an intransitive verb and the object of a transitive 
verb (also described as fundamental complements), and predication constituting 
complements, i.e. the subject of a transitive or intransitive verbs as illustrated in (54): 

(54) st [V O]syn!Pred 
[Si V]SyntPred 

The adject is defmed as a cover term for any other valency-bound element apart 
from the subject and the object because these elements normally occur in com
plementary distribution. Thus, the maximal number of valency-bound elements 
amounts to three. Based on these three complement types, Herslund & S!ISrensen 
are able to distinguish 6 main verb classes as illustrated in Table 1: 

+ adject -adject 

transitive SVOA svo 
sytnmetrical SVOA svo 

~ ~ 
SV A sv 

intransitive SV A sv 

Table I 

This model allows a simple analysis of what Herslund and S!ISrensen call "sym
metrical verbs" like 'styre' (to steer) as in (55) and (56): 

(55) 'Boris(S) styrer(V) baden(O) ind i fjorden(A)' 
(Boris is steering the boat into the fjord) 

(56) 'Baden(S) styrer(V) ind i fjorden(A)' 
(The boat steers into the fjord) 
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The semantic and syntactic information in the dictionary suggested on the basis 
of the SOA model consists of 1. examples, 2. constituent structures and 3. 
valency frames including the derived frames of symmetrical verbs, for instance. 

The structure and valency description of the verb 'styre' presented in sample 
entries for the dictionary is given in (57): 

(57) 2. structures: aNP8 VNP0 

3. valency frames: 
derived: 

b. NPS VNPOPPA 
c. NPS VPPA 

svo 
svo~ 

.? 
sv~oc 

The mapping between the two levels is ensured by the addition of the comple
ment symbols (S 0 A) to the constituent structure. The valency frame seems just 
to repeat the structural description, however, additional semantic information is 
added as the adject is further specified as a locative. Thus, in order to serve as a 
basis for sense distinction and a more fme-grained verb typology, the SOA 
model must be further specified. This specification, however, has so far not been 
presented in any detail, which makes it difficult to judge whether the theory can 
be exploited in a concrete application. 

In order to support the validity of their theory, Herslund & S!ISrensen offer a 
long list of linguistic arguments in favour of the SOA model. Here we shall con
centrate on selectional restrictions and sense distinctions. It is argued that only 
predicate constituting complements are subjected to selectional restrictions by 
the verb, which means that the subject of a transitive verb is never affected by 
e.g. plural selection (semantic or syntactic). Although this seems to be a general 
tendency we can think of counterexamples such as: 

(58) 'Sameme/*samen befolker dele afNorge' 
(The Laplanders/*the Laplander inhabits parts of Norway) 

(59) 'Vil*jeg aftaler at f~~Slges ad' 
(We/*I agree to accompany each other) 

(60) 'Chefeme/*Chefen dr~~Sfter sagen' 
(The einployers/*the employer are debating the matter) 
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(61) 'Bs::smene/*barnet deler reblet imellem sig' 
(The childrenl*the child share the apple among themselves) 

Furthermore, it is argued that only differences in the predicate constituting com
plements may determine different senses of the verb, i.e. variation in the lexical 
material of the subject of transitive verbs never triggers different senses of that 
verb. Again, however, there seem to be counterexamples: 

(62) 'Jeg beskriver en cirkel' 
(I describe a circle) 

(63) 'Planeten beskriver en cirkel' 
(The planet circles) 

(64) 'Nikkel fremkalder allergi' 
(Nickel causes allergy) 

(65) 'Han fremkalder filmen' 
(He develops the film) 

Although in some of the examples we can register selectional restrictions on both 
the subject and the object, there is no evidence that the different senses of the 
verb are triggered by the object only. · 

As mentioned above, according to the SOA approach the maximal number of 
valency-bound elements amounts to three. This is debatable as we find construc
tions containing 4 or even 5 elements such as: 

(66) 'Jeg betaler ham(iobj) 100 kr(obj) for bogen(pobj)' 
(I pay him 100 kr for the book) 

(67) 'Jeg sender ham(iobj) hans tS::Sj(obj) fra London(pobj) til hans adresse i 
Paris(pobj)' 
(I send him his clothes from London to his address in Paris) 

(68) 'Han oversretter brevet(obj) fra tysk(pobj) til dansk(pobj)' 
(He translates the letter from German into Danish) 

The SOA model encounters a number of other problems, for instance, concerning the 
semantic interpretation of the subject-object-adject relations and concerning its appli
cability to other languages (cf. Schs::ssler (forthcoming) for a detailed discussion). 
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In this context it will suffice to conclude that as a theory the SOA approach 
seems attractive because of its simplicity and the beauty of the analysis of the 
symmetrical constructions, however, confronted with more than simple, proto
typical verbs, the basic assumptions of the theory are at least questionable. 
Furthermore, the simple distinction between subject, object and adject is not 
sufficiently detailed in order to serve as a basis for verb classification in a dic
tionary. 

1.3.3. Pustejovsky's Generative Lexicon 
Recent studies in lexical semantics exibit a tendency towards a more unified 
view of syntax and semantics in the dictionary. Drawing on his experiences with 
lexical semantics in connection with NLP, Pustejovsky (1991) introduces his so
called "Generative Lexicon", clearly acknowledging the interrelation between 
syntax and semantics: 

.. without an appreciation of the syntactic structure of a language, the study of 
lexical semantics is bound to fail (Pustejovsky (1991) 410). 

In the generative lexicon, the lexical semantic description of a word consists of 4 
different types of information: 

1. Argument structure 
2. Event structure 
3. Qualia structure 

4. Inheritance structure 

(minimal specification of the semantics of the word) 
(state, process and transition) 
(describing various aspects of the noun, for instance 
the verbs they frequently occur with) 
(describing how the word is related to other words in 
the lexicon, for instance in a type hierarchy) 

An entry for the verb 'bake' is given in (69): 

(69) 3el'[bake(el) Vagent(eP, j) Vobject(eP, y) 

Apart from the event structure marked bye (P denotes a process), there is nothing 
surprising in this structure. The interesting part of the description relates to the 
noun and the way the noun and the verb are matched. Depending on the qualia 
structure of the noun, the verb will be interpreted either as a simple process verb 
(as in 'bake a potato') or as a creation verb (as in 'bake a cake'). The framework 
based on the generative lexicon is expected to cater for these kinds of colloca
tions as well as for cases of logical polysemi. 
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The generative mechanisms suggested by Pustejovsky aim at linguistic knowl
edge representation for NLP and other AI -applications. Valency is just one of 
many information types recorded in the lexicon. The interesting innovation is the 
fact that the lexicon is now seen as a network in which the words are interrelated 
and may be used to interprete each other. Thus, different parts of speech are no 
longer described in isolation, but in relation to each other and according to the 
same principles. 

The theory of the generative lexicon is still in the process of development and 
there remain many questions and many loose ends, such as the semantic categories of 
the qualia structure which are as yet only vaguely defmed.lt seems, however, that 
its unified approach may provide new insights, also with respect to valency. 

1.4. The Relation between Syntax and Semantics in Valency 
Dictionaries Based on the Pronominal Approach 

The problem of relating the observations made at the syntactic level to the inter
pretations given at the semantic level seems to be a general characteristic of the 
valency theories that have been summarised above. At the syntactic level there is 
still a strong link with the form of the linguistic expression, whereas the semantic 
level deals with metalinguistic content descriptions, which are often more or less 
ad hoc or invented for a specific task. These semantic descriptions are rarely 
supported by intersubjectively determinable linguistic tests, which leads to a lack 
of precision in the semantic valency descriptions, making them extremely dif
ficult to adapt.in dictionaries and computational applications. 

In some areas of lexical semantics this problem has been acknowledged, and a 
number of lexical research projects are now pursuing methods which focus 
equally on syntax and semantics, attempting to combine syntactic observation 
with semantic classification. Their point of view may be illustrated by the fol
lowing quotation: 

The assumption underlying much of this current linguistic research - that 
syntactic properties of phrases reflect, in large part, the meaning of the words 
that head them- also provides a powerful new methodology for studying word 
meaning. (Levin (1991) 3) 

In other words the focus is no longer on grammatical theory, but on methodol
ogy, i.e. on fmding ways to provide the linguistic data on the basis of which new 
theories may be developed or existing ones improved. 

A step towards a more stringent methodology has been taken by the Pronomi
nal Approach (Eynde (1978) and (1994)), providing sense distinctions on the 
basis of pronominal paradigms in different valency slots and of construction 
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properties of the valency kernel. Pronominal substitution is a well-known lin
guistic technique generally used for the delimitation of a given constituent. The 
substitution test may clarify the basic structure of a sentence and reveal potential 
ambiguities. For instance, the different meanings of the sentence in (70) are obvi
ous once the nominal constituents have been substituted by pronouns, as in (71) 
and (72): 

(70) 'Den gamle elsker piber' 
(The old (man) loves pipes/the old lover whimpers) 

(71) 'Han piber' 
(He whimpers) 

(72) 'Han elsker dem' 
(He loves them) 

The Pronominal Approach (P A) is based on the observation of a permanent rela
tion of proportionality or isomorphism between a pronoun and the constituents 
which may stand in its place. (For a more systematic description of the P A see 
chapter 2). Similar observations may be found in Engel & Schumacher' s diction
aries ((1976) 21-26), where paradigms consisting of various phrases as well as 
pronouns support the classification of valency-bound elements. However, the 
PA differs from Engel & Schumacher' s approach in that it regards the pronouns 
as the primary elements, and the constituents as substitutes for the pronouns. 
Furthermore, the PAuses pronouns and other proforms exclusively. Since the 
pronouns form a small, closed class of elements it is possible to use them for 
providing a complete basic inventory of the relations between valency kernel and 
valency-bound elements, by establishing a pronominal paradigm for each va
lency-bound element. A sketch of a pronominal description of the verb 'give' is 
given in (73). 

(73) 'Mand{m giver kvinden en bog' 
(The man gives the woman a book) 

PO P2 P1 
han giver ham det 
hun hen de dette 
den den den 
hvem hvem hvad 
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One of the advantages of the P A is the fact that metalinguistic terms like 'seman
tic features' may be defmed and assigned in a more straightforward way. Linguis
tic forms (the pronouns) are simply used for characterising other linguistic 
forms. In other words, the relation between syntax and semantics is established 
directly through the pronominal forms. The morphological features of the pro
nouns such as e.g. case, will disclose syntactic properties, i.e. ascertain whether 
the valency-bound element is the subject (PO) or the object (Pl). The semantic 
features of the pronouns will render a basic semantic description of the valency 
slot. A verb like 'befolke' (inhabit) will only accept pronominal forms as its sub
ject which are proportional to words denoting groups of people as in (74): 

(74) 'Samerne befolker Nordnorge' 
(The Laplanders inhabit northern Norway) 

PO Pl 
de befolker det 
Vl den 
alle de m 
nogle *ham 
*jeg *alle 
*du 
*det 

By means of the pronominal paradigms it is possible to give a precise description 
of the valency slots associated with the valency kernel and thereby to define 
restrictions on the valency-bound elements that may fill these slots. They must all 
be proportional to the pronouns that appear in the paradigm as illustrated in (75): 

(75) 'de: samerne, danskerne, menneskene, folkeslagene, dyrene .. .' 
(they: Laplanders, Danes, humans, people, animals ... ) 

In other words, each pronominal paradigm represents a set of syntactico-seman
tic features. The pronominal paradigm of PO of the verb 'befolke' corresponds to 
the features in (76): 

(76) befolke (PO: +animate, +plural, ±definite, +nominative, ±countable) 

The P A considers this a minimal or prototypical feature set, i.e. the set common 
to all possible valency-bound elements that may appear in e.g. PO. The feature 
structure of the pronominal forms is discussed in detail in chapter 2. 
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Thanks to these properties the P A has been called a short cut to linguistic 
knowledge representation (Gebruers ( 1991) ). Being a language-immanent method 
for valency description, the P A provides an excellent means to reach intersub
jectively controllable results in linguistic applications such as dictionaries. 

Not only with regard to the syntactico-semantic description of the valency
bound elements, but also with regard to sense distinction does the P A offer new 
possibilities, in that it may formally substantiate an intuitively felt difference. 
The forms which occur in the pronominal paradigms associated with the subject 
and object, respectively, of the two senses of the verb 'forbinde' (bandage/con
nect) in (77) are clearly different. 'Forbinde_1' (bandage) allows only proforms 
proportional to the feature +human in the paradigm of the subject and +animate 
for the object. Whereas 'forbinde_2' (connect) allows only proforms proportional 
to the features +concrete -animate in the paradigm of the subject, additionally 
excluding the feature +singular in the object paradigm: 

(77) 'Lregen forbinder patienten' 
(The doctor bandages the patient) 

PO P1 
hvem forbinder_1 hvem 
han ham 
*hvad den 
*den *hvad 

( 

'Broen forbinder byeme' 
(The bridge connects the cities) 

PO 
*hvem forbinder_2 
hvad 
den 
denne her 

P1 
*hvem 
hvad 
de m 
disse her 

The differences in the pronominal paradigms, however, are not considered suffi
ciently strong indications for the distinction of different senses of the verb, and 
must therefore be supported by other formal indications, such as difference in 
passive formation, auxiliary selection, verbal aspect and syntactic construction 
possibilities, i.e. additional distributional tests which will be discussed in detail 
in chapter 2. In the case of 'forbinde' we fmd a difference in verbal aspect sup
porting the distinction as shown in (78). 
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(78) a. 'Lregen forbinder_l patienten pa kort tid /*i nogen tid' 
(The doctor bandages the patient in a short time/for some time) 

b. 'Broen forbinder_2 byeme *pa kort tidli nogen tid' 
(The bridge connects the cities *in a short time/for short time) 

As the examples show, 'forbinde_l' preferably occurs in a perfective context, 
whereas 'forbinde_2' occurs in an non-perfective context. Thus, both the pro
nominal paradigms and the syntactic behaviour of the verb support a formal dis-
tinction between the two senses. · 

2. Methodological Problems of Valency Description 
Although there is general agreement about the definition of the basic elements 
forming the description of the valency of a word and although most of these 
elements in one combination or another appear in practically all valency theo
ries, there is little agreement as to which empirical indications are relevarit in the 
estimation of the valency of a word. In the following we shall examine how 
valency descriptions are performed in practice: which working methods are em
ployed and which linguistic material forms the basis of the valency investiga
tion. 

2.1. Techniques for the Identification of Valency-bound Elements 
Valency researchers have experimented with many different ways of deteri:nining 
whether a givell constituent in a sentence is valency-bound. The simplest approach 
may be found in Tesniere (1957), where nominal constituents are defmed as va
lency-bound and prepositional and adverbial constituents are regarded as modi
fiers, i.e. on the ground of purely surface syntactic criteria This is already prob
lematic for French, and it causes severe problems for Danish, as illustrated in (79) 
and (80): 

(79) 'Han anmoder om hjrelp' 
(He requests (for) help) 

(80) 'Han kommer mandag aften' 
(He comes Monday night) 

(PP- VB) 

(NP-NB) 

It is difficult to motivate that 'om hjrelp' is a non-valency-bound element, since 
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the sentence is no longer comprehensible without it, whereas 'mandag aften', al
though a nominal phrase, may be omitted without problems. 

The techniques employed by Tesniere's successors cover a broad spectrum, 
from the use of introspection and intuition to the use of statistical information 
and informants. 

2.1.1. Reduction Techniques 
The most commonly used method for an identification of valency-bound ele
ments is the reduction technique or elimination tesr. It commences by removing 
one sentence constituent after another from a given sentence. If the sentence no 
longer makes sense or seems ungrammaticalS, this is an indication that the con
stituent is valency-bound. 

(81) (He gave her probably the book in the kitchen Sunday morning) 
'Han gav hende sandsynligvis bogen i k!15kkenet sjljndag morgen 
Han gav hende sandsynligvis bogen i k!15kkenet 
Han gav hende sandsynligvis bogen 
Han gav hende bogen 
*Han gav hende sandsynligvis 
*Han gav hende 
?Han gav bogen 
*Han gav 
* gav bogen 

* gav hende' 

On the basis of the reductions made in example (81) we may assume that only 
'han', 'bogen' and possibly 'hende' are valency-bound, whereas 'sandsynligvis', 'i 
k!15kkenet' and 'sj~jndag morgen' are non-bound. The main question about the re
duction technique concerns the material it is applied to. If corpus material is 
submitted to the test, we face the problem of having the valency structure blurred 
by stylistic, pragmatic and syntactic phenomena. This may make it difficult to 
determine which elements are actually omissible and at which point the sentence 
becomes ungrammatical. Frequently, doubt arises as to whether an element can 
really be left out, as is the case with 'hende' in example (81). 

Moreover, it may be difficult to determine the number of valency-bound ele
ments if the word has more than one sense. Considering example (9) in section 
1.1.1 one is led to believe that only 'han' should be a valency-bound element in 
the description of 'give' (this is discussed in detail in section 2.2). 

Some valency researchers have thus chosen to take their point of departure in 
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context-free standard clauses, i.e. active, declarative clauses with the verb in a 
flnite form. Even with this modillcation the procedure is problematic. How can 
one be sure that the elements which have been found by means of the reduction 
technique are in fact valency-bound? For instance in (82) one might think that 'pa 
ingen made' is valency-bound because it cannot be omitted from the sentence. 

(82) Du beh~ver pa ingen made at f~le dig forpligtet' 
(lit. You need in no way to feel yourself obliged) 
(You need not feel obliged) 
'*du beh~ver at f~le dig forpligtet' 
(lit. You need to feel yourself obliged) 

One has to investigate a different sentence construction, as for instance in (83), in 
order to determine whether the adverbial may be omitted: 

(83) 'Jeg tvivler pa, at du beh~ver at f~le dig forpligtet' 
(I doubt that you need to feel obliged) 

Here, clearly, pragmatic factors come into play. The verb 'beh~ve' in this sense 
must always be associated with a non-assertive context 

Another question arising in connection with the use of the reduction technique 
is how one ensures that the sentence constructed contains all the relevant ele
ments. The description of the verb 'betragte' as di- or trivalent depends on whether the 
sentence is constructed as in (84) or as in (85): 

(84) 'Han betragter sin m or' 
(He watches his mother) 

(85) 'Han betragter sin mor som sin ven' 
(He regards his mother as his friend) 

However, (85) does not imply (84), which indicates that the two senses are not 
related in any systematical way. Thus, these examples illustrate the fact that the 
reduction technique cannot reveal that a valency kernel in different senses may 
attach a different number of valency-bound elements. 

Both the preparation of the constructed sentences and the evaluation of their 
grammaticality are based on introspection and intuition. The outcome depends 
on the linguist using the technique. 

One attempt to avoid this problem can be found in Helbig & Schenkel (1971) 
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who explicitly demand that the meaning of the verb does not change during the 
reduction process. This contributes to a more precise description, but since it is 
no trivial task to establish precise criteria for whether a change of meaning takes 
place, intuition still plays a predominant role. The above mentioned criterion of 
implication, as it has been suggested by the Pronominal Approach, could be de
veloped further into a systematic test procedure. 

2.1.2. Techniques Based on Transformational Tests 
A number of tests have been proposed, which in addition to the elimination test are 
supposed to help to distinguish between valency-bound elements and non-bound 
elements. A complete survey of these tests will not be given here as extensive 
discussions may be found in Somers (1987), Rerslund & S!ISrensen (1985) and 
Vater (1982). Mosttests rely on various transformations of the base sentence. The 
most widespread one is the so-called 'do so' test (only for verbs) which determines 
the status of prepositional phrases using coordinate constructions. In order to 
ascertain whether 'i k!ISkkenet' in example (86) is valency-bound, one must con
struct a context as in (87) where as many elements as possible, except the subject 
and the element in question, are rephrased by 'do so' (in Danish: 'g!ISr det' (do it)). 
The rephrased sentence is then coordinated with the base sentence. 

(86) 'Ran spiser spaghetti i k!ISkkenet' 
(He eats spaghetti in the kitchen) 

(87) 'Ran spiser spaghetti i k!ISkkenet, og hun g!ISr det i stuen' 
(He eats spaghetti in the kitchen, and she does so in the living room) 

If the coordinated sentence makes sense the prepositional phrase is not a valency
bound element. If the coordinated sentence sounds strange it indicates that the 
transformation has affected central valency-bound elements as in (88), where 'til 
ham' is considered valency-bound: 

(88) '*Ran giver bogen til hende, og hun g!ISr det til ham' 
(He gives the book to her and she does so to him) 

The transformation tests suffer from a serious flaw: it is restricted to certain types 
of verbs and cannot be used in connection with monovalent and divalent verbs as 
in (89). 

(89) '*Ran stoler pa hende og hun g!ISr det pa ham' 
(He trusts her and she does so him) 
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(90) '*Han sover i sengen og hun g~r det i sofaen' 
(He sleeps in the bed and she does so on the couch) 

According to the acceptability test the prepositional phrases in both (89) and (90) 
should be valency-bound. This is only the case in (89). 

Thus, quantitative valency is often determined intuitively and not on the basis 
of operational criteria. This has led to large differences in word description in 
various valency dictionaries. In a comparison of 473 entries in three large Ger
man valency dictionaries, Storrer shows that almost half of the entries differ with 
regard to quantitative valency (Storrer (1992)). 

2.1.3. Techniques Based on Statistics 
Heringer (1968), discussed in Gebruers ((1991) 238-39), attempts to develop a 
less intuitively based technique for the determination of valency-bound elements 
by making statistic investigations of large quantities of unrestricted text. For a 
given verb the eo-occurring constituents are investigated. The elements which 
occur with a high frequency are classified as valency-bound, whereas the ele
ments which occur with low frequency are classified as non-bound. 

Gebruers criticises this approach and points out that it does not consider the 
problems of the representativity of the texts and the fact that the distribution of 
certain types of constituents is accidental. It is possible that some senses of a given 
verb do not occur even in large amounts of texts, or that they occur with extremely 
low frequency, and therefore are disregarded by statistics. Investigations of the 
verb 'ryge' (to smoke) in Bergenholtz' 4 million word corpus (Bergenholtz (1992) ), for 
instance, showed that this verb does not occur in the sense of'preserve with smoke' 
as in 'ryge en laks' (to smoke a salmon). It would be ill-judged to conclude that the 
verb does not occur in this sense in modem Danish (see Daugaard et al. (1995)). 

Such criticism, obviously, should not encourage a complete rejection of the 
employment of corpora for valency research. Even though a corpus investigation 
may fail to yield a complete and consistent picture of a linguistic phenomenon it 
may prove a valuable supplement. 

2.1.4. A Technique Based on Pronominal Forms 
Gebruers ((1991) 262-265) describes how the Pronominal Approach (cf.l.4.) can 
provide a short cut to the determination of valency-bound elements: the manner 
in which a large number of verbs combine with different pronominal forms is 
registered. Some pronouns occur only in specific paradigms and with special 
classes of verbs. They may be typed as valency-bound. Others occur more freely 
with a large number of verbs. These are considered non-bound. 

Using this approach we arrive at descriptions as in (91) and (92) showing a 
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small section of the paradigms for the valency-bound and non-bound elements 
occurring with the two senses of the verb 'ryge' (to smoke): 

(91) Vulkanen ryger 

(92) 

VBl 
hvad 
hvad for enlet 
den/det 
denne/dette 

Han ryger en cigar 

VBl 
hvem 
jeg 
vi 
man 

V 

ryger 

V 
ryger 

VB2 NB 
nu 
her 
hvordan 
hvomar 
hvorfor 
hvorlrenge 
hvor ... 

VB2 NB 
hvad nu 
hvad for en/et her 
denldet hvordan 
denne/dette hvomar 

hvorfor 
hvorlrenge 
hvor ... 

According to this list the constituents which are proportional to the pronouns 
'hvomar, hvorfor, hvorlrenge, hvor' (when, why, how long, where) etc. are not 
considered val~ncy-bound unless they cannot be omitted from the sentence. 

Compared t~ the reduction technique and the statistical approach described in 
section 2.1.1. and 2.1.3. the Pronominal Approach has two advantages: 

1. It operates with a simple model based on a closed class (the pronouns) and 
avoids the confusion which occurs when the whole spectrum of surface 
manifestations met with in e.g. a corpus has to be taken into account. 

2. It is based on clearly defmed distributional tests and is thus operational. 

2.2. Techniques for the Determination of the Status of 
Valency-Bound Elements 

The distinction between obligatory and optional valency-bound elements is a 
problem often encountered in a surface-oriented valency description. At the se-
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mantic level optionality is not taken into account and the full valency pattern is 
registered, whereas more surface-oriented approaches also indicate whether ele
ments are optional. 

It is an indisputable fact that the status of valency-bound elements is contextu
ally determined. Whether a given element is present in a sentence or not is deter
mined by the discourse. If we consider the examples (8) and (9) from section 
1.1.1. (here repeated in (93) and (94)), it is evident that the filling of the empty 
valency slot in (94) would render an acceptable sentence (95) much too explicit 
in view of the context. As a participant in a conversation you would wonder 
whether your interlocutor had been listening at all. 

(93) 'Han giver en !1Sl' 
(He pays a beer) 

(94) 'Skal vi have en !1Sl?- Ja, jeg giver __ _ 
(Shall we have a beer?- Yes, I'll pay __ __, 

(95) 'Skal vi have en !1Sl?- Ja, jeg giver en !1Sl' 
(Shall we have a beer?- Yes, I'll pay a beer) 

If we compare:these examples to some of the other possible sentences containing 
the verb 'give' e.g. (96) or (97) we find that the omission of the same valency
bound elemen~ renders the sentence ungrammatical. 

(96) 'Skal vi give hende en !1Sl?- *Ja, jeg giver hende __ _ 
(Shall we give her a beer? - *Yes, I'll give her----~) 

(97) 'Skal vi give en !1Sl til hende?- *Ja, jeg giver ___ ill hende' 
(Shall we give a beer to her?- *Yes, I'll give to her) 

From the English translation it is clear that 'give_l' in (93), (94) and (95) is re
lated to a sense which can be paraphrased as 'treat somebody to something' 
whereas 'give_2' in (96) and (97) is related to 'hand over'. 

In practice this means that e.g. the editor of a dictionary has to choose between 
entering one single entry in his dictionary with two optional valency-bound ele
ments without expressing the difference in meaning or entering two different 
entries or subentries with two different valency patterns. None of the theories 
mentioned here offers clear, operational criteria for a choice in situations such as 
the one described above. Not even the Pronominal Approach has a cure-all solu-
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tion or provides a crystal clear decision manual, but it emerges that in most cases 
the pronominal paradigms give indications which may make the eventual deci
sion less intuitive. 

A fragment of the pronominal paradigms for 'give_l ': 

PO Pl 
hvem giver *hvem 
han hvad 
*det det 
*hvad den 

A fragment of the pronominal paradigms for give_2: 

PO P2 Pl 
hvem giver hvem hvem 
han hen de hvad 
hvad den den 
det, at ... det det 

These paradigms clearly show that we are dealing with two different verb senses. 
'Give_l' in subject position only allows pronouns proportional to constituents 
with the feature +human (hvemlhan), whereas +human is excluded from the ob
ject position. 'Give_2' ~s less restricted in this respect and allows all kinds of 
pronouns, proportional to ±animate, ±concrete, in all positions6• However, this is 
not sufficient as we have not yet proved that we are dealing with two different 
senses. After all, one might argue that 'give_l' is merely constructed with a sub
set of the pronouns seen with 'give_2' and just the same sense occurring in a 
specific context. Therefore, the Pronominal Approach supports the distinctions 
made on the basis of the pronominal paradigms with a number of distributional 
tests. These tests will be discussed in detail in chapter 2. 

To conclude the discussion of the verb 'give' in this chapter we can observe 
that 'give_2' does passivise whereas 'give_l' does not which gives us a supple
mentary criterion for the distinction of the two senses. 

3. Conclusion 
The discussion of valency theories from different areas of linguistic research 
shows that there is general agreement about the basic elements of the valency 
description and about how valency patterns should be described at the expression 
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level. The theories differ mainly in the description of the valency patterns at the 
content level and in the techniques that are used to achieve a consistent description. In 
most cases the valency description is determined by the aim of the language descrip
tion, which means that problems are solved in relation to the task at hand. Thus, in 
spite of the general agreement as regards the basic elements of valency descrip
tion, we encounter great divergence when the theories are implemented. 

The Pronominal Approach has been suggested as a way out of this dilemma, 
partly because it enables us to relate syntax and semantics in a controllable way, 
partly because it offers decision techniques based on distributional observations. 
Although the problems of personal evaluation and intuition cannot be overcome 
completely, the PA, because of its integrated approach to syntax and semantics, 
stands out as an adequate tool for gaining new insights into the nature of valency 
as well as other linguistic phenomena. 

Using the Pronominal Approach we are taking a step back from theory building in 
order to concentrate on collecting more data displaying the nature of language 
and providing new facts which in turn may be fed back on theory. However, 
applying the Pronominal Approach to a certain feature of a given language, as 
the Odense Valency Dictionary is doing with the description of the valency of 
Danish verbs, nouns and adjectives, first of all presupposes a thorough investiga
tion of the pronominal system of that language. In addition, it is imperative to 
develop distributional tests which may support sense distinctions based on the 
pronominal paradigms. How this has been achieved for Danish will be described in 
the next chapter. 

Notes 

1. This chapter has been written by Sabine Kirchmeier-Andersen. 
2. Here we shall only deal with simple sense distinction. Possibilities of grouping dif

ferent senses into complex entries containing main entries and subentries will be 
discussed in chapter 3. 

3. A solution to the dilemma was suggested by Tesniere (1959) who argued that the 
verb selects its valency-bound elements syntactically whereas the relation is re
versed for semantic selection. See also section 1.2.3. and 1.2.2. 

4. This technique was extensively applied to English by Harris (1964) although his 
first aim was not valency definition but hierarchical string analysis. See also Eynde 
(forthcoming). 

5. The concept of grammaticality is very complex. We shall not discuss it here but 
refer the reader to (Lyons (1987) 150-153) instead. 

6. To illustrate this point the following sentences with more unexpected combinations 
may prove useful: 
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1) 'Kongen gav prinsen sin datter' 
(The king gave the prince his daughter) 

2) 'Det, at solen skinnede, gav trreet bedre vrekstbetingelser' 
(The fact that the sun was shining gave the tree better conditions for growth). 
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4. The Pronominal Approach - Theoretical Outline 

4.1. Basic Assumptions 
In thls section I will give a short historical and theoretical introduction to the 
Pronominal Approach and outline its methodological principles. 

The P A has been presented as a research method for the study of the basic 
structures of natural languages. It was first conceived by Karel van den Eynde at the 
Catholic University of Leuven in 1969 and was developed at the universities of 
Leuven and Aix en Provence through the following two decades (Eynde 1978 & 
1988, Blanche-Benveniste et al. 1987, Eynde et al. 1988-89). Since 1992 further 
development took place in cooperation between the universities of Leuven and 
Odense (Sch0sler & Kirchmeier-Andersen 1997 a). 

In the P A we fmd a combination of ideas from two different areas: linguistics and 
constructive mathematics. From linguistics the P A has received inspiration from the 
distributional analysis principles ofTogeby and Harris, from mathematics the PA has 
been influenced by the notion of proportionality or isomorphism and by the 
constructivism known from constructive mathematics, especially Goodman (1951 ). 

As described by Eynde (1995) the P A has its roots in the linguistic principles of 
Knud (1965) and the distributional analysis ofZellig Harris (1951, 1954 and 1965). 
Both of them argue that the semantic properties of linguistic units1 are only 
accessible through the study of their syntactic behaviour. 

(98) In my opinion, semantics is accessible only by means of the study of the 
behaviour of morphemes. It may be the case that morphemes2 have a meaning, and 
that this meaning is the reason for their behaviour. This is a philosophical problem 
in which I do not take any stand All I know, and all that a linguist may know, is that 
we are confronted with texts where the morphemes are distributed according to 
specific rules. This syntactic behaviour is the only linguistic key that may open the 
door of semantics. (1965a:5, (cit.op. Eynde 1995:113). 

(99) Although rough indications of meaning are often used heuristic ally to guess at 
the morphemes of a word or utterance, the decision as to morphemic composition is 
always based on a check of what sections of that word or utterance are substitutable 

The term 'linguistic unit' is used to cover all types of distributionally 
distinguishable forms, i.e. phonemes, morphemes and lexemes. 

2 Note that Togeby uses the term 'morpheme' for units in morphology, syntax 
and semantics as well as for units in the lexicon. He claims that such distinctions are 
only theoretical since the units are fundamentally identical. 
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in a structured (patterned) way in that environmenf. (Harris, 1954:781) 

The meaning of a word emerges from its environment or context. This apparently 
simple conclusion rises the question: how can linguistic units be defined in the first 
place without any knowledge of what they might mean? Harris' distributional analysis 
was heavily criticised by contemporary linguists who rejected his approach as 
unrealistic and unfeasible as it seemed to them to exclude completely the notion of 
meaning from linguistic analysis4

• In Denmark for instance, Diderichsen (1957) 
claimed that Harris distributional analyses cannot lead to a result without reference 
to meaning and that in fact Harris himself in his investigation of Swahili was 
deviating from his own course. A possible explanation of this apparent inconsistency 
could be that Harris in fact never intended to exclude meaning from linguistic 
analysis and consequently that Diderichsen and others have misinterpreted Harris' 
work. The reason for this misconception has been described very much to the point 
by Bruce Nevin (1993): 

(100) In the conception takenfor granted by many writers, language .functions as or 
is used as a code, and that is how linguistic forms come to be correlated with 
meanings. The correlation itself, which is presupposed without question as something 
intuitively self evident, entails a distinction between forms and meanings as 
independent entities requiring correlation. This autonomy of linguistic form with 
respect to meaning Harris denies. (Nevin 1993;358) 

The reluctance within the linguistic community to fully accept Harris' approach lead 
to the result that it was never really tried out in a large scale application except by 
himself (Harris 1989) and Maurice Gross (1988). Nevertheless, in recent publications 
on lexical semantics the idea of employing distributional criteria on a systematic basis 
seems to have regained interest. For instance in the work ofBeth Levin (1991 and 
1993) we fmd a semantic classification ofEnglish verbs which is strongly supported 
by systematic distributional observations. Levin describes her work as 

(1 01) .. . guided by the assumption that the behaviour of a verb, particularly with 
respect to the expression and interpretation of its arguments, is to a large extent 

3 Harris has defined the term 'environment' as follows: An environment of an 
element A is an existing array of its co-occurrents, i.e. the other elements, each in a 
particular position, with which A occurs to yield an utterance (1954:146). 

4 See for instance Nevin (1993) on the reception of Harris ideas in the 
American linguistic community 
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determined by its meaning. Thus, verb behaviour can be used effectively to probe for 
linguistically relevant pertinent aspects of verb meaning. (Levin 1991; 1 ). 

Although there is a fundamental difference in the approaches of Levin and Harris 
namely in what should be considered first: semantic intuitions or distributional 
behaviour, Levin's method for a classification of 3000 English verbs seems to be 
quite in agreement with Harris' ideas. 

For the description of the valency of verbs, nouns and adjectives, the PA has 
chosen to follow Harris' and Togeby's approach to semantics in that it gives priority 
to the observation of syntactic phenomena on the assumption that these will 
eventually disclose the relevant semantic information. 

However, distributional analysis is not a sufficiently strong device for the 
description of the properties of a word as it is difficult to determine wether a given 
observation is pertaining to a general property of this word or to the fact that it occurs 
in some arbitrary idiomatic expression. This is one of the problems encountered by 
Maurice Gross in his Lexicon-grammar project (Gross 1988). Setting out to build a 
verb lexicon on a distributional basis, Gross has described approx. 12.000 verbs by 
means of 400-600 distributional features. This lead to the establishment of 9000 
different distributional classes and to the recognition of the fact that no two verbs are 
the same. Given that the purpose of any classification is to come up with a reasonable 
generalization such a result is hardly acceptable, and it clearly shows the need for a 
more restrictive view on the use of distributional criteria. 

Harris himself has suggested statistical observations in a corpus as a possible 
means for generalization, however, having in mind the obvious shortcomings of a 
statistical approach ( Gebruers 1991 :23 8) it seems worth while in stead to try to derive 
a classification from a representative subset of linguistic material. 

The development of a method for determining such a representative subset is the 
main contribution ofthe PA. The PA rests on two basic assumptions: 

1. a constant relation of proportionality exists between pronouns and the linguistic 
units to which they refer. 

2. the features of the linguistic units licensed by the valency kernel in one of its 
valency slots are subsumed by the features which can be derived from the 
pronominal paradigms identified for that slot. 

According to the PA, pronouns may be used as a set ofbasic primitives which enable 
us to investigate a large fragment of a language on the basis of a smaller and more 
manageable one. 

4.2. The Relation of Proportionality 
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The relation of proportionality concerns the pronoun and the syntagms which may 
stand in its place. This relation is constant in the sense that we cannot freely associate 
pronouns and syntagms. The pronoun 'he' is always related to syntagms like 'the boy', 
'the man' 'the father' etc. and never to 'the girl', 'the woman',' the mother' etc. It follows 
also that the relation is a one to many relation as one pronoun may be associated with 
an infinite number of syntagms. 

The relation is proportional in the sense defmed in the context of constructive 
mathematics especially Goodman's work on constructional systems (Goodman 1951 ). 
Goodman develops the notion of extensional isomorphism as follows: 

(1 02) A relation R is isomorphic to a relation S in the sense here intended if 
and only if R can be obtained by consistently replacing the ultimate 
factors inS (Goodman [1951](1977); p. 10-11). 

Thus, for two relations a:b and a':b'we can state: iff a is related to a' in the same way 
as b is related to b' , they are isomorphic. 

(103) 
a a' 

b b' 

Along the same lines, the relation between pronouns and syntagms can be described 
as isomorphic or in terms ofthe PA: as proportional as illustrated in (104): 

(104) 
she 

the girl 

he 

the boy 

it 

the book 

The series of equations in (1 04) should be read: 'she' stands to 'the girl' as 'he' stands 
to 'the boy' as ''it' stands to 'the book'. 

A relation of proportionality may not only exist between pronouns and syntagms 
but also between different categories of pronouns and even between different 
categories of syntagms. For pronouns we may have equations like (1 05): 

(105) who what where 

he it here 

Here we can observe a proportionality relation between the interrogative (or in P A 
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terms: suspensive) pronouns and the non-interrogative pronouns. But contrary to the 
relation between pronouns and syntagms the number of equations between pronouns 
is not infinite, but a closed set. 

For nominal syntagms we can think of equations as in (106): 

(106) man thing place 

the father the book the city 

It may very well be that nouns like' man', 'thing' and 'place' function as semantic 
primes and that there could be established a relation of proportionality between these 
nouns and more specific expressions (cf. Wierzbicka 1996). At this point however, 
we are entering a more speculative stage, since we are no longer dealing with at least 
one closed set of elements, but entirely with open classes. This type of equations are 
outside the scope of the P A. 

Although the proportionality relation always involves multiple ratios I will 
throughout this dissertation use the expression 'X is proportional to Y' for a single 
ratio provided that this single ratio has been established through equations of multiple 
ratios as described above. 

With these background assumption in mind, the methodology of the P A can be 
outlined as follows: The P A is based on the hypothesis that the valency kernel, i.e. 
the verb, noun or adjective, is the basic unit of analysis because it associates a 
number of valency-bound elements and determines the relation between them. The 
aim ofthe PAis to ascertain a complete coverage ofthe possible valency relations of 
the valency kernel. Following the principles of constructive mathematics it does not 
attempt to do so in one go by taking into account all possible realizations of entities 
which may be valency-bound, but instead it restricts the investigation to a 
representative subset of the language consisting of elements from a closed word 
class, the pronouns. Since each of these elements can be shown to be proportional to 
a much larger set of syntagms, the results of investigations based on the restricted 
inventory can be extrapolated to the rest of the language. 

For the identification of a given valency slot the proportionality relation between 
one or several pronouns and a set of syntagms must be established. For the 
syntactico-seinantic description of a valency slot the complete paradigm of the 
acceptable pronouns in this slot must be determined. 

The P A relies on the assumption that a relevant subset of the syntactico-semantic 
features is shared between the pronoun and its proportional elements. These features 
are described in detail in chapter 2. Since the pronouns are considered the basic media 
of reference by the P A (cf. section 5), the proportional syntagm is often referred to 
as lexicalisation or lexicalised entity. 

We can distinguish three fundamentally different situations: 1. proportionality 
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between a pronoun and a lexicalised entity (1 07). 2. lack of proportionality of a 
pronoun to a lexicalised entity (1 08), 3. lack of proportionality of a lexicalised entity 
to a pronominal form (1 09). 

( 1 07) pronoun 

lexicalised entity 

(108) pronoun 

? 

(109) ? 

lexicalised entity 

(107) covers the prototypical situations (cf. (104)), whereas (108) serves to identify 
pronominal pseudo-forms, such as expletives, preliminary subjects, place holders and 
intrinsic reflexives as illustrated in (11 0) and (111 ). 

(110) 'Det regner' 
(It is raining) 

(111) 'Han kommer sig' 
(He recovers) 

A pronoun which is not proportional to at least one lexicalised entity cannot identify 
a valency slot. In (11 0) and (111) 'det' (it ) and 'sig' (himself) are not proportional to 
any syntagm. This is most obvious in (111) where the entity is simply deleted in the 
English translation. Consequently, these pronouns have no reference, they are pseudo 
pronouns in terms of the P A. The verb 'regne' in (11 0) has no valency slots at the 
content level- it is avalent whereas the verb 'komme' in (111) is monovalent5

• 

Similarly, we may have lexicalised entities which are not proportional to a 
pronoun: 

(112) 

5 Note. that in chapter 2, section 5 (11 0) is classified as monovalent. This 
inconsistency is due to the fact that the OVD has decided to register valency-bound 
elements at the expression level. 
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'Patienten kommer i behandling' 
(Lit. The patient comes in treatment (i.e. the patient is being treated) ) 

(113) 
'*Hvad kommer han i?- behandling 
(What comes he in? -treatment 

*Hvor kommer han? - i behandling' 
* Where does he come? - in treatment) 

The examples in (113) show that we cannot have a pronoun in stead of the NP 
'behandling' (treatment) or in stead of the PP 'i behandling' (in treatment) and thus, 
there is no proportionality relation. (112) and (113) indicate a limitation for the use 
of the P A, as there are no paradigms available for further investigation. This lack of 
proportional pronouns is generally observed in constructions which have more or less 
idiosyncratic, i.e. non-generalisable, properties such as support verb constructions, 
idiomatic expressions, function verbs, attitudinal adverbials etc. 

These observations lead to two important points: 

1. the P A offers a clear delimitation of the prototypical uses from other uses. 

2. the PA (as it has been developed so far) is best suited for the analysis of 
prototypical uses of units. 

4.3. The Use of the Pronominal Paradigms. 
For the description of the qualitative valency of a valency kernel, the kernel must be 

associated with potential slot fillers. In traditional dictionary description this is done 
by introspection or by means of statistics, i.e. extracting actual fillers from a corpus 
and deriving some kind of general description. In both cases, there is little control of 
completeness and coherence. The question is: How can we make sure that the 
outcome of this procedure is a general statement about the valency kernel and not a 
statement about lexical restrictions imposed by more or less randomly chosen slot 
fillers? How can we provide information in the dictionary which enables the user 
(human or computer) to infer the full range of syntactico-semantic properties of the 
fillers of the valency slots? 

Given the reflections on proportionality above, the observation of the pronominal 
paradigms as suggested by the P A seems worth a try. This can be undertaken in 
different ways. One strategy chosen by the PROTON-project in Leuven (Dehaspe & 
Eynde 1991) is simply to list all pronominal forms which may appear in each valency 
slot as illustrated in for the verb 'to sign' in (17): 
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(114) 
PO: 
Who/ I/ you/ he/ she/ it/ we/ they/ someone/ everybody/ nobody/ all of us/ anybody/ 
both ..... . 

sign 

Pl: 
What/ it/ this/ this one/ that one/ that/ them/ something/ everything/ nothing/ all of it/ 
both/ .... 

Each valency slot is characterised by a paradigm of pronominal forms based on the 
complete inventory of pronouns. In the PROTON project it was envisaged that by 
means of feature generalization the minimal set of syntactico-semantic features for 
each slot could be computed automatically (Breeders 1992). For instance, if for a 
given slot, pronouns with conflicting values for number were accepted, the value for 
number would be unspecified. 

A more compact method has been developed by the OVD-project. Here, instead 
of listing all possible pronouns before the feature-calculation takes place, a 
pronominal feature analysis is made beforehand in order to select those pronouns 
which are considered the most relevant for making sense distinctions between valency 
kernels. For instance preforms which only differ with regard to person (I, you, he, 
she) can be grouped together. This reduces the number of pronominal tests for each 
valency slot to merely a hand-full, namely 13, and consequently, feature 
generalization is a much more straightforward procedure. However, compared to the 
PROTON-strategy the OVD-strategy has less potential, since certain pronominal 
forms are excluded because they are not relevant for the task at hand. When using the 
description of verbs in the OVD in other applications one could imagine a situation, 
where some of the neglected pro forms could regain interest and the information has 
to bee added, whereas in the PROTON-dictionary the preforms would already be 
available. The pronominal feature analysis of the OVD is described in detail in 
chapter 2. 

With a reduced pronominal table the description of the Danish verb 'underskrive' 
(sign) will have the following format: 

(115) 
'hvem/jeg/du!hun 
de/vi 
hvor mange 

(Who!I/Y ou/she 

underskriver 

signs 
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they/we 
how many 

how many 
how much) 

Note that in (114) and (115) above only the acceptable proforms have been listed. 
In the following I will use the approach taken by the OVD as the point of 

reference, but the reader should keep in mind that the OVD-strategy is a slightly more 
pragmatic adaptation of the original P A. 

4.4. The P A in Relation to Other Approaches to Lexical Description 

4.4.1. Maurice Gross' Lexicon Grammar 
The use of the criterion of proportionality and the pronominal paradigms as described 
above, clearly distinguishes the P A from other recent distributional approaches such 
as for instance the one chosen by Maurice Gross in his Lexicon-Grammar (1988). 
Although starting from the same methodological platform: Harris' distributional 
analysis, and having the same goal: description of verbs and verb senses, Gross 
moved into a different direction. On a number of points, as will be shown below, the 
P A ends up with a different and more adequate analysis of the same data. 

As mentioned above, Gross' Lexicon-Grammar consists of approximately 12.000 
verbs and verb senses which are described by features derived from distributional 
observations such as for instance the form and number of their complements as well 
as possibilities for modification, derivation and transformation. All in all the Lexicon
Grammar operates with 400-600 different distributional features rendering 9000 
different classes of verbs. Although Gross states that it is possible to establish a more 
general classification on the basis of the features assigned, there are no clues as to 
how this could be achieved. 

One of the interesting results of Gross' work is a more detailed insight into the 
nature of idiomatic and fixed expressions. He manages to identify for French a large 
number of constructions in which strong bindings between certain types of verbs and 
their objects can be observed: the so-called support verb constructions. Gross worked 
out a number of distributional criteria for the identification of support verb 
constructions such as for instance clefting, possessive transformation and analogy 
with what he calls 'basic' verbs such as 'to have'. However, based on the PA, it is 
possible to show that the application of these distributional tests is not sufficient. 

The example which will serve as an illustration is taken from Gross (1988). It is 
the verb 'to sign' which is analysed by Gross as a support verb (116) in opposition to 
the verb 'to criticise' which he considers a full verb (117). 

(116) 'Max signed this agreement with Jo' 
(117) 'Max criticised this agreement with Jo' 
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Gross argues that the two verbs behave differently with regard to clefting ((118) and 
(119)) and the insertion ofpossessives ((120) and (121)): 

(118) 'It is with Jo that Max signed this agreement' 
(119) '*It is with Jo that Max criticised this agreement' 

(120) '*Max signed your agreement with Jo' 
(121) 'Max criticised your agreement with Jo' 

Since 'to sign' behaves in the same was 'to have', it is categorised as a support verb. 
Here Gross' criterion is functional analogy between two verbs' to sign' and 'to have' 
(cf. (122)). 

(122) 'Max has an agreement with Jo' 

For an analysis of these sentences on the basis of the PA only one test is required: the 
proportionality test: 

(123) a 
b 

(124) 

(125) 

'Max signed what/this one/it' 
'Max signed what/this one/it with Jo' 

'Max criticised what/it/*this one' 

'Max has *what/*this one/*it' 

The test shows first and foremost a fundamental difference between the support verb 
construction in (125) and the full verb constructions in (123) and (124), namely the 
lack of proportionality between the syntagm 'agreement' and a pronominal form. This 
is due to the fact that support verbs form a complex kernel together with e.g. a 
predicative noun (cf. Sch0sler & van Durme 1996). Thus, 'an agreement with Jo' is 
not a reasonable answer to the question 'what does Max have?' Since there is a 
pronominal paradigm proportional to 'agreement' associated with both 'to sign' and 
'to criticise' these valency kernels are not considered support verbs. 

The pronominal sentences in (123)- (125) disclose two other problematic aspects 
of Maurice Gross' analysis: First, the interpretation of (116) is ambiguous. The PP 
'with Jo' can -be attached to either the NP headed by agreement or to the VP as 
illustrated in (123). Only the first interpretation is possible with 'to criticise' and 'to 
have'. This may explain why the clefting is possible in (118). Second, the noun 
'agreement' is ambiguous too. In (116) it refers to a concrete entity - the paper on 
which the signature is placed, whereas in (117) it refers to an abstract notion. This can 
be detected by inspecting the pronominal paradigms of the two verbs: in (116) 
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'agreement' is proportional to the pronouns 'what/this one/it' (cf. (123)) whereas in 
(117) the proportional paradigm contains only 'what/it' (cf. (124)). We may describe 
this as an instance of logical polysemy (cf. Pustejovski 1995: 31) 

The analyses above demonstrate that the use of distributional tests as such does 
not guarantee a correct result and that the proportionality criterion alone provides 
more insights than a collection of other, sometimes randomly chosen, distributional 
criteria. 

Therefore, in the P A the proportionality criterion is given priority to any other 
distributional observation. 

4.4.2. Corpus Based Approaches. 
The examination of a large number of corpus excerpts, which is a time consuming 
task, is not a prerequisite for the P A. It has been shown (Dehaspe & Eynde 1992) that 
the prototypical construction possibilities of a verb can be disclosed independently 
from corpus data by observing the pronominal sentences which may occur with this 
verb. Due to the relation of proportionality the construction possibilities found in a 
large corpus are merely extrapolations of these basic sentences. Dehaspe and Eynde 
conclude that the construction possibilities of the verbs 'speak', 'say', 'tell' and 'talk' 
found on the basis of the P A correspond to the construction possibilities found for the 
same verbs by Dirven et al. (1982) on the basis of Fillmore's Scenes-and-Frames 
Semantics approach (1977) and a large corpus. However, they could do so in a much 
shorter span of time and they even discovered some additional construction types. 

Although, acceptability judgements and categorization of for instance 
verbs can be facilitated using a corpus of pronominal sentences rather than large 
corpora, there are aspects of verb use which cannot be disclosed by the P A. This goes 
for all the cases where the verb is part of a complex kernel, i.e. support verb 
construction or phrasal verbs, and thus a more specific analysis of the lexical material 
is called for. 

As shown by Sclwsler et al. (1997) the optimal procedure is to combine the P A 
with corpus analysis. The classification of the corpus examples is much quicker, once 
the constructional patterns of the verb have been established by the P A, and 
furthermore, the P A analysis and the corpus excerpts mutually ensure that virtually 
all construction possibilities have been covered. 
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5. The P A Applied to Danish Pronouns 
According to the Pronominal Approach the pronouns are the primary descriptive 
elements. This position presupposes a clear definition of the term pronoun as well 
as a complete description of the feature system associated with the pronominal 
forms of a given language. The question is: exactly what is a pronoun and what 
kind of features can be associated with it? This section begins with a short 
discussion of the definitions of the term pronoun given in traditional Danish 
grammars and dictionaries as well as in some more recent approaches. It ends 
with suggestions for a definition based on the functional and referential properties 
of the pronouns. 

5.1 What is a Pronoun? 
In Trask's Dictionary of Grammatical Terms in Linguistics we fmd one of the 
traditional definitions of the term pronoun: 

(126) Pronoun (.): The lexical category or a member ofthis category, whose 
members typically function as noun phrases in isolation, not normally requiring 
or permitting the presence of determiners or other adnominals, and whose 
members typically have little or no intrinsic meaning or reference. Pronouns are 
conventionally divided into several distinct classes including: personal pronouns 
(1, they), reflexive pronouns (herself), demonstrative pronouns (this), indefinite 
pronouns (something, anybody), interrogative pronouns (who, what in questions) 
and relative pronouns (who, which in relative clauses) (Trask, 1993) 

Here pronouns are characterised in terms of their syntactic function and internal 
modification possibilities, and explicitly connected with noun phrases. They are 
typed as semantically (almost) empty. 

Turning to a definition of the term pronoun in traditional Danish Grammar we 
note once more the close relation to the noun: 

(127) De [:pronomener som han, en og hvem] betegner en Genstand ved at 
angive, om den er bestemt eller ubestemt; Ordene opstiller ligesom en "tom 
Ramme ", der' maa udfyldes med beskrivende Jndhold ud fra Sammenhcengen. 
Disse Ord bruges "i Steden for" andre Nominer og kaldes derfor Pronominer 
(Stedord). (Diderichsen 197 4:2 7) 1 

"They, i.e pronouns like 'he', 'one' and 'who', name an object by stating 
whether it is defmite or indefmite; the words establish a kind of empty frame that 
has to be filled with descriptive content on the basis of the context. These words 
are used instead of other nouns and are therefore called pronouns." 
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The idea of an empty frame seems to be a fruitful way of looking at pronouns, but 
Diderichsen only hints at the fact that the frame is not completely empty but 
associated with a complex feature structure. 

From the point of view of the PA pronouns are, contrary to Trask's and 
Diderichsen's definition, given priority to nouns. According to the P A, nouns are 
used to replace pronouns, not the other way round. This claim is supported by the 
simple fact that unknown entities are frrst referred to by pronouns and only at a 
later stage these pronominal variables may be instantiated by lexicalised entities 
i.e. identifiers of known entities. Thus, sentences like 'what is this' and 'who are 
you' are completely intelligible and meaningful although 2/3 of the words 
according to Trask and Diderichsen have no meaning or reference. 

This point of view has been discussed extensively in Quine (1964): 

(128) To be assumed as an entity is, purely and simply, to be reckoned as the 
value of a variable. In terms of the categories of traditional grammar, this 
amounts roughly to saying that to be is to be in the range of reference of a 
pronoun. Pronouns are the basic media of reference; nouns might better be 
named propronouns. The variables of quantification, 'something: 'nothing', 
'everything', range over our whole ontology, whatever it may be; and we are 
convicted of a particular ontological presupposition if and only if, the alleged 
presupposition has to be reckoned among the entities over which our variables 
range in order to render one of our affirmations true. (Quine 1964: 13). 

Although Quine focuses on the kinds of pronouns which are used in ·logical 
reasoning, traditionally labelled as indefinite or quantifying pronouns, his point 
of view can be extended to all pronouns which comply with the tentative 
definition presented below. 

The most recent and most complete study of the Danish pronouns has been 
made by S0ren Brandt (1990/91). On the basis of the hypothesis that the elements 
in the determinative field and the kernel noun together constitute the head of the 
noun phrase, Brandt defmes and classifies pronouns distributionally using their 
position in the determinative field of the noun phrase and in some cases also their 
ability to combine or coordinate with each other as the main criteria. In this way, 
both pronouns occurring in attributive position in the noun phrase and pronouns 
occurring as constituents at the sentence level (Brandt: designative) pronouns are 
analysed according to the same scheme. Brandt (199011991 :66) suggests as a 
distinctive feature that attributive pronouns are monovalent whereas pronouns 
which occur at the sentence level are avalent. 

The problem of Brandt' s approach is the fact that the classification of the 
pronouns becomes dependent on their combinability with a nominal eo-head. This 
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combination, however, in some cases constitutes a limitation of the referential 
potential of the pronoun. Thus, pronouns like 'denne' (this) and 'nogen 
'(someone/some), have more restricted reference if they occur with a eo-head than 
if they occur alone. 

'Nogen' in subject position, i.e at the sentence level is always interpreted as 
having a human referent2: 

(129) 'Nogen kom l0bende. Det var Peter' 
(Someone came running. It was Peter) 

(130) '*Nogen kom l0bende. Det var en hund' 
(Someone came running. It was a dog) 

The difference is particularly clear if 'nogen' is combined with verbs which do not 
subcategorise for human subjects. 

(131) '*Nogen blev malket3' 

(Someone was milked) 

(132) '*Nogen voksede i haven' 
(Someone grew in the garden) 

'N ogen' as eo-head is strictly submitted to agreement constraints. And the 
semantic default interpretation (+human) is overruled as shown in (133) and 
(134). 

(133) 'Der var ikke nogen ko i stalden' 
(There was no cow in the stable) 

(134) 'Der var ikke noget menneske i huset' 
(There was no human being in the house) 

2 Cf. Heltoft (1996:16), who suggests the semantic interpretation 'human' 
as the default in non-elliptic constructions. 

3 Note that the sentence is acceptable if we interpret the verb in a 
metaphoric sense: Someone was tricked into paying a lot of money. But then 
again, the interpretation implies that 'nogen' has a human referent, which is 
consistent with the analysis. 
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The assumption of a close relation between the kernel noun and the determiner is 
to me a quite reasonable one and I do not completely disagree with the analyses 
by Brandt. For a syntactico-semantic classification as the one intended here, 
however, it seems more profitable to start from a functional distinction between 
pronouns at different syntagmatic levels. 

5.2 Suggestions for an Alternative Definition 
I will propose an analysis of the pronominal system of Danish according to the 
functionality and proportionality of the pronouns and assume that pronouns at 
different functional levels will have different sets of syntactico-semantic features4

• 

Furthermore, in order to achieve a subclassification of the different pronominal 
forms, I will refine the analysis by considering the paradigmatic relations in which 
the pronouns occur. Thus, a prototypical pronoun is a linguistic entity which 
stands in a relation of proportionality to other entities at different functional levels 
and which furthermore can be placed in a paradigmatic relation to similar entities. 

Setting up this definition based on proportionality, functionality and 
paradigmatic relations has certain implications: all entities which comply with the 
definition are pronouns. This means that traditional borderline cases such as 
pronominal adverbs and adjectival quantifiers are readily accepted as pronouns 
and that elements which have not been considered pronouns before, such as multi
word pronouns are added to the system. On the other hand, a number of entities 
are ruled out as prototypical pronouns because they cannot be placed in a 
paradigmatic ~elation with any other pronouns. 

In the Danish Dictionary of Orthography (Retskrivningsordbogen 1988) we 
find the following categorisation: 

(135) 
'begge' (both) 
'alle' (all) 
'her' (here) 

=pronoun 
=adjective 
=adverb 

Finding a reason for the different categorization 'begge' and' alle' is a difficult 
enterprise as they have the same syntactic construction possibilities. They can 
both occur as subject, object and as governed by a preposition. Furthermore, they 
can both occur as prenominal constituents. In the case of 'her', we may argue that 
there is a functional difference as 'her' can only occur as an adverbial phrase. 
However, 'her' can be shown to be proportional to at least one lexicalised entity 

4 Classifications based on functional properties have been presented for 
German proforms by Vater (1968) and Braunmiiller (1977). 
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and in paradigmatic relation to other pronominal forms such as 'hvor'( where), and 
'der' (there) and as such it qualifies as a pronoun. 

In order to achieve a more consistent terminology, forms such as 'alle' and 'her' 
could be termed pro-adjectives and pro-adverbs, respectively. In fact, based on 
this definition a number of categories appear to have proportionally related 
preforms. Thus, we may speak of pro-nouns, pro-adverbs, pro-adjectives and we 
may even consider a verb like 'do' as a pro-verbal form5

• It seems difficult, though, 
to fmd a suitable candidate for a pro-preposition, which might be due to the fact 
that the category preposition is not a referential but strictly a relational category. 

Another consequence of the functional definition is the fact that a number of 
entities are now considered pronouns which are not traditionally acknowledged 
as single lexical items and, consequently, do not even appear in traditional 
dictionaries. These are the so-called multi-word pronouns. Thus, pronouns in the 
paradigm of'hvor' (where) parallel to the pronouns 'begge' (both) and 'alle' (all) 
would be 'begge steder' (both places) and 'alle steder' (everywhere), respectively. 
From the English translation it is obvious that the conception of these pronouns 
as consisting of distinct words is merely accidental6

• 

In the light of these considerations, the term pronoun seems somewhat 
inadequate. I shall therefore in the following use the word 'preform' as a general 
term covering all the forms which are in accordance with the definition above7

• 

5.3 Functional Subclasses of Pro forms 
According to Eynde (forthcoming) the referential potential of the different types 
of preforms can be described in the following categories at four different 
functional levels. In each example the lexicalised expression is followed by the 
expression containing the proportional preforms. The proportional items are 
marked in bold face. 

1) Prosyntagms 

5 This is a property which has been drawn on in for instance the 
formulation of the so-called 'do-so test' for the determination of valency-bound 
elements (Vater 1978, Somers 1987). 

6 For similar considerations concerning the German pronominal system see 
Braunmilller ( 1977 :2). 

7 I am aware of the fact that this decision puts me in a terminological 
dilemma as I should consequently suggest to rephrase the term 'the Pronominal 
Approach' as the 'Proform(ial?) Approach'. 
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Preforms which are proportional to syntagms which have a syntactic function 
(e.g. subject or oblique) at sentence level. 

(136) 'Manden bor i Berlin' 
(The man (SUBJ) lives in Berlin (LOC)) 

'Han bor der' 
(He (SUBJ) lives there (LOC)) 

2) Proreferents 
Proforms which are proportional to a syntagm such as NP but which do not have 
a syntactic function in the clause but in other syntagms (e.g. pro forms 
proportional to NP's governed by a preposition). 

(137) 'Hun gav bogen til sin son' 
(She gave the book to her son) 

'Hun gav bogen til ham' 
(She gave the book to him) 

3) Prodeterminers 
Proforms which are proportional to the syntagms occurring before a non-verbal 
kernel (e.g. a possessive NP or a prenominal AP) 

(138) 'Hun tog en venindes hat' 
(She took a friends hat) 

'Hun tog min hat' 
(She took my hat) 

(139) 'en stor gammel bog' 
(a big old book) 

'en sadan bog' 
(a such book) 

4) Prokernels 
Preforms which are proportional to the kernel of a syntagm (e.g. the kernel of an 
NP) 
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(140) 'en sjov knregt' 
(a funny kid) 

'en sjov en' 
(a funny one) 

Note that some pro forms may occur at more than one level. For instance, in 
section 5.1. examples (129)- (134), the form 'nogen' may occur as a prosyntagm 
as well as a prodeterminer but with different interpretations. 

The following chapters will show that this distinction is a sensible one also for 
Danish pronouns. In chapter 2 and chapter 4 the distinctive features of each of the 
four groups will be discussed and their relevance for the description of valency 
kernels will be established. Prosyntagms and proreferents are grouped together in 
chapter 2, as they are the primary elements which constitute the valency pattern 
of the verb. They have been most thoroughly investigated with regard to the 
features which are relevant for the valency description of Danish provided in the 
OVD. The prodeterminers and prokernels have not be studied in full as yet, as 
they only play a secondary role with regard to verbal valency. However, the 
investigations in chapter 4 indicate that a distinction between prodeterminers and 
prokernels is relevant for the establishment of different noun senses. 
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The Linguistic Basis of the Odense 
Valency Dictionary 

0. Introduction 
The Pronominal Approach was chosen as the linguistic backbone of the Odense 
Valency Dictionary (OVD) because it is based on a closed word class- the pro
nouns- and because it integrates the systematic employment of linguistic tests. It 
is our assumption that this will provide operational criteria for sense distinctions 
in the dictionary2• 

One of the basic assumptions of the P A is the existence of a permanent rela
tionship, a relation of proportionality between the pronouns and the nominal con
stituents3. So, for the different valency-bound complements of the verb, e.g. the 
subject (labelled PO), the object (Pl) and the indirect object (P2) there is a con
stant relation between for instance 'he' and 'the boy' (PO) and 'her' and 'the girl' 
(P2) as shown in table I. 

PO P2 Pl 

IHe!iheil tells I I r----, r- -, r --, 
I +animate I I +animate I I -animat~ . I 
I +concrete I I +concrete I I ±proposition I 

-concrete 

;imhhl boy! I~ ~nlth~ girllt 
L-r--.J 

la story/that he liked her/ I 

Table 1: Relation of proportionality 
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Table I shows that PO and P2 of the verb 'tell' must be a person, i.e. an entity 
characterised by the features: +animate, +concrete, whereas 'tell' allows an ab
stract noun or. a sentence as PI, i.e. an entity having the features: -animate, 
+/-proposition, -concrete. These features can be derived directly from the pro
nominal paradigms listed at the top line of table I, as it will be shown later in this 
chapter, but they are not directly derivable from the proportionate lexicalised 
elements listed at the bottom line of the table. Lists like the ones at the bottom line 
of the table are the traditional way of giving information on combinatory possi
bilities in dictionaries. However, this type of information is unreliable since the 
user will not be able to determine whether the list is exhaustive, which again 
means that the complete range of syntactico-semantic restrictions cannot be de
duced from it. 

This chapter will show how pronominal paradigms compress syntactico-se
mantic information, thus becoming powerful tools for the description of the com
binatory possibilities of the valency kernel and the valency-bound elements. Be
ing a distributional method, the PA applies only the distinctive features derivable 
from the pronominal paradigms and does not use intuitively defmed semantic 
devices such as case roles or 9-roles4

• 

Together with a number of distributional tests, the pronominal paradigms pro
vide detailed syntactico-semantic characteristics of the verbs, a technique which 
is in line with current research in lexical semantics by Pustejovski (1991b), 
Jackendoff (1~90) and Levin (1991). However, whereas their approaches aim at 
semantic classifications supported by syntactic observations, the P A takes its 
point of departure in syntactico-semantic observations concerning proforms and 
progresses with various distributional observations of categorial combinations. 
Lexical semantic classifications or lexical combinations (i.e. not category based 
but based on the individual properties of single lexical items) are envisaged at a 
much later stage (Eynde (1995) and forthcoming). 

Being a language specific method, the feature system provided by the P A is 
completely dependent on the pronominal inventory of the language to which it 
is applied. Thus, for the application of the P A to Danish the complete reper
toire of the Danish pronominal system as well as other pronominal forms had 
to be investigated and a relevant subset had to be chosen. Furthermore, it was 
investigated what kind of additional features could be derived from pronouns 
in combination, i.e. pronominal paradigms. However, the pronominal paradigms 
are not the only descriptive tools of the P A. Pronominal tests are useful be
cause they can provide clear criteria for a basic verb typology which niakes it 
possible to distinguish regular verbs from fixed expressions, incorporation and 
support verb constructions, and to filter out modals. Such tests had to be de
veloped for Danish. Finally, other distributional test had to be constructed for 
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Danish to support the sense distinctions made on the basis of the pronominal 
description. 

In the first section, we will discuss in detail the features that can be derived 
from the pronominal forms and paradigms. In the second section we will focus 
on the typological distinctions for verbs that can be made on the basis of pro
nominal tests and in section three we will present various types of distributional 
tests which support distinctions between different senses of a verb and eventually 
may serve as a starting point for a more sophisticated verb typology. In section 
four special attention will be given to the so-called linked constructions as they 
have not been described systematically for Danish as yet. Finally in section five, 
we will briefly present the practical results of the investigation: the coding for
mat of the Odense Valency Dictionary. 

1. Distinctive Features of the Pronominal Paradigms 
According to the PA the pronouns are the primary descriptive elements. This 
position makes it difficult to compare the descriptive power of the P A with other 
approaches. The question is: exactly what does a pronoun or a pronominal para
digm correspond to? In this section, we investigate which semantico-syntactic 
features can be extracted from the pronominal forms and paradigms, which of 
them are relevant for the description of verbal valency, and, consequently, which 
pronouns are best used as the basis for the coding system of the OVD. 

1.1. Distinctive Features of Pronominal Forms 

1.1.1. PronQun Categorisation in 'Ihlditional Grammars 
One of the cia§sical definitions of the pronoun in traditional Danish Grammar is 
the following: 

De [:pronomener som han, en og hvem] betegner en Genstand ved at an give, om 
den er bestemt eller ubestemt; Ordene opstiller ligesom en "tom Ramme", der 
maa udfyldes med beskrivende Indhold udfra Sammenluengen. Disse Ord bruges 
"i Steden for" andre Nominer og kaldes derfor Pronominer (Stedord). 
(Diderichsen (1957) 27)5 

The idea of a frame seems to be a fruitful way of looking at pronouns, but 
Diderichsen only hints at the fact that the frame is not completely empty but 
associated with a complex feature structure which poses restrictions on the ele
ments that can fill it. From the point of view of the P A, pronouns are, contrary to 
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Diderichsen' s definition, given priority to nouns. Thus, nouns are used to replace 
pronouns, not the other way round. 

In traditional grammars we typically fmd a categorisation into semantic/func
tional subclasses such as as personal, reflexive, demonstrative, interrogative, 
relative, indefmite etc. Such subclassillcations only grasp some features of the 
pronoun, not its entire potential. 

1.1.2. Pronominal Classification according to the PA 
A first step towards a distributional analysis of Danish pronouns could be to use 
pronouns to characterise each other. By contrasting different types of pronouns 
and establishing paradigmatic relations between them we arrive at a system as 
illustrated in table n. 

- llvad hvor hvorben IM>rDAr hvor~e hvor<lan ~ 
jeg/mig al.lm>ge sAdan derfor al .eget d mange dem>~>/ her berhen "" vi/o. dette der derben da>gang/ 

du/di<r dee/det da 

1/Jer 
IDm/heDde 

ban/hem 
de/d«A/ • de/"-/ 
De/Ilem dieae 
alle :t~{,., alle alle altid hele pi alle o.lt/ alle 

seeder eteder ben tideD 1IIAder det bele 

begge begge begge begge ~begge atecSer ateder hen 

1- IDO<Jet 

nog le aogle aogle - inogen pi aogle ..... 
steder ateder beD tider t1d der 

hveolliOIII hvad hvor- hvor.,., Dl.r- plen 
heliJt: """' hel..ot helst ben helst hvilken eoe. 

helst belst mAde 
en eller et et eller et eller pi et eller pi en eller 
a:oden ell er aDdet .andet ated ~=~tide- a:oden-

anclet ated hen 

1ngen intet/ 1ngen ingen aldrig ~ingen in tot/ ingen 
i.Dgen- oteder steder ben ingenting 
tbi9-

Table IT: Classification of Danish pronouns6 

In table IT pronouns are classified as to whether they can be a reasonable answer 
to a question formed with one of the suspensive7 pronouns as in (1), (2) and (3). 

(1) 'Hvem..sover? Jeglhan!"mgen/alle ... sover' 
(Who is sleeping? Ilhe/nobody/everybody ... is sleeping) 

(2) 'Hvad sker der? Det/dette/noget ... sker' 
(What is happening? It/this/someting is happening) 

(3) 'Hvor bor du? Her/der/ingen steder ... ' 
(Where do you live? Here/there/nowhere) 
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Diderichsen probably would have objected to the classification of some of the 
items in table IT as they are not all pronouns in the strict sense of the word, i.e. 
related to nominal constituents. He would have classified forms like 'her', 'nu' 
and 'sadan' as pronominal adverbs. Others, such as 'begge steder' and 'i nogen tid', 
he would probably not have accepted as pronouns at all. Nevertheless, they fit 
clearly into the paradigms both vertically as well as horizontally. The fact that 
the pronominal items may consist of more than one distinct word is not a suffi
ciently strong argument against their classification as pronominal forms, given 
that other single-word pronouns such as 'alting' (everything), 'ingenting' (noth
ing) and 'altid' (always) once consisted of two separate words which have been 
conjoined more or less by coincidence. Therefore, in the following the term pro
noun will be used with a wider scope than traditionally accepted. 

The vertical paradigms or columns are determined by the suspensive pro
nouns and constitute the primary description. We might state that each of these 
columns roughly corresponds to a semantic label, i.e. human, abstract/concrete, 
locative, directional, temporal etc., but this would be an oversimplification as 
these are not the only features which are associated with the pronominal para
digms in table n. In the following, we take a closer look at the paradigms of the 
suspensive pronouns 'HVEM' (who(m)) and 'HV AD' (what) from the point of 
view of the PA. 

1.1.3. 'HVEM' (who(m)) 
'Hvem' can be considered the prototype of a whole paradigm of pronouns each 
categorised by features indicating referentiality (i.e. referring to the speaker 
(+speaker) or not referring to the speaker (-speaker)), addressability (+ad
dressable or -addressable), number (+singular, -singular),8 sex (+female, -fe
male) and case (+subject case, -subject case) as illustrated in table ill: 

feature values 

f referentiality +speaker -speaker -sneaker 
e 
a addressability -addressable +addressable -addressable 
t 
u Db 
r 

+sg -sq +Sq -sg +sg -sq 

e sex s +fem -fem 

case +subj jeg vi du I hun ban• de/De10 

-subj mig os dig jer hende ham dem/Dem 

proforms 

Table ill: Features of the pronouns in the paradigm of HVEM (who( m)) 
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From the table we can derive the feature structure of each pronoun. The pronoun 
'du' (you) for example carries the features: referentiality =-speaker, addressability 
= +addressable, case = +subject (PO), sex = unmarked, number = +singular. The 
pronoun 'hvem' itself, however, is not marked for any of these features although 
each one of them is acceptable in answers to questions phrased with 'hvem'. Thus, 
'hvem' can be described as representing a feature potential which can be instanti
ated by any of the forms in table Ill. We may say that this feature potential can be 
subsumed by the feature +human but this does not mean that all pronouns in the 
paradigm of 'hvem' are exclusively referring to human entities. Pronouns such as 
'hun' (she) may refer to human ('kvinden, hun .. .'(the woman, she ... )), animate 
('hoppen, hun ... ' (the mare, she ... ) ) as well as inanimate entities ('ski bet, hun ... ' 
((the ship, she ... ))as their distinctive features (i.e. number, addressability, sex) 
also may occur in other paradigms. The only feature which clearly distinguishes 
the paradigm of 'hvem' from the other paradigms is the feature referentiality and 
thus the only unambiguous pronouns in the paradigm of 'hvem' are the speaker
referential forms 'jeg, mig, vi, os' (1, me, we, us). In other words: in our interpre
tation of the pronominal system, what distinguishes humans from other animate 
or inanimate entities is the ability to refer to themselves as participants in a dis
course. 

In the subsequent sections the semantic label +human will be used as defmed 
above through the syntactico-semantic features in the paradigm of 'hvem'. 

1.1.4. 'HVAD' (what) 
Determining the features in the paradigm of 'hvad' appears to be a more compli
cated matter because compared to 'hvem' this pronoun is extremely ambiguous. 
If somebody asks: 

( 4) 'HVEM ser du?' 
(WHO(Pl) do you(PO) see?) 

the answer may only indicate the coming of a person, i.e. +human. If somebody 
asks: 

(5) 'HVAD serdu?' 
(WHAT(Pl) do you(PO) see?) 

the answer may refer to both human and non human entities, i.e. the woman, the 
dog, the bag or the house. 
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(6) 'Jeg ser kvindenlhende/mig' 
(I(PO) see the woman!her/me(P1)) 

(7) 'Jeg ser hundenlden' 
(I(PO) see the dog/it(P1)) 

(8) 'Jeg ser tasken!den' 
(I(PO) see the bag/it(Pl)) 

(9) 'Jeg ser huset/det' 
(I(PO) see the house/it(P1)) 

And there is one more ambiguitiy: If somebody asks: 

(1 0) 'HV AD diskuterer I?' 
(WHAT(P1) are you(PO) discussing?) 

the answer may refer to something abstract. 

(11) 'Vi diskuterer problemet/det' 
(We(PO) are discussing the problem/it(P1)) 

(12) 'Vi diskuterer planenlden' 
(We(PO) are discussing the plan!it(Pl)) 

(13) 'Vi diskuterer, om du har ret/ 
Vi diskuterer det/*den' 
(W e(PO) are discussing whether you are right 
We are discussing it-neut/*it-com(Pl) 

In other words 'hvad' is not very specific on its own as it can be associated with 
five "semantic" labels: human, animate, concrete, abstract and proposition. To 
solve this ambiguity it is necessary to observe the actual paradigms in which 
'hvad' occurs in the construction of each particular valency kernel, i.e. what other 
pronouns are proportional to 'hvad' in each particular case. 

In accordance with the considerations in the preceeding section (1.1.3.) the 
pronoun 'mig' in example (6) will suffice to disambiguate 'hvad'. Thus, any para
digm containing 'hvad' and 'mig' can be typed with the label human. In examples 
(7), (8) and (12) the problems arise because the pronoun 'den' is also ambiguous 
as it is proportional to nouns referring to animals as well as to concrete and ab-
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stract entities, i.e. the dog, the bag and the plan. Furthermore, in (9) and (11) the 
pronoun 'det' turns out to be ambiguous too as it can be proportional to nouns 
referring to abstract and concrete entities, i.e. the house and the problem. In these 
examples both 'den' and 'det' are proportional to nouns referring to concrete as 
well as abstract entities but with an opposition of grammatical gender. However, 
example (13) shows that only 'det' is proportional to clauses, which makes 'det' 
ambiguous between concrete, abstract and proposition. 

The examples show clearly that simple pronominal substitution will not suf
fice for the P A. We need to go deeper into the pronominal paradigms in order to 
bring out the distinctive syntactico-semantic features which underlie the intui
tively defmed semantic labels. An overview of the set of features associated with 
the paradigm of 'hvad' in combination with the so-called demonstrative pronouns 
is given in table IV below. 

+Sg -sg 

+neut -neut +subj -subj 

-actual +near dette denne disse 

-near det den de dem 

+actual -near det der den der de der dem der 

+near det her den her de her dem her 

++near dette her denne her disse her 

Table IV: Features of the demonstrative pronouns, the paradigm ofHV AD (what) 

The forms 'den/det' (it) and 'denne/dette' (this one) possess the additional features 
actual and near. These forms are distinguished by grammatical gender and are 
neutral to the opposition +/-concrete: 

(14) 'Vi disk:uterer denne/dette' 
rw e are discussing it) 

The locative pronouns 'her' (here) and 'der' (there) have several properties, above 
all, they specify an event or an entity near ('her') or unmarked for nearness ('der') 
in a concrete or mental space, or they place it at a certain moment. Thus, they are 
capable of cop.trasting events or entities, according to their actuality for the 
speaker/writer or hearer/reader. The contrastive property corresponds to the fea
ture +actual in table IV. The forms 'den/det/de/dem' being unmarked with respect 
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to nearness all permit the actualisation via 'her 'and 'der,' giving the following 
combinations: 'den her/der, det her/der, de, dem her/der'. This contrastive prop
erty does not exist for the forms 'denne/dette/disse' which always indicate near
ness, thus excluding the combination with 'der'11

• When these forms are com
bined with 'her', the subsequent double effect of nearness-marking results in what 
we intuitively label as concrete. Even words that are not normally understood as 
concrete words, for example 'plan' (plan) or 'projekt' (project), will, when refer
red to via 'denne her', be interpreted in a more concrete way, as in the following 
examples: 

(15) 'Jeg foretrrekker planen (-concrete)' 
(I(PO) prefer the plan(P1)) 

(16) 'Jeg foretrrekker den (-concrete)' 
(I(PO) prefer it(P1)) 

(17) 'Jeg foretrrekker denne/denne her (+concrete)' 
(I(PO) prefer this one(P1)) 

Examples (15) and (16) are answers to the question: 

(18) 'HV AD foretrrekker du?' 
(What(P1) do you(PO) prefer?) 

Whereas example (17) can be further specified as an answer to the question: 

(19) 'HVILKEN EN foretrrekker du?' 
(Which one(P1) do you(PO) prefer?) 

This question presupposes the existence of more plans or projects, possibly lo
catable in space, for example written on paper, and thus becoming concrete in a 
certain way. On the basis of these considerations the label +concrete can be de
rived from the combination of a pronoun with the feature +near and a locative 
pronoun (as indicated by ++near in table IV). 

The plural forms are special as they are proportional both to +/-concrete and to 
+/-human. In addition, the forms 'de/dem' distinguish a subject and an oblique 
case. The forms can eventually be combined with the locative pronouns 'her/der', 
with the same combinatory restrictions as those mentioned above: 'de her/der' 
(+/-near), 'disse her'( ++near). There is a neutralisation of grammatical gender in 
the plural12

• 
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The problems with the paradigm of 'hvad' illustrate that it is sometimes neces
sary to combine pronouns in order to achieve unambiguous pronominal refer
ence. Sometimes, however, as in the case of the ambiguity between animate and 
human/concrete of the pronoun 'den', there simply is no solution although the 
distinction between animate and human/concrete is intuitively felt. Such an overt 
distinction could be useful in order to indicate that animals share certain capaci
ties with humans, e.g. they can walk, run, see, eat, sleep, like human beings, in 
opposition to most inanimate things, whereas they are excluded from others: i.e. 
they cannot speak, write, discuss .... Nevertheless, whereas domestic animals or 
animals to which humans feel deeply attached may be referred to as humans, the 
others are designated by pronouns indicating concrete: 

(20) 'Fido, han er en god hund' 
(Fido, he is a nice dog) 

(21) 'Hf1Snen, den har lagt et reg' 
(The hen, it has layed an egg) 

Thus, in Danish, animals cannot be distinguished from humans or concrete by 
means of a single pronominal form. However, we can observe one pronominal 
paradigm which is specific for domestic animals as it allows pronouns with the 
features -speaker ±addressable and another one even more restricted for non
domestic animals allowing only -speaker -addressable. None of them allow 
speaker-referential forms (except in fairy tales). 

(22) domestic: non-domestic: 

'Han!hun/den gf1Sr' Den gyder' 
(He/she/it barks) (It spawns) 

'Hvorfor gf1Sr du?' *'Hvorfor gyder du her?' 
(Why are you barking?) (*Why are you spawning here?) 

*'Jeg gf1Sr' *'Jeg gyder' 
(*I bark) (*I spawn) 

'Hunden gf1Sr' 'Fisken gyder' 
(The dog barks) (The fish spawns) 
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Thus, by observing the combinations of pronouns in different paradigms related 
to specific verbs we can eventually bring out distinctions which cannot be made 
on the basis of a single pronominal form. 

1.1.5. The Complete Set of Features Derived from 
Pronominal Forms -an Overview 

Progressing as described above it has become possible to assign 24 different 
features to 93 pronominal forms. Table V gives an overview of these forms and 
features. The features are listed in a three-letter code at the top of the table. Zero 
(0) indicates that a given feature cannot be assigned to this pronoun. Plus ( +) 
indicates that the pronoun is marked for the feature, whereas minus (-) indicates 
that this particular form is not marked for the feature. Thus, the feature fern is 
only relevant for the forms 'han!ham' (he/him) and 'hunlhende' (she/her) where 
'han' is marked -fern whereas 'hun' is marked +fern. 

Table V only concerns pronouns which can appear in a nominal or an adver
bial position in a sentence. Pronouns and pronominal quantifiers which can only 
appear in an attributive position are left out. There are some pronouns which can 
appear in both nominal and attributive positions, these are marked accordingly 
by the feature atr. 

Note that this is only one out of many possible feature descriptions. Both the 
number of features and the number of pronominal forms may be altered for other 
descriptions with other purposes. Furthermore, the features and forms could be 
presented in more compact and economical ways. However, for the sake of illus
tration the following format seemed the most suitable. 
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Table V: An overview of the feature structure associated with 
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In order to compress the table all features were reduced to a three-letter code 
which is expanded in table VI below. In the next section all the features will be 
discussed with regard to their relevance for the kind of valency description we 
have in mind for the OVD. As a first classification we can divide the features into 
two main groups: those which distinguish different valency paradigms (inter-
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categorial features), i.e. syntactic functions such as subject, oblique and adver
biallocation, direction, time, duration, manner and quantity) (section 1.2.1.), and 
those which distinguish the elements within these paradigms, i.e. intracategorial 
features (section 1.2.2.). In the second group we can make a subdistinction be
tween features occurring with pronouns which are referent-related (section 
1.2.2.1.), and features occurring with pronouns which are determiner-related 
(section 1.2.2.2.). A fourth group contains features which cannot as yet be clearly 
assigned to one of the three groups (section 1.2.3.). Table VI gives an overview 
of the features and of the acronyms used in table V. 

intercategorj_al intracategorial others 

referent- determiner-
related related 

subject (sub) speaker- totality (tot) suspensive 
referential (sus) 
(ape) 

obl (obl) addressable duality (dual attributive 
(adr) (atr) 

location (loc) near (nea) negative (neg) 

direction (dir) plural (plu) selective (sell 

tj.me (tim) neuter (neu) countable (cou) 

duration (dur) feminine (fern) 

manner (man) reflexive (ref) 

quantity (qua) reciprocal (rec) 

reason (rea) clitic (cli) 

actual (act) 

Table VI: Overview of features and acronyms 

Note that a whole group of pronouns, the possessive ones in the paradigm of 
'hvis' (whose), have not been included into the scheme. Although basically at
tributive, they can function as nominal constituents: 'Hvis er det?- deter hans' 
(Whose is it?- it is his). We consider these forms as attributive forms and as such 
they have not yet been investigated with regard to their role in the description of 
the valency of full verbs, although we have found evidence for their relevance at 
other levels of description, e.g. for a subcategorisation of nouns and the descrip
tion of certain types of function verbs such as support verb constructions. 
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1.2. Features Relevant for Valency Description 
In the following sections we will comment upon the features that have been dis
tinguished. For each feature we will indicate whether it is relevant for valency 
description in the OVD. The criterion for valency relevance is whether we can 
fmd a verb which explicitly subcategorises for a given feature represented by a 
pronominal paradigm, as in (23) where the PO can be only plural, and more spe
cifically, whether we can fmd verb senses which can be distinguished on the 
basis of a given feature/feature combination as in (24) a. and b. where the differ
ences in the subject and object paradigms (+human vs. -human) result in differ
ent senses as illustrated by the English translation. 

(23) De/*han/*den slas om det' 
(They/*he/*it fight about it) 

(24) a. 'Han/*den forbinder demlhende' 
(He/it bandages them/her) 

b. Den/*han forbinder dem/*hende' 
(He/* it connects them/* her) 

As these criteria are purely empirical, the descriptive system of the dictionary is 
open, i.e. if it should turn out that an additional feature is necessary it can easily 
be inserted. 

1.2.1. Intercategorial Features 
Most intercategorial features such as subject, location, manner etc. are defmed 
by pronominal paradigms which occur only in one specific valency slot. In some 
cases additional information, for instance about word order, has to be considered 
to identify clearly a given valency slot (such as the object and the indirect object). 
In other cases different paradigms may occur in the same slot (such as time and 
duration), and fmally we have paradigms which are not subcategorised by any 
verb and therefore do not constitute a valency slot, as for instance the paradigm 
of 'hvorfor' (why), i.e. the feature reason13• 

The following paragraphs present, first, the morpho-syntactic information 
concerning the valency slots PO, Pl and P2 as well as the syntactic information 
provided by word order, second, the slots PPl and PP2 and, finally, the slots PL, 
PD, PT, PM and PQ. 

The paradigm of the personal pronouns displays important morphological and 
syntactic distinctions, which is why this paradigm forms the basic system of ref-
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erence of the OVD. They are proportional to the suspensive pronouns HVEM 
(who(m)) and HV AD (what) that have been discussed in detail above. 

The paradigm of the personal pronouns distinguishes two cases, a subject case 
and an oblique case, in all three persons and both numbers: 

b. t . 'JEG' (1), su ~ec case: smg. 'DU' (you), 'HAN' (he), 'HUN' (she) 
plur. 'VI' (we), 'I/DE' (you), DE' (they) 

oblique case: sing. 'MIG' (me), 'DIG' (you), 'HAM' (him), 'HENDE' (her) 
plur. 'OS' (us), 'JER/DEM' (you), 'DEM' (them) 

In contrast to to French and German, there is no morphological distinction be
tween an accusative and a dative form. However, Danish distinguishes an object 
corresponding to an accusative object from an object corresponding to a dative 
object by means of the surface word order in unmarked pronominal sentences: 
the indirect (dative) object preceding the direct (accusative) object. (Further dis
cussion of the direct and the indirect object see section 1.2.1.2.2. and 1.2.1.2.5. ). 
Thus, the morpho-syntactic information from the pronominal paradigms must be 
supplemented by the syntactic information derived from word order. The alterna
tion possibilities between the indirect object and the TIL-construction (indirect 
object introduced by the preposition TIL (to)) are described below in section 4. 

1.2.1.1. The Forms and the Functions of the Subject Case; 
Clitic and Non-Clitic Forms 

The subject forms are used in the subject function, labelled PO by the P A. A non
imperative Danish sentence must contain a subject proportional to a subject para
digm (PO). It can be either a full paradigm or a pseudo-paradigm only consisting 
of one of the two forms 'der' (there) or 'det' (it)14• As will be discussed in detail 
below, the Danish pronominal system is not organised in the same way as, for 
example, the French pronominal system, where two series: a clitic, i.e. verb
bound, and a non-clitic, i.e. not verb-bound, series can be distinguished. In Dan
ish, only one pronoun ('man') is clitic of nature, whereas most pronouns are clitic 
under specific syntactic conditions 15• Consequently, the opposition clitic/not clitic 
is not a distinctive feature in the pronominal system of Danish (cf. JSiSrgensen 
(1991)). But it must of course be included in the description of the behaviour of the 
relevant forms, i.e. the subject forms. It is possible to use the insertion of a modi
fier between the subject and the verb as a test to verify whether the pronoun is clitic 
or not: if insertion of a modifier is impossible, see the examples (28)-(30), the 
form is clitic, if insertion is possible, (25)-(26), the form is not clitic. 
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When the subject form is placed before the verb (SV), as in example (25), or 
after the verb (VS), as in example (28), it permits the insertion of an appositional 
modifier between S and V, if the subject is a pronoun of the first or the second 
person. 

(25) 'Jeg/du, der ellers elsker is, ma ikke spise det mere' 
(1/you(PO) who normally love ice cream, am/are not allowed to eat it any 
more) 

(26) 'Majeg/du, der ellers elsker is, ikke spise det mere?' 
(Am I/ Are you(PO) who normally love ice cream, not allowed to eat it 
any more?) 

For pronouns of the third person, it is different: without a modifier, the pronomi
nal subject is of course in the subject form, see example (27); followed by a 
modifier, the subject form is impossible and obligatorily replaced by the oblique 
form: 'hun --7 hende, han --7 ham, de --7 dem', see examples (28)-(30): 

(27) 'Hun er min kusine' 
(She(PO) is my cousin) 

(28) 'Hende, der star henne pa hj~rnet, er min kusine' 
'*Hun ... ' 
(Her [c: the girl](PO) who is standing on the corner is my cousin) 
(*She .... ) 

(29) 'Hende den r~iirede er min kusine ' 
'*Hun ... ' 
(Her [c: the girl](PO) with the red hair is my cousin) 
(*She .... ) 

(30) 'Er hende, der star benne pa hj~met, min kusine?' 
'*Erhun ... ' 
(Is her [c: the girl] (PO) who is standing on the corner my cousin?) 
(*Is she .... ) 

The fact that the oblique forms of the pronoun of the third person appear in exam
ples (28)-(30) as substitutes for the subject forms, seems to indicate that the sub
ject forms of the third person are essentially clitic and that the oblique forms are 
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not clitic. All the subject forms can be stressed if insistence is opportune, this is a 
non-clitic quality of the subject pronouns. 

Let us sum up the results of the short overview of clitic/non clitic forms: 

- the subject forms of the third person may be clitic 
- the subject forms of the frrst/second person are not clitic 
- the oblique forms that are always non-clitic replace pronouns of the third per-

son in non-clitic contexts. 

It is obvious that a feature +1--clitic is not an essential feature for verbal valency. 

1.2.1.2. The Forms and the Functions of the Oblique Case 
The non-clitic oblique forms are used in all other functions than the subject func
tion, except the cases described above, i.e. they are used as direct object, indirect 
object and, following a valency-bound preposition, as prepositional object 
(PPREPl, PPREP2). Each of these functions will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs (1.2.1.2.2.- 1.2.1.2.7.). As these functions cannot be distinguished 
on the basis of the pronominal forms they must be determined on the basis of 
word order observations and by the kind of preposition which precedes the ob
lique forms. Furthermore, the oblique forms may occur preceded by prepositions 
in other syntactic functions which are determined by the overall proportionality 
of the prepositional phrase with pronouns such as 'hvor' (where) - 'hos ham' (with 
him), 'hvornar' (when) - 'efte~ hende' (after her), 'hvordan' (how) - 'som ham' 
(like him) etc. These will be discussed in section 1.2.1.3.-1.2.1.7. 

1.2.1.2.1. Danish Word Order 
Danish word order is relatively fixed, but some variation is possible, especially 
with regard to the position before the verb, in which almost any constituent can 
occur. Diderichsen (1964 and 1974) formulated the rules that best describe the 
Danish word order in terms of a topological model. 

It is important to distinguish the model concerning main clauses from the one 
concerning subordinate clauses. Below we will focus on main clauses. It is 
equally important to distinguish the models containing noun phrases from the 
ones containing pronouns. Table vn shows the topological structure for non
imperative Danish main clauses containing noun phrases, based on the descrip
tion of Diderichsen. 

The topological structure consists of an initial field (F), a middle field (v-s-a) 
and a fmal field 01-S-A). v is the slot for the finite verb. V holds the non-fmite 
forms (33). s contains the subject, S contains other nominal constituents whilst a 
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and A contain adverbial constituents including prepositional phrases. Except for 
v. which is always filled, the fields can be filled or empty. and this gives rise to 
structural ambiguity because the subject can be positioned in the initial field as in 
(31) or ins as in (32). Furthermore, in connection with topicalisation, other con
stituents may occur in the initial field, like (34) (cigars topicalised). thereby leav
ing their original field empty. 

F I V I s I a I V I s I A I 
(31) Peter ryger - - - cigar er -
(32) Nu ryger Peter - - cigar er -
(33) Peter bar re get cigarer -
(34) Disse ryger Peter - - - -
cigarer 

(35) Nu bar Peter ikke re get cigarer -
(36) Nu ryger Peter ik.ke cigarer -

Table VIT: The basic field structure for Danish main clauses16 

If we now consider the topological structure for non-imperative Danish main 
clauses containing pronouns, the following analysis is presented by Diderichsen 
((1974) § 74). According to Diderichsen's hypothesis, the presence of the pro
nouns necessitates the creation of a new field: "letledsfelt". i.e. a field to be filled 
by unstressed pronominal forms that are by definition "light" forms, opposed to 
noun phrases that are by definition "heavy" forms. However, where the sentence 
contains a complex tense, the pronouns appear in the same position (S) as full 
noun phrases. 

F V s letled a V s A 

ban ryger - dem ikke - - -
ban bar - - ikke reget de m -

ban giver - hende dem ikke - - -
ban bar - - ikke givet hende dem -

Table VIIT: The topological structure of the pronouns which are moved to a spe
cific field (letledsfelt)17 
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This change in word order only occurs with oblique pronouns in the paradigm of 
'hvem' and with the two light locative pronouns 'her' (here) and 'der' (there). Re
gardless of the position in the topological system, the word order of the oblique 
pronominal forms remains the same: the indirect object always precedes the di
rect object. 

1.2.1.2.2. The Direct Object (P1) 
As the word order is discussed in detail above, only the most simple cases will be 
illustrated here: when the subject is placed in the initial field (F), see table VII, 
the direct object (i.e. Pl) is placed in S, except if it is a light pronoun and the verb 
is finite. In that case Pl is placed in the light field: 

(37) 'Jeg kender pigen' 
(I(PO) know the girl(Pl)) 

(38) 'Jeg kender hende' 
(I(PO) know her(Pl)) 

(39) 'Jeg har kendt hende' 
(I(PO) have known her(Pl)) 

1.2.1.2.3. The Subject Complement (Pl/PM) 
It is necessary to distinguish equative constructions from other types of subject 
complements. The equative constructions are illustrated in ( 40)-( 42). In cases like 
( 40), there is no particular pronoun distinguishing the "subject complement" or 
"predicate to the subject" from the object. Consequently, there is no need for a 
special valency slot: the subject complement is simply considered as a variant of 
the object. 

( 40) 'Han er soldat' 
(He(PO) is a soldier(Pl)) 

(41) 'Hvad er ban?' 
(What(Pl) is he(PO)?) 

(42) 'DETer ban' 
(that(Pl) he(PO) is) 

In non-equative constructions, the copula and the adjective form a complex predi
cate with its own specific valency scheme which must be studied separately. This 
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appears from the examples18 below. If we consider an adjective like 'god' (good) 
it can be followed by a valency-bound prepositional phrase introduced by the 
preposition 'mod' (to). In ( 43) there seem to be only few semantic selections con
cerning the noun phrase following 'mod', the noun phrase may indicate a human 
being, an animal and maybe even a concrete entity but nothing abstract. The PO 
can only be filled by human entities. 

(43) Jeglhan!denl*(denne her)/*det er god mod mig/ham/denl(denne her)/ 
*det' 
(IIhe/it-com/*(this one)/*it-neut am/is good to me!himlit-com/(this 
one )/*it-neut) 

'Margrethe er god mod Henrik!hunden' 
(Margrethe(PO)(+hum) is good to Henrik (+hum)/the dog (-hum)) 

In ( 44), however, we fmd a different distribution of the pronominal forms which 
can occur in PO and in the noun phrase following 'mod', respectively. Here, nei
ther PO nor the noun phrase can be human but must be either concrete or abstract. 

(44) '*Jeg/*han!*den/(denne her)/*det er god mod *mig/*ham/*denl(denne 
her)/det' 
(*I/*he/it-com/(this one)/it-neut is good against *me/*himl*it-com/ 
(this one)/it-neut) 

'Sreben er god mod bumser' 
(The soap (PO)( -hum, ±concrete) is good against pimples (PO)( -hum, 
±concrete)) 

The different senses are apparent in the different translations of the preposition 
'mod' into (to) or (against), respectively. The lexicalised examples above are cor
rect, but the following, which does not respect the distribution of features accord
ing to the two senses, is not: 

(45) '*Sreben er god mod Henrik' 
(*The soap is good to/against Henrik) 

Since non-equative constructions are the subject of a separate study, they will not 
be discussed further here. 

A few verbs may occur with a subject complement and an object19 as illus
trated in ( 46): 
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( 46) 'Sagen forekommer ham mystisk' 
(Lit.: The case(PO) seems him(Pl) mysterious(PM) 
The case seems mysterious to him) 

Here the subject complement is clearly a PMANNER paradigm, i.e. proportional 
to 'hvordan- sadan' (how- this way) (see section 1.2.1.6.). 

1.2.1.2.4. The Object Complement (PM) 
There is no specific pronoun which licenses the establishment of a valency slot 
corresponding to the object complement. Examples (47) and (48) illustrate this 
type of construction. 

( 47) De kalder ham Peter' 
(They(PO) call him(Pl) Peter(PM)) 

(48) 'Han maler bilen r~' 
(He(PO) paints the car(Pl) red(PM)) 

As the examples show, the object complement is analysed as a PMANNER 
complement which is further discussed in section 1.2.1.6. One might argue that 
the complement in example (47) ('Peter') could be considered a Pl or P2 para
digm since it is a noun phrase and proportional to the pronoun 'hvad' (what). 
However, a closer look at the other pronouns which may occur in the third va
lency slot of 'kalde' (call) shows that it is also closely related to the PMANNER 
paradigm: 

(49) 'Hvad/?Hvordan kalder I ham?' 
(What/?How do you call him) 
'Vi kalder ham Peter' 
(We call him Peter) 
'Hvorfor kalder I ham sadan!det?' 
(Why do you call him like that/that?) 

Furthermore, the word order of the light pronouns in the object complement con
struction differs from constructions with Pl and P2, i.e. from verbs with indirect 
and direct object as illustrated in (50) below: 

(50) 'Han har glasset, men han giver ham det ikke' 
(Lit.: He has the glass, but he(PO) gives him(P2) it(Pl) not) 
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*'Han hedder Peter, men vi kalder ham det ikke' 
(Lit.: *His name is Peter, but we(PO) call him(P2) it(Pl) not) 
'Han hedder Peter, men vi kalder ham ikke det/sadan' 
(Lit.: His name is Peter, but we(PO) call him(Pl) not that/like that(PM)) 

As a consequence of the observations in (49) and (50) the object complement 
cannot be analysed as a Pl or a P2 paradigm. 

1.2.1.2.5. The Indirect Object (P2) 
The indirect object cannot be distinguished from the direct object by its form, but 
only by its position: it preceedes the direct object (Pl) as illustrated in section 
1.2.1.2.1.: 

(51) 'Han giver hende dem' 
(Lit.: He(PO) gives her(P2) them(Pl)) 

1.2.1.2.6. The Related Construction Introduced by 
the Preposition TIL (PP1) 

Many Danish verbs permit what is often considered as a second form of the indi
rect object, introduced by the preposition 'til' (to), as a possible alternation to the 
form without 'til': 

(52) 'Han giver hende bogen- han giver bogen til hende' 
(He gives her the book- he gives the book to her) 

Not all verbs have the choice between the two constructions, some may admit 
only the direct construction. Thus the verbs 'befale' (order), 'svare' (answer) and 
'tillade' (permit) do not have the construction with 'til': 

(53) 'Jeg tillader ham det' 
(I(PO) permit him(P2) that(Pl)) 

(54) '*Jeg tillader det til ham' 
(*I(PO) permit that(Pl) to him(PPl)) 

We consider the relation between the indirect object (P2) and the prepositional 
construction (PPl) a special type of alternation (see linked constructions, section 
4). 
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1.2.1.2.7. Prepositional Objects (PP1-2) 
The valency template of a verb may include one or more valency-bound preposi
tional phrases, consisting of an oblique pronoun preceeded by any preposition 
from a limited set. A verb with two prepositional objects is for example 'tale' 
(speak): 

(52) 'Jeg taler med ham om det' 
(I(PO) speak with him (PPl) about it (PP2)) 

1.2.1.3. The Locative Object 
The pronominal paradigm of the valency-bound locative object (PL) is consti
tuted by the suspensive pronoun 'hvor' (where) and the locative pronouns 'her' 
(here) and 'der' (there) as well as nominal referentials combined with quantifying 
determiners such as 'nogle steder' (some places), 'alle vegne' (everywhere) etc. 
The locative object occurs with verbs such as 'bo' (live) and 'lregge' (put) as illus
trated in (55) and (56): 

(55) 'Han bor her' 
(He(PO) lives here (PL)) 

(56) 'Hun lregger den der' 
(She(PO) puts it(Pl) there(PL)) 

1.2.1.4. The Directional Object 
The paradigm of the directional object (PD) is constituted by the suspensive 'hvor
hen' (whereto) and the directional pronouns 'herhen' (hereto) and 'derhen' (thereto) 
as well as combined forms such as 'nogle steder hen' (somewhere) and 'alle steder 
hen' (everywhere).lt occurs with certain movement verbs as illustrated in (57): 

(57) 'Hangar derhen' 
(He(PO) goes thereto(PD)) 

The paradigm of 'hvorhen' is related to the semantic notions of source, path and 
goal which occur with certain types of verbs such as 'rejse' (travel) and related 
verbs with manner specification such as 'flyve' (fly), 'k~re' (drive), 'sejle' (sail) 
etc. as in (58): 

(58) 'Han flyver fra K~benhavn til Paris via London' 

58 

(He(PO) flies from Copenhagen(Source) to Paris(Goal) via London 
(Path)) 
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While the pronominal paradigms for source and goal can at least be composed of 
the forms 'hvor' (where)/ 'her' (here)fder' (there) and the prepositions 'fra' (from) 
and 'til' (to), the path does not correspond to a specific paradigm as there exists no 
form such as *'hvorvia' (via where). 'Via London' is rather related to a manner 
paradigm (see section 1.2.1.6.) as illustrated in (59): 

(59) 'Hvordan rejser han derfra dertil?' 
(How(PM) does he travel therefrom(Source) thereto(Goal)) 

1.2.1.5. The Temporal Object 
There are two temporal paradigms, one specifying a point in time corresponding 
to 'hvomar' (when), 'nu' (now), 'da' (then), 'dengang' (at that time), 'f~r' (before) 
etc., and another one specifying a period in time, i.e. duration corresponding to 
'hvorlrenge' (how long), 'lrenge' (long) and combined forms as 'i nogen tid' (for 
some time) etc. As the two types of temporal specification do not occur as va
lency-bound elements with the same verbs, the temporal object (PT) covers both 
cases as shown in (60) and (61): 

(60) Det varer meget lrenge' 
(lt(PO) lasts very long(PT)) 

(61) 'Det ankommernu' 
(lt(PO) arrives now(Pf)) 

At present the database contains only 7 instances of temporal valency-bound 
elements, which is not enough material to motivate further subdistinctions of the 
temporal object. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that there exists a distinction in 
the 'hvorlrenge' paradigm similar to the source-goal distinction, which we found 
for directionals, as in the following example: 

(62) 'Det varer fra et tidspunkt til et andet tidspunkt' 
(lt(PO) lasts from one time(time-source) to another time(time-goal)) 

1.2.1.6. The Manner Complement 
The manner paradigm is characterised by the suspensive 'hvordan' (how) and 
pronouns such as 'sadan' (like this/that) as well as combinations of the preposi
tions 'pa' (in), determiners and the nominal referential 'made' (way): 'pa denne 
made' (in this way), 'pa en eller anden made' (in one way or the other). Most of 
these forms are not valency bound, but there are verbs where the manner comple-
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ment constitutes a valency-bound element which cannot be analysed as a predi
cate to a PO or Pl as in (63) below: 

(63) 'Hvordan bor hun?' 
(How(PM) does she(PO) live?) 

Traditionally, a large group of manner complements have been analysed as pre
dicates to the subject or the object (see, however, section 1.2.1.2.3. on non
equative copula constructions), but since there is no pronominal paradigm 
which licenses a separate valency slot for either subject or object complement, 
we reject this type of analysis. All complements proportional to 'hvordan' or 
'hvadlsadan' are therefore labelled PMANNER as illustrated in examples (64)
(66). 

(64) 'Jeg maler mit hus r~t' 
(I(PO) am painting my house(Pl) red(PM)) 

(65) 'HVORDAN maler du det?' 
(You(PO) paint it(Pl) how(PM)?) 

(66) 'Jeg maler det sADAN/rsM!t' 
(I(PO) paint it(Pl) in this manner/red(PM)) 

In this example, 'jeg' is the subject (PO), 'mit hus' is the object (Pl), proportional 
to the pronoun 'det' (it), and 'r~t' is traditionally called "object predicate". The 
proform proportional to 'rsM!t' is not 'hvemlhvad', as that of PO and Pl, but 'hvor
dan'(how), i.e. PM. 

As mentioned in section 1.2.1.2.3. we have found at least one verb which sub
categorises for subject, object and subject complement. 

(67) 'Sagen forekommer ham mystisk' 
(Lit.: The case(PO) seems him(Pl) mysterious(PM) 
The case seems mysterious to him) 

As a consequence there remains the problem of distinguishing on a distributional 
basis the PMANNER complements which are related to the subject, as in (68), 
from those related to the object, as in (69). 

(68) 'Han forekommer ham rask' 
(Lit.: He seems him well) 
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(69) 'Han gS(Sr ham rask' 
(He makes him well) 

The two constructions may be distinguished on the basis of number and gender 
agreement between the PO or the PI on the one hand and the PM on the other, as 
illustrated in 68 a. and 69 b.: 

(68) a. 'De forekommer ham raske' 
(Lit.: They (PO) seem him(Pl) well-plu(PM)) 

(69) b. 'Han gS(Sr dem raske' 
(Lit.: He(PO) makes them(Pl) well-plu(PM)) 

1.2.1. 7. The Quantity Complement 
There are two paradigms of the quantity complement: one introduced by 'hvor 
meget' (how much) and the other by 'hvor mange' (how many). It would seem 
that 'hvor meget' is the predominant paradigm as we have not yet found any verbs 
occurring with the paradigm of 'hvor mange' as valency bound, whereas we have 
14 verb senses with a valency-bound 'hvor meget' paradigm, see chapter 3, sec
tion 1.8. The hypothesis that the quantity complement is only characterised by 
the 'hvor meget' paradigm is further supported by the fact that the countability 
distinctions which exist between the two paradigms are ignored in these cases, as 
illustrated in (70) and (71) where the suspensive form is 'hvor meget' although 
the proportional noun is a countable noun. 

(70) 'Han vejer 80 kilo' 
(He(PO) weighs 80 kilos(PQ)) 

(71) 'Hun fylder ti ar' 
(She(PO) is ten years old(PQ)) 

'Hvor meget/*hvor mange vejer han?' 
(How much/*how many(PQ) does he 
(PO) weigh?) 

'Hvor meget/*hvor mange fylder hun?' 
(How much/*how many(PQ) is 
she(PO)old?) 

1.2.2. Intracategorial Features Related to the Referent 
The intracategorial features occur predominantly with the referent. Some of them 
however may also eo-occur with the determiner. The latter are typically cases 
traditionally described as agreement or concord, e.g. agreement in number and 
gender between kernel and determiner. Another group of intracategorial features 
relates to the situational reference outside or inside the sentence, i.e. speaker
referential, addressable, nearness, reciprocal and reflexive. 
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As described in section 1.1.3. and 1.1.4., a set of semantic labels can be de
fmed formally on the basis of the syntactico-semantic features (e.g. the label 
+concrete can be assigned to elements in a paradigm characterised by the feature 
++near) and as such the labels constitute a secondary classification. This is obvi
ous from the hierarchy in the following feature table illustrating the singular 
forms of the personal pronouns with the semantic labels added in parenthesis: 

+speaker-referential 
(+human) 

I 
. 'jeg' 

-speaker-referential 
(!ohuman) 

+addressable 
(;thuman) 

.!,. +sex 
(!ohuman) 

r--1 
-fem +fem 

I I 
'han' 'lnm' 

-addressable (±human) 

±near 
(±proposition) 
(±concrete) 

-sex 
(-human) 

-near 
(+proposition) 
(-concrete) 

I 
++near 

(-proposition) 
(+eon=ete) 

±near 'det, at .•. ' 

I 
'clenne her' 
'dette her' 

!±proposition) 
<±=ncrete) 

I 
'den' 

'den her' 
'det her' 

The hierarchy shows that the distinctions traditionally made on the basis of intui
tively assigned semantic labels can be formally detmed by syntactico-semantic 
features. In other words, the semantic labels are merely assigned on the basis of 
the syntactico-semantic features for the sake of convenience. In the OVD the 
semantic labels are computed from the slightly more complicated underlying 
syntactico-semantic feature combinations in order to improve readability and 
inspectability of the database. Furthermore, other distinctive features are added, 
such as the feature proposition which is assigned on the basis of the observation 
of a paradigm consisting of the pronoun 'det' (it) and different forms of subordi
nate and infinitive clauses. 

Not all of these features seem to be relevant for the differentiation of verb 
senses. This is most obvious for grammatical gender. The feature 'feminine' has 
not been included as there are only a few verbs which subcategorise for this 
feature and such verbs are usually not polysemous, see examples (72) and (73). 

(72) 'Hunl*han er gravid ' 
(She/*he is pregnant) 

(73) 'Hunl*han ammer barnet' 
(She/*he is breastfeeding the child) 
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In the hierarchy the feature is represented by the feature sex in order to indicate 
that not all pronouns are marked by the opposition between masculine and femi
nine (this corresponds to the fact that all other forms are marked with 0 in table V). 

A subcategorisation for plural is typical for a small group of verbs in Danish, 
i.e. some of the so-called deponent verbs as illustrated in example (23), but it also 
occurs with other verbs especially certain types of linking verbs as illustrated in 
(74) (for further examples, see section 4 of this chapter). 

(7 4) De samarbejder' 
(They cooperate) 

1.2.3. Features Related to the Determiner and Other Features 
None of the prodeterminers seem to play a primary role in the determination of 
valency patterns, however, they may become important for the distinction be
tween certain verb types, for instance support verbs and other function verbs. The 
function of the prodeterminers can be described as selecting a number of elements 
from a given set Thus, 'alle/al' (all), i.e. totality, selects all elements, 'begge' (both), i.e. 
duality, selects two elements out of a set of two, 'ingen!intet' (no), i.e. negative, 
selects none of the elements, and 'en eller andenlet eller andet' (one or other), i.e. 
selective, picks out one of the elements at random. The feature countable which 
can be found with pronouns such as 'mange' (many) and 'meget' (much) expresses 
another dimension, namely whether there are distinguishable elements in the set. 

Finally, we have the features attributive and suspensive which are assigned on 
the basis of their syntactic properties, i.e. attributive if the pronoun can occur in 
attributive function and suspensive if the pronoun may be used to introduce a 
question, a relative clause or subordinate clause. 

1.3. Selection of a Representative Subset of Pronouns 
In the preceeding sections, we have argued in favour of a selection of valency 
relevant features. In the following section, we will consider the last of the three 
questions asked in the introduction of this chapter, concerning how a representa
tive subset of pronouns, i.e. pronouns which are clearly marked for the relevant 
features, can be selected. 

We noticed above that not all of the features in table V are relevant for the 
description of valency that we have in mind. For instance, intracategorial fea
tures related to the determiner do not seem to play a primary role in the distinc
tion of verb meanings and can be ignored for our present purpose. Once the va
lency-irrelevant features have been taken out of consideration, a number of 
pronouns in table V turn out to have identical feature descriptions. This holds, for 
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instance, for the pronouns 'det' (it), 'nogen' (some), 'et eller andet' (one or other 
(neut)), 'en eller anden' (one or other (corn)) and 'ingen' (none). As shown in table 
V a below, a reduction can be achieved by grouping pronouns with identical fea
ture structures together and using one pronoun, for instance 'det', to represent all 
of them. 

loc dir tim dur man rea qua sub obl sg pl 
det + + + 

nogen + + + 
et eller andet + + + 

en eller anden + + + 
ingen + + + 

Table V a: Grouping of pronouns 

Another way of reduction is to pick out the pronouns which show the most clear 
characteristics of a given feature. In table V, we saw that pronouns like 'hvomar' 
(when), 'sa.dan' (like this) and 'hvor' (where), for example, are clearly marked for 
one intercategorial feature. A third method is to look for pronouns whose feature 
structure more or less subsumes the features of a whole group. This is the case 
with the suspensive pronouns as they are the least specified forms. 

On the basis of these considerations we fmally derive the following reduced 
pronominal paradigms which constitute the core of the description of the valency 
bound elements: 
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+human +singular 
+human -singular 
-human +Concrete 
+abstract 
+abstract +proposition 
-countable 
+Countable 
+direction 
+location 
+time 
+duration 
+manner 
+reciprocal 
+reflexive 
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= hvem: de, dem; vi, os 
= hvad: denne her, dette her, disse her 
= hvad: det 
= hvad: det, at ... 
=hvormeget 
=hvormange 
= hvorfra!hvorhen 
=hvor 
=hvomar 
= hvorlrenge 
=hvordan 
=hinanden 
= sig 
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We can see that only for the paradigm of 'hvem' and 'hvad' there is a need for 
further specification through other pronominal forms. In all other cases one sin
gle pronominal form is in principle sufficient to identify the syntactico-semantic 
features of a given valency slot. 

Although an exact description of the syntactico-semantic restrictions on each 
valency slot is an important part of a valency dictionary, it does not provide us 
with sufficient criteria for distinguishing different verb types and different verb 
senses. A distinction of verb types is necessary as the description of pronominal 
paradigms in different valency slots only makes sense for full verbs. In the case 
of function verbs and more or less fixed expressions we fmd no or only limited 
pronominal paradigms in the slots which correspond to the valency slots of full 
verbs. These observations serve as criteria for the tentative verb typology pre
sented below20• 

2. Pronominal Tests for Verb Types 

2.0. Introduction 
Valency dictionaries generally have difficulties with the definition and subdivi
sion of function verb constructions which do not fit into the valency patterns of 
full verbs, see e.g. Busse and Dubost ((1977) p. 147). Likewise, a delimitation of 
support verb constructions against idiomatic expressions presents difficulties. 
As our treatment is just an initial attempt at delimitation and typology, our ambi
tion is restricted to the simple suggestion of ways for further research in this 
domain, with a tentative application on the verb FA, this verb covering the whole 
range of function verb uses21 (see chapter 3). 

2.2.0.1. Full Verb Constructions 
Full verb constructions are constructions in which there exists proportionality 
between pronominal paradigms and lexicalised slot fillers. This applies e.g. to 
the following example: 

(75) 'Jeg far den i morgen' 
(I (will) get it tomorrow) 

In (75) the pronoun 'den' is proportional to the NP 'den nye bil' in (76): 

(76) 'Jeg far den nye bil i morgen' 
(I (will) get the new car tomorrow) 
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As opposed to this case the four following types of constructions have no such 
proportionality. In the typology proposed below, we stick to the traditional labels, as 
we have not yet fully developed anew classification based on the P A. The following 
characteristics are common to the four types that will be distinguished below: 

1) There is not the usual proportionality between the lexicalised item and pro
nominal paradigms, 

2) The verb is not stressable. 

To these characteristics, we add some observations that apply to most examples 
of the four traditionally distinguished types. 

2.0.2.2. Incorporation22 

In examples like: 

(77) 'Jeg !ar telefon i morgen' 
(I (will) get a telephone tomorrow) 

there is no proportionality to the following example: 

(78) *'Jeg far den i morgen' 
(I (will) get it tomorrow) 

Judging from the existing examples it seems, however, as if incorporations have 
a reduced pronominal paradigm, since we fmd the form 'hvad' (what) in inter
rogative sentences that may be taken up again with 'det' (it). Thus, one may ask: 
'Hvad spiser han'? (What does he eat?) and reply: 'Han spiser fisk' (He eats fish). 
A sentence like: 'Fisk, det spiser han altid om fredagen' (Fish, that's what he 
always has on Fridays) is equally correct. Something similar is not possible in 
support verb constructions, as e.g. 'Han har behov for ... ', (He is in need of ... , lit.: 
he has need of ... ). One cannot ask: 'Hvad har han? '(What does he have?) and 
receive the reply *'Han har behov' (lit.: He has need). Nor is it possible (or natu
ral) to say: *'Behov, det har han' (lit.: Need, that's what he has). It is possible to 
have a modified noun, e.g.: 'Han har falske behov' (He has false needs), but here 
again, the lexicalised support verb expression is not proportional to a pronominal 
paradigm, like '*Han har dem', (lit.: He has them). 

Incorporations occur in connection with several verbs, e.g. K0RE BIL, SPISE 
FISK, LA VE MAD, HAVE K0REKORT, FA GASEHUDIFEBER (drive a car, 
eat fish, cook, have a driver's licence, give gooseflesh, run a temperature). Proto
typical expressions are found in connection with food, diseases and the like, cf. the 
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cases cited. The following four observations apply to most incorporation con
structions, but they cannot give rise to workable distinctive features for the distinc
tion of incorporations viz. support verb constructions and idiomatic constructions. 

1) The NP following the verb is a bare noun, 
2) In our corpus, the NPs following the verb are mostly concrete nouns. The 

sense is that the noun becomes a representative of a class23
, 

3) As stated in (77) and (78) we have a reduced pronominal paradigm in what 
looks like a PI-slot. 

4) The NP following the verb cannot be modified. 

The type may be termed incorporation, since the verb + noun constitute a com
bined unity (cf. the above mentioned features). In addition, there is a subtype, in 
which the verb is followed by a prepositional syntagm, e.g. K0RE I BILIP A 
CYKEL, TALE I TELEFON, GA I SENG (ride a car/a bike, talk on the phone, 
go to bed), which have the same characteristics, see also Nedergaard Thomsen 
(1992). The unity (verb + incorporated entity) is monovalent, i.e. no further 
valency elements can be added, which distinguishes the incorporation type from 
the following types. The pronominal paradigms of the PO must be studied in 
order to make a more detailed analysis of incorporations, therefore we have not 
yet integrated them in the OVD. 

2.2.0.3. Support Verb Constructions 
Support verb constructions may be illustrated as follows: 

(79) 'Jeg f'ar behov for mere plads' 
(I will need more space) 
lit.: (I get need for more space) 

which is not proportional to: 

(80) *'Jeg far det' 
lit.: (*I shall get it) 

The following four observations apply to most support verb constructions, but 
they cannot give rise to workable distinctive features for the distinction of sup
port verb constructions viz. incorporations and idiomatic constructions. 

1) The NP following the verb is often, but not always, in a bare form, 
2) In our corpus, the NPs following the verb are mostly abstract nouns. 
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3) As in (77) and (78) we have only lexicalised items and no pronominal para
digms following the verb in what looks like the PI-slot (see Blanche
Benveniste et al. (1987) p. 23). 

4) The NP following the verb can often be modified, e.g. by an adjective ('fa 
stort/akut behov for .. .' (develop a great/an acute need for ... )). 

Function verb constructions are, unlike incorporations, transitive. Accordingly, 
what distinguishes support verb constructions from full verbs (and from incor
porations, which are always monovalent) is the fact that the complex unity 
composed of verb plus the NP, not just the verb. functions as valency kernel. 
Example (79) is a frequent type- there exists another subtype where the NP 
following the verb is preceded by a preposition, but otherwise with the same 
characteristics. An example of this construction is: 

(81) 'Jeg tager i betragtning at.. . .' 
(I take into consideration that ... ) 

which is not proportional to: 

(82) *'Jeg tager i det' 
(*I take into ( = grab) this) 

Another subtype of function verb constructions has an adjective or an adverb 
instead of a noun following the verb. As in the previous cases, the lexicalised 
constructions are not proportional to constructions containing pro forms like 'how' or 
'so', which distinguishes the function verb construction from full verb constructions: 

(83) a. 'Jeg far svrert ved at kode st~tteverbumskonstruktioner' 
(I shall have difficulties coding support verb constructions) 
lit.: (I get difficult in to code SVCs) 

which is not proportional to 

(83) b. *'Jeg far sadan' 
(I get like that) 

In cases of incorporations as well as support verb constructions one is often faced 
with alternations between different verbs such as GIVE, G0RE, HAVE, FA, 
V .tERE (give, do, make, have, get, be), e.g. fa/have bil, fa/have rad til at.. (get/ 
have a car, become able to/be able to afford to). The difference between these 
verbs may be characterised as one between aspect, e.g. HAVE is imperfective, 
whereas FA is inchoative24• 
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2.2.0.4. Idiomatic Constructions 
A third type, currently distinguished from the two preceding ones, is idiomatic 
constructions, which in many ways resemble the support verb constructions. They 
are often referred to as complex constructions "not possessing a compositional 
sense". This contrast to the preceding types is, however, very vague. Furthermore, 
idiomatic constructions are not productive in the same sense as the two preceding 
types. Thus, they do not enter into paradigms with other verbs, as in the cases: F AI 
LA VFJSPISE B0FIFISKIMAD (have/make/eat steak/fish/food). There are vari
ous subtypes with different, but extremely limited possibilities of modifying the 
verb or the noun. Adding or removing negations and altering determiners of the 
noun for example, is often impossible. An example is: · 

(84) 'Han far skregget i postkassen125 

(He will get disappointed) 
lit: (He will get the beard stuck in the letterbox) 

Which is not proportional to: 

(85) *'Han far det der' 
(*He gets it there) 

and which cannot be modified, cf.: 

(86) *'Han far/far ikke skreg/et skreg i postkassen' 
(*He will get/will not get/beard/a beard stuck in the letterbox) 

Idiomatic constructions are coded as multi-word entries (:fa_skregget_i_postkassen). 

2.2.0.5. Modals 
Modals can be distinguished from the other verb types as they occur with a ver
bal expression (infinitive with or without 'at' or past participle) which is not pro
portional to a pronominal paradigm: 

(87) 'Han begynder at ga' 
(He begins to walk) 

(88) 'Han ma vente' 
(He must wait) 

(89) 'Han har spist' 
(He has eaten) 
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The three basic types which can be distinguished by the form of the verbal ex
pression that follows them, roughly correspond to the traditional distinction be
tween aspectual verbs as in (87), modal verbs as in (88) and auxiliaries as in (89). 
However, we would like to avoid the pitfalls of the extensional definitions of 
these three classes which are presented in many grammars stating that 'have' 
(have), 'vrere' (be), 'blive' (become) and 'fa' (get) are auxiliaries and 'm<1' (may), 
'skal' (shall), 'lean' (can), 'b~r' (ought to), 't~r· (dare), 'gider' (care to) and 'vil' 
(want to) are modal verbs etc. (Diderichsen (1974) 62-63). Instead, we will use 
the term modals as a covering term since many verbs in this group may occur in 
more than one of the tradtional categories as shown in the examples below. 

(90) Du har bare at g~re det' 
(You just have to do it) 

(91) Det far vrere' 
(Let's leave it like that) 
(Lit. :It gets (to) be) 

(92) 'Han far fortovet fejet' 
(He gets the pavement swept) 

The examples also show that a further subcategorisation of modals is not a trivial 
problem. Its solution lies beyond the scope of this book. In the OVD modals are 
merely registered for further research. 

3. Other Distributional Tests 
In order to control the distinctions made between different senses of the verb on 
the basis of the pronominal paradigms, the P A suggests a number of other distri
butional tests. This is necessary, because as illustrated in section 1 of this chap
ter, the pronominal paradigms primarily describe the syntactico-semantic fea
tures of the valency-bound elements. On the basis of the pronominal distribution 
the linguist may decide that there are two senses of a given verb, but the pronomi
nal forms are not a sufficiently clear formal motivation for such a decision, as 
illustrated in (93) and (94). 

(93) 'Han bemrerker hende/denne her/det/, at hun gar' 
(He (PO) notices her/this one/it/that she is leaving (P1)) 

(94) 'Han bemrerker, at det ikke g~r noget' 
(He (PO) remarks that it does not matter (P1)) 
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Here the English translations illustrate the different senses of the verb 'bemrerke' 
(to notice and to remark). The pronominal paradigms of Pl are overlapping: in 
(93) it covers +human, +concrete, +abstract, +proposition whereas in (94) it con
tains only +proposition and this might suggest that we are dealing with only one 
sense of the verb. However, on the basis of the English translation and on the basis 
of intuition we would like to distinguish two different senses. This can be done by 
further investigating the properties of the two assumed senses using the test set 
described below. In this case it turns out that the two senses discussed have to be 
distinguished on the basis of their different behaviour in the passive form: 

(95) 'Det bliver bemrerketfbemrerkes, at hun gar' 
(It is noticed that she leaves) 
'Hun/denne her/det bliver bemrerketfbemrerkes af ham' 
(She/this one/it is noticed by him) 

(96) '*Det bliver bemrerketlbemrerkes, at det ikke g~r noget' 
(*It is remarked that is does not matter) 

'Bemrerke' in the sense of "notice" can be passivized by two of the three passive 
formation possibilities which exist in Danish: the periphrastic progressive pas
sive ('blive bemrerket') and the inflectional s-passive ('bemrerkes') as illustrated 
in (95). This is not possible in the 'remark' sense of the word used in (96). On the 
basis of the different behaviour of the two senses with regard to passive forma
tion it is now possible to establish a formally motivated sense distinction be
tween the two senses of 'bemrerke'. 

In the following we will present the list of additional distributional tests that 
have proven useful for motivating sense distinctions. We would like to st:J;ess the 
fact that these tests are language specific and have been developed for Danish 
during the design of the coding system of the Odense Valency Dictionary (OVD). 

3.1. Type of-Passive 
In Danish, the passive can be expressed in three different ways: 

a. inflectional: 'Maden spises' (The food is being eaten) 
b. analytical with the passive auxiliary 'blive' (become) corresponding to the 

German Vorgangspassiv: 'Maden bliver spist' (The food is being eaten) 
c. analytical with the passive auxiliary 'vrere' (be), corresponding to the Ger

man Zustandspassiv: 'Maden er spist' (The food is eaten). 

Not all transitive verbs allow the full range of passive formation. The test is a 
simple paraphrase as shown in the examples above. If the passive paraphrase is 
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possible and does not sound unusual or bring to mind another reading of the verb, 
it is marked accordingly. The three types of passive seem to be related to the verbal 
aspect of the verb (see below) in a way which remains to be investigated. There is 
a tendency that perfective transitive verbs do not occur in the Zustandspassiv. 

Some Danish verbs are deponent, i.e. they only exist in the inflectional pas
sive. 'Synes' (mean/think) is an example of a deponent verb. Some verbs like 
'relde' (age) have an active as well as a deponent reading. 

(97) 'Sorgen relder hende' 
'Trreet reldes' 

3.2. Verbal Aspect 

(The sorrow ages her) 
(The tree is ageing) 

For each verb, we investigate whether the inherent verbal aspect is imperfective, 
perfective, neither or both. As the verbal aspect may change depending on the 
context, the test is applied only in the simple present tense with two kinds of 
temporal proforms, one specifying a limited amount of time 'pa hvor langlkort tid' 
(in how long/short a time), i.e. perfective, the other an unlimited amount of time 
'i hvor lang tidlhvor lrenge' (for how long/how long), i.e. imperfective. These time 
indications have been included as a rough indication or tendency, as some verbs 
can be used in both contexts and others cannot. Distributional test for imperfective: 

(98) Hvor lrenge venter han? /*Pa hvor lang tid venter han? 
(How long does he wait?/*In how long a time does he wait?) 

Distributional test for perfective: 

(99) 'Pa hvor langlkort tid lSl}ser han problemet?/ 
*Hvor lrenge lSl}ser han problemet?' 
(In how long/short a time does he solve the problem?/ 
*How long does he solve the problem?) 

An example of a verb that is perfective as well as imperfective: 

(100) 'Han gemmer brevet pa to minutter/Han gemmer brevet i to minutter' 
(He hides the letter in two minutes/He hides the letter for two minutes) 

An example of a verb, 'give_til' {begin/start), that is neither perfective nor imper
fective: 

( 101) *'Han giver sig til at grrede pa to timer/*Han giver sig til at grrede i to timer' 
(*He starts crying in two hours/* He starts crying for two hours) 
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As the behaviour seen in ( 101) is typical for modals, the test might also be used to 
support tests which distinguish modals from full verbs. 

3.3. Present and Past Perfect 
In Danish, the present and past perfect are formed by means of the verbs 'have' 
(have) or 'vrere' (be). Some verbs such as 'ga_igen' (haunt) can be combined with 
both forms. 

(102) 'Han har gaet igen i mange ar/Han er gaet igen i mange ar' 
(He has haunted for many years) 

There seems to be a general uncertainty about the choice between 'have' and 
'vrere' for discontinuous movement verbs. This problem needs further investiga
tion. 

3.4. Use of Existentials 
If the subject of an intransitive verb is indefinite, it normally does not appear in the 
position before the verb. Instead, what is traditionally labelled an existential pro
noun, 'der' (there), is inserted. in this position and the indefinite subject appears after the 
verb, i.e. we have subject-verb inversion. We consider this a kind of discontinuous 
pronominal paradigm, where the PO consists of the pseudo-pronoun 'der' + the 
pronominal paradigm of the inverted subject slot, i.e. 'der __ han/denne her/det ... ' 

(103) 'Et brev kom i morges/Der kom et brevi morges' 
(A letter came this morning!fhere came a letter this morning) 

Not all verbs, however, behave like that: 

(104) 'Et regnestykke gar op/*Der gar et regnestykke op' 
(A sum comes out/*There comes a sum out) 

If the discontinuous PO is possible in some, but not in other cases, it is generally 
an indication of the existence of two senses, as can sometimes be seen by trans
lating the verb into English: 

(105) 'Et ur gar/*Der gar et ur' 
(A clock goes/*There goes a clock) 

(106) 'En sikring gar/Der gar en sikring' 
(A fuse blows/There blows a fuse) 
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3.5. Use of Preliminary Subject 
If PO (the subject) is a subordinate clause or an infinitive clause, it is normally 
possible to have a preliminary subject, namely 'det' (it), in the position before the 
verb and the clause is moved to the object position after the verb: 

(107) 'At han arbejder meget, glreder mig' 
(That he works a lot pleases me) 
'Det glreder mig, at han arbejder meget' 
(It pleases me that he works a lot) 

There are, however, a few exceptions: 

(108) 'At han far et godt resultat, forudsretter flid' 
(That he gets a good result presupposes hard work) 
*Det forudsretter flid, at han f'ar et godt resultat' 
(*It presupposes hard work, that he gets a good result) 

In some cases the possibility of having a preliminary subject may support an 
intuitively felt sense distinction as in (109) and (110): 

(109) 'At demonstrere mod chefen giver problemer' 
(To demonstrate against the boss causes problems) 
Det giver problemer at demonstrere mod chefen' 
(It causes problems to demonstrate against the boss) 

(110) 'At lregge to og to sammen giver fue' 
(To put two and two together makes four) 
*'Det giver fue at lregge to og to sammen' 
(*It makes four to put two and two together) 

The pronominal paradigms for the two senses of 'give' i.e. (cause) and (make/ 
yield) are almost identical. Both allow abstract entities as well as subordinate 
clauses and infinitives as PO whereas P1 allows only abstract entities. The P1 of 
the sense examplified in (110), however, also allows the quantifier 'hvor meget' 
(how much) and the construction with the preliminary subject is not possible. 
These observations are sufficient to license a distinction between the two senses 
in the dictionary. 

4. Linked Constructions 
The term "linked sentence constructions" has been chosen as a covering term for 
syntactic construction patterns known as dative alternation, causative-inchoative 
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alternation, locative alternation, etc. which have long been studied individually 
but only recently investigated with regard to verb classification (Levin (1993)) 
and very little with regard to valency. 

In linked constructions we observe a change in the relation between constitu
ents and their syntactic functions as demonstrated in (111) a. and b.: 

(111) a. 'Han gav hen de bogen' 
PO P2 Pl 
(He gave her the book) 

b. 'Han gav bogen til hende' 
PO Pl PPl 
(He gave the book to her) 

In ( 111) a. the third argument of the verb is expressed as a noun phrase function
ing as the indirect object, whereas in b. the same argument is expressed as a noun 
phrase in a prepositional phrase functioning as a prepositional object. While 
these constructions do not seem to pose severe problems for the establishment of 
semantic or conceptual valency patterns, difficulties arise for valency investiga
tions which take their point of departure closer to surface syntax. 

During our work with the Odense Valency Dictionary we have become gradu
ally aware of these types of constructions and surprised at their frequency. In 
many cases our observations of linked constructions could improve the clarity of 
the valency description and formally motivate subtle sense distinctions in the 
dictionary. However, in order to be able to integrate information about linked 
constructions into our coding programme it was necessary to create an overview 
of these constructions in modem Danish. 

Although these types of constructions have been noticed in passing by Danish 
linguists, they have never been properly defined or investigated systematically. 
In fact, the most extensive study goes back to 1752, where the Danish grammar
ian J. Hszsysgaard published a grammar in two volumes. In the second volume, 
where he describes sentence constructions, he lists several types of linked con
structions. One specific type of alternation called the "consubjectum" has re
ceived some attention later on by Erik Hansen (1972) and recently by Michael 
Herslund and Finn Sszsrensen (1993). A complete overview of linking verbs in 
Danish, however, has not yet been compiled. 

Therefore, we also drew on the literature on linked constructions in English and 
French (Levin (1993), Eggermont (1992)), but we soon noticed that although 
certain types of alternations were common to all three languages, they could not 
necessarily be observed with apparently equivalent verbs in the different lan-
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guages. Furthermore, many linked construction types turned out to be language 
specific. 

For the OVD we have now developed our own typology of linked construc
tions in Danish. The list of alternations given in this chapter is a presenta:tion of 
the three basic linking types and a few subtypes. It should rather be seen as a 
point of departure for a discussion of this phenomenon than as a complete ty
pology. 

But why is the observation of linked constructions important in a monolingual 
valency dictionary such as the OVD and probably also in other dictionaries? 
Consider the two examples below: 

(112) 'Han ramte hende' 
(He hither) 

(113) 'Stenen ramte hende' 
(The stone hit her) 

In our dictionary we will have to decide whether we will describe the word 'hit' 
in one or two entries. From a quantitative point of view, the verb in the two 
sentences (112) and (113) seems to have the same number of arguments. This 
favours having just one entry, which is the description we find in most Danish 
monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. From a qualitative point of view the se
mantic restrictions on the subject slot (PO) would be quite general covering 
both +human and -human. Settling for one entry would blur the fact that exam
ple (112) has the agent as its subject whereas in example (113) the subject is an 
instrumental, which appears clearly from (114) where both roles are realised: 

(114) 'Han ramte hende med stenen' 
(He hit her with the stone) 

Another indication for the validity of this analysis is the fact that we can add an 
instrumental to (112) but not to (113). Therefore, the OVD registers the verb 
'ramme' in two linked entries reflecting two different syntactic construction pat
terns and two related senses. 

For us it is not very far to the next step: to consider the instrumental to be a 
valency-bound element in this case. This seems to be sensible considering that 
we can fmd similar verbs that do not show the same behaviour: 

(115) 'Han bankede pa hesteskoen med en hammer' 
(He hit on the horseshoe with a hammer) 
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(116) '*Hammeren bankede pa hesteskoen' 
(*The hammer hit on the horseshoe) 

(117) Hun drev tyven pa flugt med sin handtaske' 
(She chased the thief off with her handbag) 

(118) '*Handtasken drev tyven pa flugt' 
(*The handbag chased the thief oft) 

(119) Han skrev brevet med kuglepennen' 
(He wrote the letter with the pencil) 

(120) '*Kuglepennen skrev brevet' 
(*The pencil wrote the letter) 

The status of the instrumentals has been a point of debate in the valency literature 
and in most restrictive approaches they are not considered valency bound; 
whereas approaches assuming a gradual binding potential are more flexible in 
this respect Somers (1987). We have found that the observation of linked con
structions facilitates the description of valency patterns and provides clearer in
dications for the valency status of problematic constituents such as the instru
mental. 

4.1. Typologies of Linked Constructions 
The observation of the ability of the verb to enter into linked constructions can be 
used as the point of departure for a more detailed typology of the verbs. This idea 
has been exploited by the Proton project at the University of Leuven, in particu
lar by Carmen Eggermont (1992 and 1994). In her article from 1992, Carmen 
Eggermont proposes a typology of linking verbs for French, based on syntactic 
alternation patterns on the basis of the P A and this has served as the point of 
departure for the formal description of similar constructions in Danish. 

By observing the pronominal paradigms in the different slots it is possible to 
register whether an alternation takes place: 

(121) PO P1 PP1 
he hit him with *him 
she her *her 
they them it 
*this this this 
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(122) PO P1 
*he hit her 
*she him 
it them 
this this 

Disregarding the differences in case26 we see that the paradigm of PO in (122) 
corresponds to the PP1 of (121). The sentence 'he hit the fence with the car' is 
thus an instance of (121) with an optional instrumental. The sentence 'the car hit 
the fence' is an instance of (122). The two constructions can thus be described 
systematically via the pronominal paradigms in different valency slots: 

(123) (A) PO V 
1 

Pl PP1 
2 3 

(B) PO V 
3 

Pl 
2 

In ( 123) the frrst line (PO, P 1 etc.) describes the valency-bound elements of the two 
linked constructions (A) and (B), whereas the digits in the second line represent 
the specific pronominal paradigm associated with each of these elements, i.e. a 
pronominal paradigm corresponding to the one appearing in PP1 in (A) appears as 
PO in (B). The paradigm of P1 remains the same whereas the paradigm of PO 
disappears. On the basis of these observations it is now possible to type this 
particular linked construction as a case of permutation (movement of pronominal 
paradigm from PP1 to PO) and reduction (deletion of PO) see section 4.1.2. below. 

In contrast to this typology which is purely distributional, other more semanti
cally oriented typologies have been proposed, the most recent and most compre
hensive one by Beth Levin (1993). Although Levin gives a remarkably detailed 
overview of different "alternations" (Levin's term) as well as extensive refer
ences to literature where particular alternations have been discussed, her ap
proach is problematic for us in a number of ways. Firstly, there is no clear defini
tion of the term alternation, and therefore the phenomenon referred to as linked 
construction above is treated at the same level as passive and simple word order 
variation, such as there-insertion and inversion. 

Secondly, the criteria used for the identification of the alternations are drawn 
from many different levels of description, some of which are only vaguely de
fmed. This can be illustrated by listing the terms proposed by Levin and others 
for some of the alternation categories: Dative Alternation, Causative/Inchoative 
Alternation, Middle Alternation, Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation, 
Wipe Alternation, Bound Nonreflexive Anaphor as Prepositional Object etc. 

Finally, Beth Levin is not concerned with sense distinctions as we are in the 
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OVD, but with a semantic classification of the verbs, i.e. a fundamentally differ
ent purpose. 

Although Beth Levin's book represents an impressive piece of work on Eng
lish verb typology, it is difficult to use her classifications for the systematic de
scription of alternation patterns in a language that has not previously been de

. scribed from this point of view. Furthermore, a careful investigation of her 
categories and a comparison with Danish verbs shows that only approximately 
50% of her alternations are realised in Danish. 

Thus, the syntactico-semantic approach put forward by Carmen Eggermont 
(1992 and 1994) appears to be a more promising starting point and therefore the 
formal definition of linked construction given below as well as the following 
typology for Danish is inspired by her typology for French verbs27• 

In our typology, linked sentence constructions in modem Danish are charac
terised by: 

a) stability of syntactic word order 
which means that they are not concerned with surface order phenomena such 
as clefting, extraposition, insertion of expletives etc.28 Instead the typology is 
based on a standard surface word order (subject- verb- object) as it is given 
for declarative sentences in the present tense. 

b) stability of diathesis 
which means that there are no changes in the diathesis of the sentence29• 

c) corresponding pronominal paradigms in different valency slots 
which has been described above. 

d) a relation of entailment 
which means that one construction entails or implies the other as in ( 124) and 
(125) below where (124) entails (125): 

(124) 'Jeg knrekker grenen' 
(I break the branch) 

(125) 'Grenen knrekker' 
(The branch breaks) 

This entailment relation is generally unidirectional, i.e. (125) does not entail 
(124). Herslund & S~rensen (1993) consider many of these constructions to be 
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the result of a derivational process, thus implying one of the constructions to be 
the primary and the other to be secondary. Our investigation does not postulate 
the existence of any such derivational processes but merely observes the entail
ment relation as one of the characteristic features of linked constructions. 

At present we can distinguish 3 main linked construction types: 

1. constructions with permutation 
2. conctructions with permutation + reduction 
3. constructions with merging 

Each of these types can be divided into subtypes according to the following for
mal criteria: 

1. Change in the type of constituents involved 
2. Change in the verbal aspect of the verb 
3. Change in the use of preposition 
4. Possibility of more than one linked construction 
5. Special syntactic construction possibilities 

In the following, the three basic types as well as a few subtypes will be described 
formally and exemplified. 

4.1.1. Constructions with Permutation 
This linked construction type is characterised by the fact that the number of va
lency-bound constituents in each construction remains the same, but that they 
can appear in different syntactic functions. The two main types are described by 
linking patterns A (where the constituents to the right of the verb are affected) and B 
(where both the subject and a constituent to the right of the verb are affected). 

A. a. PO V P1 PP1 b. PO V P1 PP1 
1 2 3 1 3 2 

(126) a. 'Jeg lresser trre pa vognen' 
(I load wood on the waggon) 

b. 'Jeg lresser vognen med trre' 
(I load the waggon with wood) 

Group A can be subdivided into several groups. In the examples above we can 
observe a change in the verbal aspect of the verb, i.e. imperfective vs. perfective, 
a change which also appears with verbs like 'fylde' (fill), 'sprs;;jte' (spray) and 
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'smSZ~re' (smear) and which the so-called dative-alternation verbs (with the pattern 
PO V P2 P1- PO V P1 PP1) such as 'give' (give), 'vise' (show) and 'sende' (send) 
do not display. Furthermore, the dative alternation verbs introduce the PP1 by 
different prepositions, i.e. 'til' and 'for'. 

B. a. PO V PLOC b. PO V P1 
1 2 2 1 

(127) a. 'Fiskene vrimler i floden' 
(Fish teem in the river) 

b. 'Floden vrimler med fisk' 
(The river teems with fish) 

At first sight the entailment relation in permutation constructions seems to be 
bidirectional, however, there are slight semantic differences as for instance in 
(127) b., where the river seems more packed with fish than in (127) a. 

Linked constructions where paradigms with non-nominal pronouns such as 
locatives or directionals switch with paradigms of pronouns proportional to 
nominal constituents, pose a problem to our typology as the two types of con
stituents are not comparable at the same level. De (PO) vrimler her (PLOC)' 
(They teem here) is not directly comparable to Denne her (PO) vrimler med dem 
(PP1)' (This one teems with them). One has to look at the pronominal forms 
which occur in the prepositional constituent proportional to the locative pronoun. 
Only 'De vrimler i dennne her' (They teem in this one) is thus comparable to 
Denne her vrimler med dem' (This one teems with them). 

Group B could be further subdivided by the type of constituents that are affected by 
the alternation. Verbs such as 'lrekke' (leak) have the combination PO-V -PDIR-PO
V-P1, whereas 'tSZirre' (dry) and 'smelte' (melt)havethepatternPO-V-PP1-PO-V-Pl. 

(128) a. 'Olien lrekker fra bilen' 
(The oil leaks from the car) 

b. 'Bilen lrekker olie' 
(The car leaks oil) 

(129) a. 'Smszsrret smelter i varmen' 
(The butter melts in the heat) 

b. 'V armen smelter smszsrret' 
(The heat melts the butter) 
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Note that in (129) we are clearly not dealing with a locative. A locative in (129) a. 
cannot be linked and is consequently not valency bound as shown in (130): 

(130) a. 'Sm~rret smelter i gryden' 
(The butter melts in the pot) 

b. *'Gryden smelter sm~rret' 
(*The pot melts the butter) 

4.1.2. Constructions with Permutation + Reduction 
In these linked constructions, one of the valency-bound constituents is removed 
from the construction and replaced by one of the other constituents, as in the case 
below where the pronominal paradigm of PO is replaced by the paradigm of P1. 
The verbs in group A are traditionally referred to as ergative verbs. 

A. a. PO V P1 b. PO V 
1 2 2 

(131) a. 'Jeg knrekker grenen' 
(I break the branch) 

b. 'Grenen knrekker' 
(The branch breaks) 

Other verbs in this group are: 'standse_1' (halt), 'stoppe' (stop), 'k~re' (drive/run), 
'lukke' (close). 

In group B the alternation affects the first and third valency-bound constituent 
whereas the second one, the direct object remains unchanged. 

B. a. PO V P1 PP1 b. PO V P1 
1 2 3 3 2 

(132) a. 'Jeg opl~ser pillen i vandet' 
(I dissolve the pill in the water) 

b. 'Vandet opl~ser pillen' 
(Water dissolves the pill) 

Other verbs in this group are: 'standse_2' (stop), 'omgive' (surround), 'illustrere' 
(illustrate), 'forbinde' (connect). 
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4.1.3. Constructions with Merging 
Constructions linked through merging are characterised by the fact that two 
constituents in one construction are merged into one constituent in the other con
struction. This is done either by coordinating the two constituents or by subordi
nating one to the other as a preposed genitive phrase. An alternative to co
ordination is the use of the plural30• 

In linking type A the second and third valency bound constituents are affected. 

A. a. PO V P1 
1 2 

PP1 
3 

b. PO 
1 

V P1 + plulconj 
2/3 

(133) a. 'Jeg forbinder punkt 1 med punkt 2' 
(I connect point 1 with point 2) 

b. 'Jeg forbinder punkt 1 og punkt 2 I Jeg forbinder punkteme' 
(I connect point 1 and point 2 I I connect the points) 

Other verbs: 'sammenligne' (compare), 'adskille', (separate), 'blande', (mix). 
In group B we have a merging of the first and the third valency bound constituent: 

B. a. PO V 
1 

PP1 PP2 
2 3 

b. PO + plulconj V 
1/3 

(134) a. 'Han samarbejder om programmet med hende' 
(He cooperates on the programme with her) 

b. 'Han og hun samarbejder om programmet' 
(He and she cooperate on the programme) 

Other verbs are: 'dr~fte' (discuss), 'forhandle' (negotiate), 'vredde' (bet). 

PP1 
2 

In a third variant with only two valency-bound constituents we fmd a large 
group of deponent verbs, i.e. verbs with passive morphology but an active meaning 
such as: 'skilles' (separate), 'skiftes' (take turns), 'm~es' (meet) and 'slas' (fight). 

Furthermore, all these verbs are reciprocal, i.e. a PP introduced by the pre
position 'med' (with) can be added in the merged construction, but only if it con
tains the reciprocal pronoun 'hinanden' (each other): 

(135) 'Han og hun samarbejder om programmet med hinanden' 
(He and she cooperate on the programme with each other) 

Although one might expect the contrary, in group A and B the entailment relation 
is unidirectional: 'he cooperates with her' may entail that 'they cooperate', how-
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ever, 'he cooperates with John and Mary' does not necessarily imply that 'he and 
John and Mary cooperate'. 

In group C the second and third constituents are merged and the second is 
subordinated the third as a preposed genitive: 

c. a. PO V P1 
1 2 

PLOC 
3 

(136) a. 'Hun stak ham i maven' 
(She stabbed him in the stomach) 

b. 'Hun stak i hans mave' 
(She stabbed in his stomach) 

b. PO 
1 

V ((gen) PP1) 
((2) 3) 

Other verbs are: 'fszsle' (feel) and 'sla' (hit) and in another variant where the 
merged construction has a Pl instead of PPl, we have: 'atbryde' (interrupt) and 
'rszsre' (touch). 

In contexts where parts of the body are involved, the entailment relation in 
group C may be difficult to decide and could seem bidirectional. In other cases 
such as 'betale' (pay) the relation is clearly unidirectional since 'paying for his 
work' not necessarily implies 'paying him for the work' it could be someone else 
receiving the money. 

4.1.4. Combinations of Linked Constructions 
In some cases different linked construction types can occur with the same verb, 
as with for example the verb 'forbinde' (connect) which has 4 different construc
tion possibilities because it can occur with permutation + reduction as well as 
with merging so that the different types can be cross-combined. 

(137) 

Merging: 

'A forbinder 
(A connects 
PO 

'A forbinder 
(A connects 
PO 

Permutation and reduction: 
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Pl 
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'Z forbiDder 
(Z connects 
PO 

X 
X 
P1 

Merging + permutation and reduction: 

'Z forbiDder 
(Z connects 
PO 

Xog Y' 
X and Y) 
P1 

medY' 
with Y) 
PP1 

The combinability of the different linked constructions can thus be used as an
other criterion for a further subclassi:fication of construction types. 

4.2. Linked Constructions and Related Constructions 
Linked constructions are related to constructions such as constituent fronting (tra
ditionally labelled as "topicalisation") and passivisation in a systematic way. All 
of them are used to "reshuffle" the relations and the linear order of the constituents 
in order to form the communicative structure of the sentence. Thus, in examples 
(138)-(142) below the four elements (he, switch 1, switch 2 and the wire) occur in 
different positions of the sentence and in different syntactic functions. Consider
ing three of the criteria which were used to characterise linked constructions in 
section 4.1. above: standard word order, verb diathesis and the relation of entail
ment, we can now define a hierarchy of these constructions based on syntactico
semantic observations as illustrated by the following examples31 : 

(138) 'Han forbiDder stik 1 med stik 2 med et kabel' 
(He connects switch 1 with switch 2 with a wire) 

(unmarked) 

(139) 'Med stik 2 forbiDder han stik 1 (med et kabel)' (constituent fronting) 
(With switch 2 he connects switch 1 with a wire) 

(140) 'Stik 1 forbindes med stik 2 (af ham) med et kabel' (passive 1) 
(Switch 1 is being connected with switch 2 (by him) 
with a wire) 
'Stik 1 bliver forbundet med stik 2 (afham) med et kabel' (passive 2) 
(Switch 1 is being connected with switch 2 (by him) 
with a wire) 
'Stik 1 er forbundet med stik 2 (afham) med et kabel' (passive 3) 
(Switch 1 is connected with switch 2 (by him) with a wire) 
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(141) 'Stik 1 er forbundet med stik 2 (med et kabel)' (resultative) 
(Switch 1 is connected with switch 2 (with a wire)) 

(142) 'Kablet forbinder stik 1 med stik 2' (linked construction) 
(The wire connects switch 1 with switch 2) 

4.2.1. Constituent fronting 
In Danish, the initial field of the sentence schema (cf. above, section 1.2.1.2.1) 
can be used to ''topicalise" almost any constituent of the sentence except, for 
example, certain nexus adverbials such as negation elements. Constituent 
fronting creates a binary opposition between the fronted constituent and the rest 
of the sentence without affecting the morphological form of the verb. If anything 
but the subject is fronted, the order of the subject and the verb is inverted and the 
standard word order cannot be maintained. The entailment relation between the 
unmarked sentence and the sentence with the "topicalised" constituents is bidi
rectional, i.e. (138) entails (139) and vice versa. Both valency-bound and non
bound elements may be fronted. 

4.2.2. Passivisation 
Modem Danish distinguishes three types of passive: inflectional passive with the 
passive morpheme '-s', periphrastic progressive passive with the passive auxil
iary 'blive' and periphrastic perfective passive with the auxiliary 'vrere'. In each of 
the cases the agent (i.e. PO in the unmarked construction) can be expressed in a 
prepositional phrase introduced by 'af (by). In passive sentences the standard 
word order may be maintained. Entailment is bidirectional, i.e. (138) entails at 
least the inflectional and progressive passives in (140) and vice versa32• In all 
cases passivisation only affects valency-bound constituents, first and foremost 
PO and P1, in a few cases also PO and P233• 

4.2.3. Resultative 
At first sight the resultative looks like an instance of passivisation but in contrast 
to this the agent cannot be expressed. As a consequence the relation is no longer 
bidirectional. In Danish, this is not obvious from the example in (141) as there is 
no other indication than the absence of the agent and since the agent is optional in 
the passive construction, ( 140) could just as well be another case of passivisation. 
However, example (143) below shows that there is a difference. The verb 'for
binde' now behaves like an adjective. Danish has agreement between the subject 
and the adjective/adjectival participle in predicative constructions. As the singu
lar form of the adjectival participles coincides with the verbal participle form the 
difference is only observable in the plural and not even with all verbs. 
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(143) 'Stikkene er forbundne' 
(The switches are connected-PLUR) 

Although we observe that the standard word order may be maintained, the addition of 
an agent to ( 143) is not possible and we thus do not have bidirectional entailment. 

4.2.4. Linked Constructions, Summary 
As described above, in linked constructions the standard word order may be 
maintained, verb diathesis is not affected, only valency-bound constituents are 
affected and entailment is unidirectional. 

A formal distinction of the four construction types can be made on the basis of only 
two criteria, verb diathesis and entailment relation, as summarised in table XI: 

stable verb bidirectional 
diathesis entailment 

constituent fronting + + 
passivisation - + 
resultative - -
linked construction + -

Table XI: Modifications of the unmarked constructions 

The different construction types described above constitute different means of 
bringing constituents into play in the communicative process. They display a 
graduation ranging from simple word order variation to less and less meaning 
preserving changes. Linked constructions and resultatives constitute the border 
line cases: beyond that we are dealing with distinct senses of the verb. 

In this chapter we have only taken a first step towards a formal definition of the 
different constructions possibilities. Describing the way these constructions inter
act as well as the factors which motivate the choice of construction in a given 
context, however, requires further studies. 

5. Verb Description in the Odense Valency Dictionary 
The dictionary coder has three basic criteria for the distinction of verb senses: 

1. The number of complements (quantitative valency) 
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2. The syntactic and semantic type of the complements (qualitative valency) 
3. The results of the distributional tests (including linked constructions) 

The core of the verb descriptions consists of the syntactic complements as they 
appear in a declarative standard word order clause (SVO) and with the finite verb 
in the present tense. Semantically empty complements, such as placeholder ele
ments as in (144) and the object of intrinsically reflexive verbs as in (145), are 
treated as pseudo-complements or pseudo-paradigms as they consist of only one 
element which is not proportional to any other element. 

(144) 'Det regner' 
(It rains) 

(145) 'Han opf~rer sig darligt' 
(Lit.: He behaves himself badly) 

According to this definition 'regne' in (144) is a monovalent, not avalent, verb 
with a pseudo-paradigm in the PO slot, whereas 'opf!llre' in (145) is a trivalent 
verb with a pseudo-paradigm in the P1 slot34• · 

If complements can be eliminated from the standard sentence without render
ing the sentence ungrammatical, i.e. in the case of potentially optional comple
ments (cf. chapter 1, section 2.2.), there will be two descriptions of the verb (i.e. 
two entries in the dictionary) only if the situation that the verbs and their comple
ments refer to is different in each case. This can be illustrated by the following 
sentences: 

(146) 'Han spiser reblet' 
(He eats the apple) 

(147) 'Han spiser' 
(He eats) 

(148) 'Han flytter bordet' 
(He moves the table) 

(149) 'Han flytter' 
(He changes residence) 

One way of deciding whether we are dealing with different situations is to ob
serve the entailment relation between the sentences. In this case we see clearly 
that (146) entails (147) and that (148) does not entail (149). Thus, (146) and 
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(147) will be coded as one entry in the dictionary having an optional object, 
whereas (148) and (149) are coded as two separate entries, one with two and the 
other with only one obligatory complement. 

In other approaches to the valency of Danish verbs it has been argued that the 
distinction between optional and obligatory complements is not relevant for va-. 
lency descriptions, Herslund & S13rensen (1992). Since we use the valency de
scription as a basis for making sense distinctions, the notion becomes important 
and may serve as the first indication for a formal distinction of different senses of 
a verb as shown in (150)-(153). 

(150) 'Han giver en 131' 
(He pays a beer) 

(151) 'Han giver' 
(He pays) 

(152) 'Han giver problemer' 
(He causes problems) 

(153) '*Han giver' 
(*He causes) 

(150) and (151) will be coded as one entry having an optional object, whereas 
(152) will be coded as an entry with obligatory object. If a sense distinction can
not be formally supported by the quantitative criterion, the coder has to compare 
the syntactic and semantic descriptions of the complements, i.e. the pronominal 
paradigms. Finally, sense distinctions, as demonstrated in section 3 and 4 of this 
chapter, can be justified by different distributional patterns. 

Compared to other valency descriptions, this procedure results in a very fine
grained classification, too fme-grained perhaps if we consider, for instance, the 4 
senses of 'forbinde' in section 4.1.4., which at first glance seem to be only surface 
syntactic variation of the same sense. However, we must maintain that these dis
tinctions are always linguistically (distributionally) motivated. Furthermore, as 
one of the goals of the OVD is to provide material for future research, a further 
development of the techniques for describing the relation between different verb 
senses, such as linking relations, is envisaged at a later stage. Ongoing research on 
nominalisation, for instance, shows that the nominalisation pattern of different 
verb senses may provide valuable feedback on the relevance of sense distinctions 
(cf. chapter 3). 

The pronominal forms which have been filtered out by the procedure de-
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scribed in section 1 of this chapter, have been integrated into the coding format 
which constitutes the interface to the valency database, as illustrated by the entry 
for "aftale" (agree upon) in table XII: 

aftale 26 
Linkning: 0 
Verbumstype: Fuld 
Diskontinuert: 
Frekvens: % 
Eqet eksempel: Han har aftalt med hende at ringe besked 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Serlig anvendelse: 
Sladder.spalte: 
TerminologiomrAde: 0 

Sidst redigeret 01/01 1993 k1. 00:00 af SKA 
Bundne arqumenter: PO Pl PPl 

PO P1 P2 PPl PP2 PL PO PM PQ PT 
+ 
+ - -

+ 
+ 
+ -
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
- -

+ 
+ -

+ -

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
komp1eti vsaet.ninq 
spzrges<etninq med •bv-• 
spzrges<etninq med •om• 
infinitivs<etning uden •at• 
infinitivs<etninq med •at• 
hvor meget, ingentinq 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 

- -- - -- - - - hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 

- -
- -

-
+ -

hvornAr, hvor ~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 

- - p~ositionsl120s (kun •mig•) 
optionel 

- pseudo 

PPl: med 

a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) medium 
d) Vorgangspassiv + 
e) Zustandspassiv + 
f) syntetisk passiv + 
q) PREDIKATER subjekt 
j) FOREL~BIGT subjekt (det) 
k) KONTROL subjekt + 
1) objekt 
m) indirekte objekt 
n) ekstern 
o) HJELPEVERBUM = have + 
p) HJELPEVERBUM = v<ere 
q) AKT.ART per£. (pA 2 timer) 
r) imperf. (1amge) 
s) kontekstbetinget + 

Table XII: Sample entry 

The coding format consists of three parts: 1. information about frequency, corpus 
examples, remarks on special uses of the verb and terminology, 2. the systematic 
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check of each valency slot against the pronominal forms and 3. distributional 
tests. Furthermore, the system records features such as control and the lexical 
form of the valency-bound prepositions. For a more detailed description of the 
coding format see Daugaard & Kirchmeier-Andersen (1995). 

6. Conclusion 
At present the database of the Odense Valency Dictionary contains more than 
2000 different entries corresponding to 1000 different base forms (lemmas). To 
get an impression of the functionality of the system and especially of the results 
with respect to consistency, all verbs were coded by two separate groups. At 
meetings and workshops the descriptions were compared and differences were 
discussed. No fundamental disagreement as regards sense distinctions have been 
recorded so far. 

This should be contrasted with reports from other valency dictionary projects, 
for instance the Mannheimer Valency Project where disagreements between dic
tionary writers would be taken up for discussion in the whole team and finally, if 
no agreement could be reached, left to be decided by the team leader (Storrer 
(1991)). 

In our case, disagreements were generally due to the fact that one group had 
focused on more general senses of a verb, whereas the other group had worked 
on other senses related to a specific sub language. We also noticed that we had not 
covered all possible senses while checking the verb senses established through 
the P A by consulting a large corpus of written Danish. A complete valency de
scription of two verbs according to the system illustrated in this section will be 
given in chapter 3. 

Notes 

1. This article combines the essence of Sabine Kirchmeier-Andersen (1995) and Lene 
Sch~sler (1994). It is written by Sabine Kirchmeier-Andersen. 

2. Some of the strong, practical arguments in favour of the P A were that dictionaries 
have been provided for other languages using the P A, i.e. French and Dutch (more 
than 4000 verbs each), and that research is in progress into various other languages 
such as Chinese and Russian, Zhao (1995), Soldatjenkova (1995). Finally, with re
gard to an application in the area of computational linguistics it was important that 
the Dutch dictionary had been successfully imported into a commercial NLP-sys
tem, the "METAL translation system (Adriaens & De Braekeleer (1992). 

3. The term proportionality is equivalent to the term isomorphism as it is defined by, 
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for instance, Goodman: "A relation R is isomorphic to a relationS in the sense here 
intended if and only if R can be obtained by consistently replacing the ultimate 
factors inS" (Goodman (1977) 10-11). In terms of the PA this can be illustrated by 
the relation (he:the boy) and (she:the girl) which is isomorphic. 

4. For a discussion of the applicability of such devices see for instance Rappaport & 
Levin (1988). 

5. ''They, [i.e pronouns like 'he', 'one' and 'who'], name an object by stating whether it 
is definite or indefinite; the words establish a kind of empty frame that has to be 
filled with descriptive content on the basis of the context. These words are used 
instead of other nouns and are therefore called pronouns." 

6. Translations of all pronouns can be found in appendix 1. 
7. The term suspensive has been chosen instead of the traditional label interrogative/ 

relative pronoun because it allows a more general description: in all cases the 
suspensive pronouns are marked with only a few characteristic features as a further 
specification is already given or expected to follow. 

8. The singular/plural distinction does not apply to addressable and speaker-referen
tial pronouns in exactly the same way as to others. For the forms ]eg' and 'vi' for 
instance the distinction would be 'speaker only' vs. 'speaker+ other referents'. 

9. It would seem as if'han' is gradually losing its ambiguous use. In some cases it could 
refer to both male and female entities (e.g. 'Enhver ma vide hvad han vil' (Everybody 
must know what he wants). During the last 20 years this use has been suppressed and 
replaced by either the plural or the new forms 'han/hun' or 'han eller hun'. 

10. The difference between 'De' and 'de' is only graphic and the difference cannot be 
described on a distributional basis. 

11. This affirmation has been tested on the corpus of Bergenholtz, containing four mil
lion words from extracts of novels, newspapers and magazines. No single example 
of the combination *'denne/dette/disse der' was found 

12. Karel van den Eynde (personal communication) points out that a more economical 
description of the demonstrative /locative relation would be to put at the same level 
non-locative and locative demonstratives with only the features (marked) or (un
marked) as illustrated below: 
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I 11 non-locative I locative I 
nearness dette de one disse her 
marked 

nearness det den de I dem der 
unmarked 

and adding the rule that an unmarked non-locative feature may be specified by an
other unmarked or marked locative feature but that a marked one cannot be speci
fied by an unmarked one. This seems to be a general rule in the specification proc
esses a language allows. For instance, in order to maintain coreference the .order is 
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indefinite and then definite, and the definite term will specify the indefinite one, 
whereas the indefinite term will never allow coreference with a prior definite term. 

13. There is a number of other circumstantial paradigms mainly occurring with com
plex prepositions such as i 'henhold ti1 dette/ham .. ' (according to this/him ... ), 'med 
henblik pa dette .. .' (with respect to this ... ), 'under forudsretning af dette .. .' (pro
vided that ... ) etc. which have not yet been studied in depth for Danish. 

14. In other studies this has been described as non-thematic or formal subject. 
15. As 'man' only in one of its uses falls within the scope of a suspensive pronoun and 

certainly deserves more attention than possible within the limits of this presentation 
it will not be discussed further. 

16. Literal translation of the examples in table VII: 
(31) Peter(PO) smokes cigars(P1) 
(32) Now smokes Peter(PO) cigars(P1) 
(33) Peter(PO) has smoked cigars(P1) 
(34) These cigars(P1) smokes Peter(PO). 
(35) Now has Peter(PO) not smoked cigars(P1) 
(36) Now smokes Peter(PO) not cigars(P1) 

17. Literal translation of the examples of table Vlll: 
He(PO) smokes them(P1) not 
He(PO) has not smoked them(P1) 
He(PO) gives her(P2) them(P1) not 
He(PO) has not given her(P2) them(P1) 

18. These examples are provided by Jan Daugaard (see Daugaard (1994)), who is pre
paring a Ph.D. on the valency of adjectives. 

19. One of the core arguments in favour of Herslund & S~rensen' s adject analysis is the 
supposition that no verb combines in its valency scheme a direct object and a sub
ject complement (cf. chapter 1, section 1.3.2). We do not agree with this observa
tion, and consequently not with the conclusions which have been drawn from this 
observation. Even if we would analyse the construction as consisting of subject, 
dative and subject predicate it would still not comply with the adject analysis which 
predicts that dative and subject predicate are in complememtary distribution. 

20. This typology is based on the ideas presented in Sch~sler et al. (1994). 
21. Within the framework of the OVD a Ph.D. project concerning support verb con

structions has been launched, which is referred to for further information (cf. V an 
Durme (1995)). 

22. The most exhaustive investigation of incorporation relationships in Danish, which 
includes loss of stress in its definition, is found in Nedergaard Thomsen (1992). 

23. Nedergaard Thomsen ((1992) p.192), speaks about the noun as being 'non referen
tial'. 

24. Aspectual variants have been studied by Susanne N~hr Pedersen (1994). 
25. In this construction, PO is not restricted to 'ban' (he), but has the feature +hum, thus 

a construction like 'bun fik sandelig skregget i postkassen', (she really got her beard 
stuck in the letterbox) is surprisingly enough a correct sentence. 
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26. The syntactic case of the pronouns in the pronominal paradigm is important in the 
P A since it allows us to distinguish pronouns in subject position from those in non
subject position. In this context. however, case is of no importance. 

27. From the point of view of the PA, the typology presented here only constitutes a 
first step towards a formal definition. In the next step, all types will have to be 
reexamined- this time considering in detail the pronominal paradigms of the alter
nating constituents. 

28. These are all treated as alternation types by Beth Levin. 
29. Passive is also treated as alternation by Beth Levin and by Eggermont (1994). 
30. H!{jjsgaard (1752) and Hansen (1972) consider the prepositional phrase introduced 

by 'med' (with) a 'consubjectum' or 'conobjectum', i.e. a constituent closely related 
to the subject or object 

31. A formal categorisation for similar alternations in French was already proposed by 
Karel van den Eynde, Carmen Eggermont and Ludo Melis in 1988 (1988). 

32. Note that bidirectional entailment may not be possible if certain quantifiers are in
volved. This however, is due to the nature of these quantifiers and pertains to the 
general properties of these constructions. 

33. Consider for instance: 
He(PO) gives her(P2) the book (P1) 
The book is given her 
She is given the book 

34. This analysis is not in accordance with the PA which does not accept a valency
bound element without a paradigm. In this case, however, the OVD has chosen to 
deviate from the P A in order to achieve a uniform surface syntactic representation 
in the dictionary. 
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Applications of the P A 

0. Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the data collected in the OVD on the 
basis of the P A can be used for further research. Two areas have been selected: linked 
constructions in relation to verb classification, and deverbal nouns. Although quite 
different, the two areas are not completely unrelated since some of the observations 
made on different classes of verbs may serve to clarify certain properties of the 
derived nouns. 

1. Linked Constructions and Verb Classification 
This section shortly resumes the results ofSch0sler & Kirchmeier-Andersen: Valency 
and Inalienable Possession (1997 b), where the relation between the linked 
constructions described in chapter 2 and certain semantic classes of verbs is 
investigated. The article takes its point of departure in the following types of 
constructions: 

(1) A 'Hun slar ham pa maven' 
(She hits him on the stomach) 

B 'Hun slar pa hans mave' 
(She hits on his stomach) 

(2) A '*Hun slar ham pa konen' 
(She hits him on the wife) 

B 'Hun slar pa hans kone' 
(She hits on his wife) 

Using case roles, we may describe each construction as involving an agent (she), a 
patient (him) i.e. the possessor, and an object (the stomach) i.e. the possessum. In the 
A-constructions the relation between the possessor and the possessum is more 
intimate than in the B-constructions. Thus, the B-examples also cover situations 
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where the possessum is a separate entity. This is not a possible interpretation of the 
A-constructions and therefore the possessum in these constructions must be 
something which is inalienably possessed, e.g. a body part. This is the case in (1) but 
not in (2) .We may say that the A-constructions entail the B-constructions and not 
vice versa because the B-constructions have more possible interpretations, for 
example a body part being detached from or still attached to the possessor. The 
ordering of the constructions A and B is determined by this entailment relation. 
Consequently, A is the starting point. The term 'merging' was chosen because two 
constituents with separate syntactic functions are merged into one constituent. 1 

In Sclwsler & Kirchmeier-Andersen (1997 b), the constructions in (1) are 
classified as merging constructions. A number of sub-types are discussed and the 
focus is on the kind of lexical material that can occur in these constructions. 

Verbs linked by merging can be divided into three homogeneous groups. The 
first group involves a PO, P1 and a PLOC (table 1). The P1 and PLOC are merged 
into a new PLOC extended by a preposed genitive. In the second group, the same 
constituents are involved but they merge into P1 instead ofPLOC (Table 2). In the 
third group, the result of the merge is also a P 1 but the outset is a PP 1, not a PLOC 
(Table 3). 

(A) 
PO 
pro1 
1 

V P1 PLOC 
(B) 
PO 
pro1 
1 

V PLOC 

~) 

(A) Hun (PO) stikker ham (P1) der (PLOC)/ i denne her (pro) 
Mary stikker John i maven 
(Mary stabs John in the stomach) 

(B) Hun (PO) stikker der (PLOC)/ i denne her (pro) 
Mary stikker i Johns mave 
(Mary stabs in John's stomach) 

Table 3: Type 1 Merging Verbs 

1 Levin (1993:71) describes the phenomenon as ascension or factoring and thereby 
takes the genitive construction, i.e. our B-construction, as the starting point. 
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(A) 
PO 
pro1 
1 

V P1 PLOC 
(B) 
PO 
pro1 
1 

V P1 (t!)3) 

(A) Hun (PO) kysser ham (P1) der (PLOC)I pa denne her (pro) 
Mary kysser John pa kin den 
(Mary kisses John on the cheek) 

(B) Hun (PO) kysser denne her(P1)/ hans (gen) X(pro) 
Mary kysser John's kind 
(Mary kisses John's cheek) 

Table 2: Type 2 Merging Verbs 

(A) (B) 
PO V P1 PP1 PO V 

pro1 
1 

pro1 
1 cf)cf) 
(A) Hun (PO)afbryder ham (P1) i det (PP1) 

Mary afbryder John i samtalen 
(Mary interrupts John in the conversation) 

(B) Hun (PO) afbryder det(P1)/ hans (gen)X(pro) 
Mary afbryder Johns samtale 
(Mary interrupts John's conversation) 

P1 

~ 

Table 3: Type 3 Merging Verbs 

1.1. Verb Classification 
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Starting from this strictly distributional typology, all of the 6849 verbs in the Danish 
dictionary of Orthography (Retskrivningsordbogen 1991) were investigated with 
regard to their constructional possibilities, especially merging. 67 verbs were found 
which can occur in merging constructions oftype 1 (cf. table 1). 38 verbs conform 
to the constructions described as type 2 (cf. table 2) and 107 verbs occur in 
constructions described as type 3 (cf. table 3). 

One interesting result of the investigation is the fact that the different linking 
types seem to identify certain semantic classes of Danish verbs in a distributional 
way. This observation corresponds to the findings of Levin (1993) although her 
results for English seem to be less clear-cut. 

1.1.1 Aggression Verbs 
Type 1 verbs prototypically denote aggressive or annoying actions as illustrated in 
(3): 

(3) 
'bide bore hive hugge knibe nive' 
(bite) (drill) (pull) (chop) (pinch) (nip) 

'skrere snitte stikke trrekke .... t2 

(cut) (slice) (stab) (tug) 

Taking into account some of the other distributional observations which are registered 
for all verbs in the OVD, we noticed that all type 1 verbs behave in exactly the same 
way with regard to passivisation and compatibility with aspectual adverbials. This is 
elaborated further in Sch0sler and Kirchmeier-Andersen (1997 b). 

However, the verbs listed are not the only Danish verbs which can denote 
aggressive actions and therefore a survey was made of the cognate words which were 
not covered by the list. None of these words have the valency pattern PO P1 PLOC 
which corresponds to the A-construction in table 1. A few verbs have the pattern PO 
P 1, which corresponds to the B-construction. These are verbs which express the 
process of separation of possessor and possessum such as 'adskille' (separate), 
'afhugge' (cut off), 'bortoperere' (remove) and usually contain a prefix. 

2 The complete list of Danish type 1 verbs: 
Aggression verbs: 
banke, bide, blrese, bokse, bore, daske, dunke, fingerere, fnugge, f0le, gnaske, gnave, 
gramse, gylpe, hakke, hamre, hive, hugge, kigge, klippe, knibe, kradse, nappe, nive, operere, 
pikke, pille, pirke, piske, pjaske, prikke, puste, raspe, rave, ridse, rive, rode, ruske, rykke, 
sjaske, sjatte, skide, skrabe, skrere, slime, sla, snadre, snappe, snitte, sparke, spmjte, 
spmjtelakere, spmjtemale, spytte, stikke, strinte, strenke, tegne, tisse, trampe, tromme, 
trykke, trrede, trrekke, urinere. 
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Another group consists of verbs which express aggressive actions performed 
on dead persons or animals which apparently no longer can be regarded as possessors. 
These are verbs such as 'dissekere' (dissect), 'obducere' (carry out ari autopsy), 
'partere' (cut up), 'tranchere' (carve), all words offoreign origin. 

The last group of aggression verbs involve the whole person rather than 
some body part and do not express a possessive relation. Here we are dealing with 
verbs such as 'drukne' (drown), 'drrebe' (kill), 'forgive' (poison), 'halshugge' 
(decapitate). 

1.1.2. Caressing Verbs 
Type 2 verbs denote caressing actions as illustrated in (4): 

(4) 
'kysse ae klappe krertegne nusse 
'(kiss) (stroke) (pat) (caress) (potter) 

'barbere frottere pudre loppe tatovere . .' .. 3 

(shave) (rub) (powder) (rid of fleas) (tattoo) 

These verbs can be divided into two sub-groups: one covering genuine caressing 
verbs and the other covering grooming verbs. This semantic distinction is clearly 
supported by the distributional tests which were also applied to type 1 verbs above. 
It turned out that caressing verbs combine only with imperfective aspectual 
adverbials, whereas grooming verbs may combine with both imperfective and 
perfective aspectual adverbials. 

3 The complete list of type 2 verbs: 
Caressing verbs: 
ae, berere, dikke, duppe, glatte, gnide, gnubbe, gribe, karessere, kilde, kildre, klappe, klippe, 
knuge, kramme, kysse, krertegne, nulre, nusle, nusse, purre, rere, slikke, strejfe 
Grooming verbs : 
barbere, frottere, klippe, loppe, pudre, rense, skrubbe, skure, sminke, spule, stemple, strigle, 
tatovere, ugle 
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1.1.3 Obstruction and Support Verbs 
Type 3 includes verbs which express obstruction, support, appreciation or reproach 
such as: 

obstruction 

'afbryde i' (interrupt) 
'forhindre i' (obstruct) 
'forstyrre i' (disturb) 
'genere i' (hamper) 
'ha:mune i' (restrict) 
'hindre i' (impede) 
'sinke i' (delay) 4 

support 

'lette i' (facilitate)' 
'st0tte i' (support) 

appreciation 

bekmne for' (reward) 
'ber0lllme for' (extol) 
'betale for' (pay) 
'prise for' (praise) 
'rose for ' (commend) 

reproach 

'kritisere for' (criticise) 
'klandre for' (reproach) 
'dadle for' (blame) 

The distinction between obstruction/support versus appreciation/reproach is formally 
motivated by the selection of the preposition, which is always i (in) for 
obstruction/support verbs and always for (for) for appreciation/reproach verbs. The 
distribution with regard to combinability with perfective or imperfective adverbs as 
well as the different types of passive formation, however, is less clear-cut than for 
aggression and carressing verbs. Thus, only the main distinction based on the 
selection of the preposition can be supported by distributional observations, whereas 
the sub-distinctions have been made on an intuitive basis. A more detailed analysis 
may bring up more decisive distributional clues. 

4 The complete list of type 3 verbs: 
Obstruction verbs: 
afbryde, afsl0re, begrrense, blokere, bremse, chikanere, forhindre, forsinke, modarbejde, 
forstyrre, genere, hremme, hindre, indskrrenke, irritere, limitere, modarbejde, obstruere, 
sabotere, sinke, standse, stoppe, 
Verbs of support: 
anspore, st0tte, lette, aflaste, assistere, bista, underst0tte, sekundere, stimulere, befreste, 
bekrrefte, bestyrke, bifalde, konsolidere, sikre, styrke, 

' Verbs of appreciation: 
af10nne, agte, anerkende, bel0nne, bemmme, besynge, betale, beundre, celebrere, citere, 
elske, estimere, fejre, forevige, forfremme, forgylde, forherlige, glamourisere, glorificere, 
goutere, guddommeligg0re, honorere, hredre, h0jagte, idealisere, knuselske, komplimentere, 
lovprise, lyk0nske, l0nne, pardonnere, prisbel0nne, prise, prreferere, prremiere, pask0nne, 
respektere, rose, skamrose, skatte, tilbede, ud0deligg0re, velsigne, vrerdsrette, rere, restimere, 

Verbs of reproach: 
anmelde, angribe, bagtale, beklikke, dadle, desavouere, foragte, forbande, . ford0mme, 
forklejne, bade, bane, indberette, kritisere, mistrenkeligg0re, nedsable, nedvurdere, notere, 
patale, rapportere, registrere, ringeagte, strafforf0lge, svrerte, tilsvine 
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In constructions with type 3 verbs the entailment relation is of a different 
nature than in constructions with type 1 and type 2 verbs, and they are less intuitively 
understood as IP-constructions. This may be due to the abstract content of the 
possessum. In the A-construction quoted in the table 3, Mary's action is directed 
towards John who is interrupted in his activity, i.e. the participation in the 
conversation. This entails the B-construction where the conversation is also 
interrupted, but not necessarily because Mary is distracting John, as Mary might have 
managed to distract some of the other persons engaged in the conversation with John. 
This interpretation is not possible for the A-construction (see table 3). The parallelism 
with the two other merging constructions suggests in other words that we consider 
our actions to be an inalienable part of ourselves. 

1.2. Linked Constructions and lP Nouns 
The previous sections have shown that the observation of linking possibilities may 
serve to formally identify certain semantic classes of verbs and as such becomes 
important for a classification procedure based on distributional criteria. Additionally, 
linked constructions serve to identify certain classes of nouns which are proportional 
to the pronominal forms in the valency slots of the verb. The investigations in 
Sclwsler and· Kirchmeier-Andersen (1997 b) have identified some prototypical 
characteristics for the nouns for which linking is possible. 

First, merging verbs of type 1 and 2 always select nouns as the posses sum 
and the possessor respectively, which are related in a part-whole relationship, for 
example the relationship between a human possessor and his body parts which are 
considered inalienable possessions. The constructions only accept body parts as the 
possessum if these are connected with the body and not separated such as amputated 
arms or tissue samples, as illustrated in (5) and (6): 

(5) '*Han stak ham i vrevspmven/*den amputerede arm' 
(*He prodded him in the tissue sample/*the amputated arm) 

( 6) 'Han stak i hans vrevspmve!hans amputerede arm' 
(He prodded in his tissue sample/his amputated arm) 

Merging type 3 verbs, most clearly verbs of obstruction or support, select deverbal 
nouns for which the possessum denotes an activity: 

'aktivitet' (activity), 'arbejde' (work), 'forehavende '(plan),' hjemmearbejde' 
(homework),' planlregning' (planning), 'udfoldelse' (activity), 'l0sning (af)' (solving). 

Infinitive constructions are also accepted but not deverbal nouns denoting the result 
of an activity such as: 
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'forslag' (proposal), 'l0sning (pa)' (solution),' sp0rgsmal' (question). 

These observations are relevant for the development of distributional tests which may 
support a distinction between different senses of deverbal nouns, i.e. an activity 
reading or a result reading as described in section 2 below. 
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2. Verb Features and Deverbal Nouns 
The topic of this section is the relation between the verb senses registered in the 
OVD and their nominal derivations. It has been stated that this relation is arbitrary 
as for the type of norninalisation that can be derived and regarding the inheritance 
of the argument structure from the verb to the noun, and consequently, that 
norninalisations should be recorded in the lexicon (Chomsky 1970). On the other 
hand it has been claimed that at least some groups of nominal derivations could 
be generated from the base verb (Levi 1978). Very little has been said about the 
relation of the derived noun to different senses of the verb as illustrated for 
Danish in (7) and (8). 

(7) forbinde 1: ban forbinder de to maskiner => forbindelse 
'he connects the two machines => connection' 

(8) forbinde 2: ban forbinder den br~kkede ar.m => forbinding 

'he bandages the broken arm => bandage •· 

Unfortunately, derivations of different senses of a verb are only rarely marked as 
clearly morphologically as above. This leads to much confusion and makes it 
difficult to d~tect from which verb sense a particular nominalisation has been 
derived. 

A prerequisite for an investigation of the relation between verb sense and 
derived noun is a reliable method for the distinction of verb senses. The 
development of such a method has been described in the previous sections. In the 
following sections, I will investigate how these senses are related to different 
types of norninals that can be derived from a given verb. Section 2.1 contains a 
description of the morphological and semantic characteristics of the most frequent 
nominalisation types in Danish followed by a discussion of the most prevalent 
classification problems. The aim is to shed some light on how the features of the 
base verb, established by means of the P A, are related to the derived noun, and to 
which degree the derivation type is predictable. Section 2.2 looks at the same 
material from a different angle, namely how the valency pattern of the base verb 
is related to the valency pattern of derived noun, and whether rules for valency 
inheritance may be established. 

2.1. Verb Senses and Nominalisation 
In this section I will investigate how the syntactico-semantic features assigned to 
the verb in the OVD are related to different types of deverbal nouns. It will 
emerge that a subset of these features eo-occur with certain nominalisation types 
with a striking frequency. For each norninalisation type we can thus set up a verb 
feature profile. These profiles can be used to predict the derivational potential of 
a given verb, i.e. which norninalisations are most likely to be derived. 
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2.1.1. Danish Nominalisation Types 
Table 1 displays the semantic and morphological characteristics of the 
nominalisation types considered. They have been chosen because of their 
frequency and productivity. 

Nomen morphology example translation 

agentis -er/-m/-ator konstruk:t0r constructor 

actionis -(n)ing/-(t)ion konstruk:tionl construction 
-else/-sel konstruering 
-en 
root 

patientis participle konstrueret/ 'construee' 

acti 

konstruerede 

-(n)ing/-(t)ion konstruk:tion construction! 
-else/-sel construct 
-en 
root 

Table 1 

Table 1 illustrates four nominalisation types traditionally labelled: Nomen agentis, 
nomen actionis, nomen patientis and nomen acti (Waiter 1972), and their 
derivational morphemes for Danish. Agentis nominalisation are normally derived 
by adding -er (for Danish words) or -orl-ator (for words of foreign origin) to the 
stem of the verb. The derivational morpheme '-er' coincides with the present tense 
of the verb1

• Actionis (i.e. process) nominalisations and acti (i.e. product or result) 
nominalisations are formed either by adding -(n)inff, -else, -sel or -eri (Danish 

Nomina instrumentalis are formed with the same derivational 
morphemes as nomina agentis, but they have not been included in this 
investigation. However, they add to the general ambiguity of the derivational 
morphemes. 

2 Although Danish seems to have the same form as the English gerund it 
is not the same type of nominalisation. English gerunds with a full valency pattern 
correspond rather to Danish so-called kentaur-nominalisations which can function 
both as verbal and nominal expressions such as: 'deres skrigen' (their screaming), 
'hans evindelige lresen b0ger' (his constant reading ofbooks) (Hansen & Heltoft, 
1994 b). 
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words) or -(f) ion (words of foreign origin) to the stem of the verb or by using the 
verb stem as a noun in case of root nominalisation. The first possibility is still 
productive and by far the most frequent type3

• Patientis nominalisations do not 
have a distinct derivational morpheme like the English -ee. An adjectival form of 
the perfect participle is used instead4

• 

Table 1 represents a generalisation as there is not always correspondence 
between the derivational morpheme and the semantic type of the derived noun. 
For instance, the nouns 'bestyrer' (manager) and 'bestyrelse' (management) can 
both be used as denoting entities performing an action, the first being an 
individual, the second a group of individuals. However, such deviations from the 
general pattern will not be taken into account in the following. 

Another problem that is particularly pertaining to root nominalisation, is the 
progression of the derivation process, i.e. is the noun derived from the verb or 
vice versa? In this investigation I have assumed that the noun and the verb are 
related in one way or the other, and all root nominalisations have been taken into 
account. It turns out, however, that root nominalisations are in many respects 
different from nominalisations derived by derivational morphemes and in future 
investigations they should be treated separately. 

The most prevalent problem, however, is the ambiguity between actionis and 
acti nominalisations. Only in a few cases a distinction can be made between the 
two types bas:ed on morphological observations as for instance with the nouns 
'forbindelse' and 'forbinding' described in section 2.1. But, there is no evidence 
that one of the two derivational morphemes '-else' or '-ing' is linked to either 
actionis or acti nominalisation. A noun like 'skabning' (creation) denotes the 
result of an action whereas the noun 'skabelse' denotes the creation process. On 
the other hand, a noun like 'stavning' (spelling) clearly relates to the process 
whereas the noun 'stavelse' (syllable) indicates a kind of result. 

Similar problems can be noted for verbs of foreign origin as they can be 
derived as actionis nominalisation with either a Danish or a foreign derivational 
morpheme. Very often the difference in meaning which distinguishes the two 
forms is quite vague. The situation is similar for English acti nominalisation 
where we can have derivations with either -(f) ion or just the root. All this points 
towards the assumption that the underlying mechanisms for the choice of either 

3 47% of the derived nouns in this investigation are derived with ':..(n)ing' 
whereas the derivational morpheme '-else' is used 25% ofthe nominalisations. 
Root derivations occur in 21% of the derived nouns. Nouns ending in -eri do not 
normally associate valency elements and have not as yet been investigated 
although they are probably still productive. 

4 See Jensen (1986) for a discussion of whether these participles are to be 
considered nouns, or adjectives in elliptical noun phrases. 
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of the derivational morphemes are rather arbitrary or at least only recoverable on 
the basis of a thorough historical study. 

Given the coinciding forms of actionis and acti nominalisations it becomes 
imperative to develop tests in order to clarify how the derived noun should be 
interpreted. Such tests have been devised by several linguists over the years (Levi 
1978; Grimshaw 1990; Frazer 1970; Wegener 1995), but so far no test has been 
approved as sufficiently reliable. In the following I shall resume the tests 
suggested by Grimshaw and Frazer and show how they can be adapted to Danish. 

2.1.2. Tests for Actionis and Acti Nominalisation 
The most widely used test exploits the fact that actionis nominalisations are 
restrictive with regard to temporal modification, i.e. by temporal adverbials that 
denote a process (Grimshaw 1990; Wegener 1995). By observing the eo
occurrence of the deverbal noun with such temporal adverbials it seems possible 
to decide that, i.e. 'l0sning' (solution) in (9) is an acti nominalisation whereas 
'indstilling' (adjustment) in (1 0) is an actionis nominalisation. 

(9) '*Peters l0sning pa problemet i flere timer' 
(Peters solution to the problem for several hours) 

(10) 'Peters indstilling afkameraet i flere timer' 
(Peters adjustment of the clock for several hours) 

The test is difficult to apply in a straightforward manner in all cases as most 
Danish native speakers would characterise both construction as rather strange. 

Frazer (1970:83) suggest a test which combines nominalisations with certain 
types of verbs such as 'photograph', 'participate in' and 'be present at' for actionis 
nominalisation, and verbs like 'write down', 'accept' and 'be surprised at' for acti 
nominalisations. However, these verbs do not bring out the relevant distinctions 
for Danish and the questions is: can a relevant set of Danish verbs be identified 
on a distributional basis? 

Looking back at the investigations of linked constructions and verb 
classification (cf. section 1 ), it seems indeed possible to define a class of verbs, 
particularly well suited for identifying actionis nominalisations, on a distributional 
basis. This class of verbs, which semantically can be described as verbs of support 
or of obstruction, has been identified distributionally by the merging constructions 
as illustrated in (11) and (12) (cf. Sch0sler & Kirchmeier-Andersen 1997 b). 

(11) 
'Hun afbryder/forhindrer ham i at indstille kameraet I i indstillingen af kameraet' 
(She interrupts/impedes him in adjusting the camera I in the adjustment of the 
camera) 
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(12) 
'Hun afbryder/forhindrer hans indstilling af kameraet' 
(She interrupts/impedes his adjustment of the camera) 

(13) 
'Hun afbryder/forhindrer ham i at l0se problemet I *i l0sningen pa problemet' 
(She interrupts/impedes him in solving the problem I *in the solution to the 
problem) 

(14) 
'*Hun afbryder/forhindrer hans l0sning pa problemet' 
(She interrupts/impedes his solution to the problem) 

It seems that only nouns which denote the process described by the base verb (as 
illustrated by the infinitive construction vs. the nominalised construction in ( 11) 
may occur in this type of alternation5

• Consequently, nouns which are accepted 
in a merging alternation with verbs of obstruction or support as defined in section 
1 are classified as actionis nominalisations. Nouns which are not accepted, are 
candidates for acti nominalisations. This will be elaborated in section 2.1.3. 
beloW'. 

There are two advantages in using verbs identified distributionally through the 
merging alternation. First, we have a clear criterion for the selection of the verbs 
which should be included in the test suite. Second, the set of acceptable verbs of 
which the test suite is composed is rather large, which makes it easier to find a 
verb which is compatible with the derived noun. E.g., the verb 'afsl0re' (disclose) 
would not be an appropriate substitute for the verb afbryde in (11) and (12), but 
it might be appropriate in other contexts. 

Unfortunately, a similar test suite for acti nominalisations has not been detected 
and thus the label acti nominalisation is assigned if the noun cannot be classified 
otherwise. This is not a satisfactory solution and the results of the investigation 
of this group reflect this problem, as they are less clear than the results obtained 
for the other groups. One way of approaching this problem could be to consider 
the pronominal paradigms in the valency slots of the verbal and the nominal 

5 Section 1.1 contains a list of Danish merging verbs (expressing 
obstruction or support) which all may be used to investigate whether the noun has 
an actionis reading. 

6 Note that the noun 'l0sning' is interpreted as an actionis nominalisation 
(solving) if it combines with the preposition 'af and as an acti nominalisation 
(solution) if if combines with the preposition 'pa'. 
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kernel, respectively. As will be shown for the verb 'indstille' in section 2.1.3 
below, there is no regular correspondence between the paradigms of the valency 
slots of the verb and the paradigms in the slots of the acti nominalisation, and the 
question is whether it makes sense to assume a systematic relation at all. This 
aspect, however, has not been taken into account in the investigation described 
below, where the following algorithm for the classification of nominalisations 
has been applied: 

1. For all verbs: Check whether a given derivational morpheme is acceptable. If 
the morpheme is unambiguous, assign a derived noun sense of the relevant 
type, i.e. agent or patient nominalisation. 

2. For the ambiguous morphemes (-(n)ing/-else/-(t)ion): use the test suite 
discussed in section 2.1.2 above. If the ambiguous noun is compatible with one 
or more verbs in the test suite the label actionis nominalisation is assigned. If 
the noun is not compatible the label acti nominalisation is assigned. 

Some further insights could be gained from considering aspectual subdistinctions 
for the derived nouns. I.e. nomina actionis could be subdivided into process and 
event nominalisations (cf. Wegener 1995). In the present discussion, however, 
these distinctions will not be considered. 

Both Frazer and Grimshaw note that actionis and acti nominalisations impose 
restrictions on their premodifiers such as the definite article, quantifiers, 
specifiers, demonstrative pronouns. In chapter 4, the Danish prenominal 
categories are described on the basis of the P A and a first attempt is made to 
investigate more systematically the correlation between these categories and the 
derived noun. 

2.1.3. Gaps in Nominalisation Patterns 
It is well known that the four nominalisation types identified above are not 
distributed evenly (see for instance Levi 1986) and in Danish, verbs whose 
nominalisations cover all four types as 'behandle' (treat medically) in Table 2 are 
quite rare. 
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agentis actionis patientis acti 

behandler be handling behandlede behandling 

? indstilling indstillede ? 

arbejder arbejde ? arbejde 

ans0ger ? ans0gte ans0gmng 

? forbindelse forbundne forbindelse 

Table 2 

Normally we find many gaps in the derivational paradigms. The verb 'forbinde' 
(connect) does not appear as an agentis nominalisation, whereas 'arbejde' (work) 
cannot have a patientis nominalisation. There are different reasons for these gaps. 
Some of them are due to the syntactic properties of the verb. The missing patientis 
nominalisation of'arbejde', for instance, could be explained by the fact that this 
verb does not have a direct object, but then again an intransitive verb like 
'ankomme' (arrive) does have a patientis nominalisation form 'ankomne' 
Carrivee'r. In other cases a nominalisation is possible, but has not yet been 
employed by language users. This goes for instance for the agentis nominalisation 
'forbinder' (connector). 

But how are these gaps related to the different verb senses identified in the 
OVD? I will use the verb 'indstille' corresponding to the senses 'to adjust', 'to 
stop', 'to recommend' and 'to get attuned to' as an example. The OVD registers the 
5 verb senses listed below (cf. the complete extraction from the OVD database in 
appendix 2): 

indstille 20007 'Han indstiller kameraet' 
(He adjusts the camera) 

indstille 20023 'Jeg indstiller importen afkom'. 
(I stop the import of serials) 

indstille 20035 'Jeg indstiller, at han rar prisen.' 
(I recommend that he gets the award) . 

7 Once again the semantic labels associated with the derivational 
morphemes can be misleading, since 'ankomne' should rather be interpreted as an 
agent nominalisation. In this case the patient nominalisation substitutes the 
lacking agent derivation. This behaviour is typical for unaccusative verbs. 
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indstille 20036 'Jeg indstiller ham til prisen'. 
(I nominate him for the award) 

indstille 20022 'Jeg indstiller mig pa at ga' 
(I attune myself to leaving) 

It is very difficult to say whether any of these senses are more closely related than 
others and we_ther it would be possible to fmd a common basis. To me they are 
rather different which is also obvious from the English translations. However, one 
might suggest. that indstille 20035 and indstille 20036 are more closely related by 
some kind of linking relation similar to the merging relation discussed in section 
3 .1. A closer look at the nominalisation possibilities of these verbs seems to 
support this intuition. Table 3 contains the different senses of the verb 'indstille' 
and their identification code in the OVD database, the nominalisation possibilities 
and also Danish and English examples illustrating the use of the verbal and the 
nominalised forms. 

verb sense agentis actionis patientis acti example 

indstille 20007 + 'Han indstiller kameraet'. 
( He adjusts the camera) 
'indstilling' - (adjustment) 

indstille 20022 ? 'Jeg indstiller mig pa at ga' 
(I attune myself to leaving) 
'indstilling' - (attitude) 

indstille 20023 + 'Jeg indstiller importen afkorn'. 
(I stop the import of corn). 
'indstilling' -' discontinuation' 

indstille 20035 + + + + 'Jeg indstiller, at han :far prisen.' (I 
recommend that he gets the award) 

'indstilling'- (recommendation) 

indstille 20036 + + + + 'Jeg indstiller ham til prisen'. (I 
nominate him for the award) . 
'indstilling' - (nomination) 

Table 3 

It appears that 'indstille_20007' (adjust) and 'indstille_20023' (stop) can only have 
actionis nominalisation, whereas 'indstille 20035' (recommend) and 
'indstille_20036' (nominate) can have agent, actionis, patientis and acti 
nominalisations. Although this parallelism indicates that they are more closely 
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related, this observation cannot be used as a general rule, because then we would 
be forced to assume that 'indstille 20007' and 'indstille 20023' are also more - -
closely related, which is not the case. 

The derivation types in the table have been assigned to the derived nouns 
according to the algorithm described above. 

For the sense 'indstille 20022' (attune) a native speaker might argue that a 
nominalisation exists (according to step 1) as indicated by the ? in the table. 
Following the algorithm (step 2), we can establish that the derived noun cannot 
be an actionis nominalisation since it is not possible to accept sentences such as 
(15) and (16): 

(15) '*Man afbryder ham i indstillingen til det' 
(They interrupt him in the attitude towards this) 

(16) '*Man afbryder hans indstilling til det' 
(They interrupted his attitude towards this) 

This leaves open the possibility that the noun could be an acti nominalisation. 
What happens if we compare the pronominal paradigms of the verb (17) and 

the corresponding paradigms of the derived noun (18)? Full correspondence 
would indicate that there is a systematic derivational relation: 
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(17) 
PO 
hvem indstille 
Jeg 20022 
han 

VI 

*hvad 
*denne her 
*det 
*at g0re det 
*at nogen g0r det 

(18) 
PO 
hvis 
mm 
hans 
vores 

indstilling til 

*dens 
*dets 

P1 
*hvem pa 
mig 

*ham 
Slg 
os 

*hvad 
*denne her 
*det 
*at g0re det 
*at nog en g0r det 

PP1 
hvem 
dig 
ham 
os 
hvad 

*denne her 
det 
at g0re det 
at nogen g0r det 

PP1 
*hvem 
*dig 
*ham 
*sig 
*os 
hvad 

*denne her 
det 
at g0re det 
at nogen g0r det 

The fact that the PO paradigm contains morphologically different forms depending 
on whether we are dealing with a verb or a derived noun, as well as the fact that 
there is no paradigm corresponding to the P 1 of the verb in the valency frame of 
the derived noun are predictable deviations from the general pattern and will not 
concern us here (see section 2.3). For the PP1, however we note that the verb does 
not allow pronouns proportional to abstract entities, whereas the noun allows both 
human and abstract entities. The differences in the pronominal paradigms of the 
PP1 and the different selection of prepositions suggest that there is not a regular 
derivational relation between the verb and the derived noun. Consequently, an 
attempt to reverbalise the derived noun clearly fails: 

(19) 'hans indstilling til hende' 
(his attitude towards her) 

(20) '*Han indstiller sig til hende' 
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(*His attituding himself towards her) 

We may conclude that the verb sense 'indstille 20022' and the derived noun 
'indstilling' (attitude) although related morphologically are not related 
semantically in any regular way. For the time being, however, the classification 
as acti nominalisation is maintained. 

The discussion of the verb indstille and its nominalisation possibilities shows 
that considering nominalisations in relation to different verb senses is important 
as it helps us to clarify the derivational mechanisms. We may conclude that the 
sense distinctions made in the 0 VD on the basis of the P A seem to be fme grained 
enough to encourage further investigations of the relation between verb and 
derived noun. 

2.1.4. The Predictability of Nominal Derivation Types 
For an investigation of the relation between the verb and the noun in 
nominalisations the observation of the nominalisation gaps is of great interest. 
What kind of verb senses have nominalisation gaps? What kind of factors block 
the development of a particular nominalisation type and to which degree is the 
nominalisation pattern of a given verb sense predictable? In a first attempt to 
answer these questions, I will present an investigation based on the verb 
description provided in the OVD. 

2.1.4.1. A Pilot Study 
In the first step of the investigation the descriptions of the verb senses in the OVD 
served as the point of departure for a pilot investigation of 22 nouns with the 
derivational morphemes -(n)ing and -else. These nouns were found by means of 
a frequency count in a corpus of 1 million words derived from a university 
magazine (Nyt fra Odense Universitet, argang 1992). Most of them are abstract 
nouns such as 'forbindelse' (connection), 'deltagelse' (participation), 'bestyrelse' 
(management), 'ans0gning' (application), 'forskning' (research), 'erfaring' 
(experience) etc. 

For each base verb it was investigated which types of derivations are possible 
by means of the algorithm suggested in section 2.1.3. In the investigation of the 
nominalisation possibilities, various construction variations were taken into 
consideration. For instance, for agentis nominalisation two construction types 
are possible: the subject may be expressed either as a genitive NP ('husets 
administrator' (the house's administrator)) or as a PP ('administratoren afhuset' 
(the administrator of the house)). In some cases both constructions are possible. 

For the verb 'de1tage' this procedure resulted in a derivation pattern that 
included agentis and actionis nominalisation but excluded patientis and acti 
nominalisations as in (21): 
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(21) 'Han del tag er i l0bet' 
(He participates in the race) 

agentis: 'en deltager i l0bet/l0bets deltagere' 
(a participant in the race/the race's participants) 

actionis: 'vi forhindrede hans deltagelse i l0bet' 
(we impeded his participation in the race) 

patientis: 
acti: 

The derivation patterns were then related to the registered properties of the 
corresponding base verb in the OVD described in chapter 2. From these 
observations it became possible to formulate several hypotheses about the 
derivational possibilities of the verbs such as: a verb sense characterised by 
property X cannot have agentis nominalisation, or a verb sense characterised by 
property Y does not nominalise at all. This resulted in the identification of seven 
verb properties that seem to be linked in a significant way with certain types of 
derivations: 

1. the possibility of a human subject 
2. the possibility of a sentential subject (i.e. a subclause or infinitive clause) 
3. the transitivity of the verb 
4. the occurrence of a reflexive pronoun in the P1 paradigm 
5. the possibility of a subject predicate 
6. the possibility of an object predicate 
7. Passivisation possibilities 

These properties can be illustrated by the verb 'behandle' (treat medically) which 
allows all four derivation types8

• 

1. the possibility of a human subject 
The verb 'behandle' only allows preforms in the paradigm of 'hvem' (who) as 
illustrated in (22): 

(22) 'Hvemllregen behandler patienten' 
(Who/the doctor treats the patient) 

8 

'*Hvad behandler patienten' 
(*What treats the patient) 

The coding of the verb 'behandle' in the OVD is given in appendix 3. 
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For the investigation only the possibility of a human subject has been registered. 
This means that verbs which subcategorise for a human subject as well as for a 
nonhuman subject are not distinguished from verbs whose subjects are exclusively 
human. 

2. the possibility of a sentential subject (i.e. a subclause or infinitive clause) 
Since the verb 'behandle' does not allow a sentential subject, this possibility is 
illustrated by the verb 'forandre' (change): 

(23) 
'Hvem/hvad/din handling/at du g0r det, forandrer situationen' 
(Who/what/your action/the fact that you do this changes the situation) 

Thus, in the investigation sentential subjects can be filtered out from the other 
non-human subjects. 

3. the transitivity of the verb 
Transitivity is defmed here as the association of the verb with a P1 paradigm, i.e. 
a grammatical object. This paradigm may be optional or obligatory. In the case 
of 'behandle' the P1 paradigm is obligatory. The difference between obligatory 
and optional valency elements is registered but the distinction does not seem to 
be significant for determining derivation types or inheritance patterns. 

4. the occurrence of a reflexive pronoun in the Pl or P2 paradigm 
In Danish, we may distinguish between verbs with a full P1 or P2 paradigm which 
may contain among other proforms a reflexive form, and verbs which may only 
occur with reflexive forms in the corresponding positions, i.e. intrinsically 
reflexive verbs where the P 1 is not considered a valency element due to the lack 
of proportionality (cf. chapter 0 section 4) . 

The verb 'behandle' has a full P 1 paradigm including a reflexive pronoun as 
illustrated in (24): 

(24) 'Lregen behandler hvemlhende/sig (selv)' 
(The: doctor treats who/her/himself) 

The possibility to add the adverbial 'selv' (self) is a further indication that 
'behandle' is not intrinsically reflexive as 'forholde' (address) in (25) where no 
paradigmatic relation exists and the addition of 'selv' is not possible. 

(25) 'Han forholder sig/*hvem/*ham/*hvad/*(sig selv) til problemet' 
(He adresses the problem) 
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In the investigation the feature reflexive refers only to intrinsically reflexive verbs. 

5. the possibility of a subject predicate 
This filters out the copular uses of verbs like 'vrere' (be) and 'blive' (become), but 
note that not in all senses these verbs can be used as copulas. The verb 'behandle' 
is not a copula verb. 

6. the possibility of an object predicate 
The verb 'behandle' does not subcategorise for an object predicate. 

7. passivisation possibilities 
All three passivisation possibilities have been taken into account. The verb 
'behandle' offers the full range of passive formation as shown in (26): 

(26) 'Patienten behandles af lregen' 
'Patienten bliver behandlet af lregen' 
'Patienten er behandlet af lregen' 
(The patient has been treated by the doctor) 

2.1.4.2. A Large Scale Investigation 
In the second step of the investigation the features identified in the pilot study 
were checked based on a larger group of verbs, a total of 25 8 lemmata 
corresponding to 711 verb senses covering all the non-compositional verb entries 
in the OVD in January 1993. The nominal derivations of this subset of verbs are 
in the following called OVD-VN (Odense Valency Dictionary of Verbs and 
Derived Nouns)9

• 

In the following, I will sum up the results of the second step of the experiment, 
but first it is necessary to give an overview of the distribution of the 711 verb 
senses in the OVD-VN concerning the number of senses per verb form, the 
nominalisation gaps and the frequency of the four nominalisation types. 

9 The complete database ofthe 711 verb senses is available in appendix 4 
which contains an Access-database file. Sample entries are printed out on paper. 
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Table 4: Distribution ofverb senses in the OVD-VN 

Table 4 illustrates the number of verb senses for each verb form. The vertical axis 
represents the number of verbs, whereas the horisontal axis represents the number 
of verb senses. 112 (43%) ofthe lemmata in the database have been registered 
with only one sense whereas 146 (57%) have been registered with more than one 
sense. Compared with the total number of verb senses, this means that verbs with 
only one sense cover 15% ofthe OVD-VN and verbs with more than one sense 
cover 85%. In the following all statistical data will relate to the number of 
registered senses and not to the number of lemmata. The average lies between 2 
and 5 senses per lemma. The extreme cases with 18 to 20 senses occur with verbs 
such as 'ga' (walk, go, pass, break, resign .... ) and 'lregge' (lay, put, place, 
plant .... ). 
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2= 17.6% 

1= 28.3% 

4= 2.67% 

Table 5: Distribution of nominalisation possibilities 

Table 5 shows the relation between nominalisations and verb senses with regard 
to the nominalisation gaps mentioned above. 0 = no nominalisation possible, 1 = 
one nominalisation possible, 2 = two nominalisations possible, 3 = three 
nominalisations possible and 4 =four nominalisations possible. It appears that 
only 2.67% of the verb senses can be derived to all four nominalisation types, i.e. 
they have no gaps in their nominalisation pattern. Almost half the verb senses 
(44.4 %) cannot be nominalised at all whereas verbs with only one nominalisation 
possibility form the largest group of the verbs that have a nominalisation 
potential 10

• 

10 The figures are slightly biased by the fact that the first verbs entered into 
the database in 1992-93 were the base verbs of a list of derived nouns. Since then, 
the selection of verbs has become more balanced as new verbs have been 
supplemented on the basis of a frequency count in a large corpus (Bergenholtz 
1992). An investigation of the present content of the database shows that the 
percentage of senses which cannot nominalise is slightly less (3 8%) and not more, 
as one might have expected. This deviation from the figures of the first large scale 
investigation is not significant enough to justify a full scale repetition of the 
investigation. 
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Table 6: Distribution ofnominalisation types in the OVD-VN · 

In Table 6 the quantitative relation among the four nominalisation types is 
displayed. 272 (38%) of the verbs in the base can derive actionis nominalisations, 
whereas only 50 (7%) have an agentis nominalisation. Together actionis and acti 
nominalisations cover almost 75% of the possible nominalisations. 

In the pilot phase of the investigation, the relevant features of the base verb 
entries in the OVD-VN had been identified. This resulted in the seven verb 
features described in section 2.1.4.1 above. 

The distribution of these features on the 711 verbs of the OVD-VN is 
illustrated in table 7. 
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Table 7.· Characteristic features ofthe 711 verb senses in the OVD-VN 

In table 7 the following acronyms have been used: 

1. the possibility of a human subject, 
PO -hum: 16.4% of the verbs do not have a human subject. 

2. the possibility of a sentential subject 

BOO 

PO sret: 11. 5% of the verbs accept a subclause or infinitive clause in the 
PO paradigm. 

3. the transitivity of the verb: 
P1: 59% of the verbs occur with and obligatory P1 paradigm. 
Opt.P1: 7.1% ofthe verbs have an optional P1 paradigm. 
0 P1: 33.7% of the verbs do not occur with a P1 paradigm. 

4. the occurrence of a reflexive pronoun in the Pl paradigm 
refl: 8.2% of the verbs have a pseudo P 1. 

5. the possibility of a subject predicate 
The figures are so small that they have not been included (see table 8) 
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6. the possibility of an object predicate 
The figures are so small that they have not been included (see table 8) 

7. Passivisation possibilities 
3 pas: 34.3% allow all three passive forms. 
2 pas: 8.2% allow two of the three passive forms 
1 pas: 2.6% allow only one passive form 
0 pas: 54.8% do not occur in the passive 

In addition to the seven main properties also information about the number of 
senses (I lees: the verb has only one sense, jl. lees: the verb has more than one 
sense) as well as information about the combinability with aspectual adverbials 
has been added ( 0: the verb does not combine with either type of adverbial, perf 
the verb only combines with perfective adverbials, imperf the verb only combines 
with imperfective adverbials, perpimperf the verb combines with both types of 
adverbials). This information could turn out to be another explanatory factor, but 
since aspectual properties have not yet been investigated in depth in the Danish 
application of the P A it has not been taken into account in the present 
investigation. 

The occurrence of these features in relation to the nominalisation types was 
then checked for all verbs in the large scale investigation. For each of the four 
nominalisation types a verb feature profile could be derived describing the 
distribution of the 7 main verb properties as illustrated in table 7. The underlying 
questions were: What are the characteristics of a verb that can derive agentis, 
actionis, patientis and acti nominalisation, respectively? Is it possible to detect 
a feature combination which is typical for a particular type of nominalisation, and 
can nominalisable verbs be distinguished from non-nominalisable verbs on the 
basis of these properties? 
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Nom. type Agentis Actionis Patientis Acti Non-nom Average 
% % % % % % 

verb feature 

PO=-human 0 4 1 14 22 16 

PO=clause 2 12 8 15 11 11 

NoP1 35 15 3 22 48 33 

Reflexive 0 3 0 5 11 8 

PO+predicate 0 0 0 0 1 1 

P 1 +predicate 0 1 1 3 3 3 

P1 =-passive 36 11 9 21 58 31 

Table 8: An overview of the verb-feature profiles 

In table 8 the subdistinctions of the P1 and the passive features have been 
collapsed into one information category. Thus, the table only conveys the 
information that the verb cannot occur with an object (No P1) and that the verb 
cannot passivise although there is an object (P1 =-passive). This was done in order 
to bring out the most fundamental distinctions first. In case these were not 
sufficiently clear, subdistinctions could be taken into account. For instance 
regarding the passive, the material showed that verbs with a full range of 
passivisation possibilities were more likely to have a regular derivation and 
inheritance pattern than verbs with a defective passive morphology. 

To show the verb-feature profiles of the different nominalisations in the right 
perspective the corresponding profiles for non-nominalised verbal forms (Non
nom) and also the average figures for all verbs (Average) have been added. The 
figures in table 7 are relative to the total occurrence of a given feature for a given 
nominalisation type. For instance, there are 50 verb senses with agentis 
nominalisations in the material. 0% occur without a human subject and only 2% 
also allow a sentential subject, i.e. 98% of the 50 verbs demand an exclusively 
human subject. This means that only one verb, 'beskytte' (protect), allows both a 
human and a sentential subject. For actionis nominalisation we find 4% out of272 
verb senses which may occur also with nonhuman subjects. This corresponds to 
11 verbs. Obviously, agentis nominalisations show the clearest characteristics: in 
most cases the figures are far below the average, in four cases even down to zero. 
Patientis nominalisations show a similar distribution whereas for actionis and acti 
nominalisation the picture is less transparent. For verb senses which cannot 
nominalise (non-nom) the figures are clearly above the average for 5 out of 7 
features. 
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Below I will shortly sum up the verb feature profile for each nominalisation type: 

Verb-feature profile for agentis nominalisation: 
Verbs which derive agentis nominalisations must always subcategorise for a 
human subject. They generally do not allow a clausal subject as there are clausal 
subjects in less than 2% of the agentis nominalisation verbs. Reflexive verbs do 
not have agentis nominalisation and neither do verbs with a subject or object 
predicate. Agentis nominalisations occur with both transitive and intransitive 
verbs. 

Verb-feature profile for actionis nominalisation: 
Verbs which allow actionis nominalisations tend to have human subjects (less 
than 5% of the subjects are not human). They often occur with an obligatory or 
optional object (only 15% occur without P1 (verbs which cannot nominalise = 
48%)). Actionis nominalisations tend to avoid reflexive verbs (only 3% occur 
with reflexive verbs (for verbs which cannot nominalise the figure is 11 %)) and 
they do not occur with verbs which subcategorise for a subject predicate. Actionis 
nominalisations are most frequent with verbs which can occur in at least one of 
the three passive forms (only 11% of the verbs which subcategorise for a P 1 occur 
without any passive form (non nom =58%)) 

Verb-feature profile for patientis nominalisation: 
Patientis nominalisations are most frequent with verbs which take a human 
subject (less than 2% of the subjects are not human). The verbs should preferably 
also have an object (only 3% occur without P1 (non nom= 48%)). Patientis 
nominalisations do not occur with reflexive verbs or verbs which take a subject 
predicate. The verb should preferably be able to form at least one of the three 
passive forms (only 9% of the verbs which subcategorise for a P1 occur without 
passive (non nom =58%)) 

Verb-feature profile for acti nominalisation: 
Acti nominalisations are most frequent with verbs which subcategorise for an 

object (22% occur without P1 (non nom= 48%)). They are rare with reflexive 
verbs (5% are reflexive verbs (non nom 11 %) and verbs which take a subject 
predicate. Acti nominalisations are most likely to occur with verbs which form at 
least one of the three passive forms (21% of the verbs which subcategorise for a 
P1 occur without passive (non nom= 58%)). 

Verb feature profile for verbs which cannot be nominalised 
Setting up a general profile for verb which cannot be nominalised is difficult 
because it would be the negation of all the features of the other profiles. As each 
profile is different with regard to the distribution of verb features a more sensible 
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approach is to set up a negative profile for each nominalisation type, i.e. the 
negation of the features stated for each type. 

From these profiles we can establish to which degree a certain nominalisation 
can be predicted. 

Degree of predictability: 

agentis > patientis > actionis > acti 

This means that from the syntactico-semantic features of a given verb coded in the 
OVD it is possible to predict an agentis nominalisation with a greater certainty 
than an acti nominalisation 

Finally, we· can extract the optimal verb feature profile: 

a human PO, no sentential PO, a P 1, no reflexive, all passive forms, no subject 
or object predicate 

For verbs with this feature profile we can now predict that they should have at 
least one nominalisation. This can be verified in the OVD-VN by extracting verbs 
with the optimal profile and then check, whether a nominalisation is possible. 
Among the 711 verbs in the present investigation only three verb senses appeared 
with the optimal profile, but without any nominalisation possibility registered. 
These verbs were: 

1. ' aflevere' (remark) i.e 'hun afleverede en bemrerkning' (she made a remark). 
This sense has been taken out in the subsequent versions of the OVD database 
because it could be classified as a fixed expression. 

2.' beskrive' (write on), i.e 'hun beskriver papiret' (she writes on the paper). This 
sense of the verb is no longer used in modem Danish. Nudansk Ordbog notes that 
it only seems to exist in the perfect participle, i.e. as an adjectival form. Thus, this 
sense should not have been in the database from the very beginning. 

3. 'bringe' (bring), i.e. 'avisen bringer en artikel' (the newspaper publishes and 
article). Here we cannot simply explain the lack of nominalisation with the fact 
that this particular sense is no longer relevant, either due to historical factors or 
due to a revision of the criteria in the database. However, there is another factor, 
which has not been discussed in the previous sections. This factor is related to the 
verb typology described in chapter 2. When looking at the verb typology in 
relation to nominalisation, we can state that verbs which in one of their senses 
may be used as support verbs ('vrere' (be), 'have' (have), ':fa' (get), 'give' (give), 
'tage' (take), 'bringe' (bring), etc.) or modals hardly ever nominalise although they 
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also may have a number of full verb senses. 

We may conclude that the chances of deriving a nominalisation of a given verb 
are best if the verb complies with the optimal verb feature profile. But, although 
there are quite significant correlations between the features of the base verb and 
the nominalisation types which can be derived, a completely automatic 
computation of derived nouns from the features of the base verbs is not feasible 
as we are only dealing with tendencies and not 100% systematic correlations. 
There are too many uncontrollable variables involved such as for instance 
historical factors in the case of root nominalisations and factors related to the text 
domain. Thus, for instance in LSP (Languages for Special Purposes) certain 
nominalisations are possible which are unusual in generallanguage11

• 

There are still a number of factors which have not been investigated such as the 
combinability of the verb with aspectual adverbials and the presence of a P2 in the 
valency frame of the verb. These factors will probably confirm the tendencies 
noted above, however, I doubt whether they will lead to more decisive results. 
Nevertheless, this should be checked out before the case can be closed. Finally, 
more light could be shed on acti nominalisations if the pronominal paradigms of 
the verb and the derived noun were compared. 

2.2. Sense Distinction and Inheritance 
Although it is possible by means ofthe PA to arrive at a more detailed picture of 
what is going on in the derivation proces from verb to noun, it is not possible to 
predict exactly which nominalisation types the verb will derive. The question is 
now, whether other properties of the derived noun, such as for instance its valency 
pattern can be predicted with greater certainty from the relevant sense of the base 
verb and to which degree irregularities can be foreseen when examining in detail 
the features of the base verb. 

2.2.1 PrototYpical Inheritance Patterns 
To answer these questions we must first define what a regular inheritance pattern 
looks like. In section 2.1.3. a technique was suggested which should make it 
possible to decide whether there exists a systematic relation between a given verb 
sense and a particular nominalisation. This technique is also useful for the 
investigation of inheritance patterns and will be elaborated further here. I will 
concentrate on actionis nominalisations which is the most frequent type. 

In a first attempt to provide a definition of the inheritance relation between a 
verb and its actionis nominalisations we may state that the inheritance is regular 
iff: 

11 For instance the nominalisation 'spilning' (playing, i.e the passing ofthe 
ball from one soccer player to the other) is highly unusual in general language. 
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1. all the valency-bound elements (valents) which are selected by the base 
verb may also occur with the derived noun 

and 

2. there is correspondence between verb and noun valents regarding a 
certain subset of syntactico-semantic features. 

It follows from this defmition that it is not considered as a significant problem 
whether the valents of the verb are obligatory or optional. Correspondence is 
controlled by checking the pronominal paradigms in the corresponding valency 
slots. 

For verbs which can derive actionis nominalisations such as 'levere' (deliver) 
in (27) we can establish the prototypical inheritance pattern illustrated in (28): 

(27) 
'Han leverer bmd til bageriet ' ~ 

(He delivers bread to the bakery) ~ 

'Bans levering af bmd til bageriet' 
(His deliverance ofbread to ... ) 

(28) v: PO Pl (?) n: PO(gen) PPl(af) (?) 

The pattern in (28) describes the inheritance from transitive verbs, i.e. verbs which 
subcategorise for an object (Pl). There may also occur one or more other valency
bound constituents (indicated by (?) in the pattern scheme). As illustrated in (29) 
below, the features ofthe subject paradigm (PO) of the verb must be compatible 
with the prodeterminer paradigm in the genitive slot (PO(gen)) of the derived 
noun. This poses a number of problems which will be discussed below. Similarly, 
the pronominal features of the object (Pl) must be compatible with the PPl of the 
derived noun (governed by the preposition 'af (of)). Here there are no 
compatibility problems since the correspondence is between proreferents in both 
cases. All other valency-bound elements are taken over by the deverbal noun 
without any modification and therefore must be fully compatible, i.e. identical 
with those of the verb. 
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(29) 

PO 
Hvem 
Jeg 
Vl 

*Hvad 
*denne her 
*den 
*det 
*de 
*det at ... 

(30) 
PO 
Hvis 
mm 
vores 

(Hvad) 
(denne her) 
*dens 
*dets 
*deres 
(det at. .. ) 

leverer 

levering af 

*hvem til hvem 
*mig mig 
*os os 

hvad *hvad 
denne her *denne her 
den *den 
det *det 
de m *dem 
*det, at.. *det, at.. .. 

*hvem til hvem 
*mig mig 
*os os 

hvad *hvad 
denne her *denne her 
den *den 
det *det 
de m *dem 
*det, at.. *det, at .... 

In the case of 'levere-levering' we can compare the syntactic realisation 
possibilities of the valents of the verb and the corresponding valents of the derived 
noun in (29) and (30). Corresponding to the pro forms 'hvem, jeg, vi' (who, I, we) 
in the PO paradigm of the verb, the PO(gen) construction may contain only 
proforms such as 'hvis, min, vores' (whose, mine, our) e.g. only pro-determiners. 
Proforms such as 'hvad' (what) and 'denne her' (this one) are excluded from the 
PO(gen) paradigm since they do not have a corresponding form which may occur 
in a prenominal position (this is indicated by the parenthesised forms). 

Similarly, all sentential valency elements are excluded from appearing in the 
preposed genitive position. This can be illustrated by the verb 'forandre' (change), 
which may have in its PO paradigm both proforms corresponding to humans and 
abstract entities including subordinate clauses (cf. (31) ). 

(31) 'At han ikke svarer (PO) forandrer situationen (PI)' 
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(That he does not answer changes the situation) 

'Han (PO) forandrer situationen (Pl)' 
(He decides changes the situation) 

In the corresponding agentis nominalisation the sentential complement however 
cannot be expressed (cf. (32)): 

(32) '*at han ikke svarer's (PO) forandring afsituationen (PPl)' 
(*that he does not answer's change of the situation) 

'hans (PO) forandring af situationen (PP 1 )' 
(his change of the situation) 

Note that a nominalised variant of the sentential complement is also impossible: 

(33) '*detmanglende svars (PO) forandring af situationen (PP1') 
(the lacking answer's change of the situation) 

This leads to another observation regarding the correspondence between the 
suspensive forms of the verbal PO and the nominal PO(gen). In the verbal PO, we 
can have two nominal suspensive forms: 'hvem' (who) and' hvad' (what) 
corresponding to animate and non-animate referents. In the nominal PO(gen), we 
can only have the suspensive forms 'hvis' (whose). At first sight one might expect 
that this form would cover both the possibilities of the verbal PO. This is however 
only true for the anaphoric or relative use of'hvis': 

(34) 'Manden, hvis hatjeg tog, ... ' 
(The man whose hat I took ... ) 

(35) 'Bilen, hvis d0r jeg lukkede, ... ' 
(The car whose door/the door of which I closed ... ) 

In the non-anaphoric or interrogative use, however, 'hvis' cannot refer to a non
animate entity12

: 

(36) 'Hvis hat tog du? - Mandens'. 
(Whose hat did you take? -The mans (hat).) 

12 This seems to justify a distinction between relative and interrogative use 
in the case of 'hvis,' i.e. a subdistinction of the category suspensive. 
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(37) 'Hvis d0r lukkede du? 
(Whose door did you close? 

- *Bilens/mandens'. 
-*The cars (door)lthe mans (door).) 

Since we have chosen the non-anaphoric use of the suspensive forms as the basis 
for the establishment of the pronominal paradigms (cf. chapter 2) for verbs we 
cannot deviate from this principle in the case of deverbal nouns. Therefore we 
must conclude for deverbal nouns that the preform 'hvis' in the PO(gen) paradigm 
may only refer to animate entities. Or to put it differently a non-animate 
correspondence to the possessive 'hvis', i.e. something like 'hvads' (whats)does not 
exist in Danish. The problems with the sentential complement can be analysed 
along the same lines, i.e. there is no prenominal form proportional to a subclause 
or an infinitive clause 13

• 

For the verb 'levere' and its nominalisation 'levering' we may conclude that the 
derivation is regular, i.e. all valency-bound elements occurring with the base verb 
correspond in a systematic way to the valency-bound elements of the derived 
noun. 

2.2.2 Non-prototypical but still Predictable Inheritance Patterns 
There are cases where one of the valency-bound elements of the verb cannot occur 
with the corresponding deverbal noun. This could be interpreted as an irregularity 
or a pattern deviating from the normal case described in section 2.2.I. above. 
These cases are often only apparently deviating as there seems to be an 
explanation for each of them if we consider in detail the feature profile of the base 
verb. Consequently, these cases should probably not be categorised as irregular, 
but as less frequent, but still predictable, regular patterns. 

In the following I shall only give a few examples to illustrate this point. 

Case I: 

v: PO PI P2 --+ n: PO PPI (at) 

In the first case it seems that for some trivalent verbs which are constructed with 
both a direct object (PI) and an indirect object (P2) the indirect object is deleted 
in the derivation process of actionis nominalisation as in (38) illustrating the 
prototypical case and (39) illustrating the non-prototypical case. 

13 A similar tendency may be observed for the passivisation possibilities of 
verbs, i.e. verbs which subcategorise exclusively for a sentential or another kind 
of nonhuman subject generally do not passivise, whereas verbs which allow 
pro forms proportional to both human and nonhuman in the PO paradigm may only 
passivise if the subject is human. 
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(38) 'Vi(PO) allokerer ham(P2) penge(P1) 
~ vores(PO) allokering afpenge(PP1) til ham(PP2)' 

(We allocate him money 
~our allocation of money to him) 

(39) 'Vi(PO) forlader ham (P2) hans skyld(P1) 
~ vores(PO) forladelse afhans skyld(PP1) (*for/til ham(PP2))' 

(We forgive him his guilt 
~our forgiving of his guilt (for/to him)) 

Here the ability of the base verb to occur in linked constructions (cf. chapter 2) 
seems to have some impact on the derivation pattern. For the verb 'allokere' 
(allocate) there exists an alternative construction possibility, illustrated in (40), 
which is linked in a systematic way to the construction given in (38). 

( 40) 'Vi allokerer penge til ham' 
(We allocate money to him) 

This type oflinking has been described as dative alternation (Levin 1993) and is 
described as permutation in the P A. A similar alternative does not exist for the 
verb 'forlade' (forgive) and therefore the P2 is not realised in the valency pattern 
of the derived noun14

• 

An investigation of the verbs in the OVD on simplex verbs which 
subcategorise for a non-reflexive indirect object shows that they do not derive 
actionis nominalisations15

• Only if the verb sense is linked with a verb sense 
where the indirect object is realised as a prepositional phrase a nominalisation in 
accordance with the prototypical pattern can be derived. 

Case 2: 

v: PO P1 PPl --)- n: PO(gen) PP2 

14 The verb 'forlade' (forgive) is rarely used in this sense in modern Danish 
except in fixed expressions and biblical contexts. A more up to date example 
would be 'eftergive' (release from debt). 

15 This observation, which has not been addressed in section 2.1, suggests 
that more features than those mentioned in section 2.1 may turn out to be relevant 
for the prediction of the nominalisation types. 
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In the second case, we find irregularities if the P 1 of the verb is a reflexive 
pronoun. ( 41) illustrates the prototypical case whereas ( 42) illustrates the 
deviation. 

(41) 'Jeg(PO) dmfter sagen (P1) med ham (PP1) 
-+ min(PO) dr0ftelse af sagen(PP 1) med ham(PP2)' 
(I discuss the case with him 
-+my discussion of the case with him) 

(42) 'Jeg(PO) benytter mig(P1) afhammeren(PP1) 
-+ min(PO) benyttelse (*afmig PP1)) afhammeren (PP2)' 
(I use the hammer 
-+my use ofthe hammer) 

In ( 42) the object (P1) is deleted in the derivation process which can be explained 
in a rather straightforward way, as the P1 is a pseudo paradigm, i.e. a paradigm 
with only one element which does not have a proportionality relation to any 
lexicalised entity. In other words, the sense in which 'benytte' (use) occurs in ( 4 2) 
above is the genuine reflexive sense and genuine reflexives are not preserved in 
the derivation process. This indicates that only the proportional paradigms are 
inherited. 

Case 3: 

PO V (P1) PM-+ PO (gen(AP(N))) PP1(af) 

A third type of peculiarity occurs with obligatory manner adverbials as illustrated 
in (43) and (44): 

(43) 'Hun behandler ham godt 
(She treats him well 

(44) 'Hun anbringer den forsvarligt 
(She places it securely 

-+ hendes gode behandling af ham' 
-+ her good treatment of him) 

-+ hendes forsvarlige anbringelse af den' 
-+ her secure placement of it) 

These cases which are rather few- only two occurrences - are probably also 
regular cases because it seems possible always to transform the manner adverbial 
into a preposed adjective which modifies the head noun of the NP. However, 
based on the material at hand such a conclusion is premature. It remains to be 
investigated whether this type of derivation is possible with a large group of these 
verbs and whether all kinds of adverbs which may occur in the PM paradigm do 
have a corresponding adjectival form. If the manner adverbial is not an adverb but 
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a PP as for instance in ( 45): 

( 45) 'Hun anbringer den pa forsvarlig vis -+ 
hendes anbringelse af den pa forsvarlig vis' 

(She places it in a secure manner -+ 
her placement of it in a secure manner) 

the inheritance pattern will be different, but still regular: 

PO PI PM -+PO PPI PM 

Probably for stylistic reasons, as the sequence of prepositional phrases seems 
rather heavy, a construction with a preposed adjective as in (44) would be 
preferred. 

In the preceding sections I have exclusively discussed actionis nominalisations as 
they are the most frequent and the most regular ones. Similar investigations 
should be made for agentis, patientis and acti nominalisations. However, this will 
not be attempted here since the purpose of this section is merely to illustrate that 
the feature system derived by means of the P A is relevant not only for the 
distinction and description of different verb senses but also for the investigation 
of the relation between the verb and its nominal derivations. 

2.3. Conclusion 
From the observations presented above we may conclude that precise sense 
distinctions motivated by syntactico-semantic features as for instance those 
recorded in the OVD are useful for the investigation of nominalisations. 

It appears, however, that although the nominalisation process is not completely 
arbitrary the realisation of a given nominalisation cannot be predicted with 
absolute certainty from the underlying feature structure of the base verb and from 
the feature description of its complements which together constitute the verb
feature profile of the derived noun. It has been shown that features such as 
passivisation, reflexivity and transitivity play an important role followed by 
characteristic features of the subject, e.g. whether the subject is human or a 
proposition. 

On the other hand, it can be established whether the nominal inheritance 
patterns of these verb senses are regular, i.e. whether the feature description of the 
valency-bound elements of the verb can be completely or partially inherited by the 
derived noun. To this end, one has to take into account a few predictable 
deviations such as for instance the absorption of the PO in agentis nominalisations 
and the expression of the PO or PI of the verb either as a prenominal genitive or 
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as a prepositional phrase governed by the preposition 'af (of) in actionis 
nominalisations. The exact correspondence of the syntactico-semantic features can 
be established by taking into account the syntagmatic hierarchy of the pronominal 
forms, i.e. prosyntagms vs. proreferents, and also the proportionality criterion 
which defines the comparable features, i.e no form corresponding to 'hvad' in the 
paradigm of 'hvis'. In many cases apparent deviations from the prototypical 
inheritance pattern can be predicted from the features in the verb-feature profile 
such as reflexivity, in other cases one has to take into account other criteria such 
as the complement type and the possibility of linked constructions. 

The results of the investigation of inheritance are encouraging in spite of the 
fact that I have chosen a rather coarse grained network of features, and the fact 
that the compilation procedure for verbs had not been completely worked out, 
when the data for the investigation were extracted. 

Once the compilation of the OVD database has been completed, the analysis 
procedure described in this section is well suited as the basis for a more 
comprehensive investigation. 
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Chapter 4 

A Feature Analysis of Danish 
Prenominal Proforms 

0. Introduction 
In this section I will not give a complete account of all the features of the 
prenominal group but merely show that interesting results may be achieved if one 
proceeds along the lines of the Pronominal Approach. The purpose of this section 
is to prepare the ground for a descriptive tool for nouns similar to the OVD coding 
format for verbs. Section 4.1 gives an overview of the prenominal categories in 
Danish. In section 4.2 and 4.3, I will investigate the properties of primary and 
secondary prenominal elements, respectively. As primary prenominal elements 
I consider those which belong to a closed class, secondary prenominal elements 
are defmed as belonging to an open class. Section 4.4 describes the relation of the 
prenominal categories to different noun senses and to noun typology. 

1. An Ove..View of the Prenominal Categories 
As in most Germanic languages, the determination and quantification system of 
Danish NP's can be described in terms of positions in front of the noun as well as 
after the noun. The different groups of determiners, quantifiers and modifiers are 
often described as bound to a number of topological fields as in table 1 which 
combines observations found in Diderichsen (1974), Jensen (1986), Brandt 
(1990/91) and Heltoft (1996). The table is organised according to the standard 
word order in Danish NPs and is based on the same principles as the topological 
field structure of Danish sentences described in chapter 2 section 1.2.1.2.1, i.e the 
fields may be filled or empty and the only obligatory field is the kernel noun field. 
The figures in the top line of the table refer to the distance of each prenominal 
field to the kernel noun. The shorter the distance to the kernel noun the more open 
the classes of predeterminers seem to be. We can identify positions containing 
classes which are clearly closed: quantifiers (position 5) as well as articles and 
demonstratives (position 4); positions covering classes which consist of a mixture 
of open and closed classes such as the possessive proforms and the genitive NPs 
(position 3) as well as the quantifiers, cardinals and ordinals (position 2) and, 
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finally, a position which contains only open classes, namely APs and participle 
phrases (position 1 ). The presence of a partitive NP blocks the positions 5 - 2 (cf. 
(10)). In the positions following the kernel noun we may have valency-bound or 
non-bound PP's (position -1) and relative or participial clauses (position -2). 

4 3 2 l -l 

partitive NPs/ 

QUANTPs articles/ possessive QUANTPs/ APs/ kernel PPS 

alle 

he le 

alle 

begge 

selve 

begge 

demonstratives pro forms/ cardinals/ PARTPs noun 
genitive NPs ordinals 

en eneste bil 

sadan en god bil 

beslut-
ningerne 

det f0rste lange m0de med ham 

partiets mange gode for slag 

disse trufne beslut-
ninger 

denne hans eneste store sag 

de to S0de Sma b0rn i huset 

en del af 
bile me 

et antal biler 

Table Jl 

In the followirlg, I will concentrate on the prenominal constituents (positions 1-5). 
From a mathematical point of view, ordinals and cardinals cannot be 

considered as a closed class as their number is infmite, however, it is possible to 
devise an algorithm for the generation of all other elements of the class on the 
basis of one element, i.e. two = 1 + 1, three = two + 1, four= three + 1. 

Literal translations of table 1: 
1) a single car 6) 
2) such a good car 7) 
3) all the decisions 8) 
4) the whole first long meeting 

with him 

both these taken decisions 
even this his only big case 
both the two sweet little 
children in the house who were 
playing 

5) all the party's many good 
proposals adopted by the Council 

9) a part of the cars 
1 0) a number of cars 
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Partitive nouns are classified by for instance Delsing (1993) as genuine 
partitives, i.e. where the partitive noun is the kernel noun of the construction as 
in (9), and pseudo partitives where the partitive NP is in prenominal position as 
in (10). The genuine partitives seem to form a closed class whereas the class of 
pseudo partitives is probably not closed. Only pseudo partitives may occur in 
prenominal position. Although a set of approx. 400 pseudo partitives has been 
identified it is quite probable that they turn out to be productive (cf. Daugaard 
1994 for a more detailed discussion). Since partitive NPs have nouns as kernels 
they cannot be used in a system for distributional classification of nouns, unless 
they have been classified by the same system. Since this is somewhat circular, 
partitive nouns will be described as nouns in section 4.4.3 but their function as 
distinctive elements in prenominal position will not be discussed further. 

In the following, articles, demonstratives, quantifiers, cardinals and ordinals 
as well as possessive proforms are considered closed classes and will serve as 
primary distinctive elements which will be presented in section 4.2. Adjectives are 
considered secondary distinctive elements and will be discussed in section 4.3. 

Apart from these elements there may occur preforms proportional to the 
suspensive 'hvem' before a noun as in (11) to (13). These constructions are 
traditionally regarded as appositions which means that they are paratactically 
rather than hypotactically related (cf. Diderichsen 1974:226). 

(11) 'jeg arme menneske' 
(I poor human being) 
'du stakkels dreng' 
(you(nom) poor boy) 

(12) 'vi jyder' 
(we Jutlanders) 
'jer tosser' 
(you fools) 

(13) 'ham/hende chefen' 
(him/her boss you know) 

At first sight, the fact that each of the two elements - the pro form and the noun -
can enter into the same relation to a given verb (cf. (14)) favours the appositional 
analysis. This is not possible with determiners as illustrated in (15): 

(14) 

(15) 

'J eg elsker ham chefen 
(I love him the boss 

'J eg elsker denne chef 

- jeg elsker ham - jeg elsker chefen' 
-I love him - I love the boss) 

- *jeg elsker denne- *jeg elsker chef 
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(I love this boss - * I love this - *I love boss) 

We may note that in the case of (13) the noun may be definite in the appositional 
construction whereas it is always indefinite when it combines with a determiner. 
However, the proforms 'jeg, vi, ham' are not proportional to a common noun or 
a proper name as we may not have phrases like (16) and (17): 

(16) '*jeg elsker John chefen' -
(*I love John the boss) 

'*jeg elsker manden chefen' 
(*I love the man the boss) 

(17) '* Alborgensere jyder' - '*mrend jyder' 
(*People from Alborg Jutlanders) - (*men Jutlanders) 

Furthermore, the second part of the construction is not proportional to a proform 
as we may not have phrases like: 

(18) '*jegelsker ham ham' 
(*I love him him) 

'*jeg elsker John ham' 
(*I love John him) 

Thus, we are in a peculiar situation where the first element in the construction is 
a proform which is not proportional to a lexical entity whereas the second element 
is a lexical entity which is not proportional to a pro form. In this way the P A 
analysis neither confirms the suggestions put forward by Brandt (1990/1991) to 
consider these constructions as NP' s consisting of a determiner phrase and a noun, 
nor the analysis suggested by Diderichsen to consider these constructions as 
appositions. Since there is no relation of proportionality for either constituent, I 
will not examine these constructions further and concentrate on proportional 
predeterminers. 

2. Proportionality of Primary Distinctive Elements 
For the identification of the set of features which characterise the prenominal 
pro forms we cannot simply transfer the information gathered for the same forms 
used as proreferents or prosyntagms (cf. chapter 2). As illustrated in chapter 1 
section 5.1 and 5.3, the same form may have different interpretations depending 
on the syntagmatic level. Therefore, as a first step the fundamental categories of 
the determiner system must be established on a distributional basis. 

The most fundamental distinction can be observed between those 
predeterminers which are in a paradigmatic relation to a suspensive pro form (e.g. 
those which are possible answers to a question) and those which are not. Next we 
can make a distinction on the_basis of the combinability with a prokernel, and, 
finally, the combinability with a countable or non-countable kernel serves as a 
criterion. Table 2 below contains the paradigms which emerge, if we classify the 
prenominal elements which belong to the closed classes according to their 
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proportionality to a suspensive form. This is similar to the classification of 
prosyntagms !ind proreferents made in chapter 2. Note that we are not concerned 
with the linear order of the prenominal elements in a given NP as in table 1, but 
merely with the proportionality of these elements to the suspensive forms, the 
possibility of a pro kernel and the countability distinction. Furthermore, there are 
no systematic correlations between the forms across the vertical paradigms. The 
semantic labels which may be assigned the different prenominal preforms on the 
basis of these three distinctive features occur in italics at the top of each paradigm. 
In each group the possible kernel (i.e. prokernel or the variable X, representing a 
lexicalised kernel) has been marked in bold face characters. 

+ suspensive 
suspensive 

+ prokernel ±prokernel -prokernel 

± countable - countable + countable 

universal qualification identification possession quantification 

hvad for en hvilken en hvis X hvor meget x· hvor mange 
X 

alle sadan en den X hans X sa meget X sa mange x 

he le sadan nbgle denne her X hendes X adskilligt X adskillige 
X 

begge sadan noget den der X deres X lidt X tre X 

al et and et et den anden X min/mit/mine X mere X end .. flere X end 

enhver en anden en denne X sin/sit/sine X nok X til .. utallige X 

samtlige vores X en enkelt X 

ingen ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 

Table 2 

The distinction based on the paradigmatic relation of the pro forms to a suspensive 
form clearly filters out elements traditionally labelled as universal quantifiers 
('alle/al' (all),'hele' (whole), 'begge' (both), 'enhver' (any)), and other operators 
('ingen' (no)). Considering 'begge' (both) as a universal quantifier can be justified 
if we define 'begge' as pointing out all the elements of a set which consists of 
exactly two elements. 

Note that table 2 does not exhaustively list all possible elements in each 
paradigm. A more specific account of each paradigm is given in section 4.2.1 -
4.2.4. : 

The question-answer sequences in (19)-(23) show how the distinction between 
+ and - suspensive can be attested: 
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(19) 'Hvor mange mennesker ser du?' 
(How many people do you see?) 
'* Alle/*hele/*begge/*al/*enhver/1 0/sa mange mennesker' 
(* Alll*both/1 0/so many people) 

(20) 'Hvor meget mad har du?' 
(How much food do you have?) 
'* All*hele maden/sa meget/nok mad' 
(* All/*the whole/so much/enough food) 

(21) 'Hvilke huse ser du?' 
(Which houses do you see?) 
'*Ethvert hus/*ingen/*alle/disse/de fmste huse' 
(*Each house/*no/*all/these/the first houses) 

(22) 'Hvad for huse ser du?' 
(What kind of houses do you see?) 
'*Ethvert hus/*alle/*ingen/*begge/nogle mde huse' 
(*Each house/*all/*no/*bothlsome red houses) 

(23) 'Hvis huse ser du?' 
(Whose houses do you see?) 
'*alle/*begge/*ingen/mine huse' 
(*all/* both!* no/my houses) 

The examples show that none of the so-called universal quantifiers may be used 
in an answer to a question introduced by any of the five suspensive 
prodeterminers. In fact, it is not possible to find any suspensive proform in the 
paradigm of the universal quantifiers. In this respect, the universal quantifiers are 
parallel to the prosyntagm 'man' (one) as discussed in chapter 2. 

One may consider the negative operator 'ingen' (no) as a possible answer to a 
question introduced by 'hvor mange' (how many) as in (24), and suggest to place 
it in the paradigm of'hvor mange'. 

(24) 'A: Hvor mange biler har du?' 
(A: How many cars do you have?) 

'B: Jeg har ingen biler' 
(B: I have no cars!I do not have any cars) 

However, the discourse fragment in (24) does not seem coherent to me, as A's 
question clearly presupposes that B is in the possession of at least some cars. The 
answer should thus be interpreted as a complete rejection of the presupposition 
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underlying the question and therefore not a proper answer to the question. 
Similarly 'alle' can sometimes be found in an answer to questions like: 

(25) 'A: Hvor mange tallerkener har du?' 
(A: How many plates do you have?) 

'B: Jeg har alle tallerkeneme'. 
(B: I have all the plates). 

From my point of view B does not answer the question, because A still does not 
know how many plates there are. Let us say A and B are laying a table for 30 
persons and A wants to know whether there ate enough plates. In that case, B' s 
answer will not help him. The answer only makes sense if we take into account 
a number of presuppositions such that A already knows how many plates there are 
and in fact wants to know wether he should go and fetch the rest in the kitchen 
and that B wants to communicate to A that he has brought the rest from the 
kitchen and that there is no need to go back for more2

• 

The combinability with a prokemel is used as the second distinctive feature. In 
Danish we may distinguish between those prodeterminers which occur with a 
prokemel and those which do not. English has a prokemel paradigm: 'one/ones', 
which combines with both definite and indefinite prodeterminers. German and 
Dutch do not have prokemels. In Danish, the prokemel paradigm consists of the 
forms: 

(26) 
'en' 
'et' 
'nogle' 
'nog et' 

(one (common gender)) 
(one (neuter gender)) 
(some (plural, countable)) 
(something (non-countable) 

These prokemels, however, only combine with indefinite or suspensive 
prodeterminers. In the case of definite prodeterminers, possessives and quantifiers 
there is either a lexicalised kernel og no kernel at all, i.e. an elliptic construction. 

In table 2, three possibilities are distinguished: 1. All proforms in the paradigm 
occur with at least one of the 4 prokemels, i.e +prokernel. This singles out 
prodeterminers of qualification, 2. Only the suspensive proform occurs with a 

2 This sequence demonstrates that one has to be careful in the construction 
of test sentences for the P A. As a rule of thumb one should use the most 
straightforward interpretation, i.e. the one with the smallest set of presuppositions. 
However, dealing with the situational context is clearly a problem which has not 
yet found a satisfactory solution. 
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pro kernel, i.e ±prokernel. This singles out prodeterminers of identification. 3. 
None of the preforms occur with a prokemel, i.e. -prokernel. This singles out the 
remaining group which can be further subdivided by the criterion of countability. 

The primary role of the predeterminers which belong to closed classes is to 
identify a particular number of elements from a given set either universally or 
more specifically in relation to the discourse. Therefore, we fmd restrictions 
related to features such as countability and number associated with almost all 
elements. Consequently, this is not a sufficiently strong distinctive criterion and 
these features are considered at the lowest level. Once again we may distinguish 
three cases: 1. All preforms in the paradigm may be combined with uncountable 
nouns, i.e. -countable. 2. All preforms in the paradigm may be combined with 
countable nouns, i.e. +countable. These two groups constitute the prodeterminers 
of quantification. 3. All pro forms in the paradigm may be combined with both 
countable and uncountable nouns, i.e. ±countable. This singles out the 
prodeterminers of possession3

• 

We are now in a position to distinguish different categories of predeterminers 
based on a few distributional observations. Only after the completion of this 
process, the semantic labels are added. In the following sections, I will further 
discuss the properties of the four classes of prodeterminers which are proportional 
to a suspensive form. 

2.1. The Paradigm of 'hvad for' (what kind of) 
This paradigm is characterised by the features: +suspensive, +prokemel. The 
forms are: 'hvad for en' (common, singular),' hvad for et' (neuter, singular), 'hvad 
for nogle' (plural), 'hvad for noget' (uncountable). A question formed with the 
suspensive 'hvad for' aims at the specification of the qualities of a given element 
and therefore the prodeterminers in the paradigm of 'hvad for en' are termed 
prodeterminers of qualification. The quality features are presupposed to be 
unknown. A question like (27) elicits answers like those in (28): 

(27) 'Hvad for en vil du have?' 
(What kind of one do you want?) 

(28) 'en sadan en' 
(a such one) 
'en, som er sadan' 

3 The fact that forms such as 'minlmit/mine' (my) and 'sin/sit/sine' (the 
reflexive possessive) show concord of number and gender with the kernel noun 
and thus are not freely combinable with countable and uncountable nouns does 
not contradict this observation since they are morphological variations of the same 
lemma. 
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(one that is like that) 

In the case of qualification it is possible not only to have a prokemel as part of the 
question as well as of the answer, but also to have the preforms 'sadan' (such) or 
'anden' (other) which are proportional to all possible adjectives. The 
proportionality of these pro forms can be shown through a recursive application 
of the question in (27) as illustrated in (29)a.-c.: 

(29) a. 'Hvad for en vil du have?' 
(What kind of one do you want?) 
'en groo en' 
(a green one) 

b. 'Hvad for en gmn en?' 
(What kind of green one?) 
'en sjov gmn en' 
(a funny green one) 

c. 'Hvad for en sjov gr0n en?' 
(What kind of funny green one?) 
'en stor sjov gmn en' 
(a big funny green one) 

Thus, 'hvad for en' (what kind of), 'sadan' (such) and 'anden' (other) are 
proportional not just to one adjective but to a chain of adjectives or rather APs. 
The adjectives in this chain will be described in section 4.3.1. Since adjectives are 
lexicalisations of the proqualifiers they are considered as a secondary set of 
distinctive forms. 

2.2. The Paradigm of 'hvilken' (which) 
This paradigm is characterised by the features +suspensive, ±prokemel. The 
suspensive forms are: 'hvilken (en)' (common, singular), 'hvilket (et)' (neuter, 
singular), 'hvilke (nogle)' (plural, countable), 'hvilket (noget)' (uncountable). The 
pro forms in the paradigm of 'hvilken' are termed prodeterminers of identification. 
The paradigm furthermore consists of the following forms: 'den, den der, den her, 
denne, denne her,' and the combinations of these forms with adjectivals and 
ordinals i.e. 'den mde, den store' etc. and 'den f0rste, den anden' etc. In the 
suspensive mode the kernel may be a prokemel or a lexicalised kernel. A question 
formed with 'hvilken' aims at the identification of a member of a set of known 
elements. Therefore, it demands an answer in which the elements are identified 
in terms of deixis and definiteness. A question like (30) elicits one of the possible 
answers in (31 ): 
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(30) 'Hvilken bog vil du have?' 
(Which book do you want?) 

(31) a. 'den der (bog)' (this one) 
b. 'den mde (bog)' (the red one) 
c. 'den anden (bog)' (the other one) 
d. 'den f0rste (bog)' (the first one) 

Note that in the English translation we must have a prokemel, 'one', in order to 
provide a correct answer. In Danish no prokemel is available as 'en/et'( one) and 
'nogle/noget' (some) do not combine with the definite article or the demonstrative. 
Instead the kernel is optional, i.e. the phrase may be interpreted as elliptic. The 
only exception is in combination with the suspensive proform itself where the 
identification has not yet taken place. Therefore, we may have 'hvilken en' (which 
one) as well as 'hvilken bog' (which book), but not 'den f0rste en' (the first one) 
or 'den der en' (that one). 

Native speakers of Danish will argue that there is not such a clear distribution 
in the use of the two types of suspensive pro forms 'hvad for en' and' hvilken (en)' 
and the proforms in their paradigms (cf. section 4.2.2). We do find cases where 
it is very difficult to see the difference between 'hvilken (en)' and 'hvad for en' as 
for instance the questions in (32) a. and b. where it is possible to give the same 
answer to both of them. 

(32) 
a. 'Hvilken hand vil du have- den venstre/*en venstre' 

(Which hand do you want - the left one) 

b. 'Hvad for en hand vil du have- den venstre/*en venstre en' 
(What kind of hand do you want - the left one/* a left one) 

The fact that the indefinite article is impossible is an indication that the situation 
is the same in both cases, i.e. selection of one item out of a number of previously 
identified items. However, the prototypical situation where 'hvad for en' is used 
is the case where the item to be selected has not been introduced and has to be 
described. One explanation of the irregularity in (32) could be the fact that hands 
are body-parts and need no further description and thus 'hvad for en' can be used 
synonymous to 'hvilken (en)'. Another option would be to consider (32)b a fixed 
expression. 

In many lexicalised contexts, i.e. without a prokemel, the two types of 
suspensive preforms seem to have similar distribution as illustrated by the 
following corpus examples where the two proforms may substitute each other 
with a change of meaning which is difficult to describe: 
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(33) 
' .... den nye konge. De vidste imidlertid ikke, i hvilken by, de skulle soge ham, 
og derfor spurgte de kong Herodes, der hell er ikke vidste no get om by ens navn . .' 
(BGH/AVIS14.87) 

( .... the new king. However, they did not know, in which town to look for him, 
and therefore they asked king Herod, who did not know the name of the town 
either ... ) 

'? ... .i hvad for en by, de skulle soge ham .. .' 
(? ... .in what kind of town, they should look for him ... ) 

In (33) 'i hvilken by' would elicit answers such as 'Bethlehem' or 'Jerusalem', i.e. 
identification, whereas 'i hvad for en by' would elicit answers such as 'en landsby' 
(a village) or 'en storby' (a big town), i.e qualification. 

(34) 
' ... b0m har ingen srerlige tidsbegreber- de lever i nu'et. Men i december vil de 
pludselig vide, hvilken dag det er, og hvor lang tid der er til jul .. .' 
BGH/AVIS14.87 

( ... children have no special sense oftime - they are living in the present~ But in 
december they suddenly want to know, what day it is, and how long it is until 
Christmas ... ) 

'? ... hvad for en dag deter ... .' 
(? ... what kind of day it is ... ) 

In (34) 'hvilken dag' would elicit answers such as 's0ndag' (Sunday) or' den 
24.december' (December 24th), i.e. identification, whereas 'hvad for en dag' would 
elicit answers such as 'din f0dselsdag' (your birthday) or' juleaftensdag' (Christmas 
Eve) which may be interpreted as a kind of qualification. 

We may conclude that the difference between the two forms is only 
determinable on the basis of a larger context. 

2.3. The Paradigm of 'hvis' (whose) 
The possessive suspensive proform 'hvis' (whose) can be considered a kind of 
identification or qualification as the non-suspensive preforms in its paradigm may 
also occur in the paradigm of 'hvilken' (which) and 'hvad for en' (what kind of) 
(cf. (35): 

(35) 'Hvilken bog? hans/Peters/denne bog' 
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(Which book? 

'Hvad for en bog 
(What kind of book -

his/Peters/this book) 

hans/Peters/en md bog' 
his/Peters/a red book) 

The complete paradigm of 'hvis' and a suggestion for a feature description is 
given in table 3: 

number singular plural 

type' a b c a b c 

others -fem +fem comm neut reflex 

common m in din bans hendes dens dets sin vores jeres deres 

neuter mit dit sit vert 

plural mine dine sine vore 

Table 3 

Danish possessives are characterised by a double feature system. They combine 
in one form the minimal features of the possessed as well as the features of the 
possessor and in order to establish the relation between the possessor and the 
possessed they must be in concord with both. Obviously, the feature system 
associated with the possessor is much richer than the one associated with the 
possessed and thus one might expect that the possessive may not contribute very 
much to the general characteristics of a given kernel. However, with the reflexive 
pro forms we can observe other restrictions on the combinability of the possessed 
with the features of the possessor as in (36)a-d. 

(36) 
a. 'Han har sit/*hans behov for god underholdning' 

(He has his need for good entertainment) 

b. 'Han fortsretter sit/*hans samarbejde med hende' 
(He continues his cooperation with her) 

c. 'Han har *sinl*hans brug for vrerkt0jet' 
(He has his use for the tool) 

4 Type a, b, c refer to the features which occur with proforms in the 
paradigms of 'hvem' and 'hvad' (see chapter 2), i.e. a= +speaker referential, 
+addressable, b = -speaker referential, +addressable, c = -speaker referential, 
-addressable. 
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d. 'Han er i *sin/*hans forhandling med hende' 
(He is in his negotiation with her) 

All four V -NP constructions in (36) are support verb constructions since the 
whole noun phrase following the support verb is not proportional to a preform. 
It has been noticed that these kinds of constructions do no combine with a 
possessive preform or genitive NP (N0hr Pedersen 1993). This is clearly the case 
in (36) c and d. In (36) a and b, however, the reflexive possessive preform is 
possible. 
2.4. The Paradigms of 'hvor mange' (how many) and 'hvor meget' (how 
much) 
The basic distinction between the two paradigms is the feature countability. The 
list offered in table 2 is not exhaustive, and it is not completely clear how the 
number of possible quantifying expressions should be delimited. However, it is 
likely that there is no need to make an exhaustive list of possible quantifying 
expressions as they are merely multiplications of one basic figure as illustrated in 
section 1 above. Thus, in the following the quantifiers 'mange' (many) and 'meget' 
(much) will be used to represent the whole paradigm. 

3. Proportionality of Secondary Distinctive Elements: Adjectives 
Secondary distinctive elements are lexicalised forms which do not clearly belong 
to closed classes, such as adjectives and partitive nouns. Since partitive nouns 
have been excluded in this step of the investigation (cf. section 1 ), I shall only 
deal with adjectives. 

As mentioned in section 2.1 above it is possible to have a whole sequence of 
adjectival phrases in the last position before the noun (cf. V an den Eynde 
forthcoming). On a morphological basis we may distinguish two groups. The first 
group of adjectival phrases covers core adjectives, i.e. those with adjectival 
morphology which in Danish covers number, gender and definiteness. Both in 
predicative and attributive position these adjectives agree with the kernel noun 
(37). Furthermore, a large group of these adjectives occur in synthetic (38) or 
periphrastic comparatives (39). 

(37) 'et stort hus' 
(a large house) 

'en stor mand' 
(a big man) 

'den store mand' 
(the big man) 
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(38) 'et st0rre hus' 
(a larger house) 

'det st0rste hus' 
(the largest house) 

(39) 'et formelt sp0rgsma.I' 
(a formal question) 

'et mere forrnelt sp0rgsmal' 
(a more formal question) 

'det mest formelle sp0rgsmal' 
(the most formal question) 

The other group covers verbal participles (present and past) which may also 
function as adjectives. For present participles there is no morphological marking 
of agreement with the noun. For past participles we find a reduced morphological 
marking only covering number and defmiteness. Finally, the participles only 
appear in the periphrastic comparative. 

It is a well known fact of Danish as well as other Germanic languages that the 
order of the adjectivals preceding the kernel noun is not completely arbitrary. 
Thus, Mikkelsen (1911 :600) notes that adjectives expressing size precede most 
other adjectives and that adjectives which are "close to the noun also in the mind" 
occur closest to the kernel. However, a complete account of the observable order 
restrictions on prenominal adjectives has not yet been worked out for Danish. 

Although sequences of adjectives consisting of more than 3 elements are rarely 
found in any corpus, it is possible to check out the underlying order by observing 
the order of two or three adjectives at the time as illustrated in ( 40): 

( 40) 'en stor md dansk ko' 
(a big red Danish cow) 

'*en md stor dansk ko' 
(a red big Danish cow) 

'*en dansk stor md ko' 
(a Danish big red cow) 

On the basis of these observations we may say that 'stor' precedes 'md' which 
precedes 'dansk'. By adding successively other adjectivals to the system and 
testing their linear position as in ( 41) it is possible gradually to disclose an 
underlying order of what turns out to be different adjectival classes. 
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(41) 'en velnreret dansk ko' 
(a well-nourished Danish cow) 

'*en dansk velnreret ko' 
(a Danish well-nourished cow) 

'en velnreret md ko' 
(a well-nourished red cow) 

'*en md velnreret ko' 
(a red well-nourished cow) 

'*en velnreret stor ko' 
(a well-nourished big cow) 

For Danish there evolves a system containing seven distinct classes of adjectives 
each defined by the linear position before the kernel noun as illustrated in table 
45. 

11 12 13 14 Is 16 17 I 
article extension subjective age shape colour objective origin kernel 

en 

en 

et 

et 

et 

et 

en 

en 

en 

evaluation 

stor velrueret 

smuk 

stort flot 

langt 

smukt gammelt 

god gammel 

lille grim 

fin gammel 

5 literal translations: 
1. a big well-nourished red Danish cow 
3. an imported French piece of furniture 
5. a long black table 
7. a god old Danish custom 
9. a nice old lady 

evaluation 

r0d dansk 

gr0n nyanlagt 

importeret fransk 

sort 

rundt 

dansk 

r0d 

Table 4 

2. a beautiful green newly-planted garden 
4. a big fancy house 

6. a beautiful old round table 
8. a small ugly red car 
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ko 

have 

m0bel 

hus 

bord 

bord 

skik 

bil 

dame 
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The table shows the linearisation convention for Danish prenominal adjectives 
and, furthermore, it shows that the different positions seem to correspond to 
distinct semantic classes of adjectives. Thus, position 1 contains adjectives 
expressing the extension or size of the referent, whereas position 2 expresses the 
subjective evaluation of the referent by the speaker. Positions 3, 4 and 5 cover 
age, shape and colour adjectives, whereas position 6 expresses a more objective 
description of the referent, typically verbal participles. Finally, position 7 contains 
adjectives describing the origin of the referent, typically adjectives referring to 
nationalities. In other languages such as German or Dutch we may also find 
adjectives describing the material of the noun (i.e. 'eisem' (made of iron), 'hOlzem' 
(made of wood). In Danish and English this type of information is expressed as 
a postnominal prepositional phrase and is not considered here. 

Another piece of evidence for the validity of the categorisations in table 4 is the 
fact that we :may coordinate elements of the same category by means of 
disjunction more easily than elements which belong to different categories: 

(42) 
'et stort eller lille bord' 
(a large or small table) 
'en gmn eller r0d kjole' 
(a green or red dress) 

'et dansk eller engelsk produkt' 
(a Danish or English product) 

'en smuk eller uplejet have' 
(a beautiful or badly-kept garden) 

'*et stort eller gr0nt bord' 
(a large or green table) 
'*en lang eller gr0n kjole' 

(a long or green dress) 

'*et godt eller dansk produkt' 
(a good or Danish product) 

'*en smuk eller gammel have' 
(a beautiful or old garden) 

Examples which appear to deviate from the linear order postulated in table 4 are 
cases where the adjectives in category 1 and 2 switch places i.e. subjective 
evaluation before extension as in (43): 

(43) 'en !s0d lille ldreng' 
(a nice little boy) 

However, in these cases we may note a different stress pattern where the displaced 
adjective is unstressed. In constructions following the proposed linearisation 
principle the adjectives receive equal stress as in (44): 

(44) 'en llille !s0d ldreng' 
(a little nice boy) 
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The examples in (43) and (44) have slightly different interpretations: in (43) the 
unstressed adjective is linked to the kernel noun as a kind of incorporation or 
collocation, i.e an idiosyncratic connection of the noun and the adjective. This 
interpretation may be supported by the fact that a similar construction with an 
antonym to the adjective is not possible: 

(45) '*en s0d stor dreng' 
(a nice big boy) 

A collocational binding between the adjective and the kernel noun cannot be 
observed in ( 45). 

Table 4 only provides a first tentative categorisation which was developed on 
the basis of 50 different adjectives. In order to provide a more comprehensive 
overview one would have to go through a much larger number of adjectives. 
Furthermore, for a complete picture of the modification possibilities (e.g. in order 
to make a comparison with other languages) one should also consider the possible 
postnominal modifiers. 

Although the categorisation of adjectives is far from complete the short 
description above is sufficient to illustrate how different senses of the kernel 
nouns may be distinguished on a distributional basis. The impact of these 
observations for the distinction of different senses of kernel nouns will be 
demonstrated in 4.4.3 below. 

4. The Relation of the Prenominal Proforms to Different Senses of the 
Kernel Noun 

In the following I will shortly illustrate how sense distinctions are related to the 
occurrence of different prenominal categories. To this end I have provided a first 
tentative format for a database for the description of nouns and nominal valency 
based on the coding format for verbs described in chapter 2 and on the 
investigation of the prenominal categories described in section 2 and 3 in this 
chapter. In section 4.1, I will give an overview of the categories which I believe 
are necessary for a distributionally based distinction of different senses of nouns. 
In 4.2. I will describe the distributional observations which can be made for each 
category. Finally, in section 4.3 I will exemplify the system by discussing the way 
senses can be distinguished for different types of nouns. 

4.1. An Outline of an OVD Database Entry for Nouns 
For the description of nouns, the information which must be provided is more 
complex than'that for the analysis of verbs. Deverbal nouns constitute the most 
complex case because one has to consider the prenominal categories, the valency 
elements as well as the relation to the base verb. Non-derived nouns can be 
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divided into two large groups: those with and those without valency elements. All 
of these can be analysed in the same structure. Deadjectivals, however, are not 
considered here since a coding format for the underlying adjectives is still under 
development (cf. Daugaard 1995). Although it is assumed that deverbal nouns to 
some extent may inherit the valency structure of the verb, this cannot be taken for 
granted (cf. chapter 3 section 2). One of the purposes of the development of a 
description format for nouns is to investigate more thoroughly to which degree 
there is a correspondence between the valency elements of the verb and the 
derived noun and whether any irregularities in this respect may be predicted by 
the underlying features of the verb. 

The first part of the description format comprises information about the 
valency elements of the noun. Next, certain alternation possibilities as well as the 
combinability with a number of prototypical support verbs are indicated. 
Subsequently, since noun phrases are proportional to pronominal forms these 
forms must be. indicated. Finally, the primary and secondary distinctive elements 
in different prenominal positions must be checked. 

An empty database record comprising all this is illustrated below: 
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Coding Format for the OVD-N: 
I. Main menu <valency elements associated with the kernel nounJ 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
a) hvem,mig,dig,hende,hvis,min,mit 

Example: 
0) noun: kernel noun 
1) Link.nr. 
2) derivation type: 4)morf: 

Submenu 
II. Alternations of valency elements: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

III. Support verbs: 
have - X har Y under I i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
~re -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

b) dem,os,vores 
c) hvad,denne her,dette her,disse her,dens 
d) hvad,det,dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden; hinandens 
r) sig;sin;sit 
t) pseudo 

3) derived from 
5) protected -
6) submenu 

7) comments 
8) delete 
9) quit 

IV. Preforms proportional to the kernel noun: 4.hvor meget 
a) hvem; han, ham; hun, hen de 
b) hvem; de, dem; vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad; disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad; de, de m 
h) hvor me get 
i) hvor mange 

V. Prenominal preforms of the kernel noun: 
1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t} 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t),gammel(t) 
1.5. gnm(t) 

4 .1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 
4.4. lidt 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. non-suspensives 
6.1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 

1.6. importeret 6.6. ingen/intet 
1.7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

3. hvis 
3.1. min/mit 
3.2. deres/jeres 
3.3. sin/sit 
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The first part of the record (cf. I) contains information about the valency elements 
associated with the kernel noun. Compared to the records in the OVD-V the 
number of paradigms in the OVD-N have been extended to comprise genitive 
(POs/Pls) and prepositional (PPO/PPI) realisations of the corresponding PO and 
PI slots of the verb (cf. chapter 3 section 2). However, if both paradigms are 
possible, they are always in complementary distribution. This observation forms 
the basis of the description of the alternation possibilities (cf. II) since not all 
nouns allow alternations of these slots. 

The preforms and sentential complements which occur in each paradigm, i.e. 
a-t have only been slightly modified compared to the OVD-V, i.e. the genitive 
forms have replaced the nominative forms. In a), the forms 'hvis, min, mit' 
(whose, mine) have been added, in b) 'vores' (our) is considered sufficient, in c) 
and d) we find the forms 'dens, dets' (its) and in q) and r) the genitive reciprocal 
and genitive reflexive forms have been added. Reflexives and pseudo elements are 
not likely to occur with the types of derivations described in chapter 3 section 2, 
i.e. agentis, actionis, patientis and acti, but the reflexive may occur with other 
nominalisation types like the so-called kentaur-nominalisation (Hansen & Heltoft 
1994). It seems to me that this observation supports the assumption that these 
nominalisations are more verb-like than the others, as illustrated in (46) and (47). 

( 46) 'hans venden sig' 
(his turning (himself) around ) 

(47) '*hans vending afsig' 
(his turn of himself) 

As in the OVD-V there is a list of possible prepositions which may introduce the 
paradigms of the prepositional complements. 

Below the paradigm grid, a number of book keeping functions keep track of 
exemplification, the actual form which is to be described (0), the linked readings 
of the noun (1), the type of derivation (2), the derivational morpheme (4) as well 
as the form and the reading number of the base verb as described in the OVD-V 
(3). The other functions are identical to those ofthe OVD-V records described in 
chapter 2 except for the sub-menu ( 6) which is displayed below the main menu 
(cf. II-V ofthe coding format). 

4.2. Distributional Tests for Nouns in the OVD-N 
The distributional observations made in the main menu are quite similar to the 
ones made for verbs and have been described in detail in chapter 2. The 
adaptations necessary for the valency elements of the derived noun have been 
described in chapter 3 section 2. Therefore I will focus on the observations 
registered in the sub-menu (6) where prodeterminers play an important part. 

4.2.1. Nominal Alternation Possibilities 
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The registration of alternation possibilities (cf. section II of the coding format) 
comprises only two constructions, but further alternation possibilities may be 
identified during the coding process as has been the case for verbs. The 
descriptive principles for these alternations are a subset of the principles described 
for verbs, i.e. the correspondence of proforms in the alternating slots and a 
relation of entailment between the two constructions. 

4.2.1.1. POs/PPO alternation 
The first alternation is POs - PPO, i.e. the same paradigm may occur either in 
prenominal position as the genitive or in postnominal position as a prepositional 
phrase as illustrated below. 

(48) 

(49) 

'Jeg sa hans (POs) chef 
(I saw his boss) 

'Jeg sa afdelingens(POs) chef -
(I saw the department's head) -

'* Jeg sa chefen for ham (PPO)' 
(*I saw the boss of him) 

'Jeg sa chefen for afdelingen (PPO)' 
(I saw the head of the department) 

The lack of POs/PPO alternation in ( 48) indicates that we are dealing with a 
relation which is different from the relation in ( 49), i.e. that being the boss or 
employer of someone is different from being the head of a department, and thus 
we may have a motivation to distinguish two senses6

• 

4.2.1.2. Pls/PPl alternation 
The P1s-PP1 alternation concerns what is traditionally labelled as the objective 
genitive, i.e. a paradigm corresponding to the P1 paradigm of the base verb 
occurring in either prenominal or postnominal position7

• 

6 Note that Danish does not expose the same semantic constraints 
regarding the prenominal and postnominal genitive as English where inanimate 
nouns typically occur as postnominal of-genitives. Furthermore, the postnominals 
are introduced by a less restricted set of prepositions in Danish whereas 'of seems 
to be the only preposition in English. 

7 There is a clear preference in Danish for placing the valency element 
corresponding to the PO of the base verb in the prenorninal position, especially 
when both the PO and the P 1 of the base verb are expressed. Although Mikkelsen 
(1911: 165) mentions the example 'blomsternes vanding af gartneren' (the flowers' 
watering by the gardener) where the valency element corresponding to the P1 of 
the base verb is in prenominal position, he also notes that this is quite unusual 
(Mikkelsen 1911: 168). It seems that for some nouns a preference to place the PO 
in prenominal position also may also be observed if the P1 is not expressed. 
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(50) 'Vi forhindrede (P1s) dommens afsigelse' 
(We impeded the verdict's pronouncement) 

'Vi forhindrede afsigelsen af dommen (PP1)' 
(We impeded the pronouncement of the verdict) 

(51) '*Vi forhindrede husets bygning' 
(We impeded the houses building) 

'Vi forhindrede bygningen af huset' 
(We impeded the building of the house) 

Some nouns seem to accept both constructions (50) whereas others (51) accept 
only one. The investigation of alternation possibilities is difficult if the noun is not 
placed in a verbal context, i.e. a clause. This brings up the problem of specifying 
what the verbal context may be. We can observe that the construction possibilities 
are different with respect to alternation depending on whether the noun occurs in 
predicative or in non-predicative position. This is obvious when we compare the 
examples in (52) with those in ( 48). 

(52) 'Han er chef for ham 
(He is the boss of him 

'Hun er mor til ham 
(She is mother ofhim 

Han er hans chef 
He is his boss) 

Hun er hans mor' 
She is his mother) 

As noted by Delsing (1993), the predicative position poses different restrictions 
on the noun phrase than those observed for the argument positions, which leads 
him to define the predicative position as a non-argument position. De ling's 
reflections are based on the observation of constraints on determination. These 
constraints are also observable in the examples discussed above as the kernel noun 
in (48) (argument position) must have a determiner whereas in (52) (non
argument position) the determiner is not possible as illustrated in (53) : 

(53) '*Jeg' sa chef for ham' 
(*I saw boss of him) 

?'Han er chefen for ham'8 

8 The ? indicates that the sentence is correct if we give it a different 
interpretation such as He is the person who is regarded as the boss by him. 
However, this interpretation is ruled out as an alternation since the two sentences 
are not related by entailment: The person who is regarded as the boss by John is 
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?(He is the boss for him) 

?'Hun er moren til harn'9 

?(She is the mother to him) 

It may turn out to be necessary to add for the description of alternation 
possibilities a note on the type of verb which has been used in the alternation. 

4.2.2. Support Verb Constructions 
Support verb constructions are tested in section Ill of the coding format. As 
discussed in chapter 2 certain types of nouns may combine with certain types of 
verbs, i.e. support verbs, to form a complex predicator. The number of support 
verbs is limited whereas the number of nouns is relatively large. In some types of 
support verb constructions we may observe the same constraints on the 
determination of the noun as in predicative constructions. The list of support verbs 
in the present version of the coding format is not exhaustive as this area is still 
under investigation. For this first sketch of the database record, I have chosen the 
most frequent verbs and those which allow the most varied construction 
possibilities and thus, the list is not exhaustive. 

(54) a. 'Lregen har patienten under/iltil behandling' 
(Lit: The doctor has the patient under/in/to treatment; 

i.e. the doctor is treating the patient medically) 

b. 'Lregen tager patienten under/iltil behandling' 
(The doctor takes the patient into treatment) 

c. 'Patienten !ar behandling' 
(The patient receives treatment) 

d. 'Patienten kommer under/iltil behandling' 
(The patient comes into treatment) 

e. 'Patienten er under/iltil behandling' 
(The patient is in treatment) 

It is assumed that first and foremost actionis nominalisations may occur with 
support verbs (cf. N0hr Pedersen (1993). However, not all support verbs are 

not necessarily Johns boss. 

9 The ? indicates that such constructions may be found in childrens' 
language. 
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possible with all actionis nouns, and thus the distribution of support verbs may 
turn out as a distinctive criterion. In this investigation, however, support verbs 
have not been used as the only criterion for making sense distinction and their 
occurrence is mainly registered in order to provide additional evidence and to 
prepare the ground for future studies. 

4.2.3. Proforms Associated with the Noun Phrase 
In section IV of the coding format, the pro forms proportional to the kernel noun 
are registered. In principle, these forms should be a subset of the ones which 
appear in the pronominal paradigms of the verbal valency slots. The pro forms in 
the verbal valency slots are either proreferents or prosyntagms and may be other 
than nominal constituents, i.e. SBARs, PPs and ADVPs, and thus the number of 
possible forms is reduced. On the other hand a number of preforms have been 
added to cater for morphological variation. This opens the possibility to select 
more than one preform, e.g. a plural and a singular form, but implies that some 
of the paradigms are mutually exclusive. Thus, the paradigms a and b exclude the 
other paradigms except i, whereas d and g exclude h. Furthermore, h and i exclude 
each other. A noun coded as proportional to both a)' hvem, han' (who, he) and c) 
'hvad, denne her' (what, this one) would be a contradiction, since this would 
describe something which is both human and non-human. Because of the gender 
and number difference the paradigms c to g are necessary. The pro forms listed in 
b, d and/or e are selected if the noun may occur in the plural form whereas and 
hand/or i are selected for uncountable and countable nouns, respectively. This 
means that up to five different paradigms may be selected. 

A plurale tantum noun like 'penge' (money) would be described as proportional 
to d) 'hvad, disse her' (what, these ones), g) 'hvad, de, dem' (what, they, them) and 
i)' hvor mange' (how many). This would correspond to the features -human, 
+concrete, +plural, +countable10• A mass noun like 'sand' (sand) would be 
associated with the forms c) 'hvad, dette her' (what this), e) 'hvad, det' (what, it) 
and h) 'hvor meget' (how much), corresponding to the features -human, +concrete, 
-plural, -countable. A noun like 'chef (boss) would be associated with the features 
a) 'hvem, han' (who, he), b) 'hvem, de' (who, they) and i)' hvor mange' (how 
many), i.e. +human +concrete, ±plural, +countable. 

Some nouns with different senses may be distinguished already at this point 
For instance, for the noun 'fisk' (fish) we can identify two senses, one for the noun 
denoting a single instance of the class, i.e. an individual: fisk_l, and one for the 
noun denoting the class: fisk_ 2. This distinction cannot be established for strictly 
countable nouns like 'avis' (newspaper) or strictly uncountable nouns like 'mrelk' 
(milk) as illustrated in (55). 

10 Although the sequences 'en penge, to penge, tre penge .. .'(one money, 
two money, three money ... ) are not acceptable the noun still complies with the 
other prodeterminers in the paradigm, e.g. 'mange' (many) and ':fa' (few). 
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(55) 

a b c d e 
+hum +hum +cone +cone -hum 
-plu +plu -plu +plu +ne ut 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

(56) a 'Jeg ser fisken/den/denne her' 
(I see the fish/it/this one) 

f 
-hum 
+corn 

+ 

+ 

+ 

b 'Jeg ser fiskene/dem/disse herlhvor mange' 
(I see the fish/them/these ones/how many) 

c 'Jeg ser noget fisk/det/dette her/hvor meget' 
(I see some fish/it/this one/how much) 

(57) a 'Jeg ser en avis/den/denne her' 
(I see a newspaper/it/this one) 

g 
-hum 
+plur 

+ 

+ 

b 'Jeg ser aviseme/dem/disse her/hvor mange' 
(I see the newspapers/them/these ones/how many) 

c '* Jeg ser noget avis/det/dette herlhvor meget' 11 

(I see some newspaper/it/this one/how) 

h l 

-count +count 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

11 There are cases where countable nouns like 'avis' (newspaper) and 
'fjemsyn' (tv) can be combined with mass quantifiers like 'lidt' (a little) or 'noget' 
(some) as in: 

(1) 'Far du lrest noget avis?' (Are you reading some newspaper?) 
(2) 'Han sa lidt fjernsyn' (He was watching a bit oftv). 

This possibility is restricted to incorporation constructions (cf. chapter 2). 
Although the quantifier syntactically modifies the noun, it modifies the whole 
predication, i.e. in (2) the quantifier does not refer to the size of the tv-set but to 
the period of time in which the event took place. 
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(58) a 'Jeg drikker mrelken/den/denne her' 
(I drink the milk/it/this one) 

b 'Jeg drikker noget mrelk/det/dette herlhvor meget' 
(I drink some milk/it/this one/how much) 

c '* Jeg drikker mrelkene/dern/disse herlhvor mange12
' 

(I drink the milks/them/these ones/how many) 

In the examples above I have chosen countable and uncountable (mass) nouns 
with the common gender in order to avoid confusion. The neuter gender is often 
associated with mass expressions as obvious from (56)c, where a neuter preform 
may be used to refer to the mass NP although the gender of the noun is common. 
This type of reference is not possible with countable nouns in the common gender 
(57)c. Consequently, the traditional distinction between countable and 
uncountable nouns corresponds to distributional differences with regard to the 
proportional preforms. For the noun 'fisk' in (56) a-c we can observe that it 
follows the pattern of both basic types which I take as a first indication for making 
a sense distinction. These observations could be used as a starting point for a fine 
grained semantic classification of simple nouns (cf. Wierzbicka 1996:38lff.). 
Nouns like 'fisk' as well 'b0f (beef), 'kylling' (chicken), 'ost' (cheese), etc. belong 
to a specific class of nouns which is reflected in their syntactic behaviour. The 
prenominal proforms also support this intuition. This is elaborated in the last part 
of the coding format. 

4.2.4. Prenominal Proforms 
The combinability of the kernel noun with the prenominal pro forms is tested in 
section IV of the coding format. The properties of the prenominal pro forms have 
been discussed in the previous sections and the coding format contains the 6 
prenominal categories established so far. For each noun sense it is checked 
whether it is compatible in some context with a representative set of the 
prenominal preforms. For adjectives and non-suspensives all possible 
subcategories have been included whereas for each of the other types a smaller set 
was chosen. Whether this set is fully representative and contains all the necessary 
forms remains to be investigated. As experienced during the development of the 
coding format for verbs small adjustments must be envisaged. 

In particular for the adjectives there are a number of open questions. Clearly, 
the adjectives chosen for the coding format are not compatible with all nouns and 
some of them will be rejected due to restrictions of a different type, i.e world 

12 Note that especially nouns denoting certain types of liquids may also be 
used as referring to a portion of the liquid in a standard container: 'han drak en 
mrelk' (he drank a (bottle of) milk), and in that case they are countable. 
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knowledge13
• What should be checked is whether there are compatible adjectives 

for each subclass. Considering the fact that this would involve checking the 
compatibility of some 10050 adjectives14 this is a rather cumbersome task. Once 
a larger number of nouns has be described by means of this format, there may 
emerge a relevant group of adjectives which are more frequently used than others. 
One way of collecting such data would be to ask the dictionary coder to fill in the 
adjectives in each group which were found compatible with the noun in question. 

4.3. Sense Distinctions in the OVD-N 
In the following I will describe selected nouns in order to illustrate how sense 
distinctions can be handled on the basis of the OVD-N format. I have tested four 
basic types of nouns which are traditionally divided into different subtypes: 

1. Deverbal nouns: 'behandler' (doctor) (agentis), 'behandling' (treatment) 
(actionis), 'behandlede' (treated) (patientis),' behandling' (treatment) (acti). 

2. Relational nouns: 'far' (father) 'chef (boss) 

3. Partitives: 'afsnit' (section) 'gruppe' (group). 

4. Simple nouns: 'hus' (house) (artefact), 'kage' (cake) (artefact),' trre' (tree) 
(natural kind), 'nrese' (nose) (body part), 'tid' (time) (abstract). 

The full OVD-N descriptions of these nouns can be seen in appendix 5. 
In the following I will step through these descriptions and extract the most 

interesting observations. The first question which I shall approach is whether the 
distributional data collected in the coding format is related in a systematic way to 
the traditional categorisations made above, i.e can we establish distributional 
patterns which are characteristic for the different types of nouns? The second 
question is whether the distributional data allow us to discover sense distinctions 
within these categories. 

Characteristics ofbasic categories: 

1. Deverbal nouns 

13 The most obvious examples occur with the colour adjectives. In the 
coding format 'green' is the only option. If'green' is not compatible with the noun 
in question due to the fact that the entity to which the noun refers, e.g.' horse', 
cannot be green we still accept an adjective of type 1.5 because other colours 
match. Only if the noun in question cannot occur with any colour adjective, e.g. 
'idea', we would say that this type is not compatible. 

14 This is the number we find in Retskrivningsordbogen (1991) 
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For regular derivations we can establish relations to verb senses in the OVD-V 
and specify the relevant derivational morpheme. Furthermore, many deverbal 
nouns have valency-bound constituents (cf. chapter 3 section 2) which appear in 
the paradigm grid of the main menu (i.e. section I of the coding format. For the 
exemplification I have chosen the verb 'behandle' (treat) and its nominal 
derivations. The descriptions in appendix 5 include the following senses15

: 

noun sense number gloss derivation type base verb sense example 

behandler 1 doctor agentis behandle 62 Dels fuppes - -
behandleme til at 
k0be udstyr ... 
(BGHIBLAD93 .88) 

behandling_1 medical actionis behandle 62 .. behandling af ofre 

treatment for bilulykker. .. 

(BGH!bog 194.87) 

behandling_ 2 handling actionis behandle 64 .. politiets behandling 
af drengens sag ... 

(BGH!avis43.89) 

behandling_ 3 moral actionis behandle 63 .. avisens behandling 

treatment af Jesse Jackson ... 
(BGH!avis07 .88) 

behandlede 1 patient patientis behandle 62 I lregens forskning 
-

indgik et interview 
med den behandlede 

behandlede 2 subject patientis behandle 64 Partiet afviste at 
diskuterede det 
behandlede pany. 

behandling_4 cure acti behandle 62 .. en behandling mod -
smitsom 
leverbetrendelse .. 
(BGH!avis07 .89) 

The base verbs have the senses: treat medically (behandle _ 62), handle 
administratively (behandle_64) and treat morally (behandle_63). Only 
behandle_62 allows four derivation types, whereas behandle_63 allows orily one: 

15 Translations of examples: 
1. Partly, the doctors are tricked into buying equipment .. 
2 ... treatment of victims of car crashes .. 

3 ... the police's treatment of the boys case .. 
4 ... the newspapers' treatment of Jesse Jackson ... 
5 ... an interview with the patient was part of the doctors research .. 
6. The party rejected to discuss the subject again .. 

7 ... a cure for an infectious hepatic disease .. 
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namely actionis norninalisation. The lexical descriptions in appendix 5 show that 
the different senses of the nouns which are derived by the same derivational 
morpheme, '-(n)ing', are reflected in the distributional patterns of each sense. 
First and foremost we may observe that the actionis and acti senses of'behandling' 
may be distinguished on the basis of the proportional proforms. Common gender 
actionis nouns seem to be proportional to both the neuter and the common form 
as illustrated in: 

(59) 
'Man diskuterede lregens behandling_l af patienten/ det! den' 
(They discussed the doctors treatment of the patientlit_cornlit_neut) 

Proforms proportional to common gender acti nominalisations tend to agree with 
their lexicalisations: 

(60) 
'Man diskuterede den nye behandling_ 4 mod krreft/den/?det' 
(They discussed the new treatment for cancer/it_corn!?it_neut) 

The ? indicates that I am not sure that this criterion is completely reliable and 
probably, the verb test described in chapter 3 section 2 seems to be a better 
indicator. The sense distinction is further motivated by the fact that behandling_ 4 
has a different valency pattern than behandling_l. Within the group of actionis 
nominalisations the valency pattern is the strongest indicator for the distinction 
of senses. Only behandling_l allows the addition of a third valency element: 
'for/mod det'. By the same procedure as demonstrated for the base verbs, 
behandling_3 and behandling_2 may be distinguished on the basis of the 
pronominal paradigms in the valency slots where behandling_3 allows forms with 
the features . +human +concrete and behandling 2 allows only +abstract. 

. -
Furthermore, behandling_3 does not have alternation of the Pis and the PPI slots 
which is possible for behandling_ 2: 

( 61) 'behandlingen _ 2 af forslaget!forslagets behandling_ 2' 
(the treatment of the proposal/the proposal's treatment) 

'behandlingen _3 af sekretreren/* sekretrerens behandling_ 3 '16 

(the treatment ofthe secretary/*the secretary's treatment) 

Finally, behandling_3 has a much more restricted set ofprenominal forms as it 
allows only adjectives of type 1.1. and 1.6 and the possessive. 

16 It should be noted that this sequence is not incorrect as such, but it brings 
to mind a different sense, namely behandling_l. 
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One last interesting observation is the distribution of the support verb group. 
Here the distinctions between the different senses come out clearly: Behandling_1 
allows all support verbs. Behandling_ 2 allows all support verbs except ':fa'. 
Behandling_3 allows only ':fa' but has an obligatory indefinite article and 
obligatory modification. 

The two senses of the patient nominalisation are distinguished by the 
difference in the proportional proforms (cf. section IV of the coding format). The 
forms associated with the feature +human ('hvem, han . .'(who, he ... )) as well as 
+countable ('hvor mange' (how many)) are proportional to behandlede _1, whereas 
the forms associated with the feature +abstract ('hvad, det' (what, it)) and -
countable ('hvor meget' (how much)) are proportional to behandlede 2. 
Furthermore, behandlede _ 2 does not allow premodification, whereas 
behandlede _1 allows modification in group 5 and 6 (ordinary and universal 
quantification) (cf. section V of the coding format). 

2. Relational Nouns 
Although the deverbal nouns discussed above could also be classified as a subset 
of the relational nouns, I have chosen to consider only those nouns as relational 
nouns which are not deverbal but nevertheless have incorporated into their 
meaning one or several other elements17

• For the exemplification I have.chosen 
the nouns 'far' (father) and 'chef (boss). Whereas for 'far' only one sense could be 
identified, 'chef'seems to occur in two distinguishable senses as already illustrated 
in ( 48) and ( 49). As obvious from the descriptions in appendix 5 chef_ 1, i.e. in the 
sense of 'boss' only occurs with a human POs, whereas chef 2, i.e. in the sense of 
'head' only occurs with a concrete or abstract POs alternating with PPO. With 
regard to all other criteria the two senses behave identically. 

3. Partitive Nouns 
As mentioned in section 1 partitive nouns in Danish may occur in prenominal 
position without being marked for the genitive case18

• Quite a number of them 
may occur in postnominal position introduced by the partitive preposition 'af' 
(of). For the exemplification I have chosen the nouns 'afsnit' (section) which 
cannot occur as a prenominal quantifier and 'gruppe' (group) which may occur in 

17 For nouns the distinction between valency-bound and non-bound 
elements is even more difficult to maintain than for verbs, since all nominal 
complements are optional. A strategy for verbs based on frequency of pronominal 
forms was introduced in chapter 1 and I assume that a similar strategy could be 
employed for relational nouns. 

18 Note that we also have a small group of partitive nouns in the genitive 
in Danish occurring in expressions such as: 'en dags tid' (a day's time) 'et ars l0n' 
(a year's salary). This group will not be considered here. 
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prenominal as well as in postnominal position. I have not as yet encountered 
different senses of the nouns within this group which is quite consistent since they 
all express the same thing, namely the quantification of some part of a larger 
entity19

. 

The most interesting feature of the partitive nouns is the fact that they are 
transparent with regard to adjectival modification. The examples below show that 
the selectional restrictions are not established between the adjective and the 
partitive noun but between the adjective and the PP1 following the partitive noun, 
which indicates that the PP 1 is the semantic head of the phrase. 

(62) 'et nybygget afsnit afhospitalet' 
(a newly built section of the hospital) 

(63) 'et velfungerende afsnit afhospitalet' 

but not: 

(a well-functioning section of the hospital) 

'et gammelt afsnit afhospitalet' 
(an old section of the hospital) 

'et dansk afsnit afbogen' 
(a Danish section of the book) 

'et velskrevet afsnit afbogen' 
(a well-written section of the book) 

'et inspirerende afsnit afbogen' 
(an inspiring section of the book) 

' 

'*et velskrevet afsnit afhospitalet' 
(*a well written section of the hospital) 

'*et nybygget afsnit afbogen' 
(*a newly build section of the book) 

For the prenominal group we can identify two alternative positions of the 
adjective: either preceding the quantifier or the head noun. 

19 However, there may be different senses of these nouns found in some 
of the other noun classes. Thus, I would consider the noun 'gruppe' in the sense 
of 'orchestra' as a separate sense and classify it as a simple noun because in this 
sense it does not expose the same characteristics as the partitive sense. 
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( 64) 'en rasende gruppe mennesker' 
(a furious group of people) 

(65) 'en gruppe rasende mennesker' 
(a group of furious people) 

In the examples above the partitive noun is transparent, i.e. the adjective is only 
restricted by the kernel noun and the two expression are very close in meaning. 
This property distinguishes the class of partitive nouns clearly from other nouns. 
However, ifthe adjective is oftype 1.2., 1.3. and 1.4. such an interpretation is not 
always possible: 

( 66) 'en stor gruppe mennesker' 
(a large group of people) 

(67) (en gruppe store mennesker) 
(a group oflarge people) 

In (66) the adjective modifies the partitive noun whereas in (67) the adjective 
modifies the kernel noun. 

4. Simple nouns 
Simple nouns are characterised by the fact that they do not behave like the other 
categories. They rarely associate any valency elements, and thus the paradigm 
grid of the main menu is mostly empty. The descriptions in appendix 5 offer the 
following senses: 

hus 1 
trre 1 
trre 2 
kage_1 
kage_2 
nrese 1 

=house 
= tree (individual) 
= wood (class) 
= cake (individual) 
= cake (class) 
=nose 

For simple concrete nouns denoting individuals like hus _1, trre _1, kage_1 and 
nrese_1 we observe the same distribution of preforms. Almost anything goes 
except for determiners which are blocked due to the count/mass distinction i.e. the 
prenominal paradigm of 'hvor meget' as well as the quantifier 'al' are not 
acceptable. Simple concrete nouns denoting a class or material like trre_2 and 
kage_2 behave differently due the count/mass distinction. Here adjectives 
denoting extension (1.2), certain determiners of identifications, i.e. 'furste' as well 
as the countable quantifiers are ruled out for both nouns. 

For simple abstract nouns like 'tid' the picture is much more complicated since 
at least 7 different senses may be distinguished. 
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= appointment 
= period length 
=period point (unique) 
= time system 
= period measure 

-proportionality 
-proportionality 
-proportionality 

(68) 
tid 1 
tid 2 
tid 3 
tid 4 
tid 5 
tid 6 
tid 7 

=period point (repetitive) -proportionality 
= period length 

The identified senses are exemplified in (69) to (75): 

(69) 'Jeg har :faet en ny tid_1/den' 
(I have made a new appointment) 

(70) 'Reparationen tager/varer i lang tid_2/*den!*detlhvor lrenge' 
(The repair takes a long time) 

(71) 'Den stammer fra H. C. Andersens tid 3/*den/*det/hvomar' 
(This dates back to the period ofHans Christian Andersen) 

(72) 'Klokken er 7 mellemeuropreisk tid _ 4/*den/*det' 
(It is 7 o'clock Middle European Time) 

(73) 'Han forbedrede sin tid 5/den/*det med 5 sekunder' 
(He improved his time/speed with 5 seconds) 

(74) 'Sa er det tid 6/*den/*det' 
(Now it is time (its about time)) 

(75) 'Jeg har tid_7 nu!*denldet' 
(I have time now) 

In parallel to the verb analysis presented in chapter 2, we could state that only the 
senses tid_1, tid_5 and tid_7 should be registered as full noun entries, since they 
do have proportional nominal proforms. Tid_2 and tid_3 can be distinguished 
because they occur in proportionality relations at a different level, since they are 
proportional to prosyntagms and not to proreferents. I.e. tid _ 2 corresponds to 
'hvor lrenge' (how long) and tid_3 corresponds to 'hvomar' (when). Furthermore, 
tid_3 allows more forms in the prenominal field especially from group 2 and 3 
which are not possible with tid_2. Tid_ 4 is merely appositional and has obligatory 
modification with adjectives from group 1.7. Tid_6 does not allow prenominal 
modification except 'h0jeste' (highest). Tid_7 has a larger range ofprenominal 
modifiers and seems to allow a prepositional complement introduced by 'til' (to). 
In contrast to tid _1 and tid _ 5, tid _7 is also proportional to the neuter pro forms and 
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behaves like a mass noun whereas tid _1 and tid _ 5 appear in the common gender 
and are countable. 

Tid_1 and tid_5 both may occur in the plural and are proportional to proforms 
associated with the feature -human (cf. f, g and i in section IV of the coding 
format) and at first glance they are quite similar. To me, tid_1 is also associable 
with the feature +concrete, i.e. proportional to 'hvad denne her, disse her' (what, 
this one, these ones), but this is not a sufficiently clear criterion and should be 
supported by other observations. In section V of the coding format for tid_5 in 
appendix 5, we may observe that the noun may be combined with adjectives 
denoting extension, here taken in the broad sense as extension in time, such as 
'hurtig' (quick) and 'langsom' (slow), i.e. adjectives from group 1.2, preferably in 
the superlative: 'hans hurtigste tid' (his quickest time). This is not possible for 
tid _1. This observation is consistent with the informal semantic description given 
above where tid _ 5 denotes a span of time whereas tid _1 denotes a point in time. 
However, this line of reasoning also discloses some of the present shortcomings 
of the coding format, namely the fact that a complete classification of the 
prenominal adjectives is not as yet available. 

5. Conclusion 
In this section I have shown how nouns can be described and classified and how 
noun senses can be distinguished on the basis of a distributional analysis of the 
prenominal proforms along the lines of the P A. Although the results produced 
here only cover a few examples, there has been no indication so far that it would 
not be worth while to continue along these lines. Obviously, the noun classes 
which have been discussed are not based on the P A but have been taken from 
traditional classifications. Once a larger set of nouns has been investigated, it will 
probably be possible to identify other classes and subclasses on a more solid 
basis. 

As mentioned in the introduction my aim has not been to give a complete 
account of all the features of the prenominal group. The coding format presented 
will probably need modification and additional information. The most important 
thing was to establish whether a distributional tool could be developed for nouns 
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Conclusion 

In this dissertation, I have presented the Pronominal Approach and suggested how 
it can be applied to lexical description, exemplified in a valency dictionary for 
Danish verbs, the OVD. I have provided an analysis of selected aspects of the 
Danish language: first and foremost verbal valency, verb typology and sense 
distinctions for verbs. Subsequently, I have investigated whether the methodology 
developed for verbs could also be applied to nouns. 

The P A was chosen and preferred to other approaches because it met 
in the most convincing way the demands for consistency and completeness 
which must be met if a dictionary is to be used both for human inspection and 
natural language processing. It was found that the P A enhances the possibility 
of reaching a consensus on the lexical description which is essential in large 
applications. The demand for consistency is met by the P A by means of a strict 
adherence to distributional observations, while completeness is achieved through 
the observation of pronominal forms in the valency slots of the verbs. Since 
preforms are taken to stand in a constant relation of proportionality to non
pronominal lexical entities, it is assumed that the description of the valency 
elements made on the basis of the pronominal paradigms can be directly 
extrapolated to the rest of the lexical material which may occur in the valency 
slots. By means of the P A we can describe the core combinatory potential of the 
valency kernel and separate this from other more or less idiosyncratic 
properties. Although the problems of personal evaluation and intuition cannot 
be overcome completely, the P A minimises the risk for inter- and intra-coder 
inconsistency considerably. 

Since the P A is based on a thorough analysis of the pronominal 
inventory of a language, the first step in the adaptation of the P A was to 
investigate the pronominal system of Danish with regard to the features that 
could be extracted from the pronominal forms. This has lead to a quite 
comprehensive study of the referential potential of Danish pro forms. The 
second step of the adaptation process consists of the determination of the 
information categories necessary for the description of the combinatory potential 
of Danish verps. The valency patterns turned out to play a prominent role in the 
distinction of verb senses and now serve as the basis of the verb description in 
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theOVD. 
In order to determine whether the lexical descriptions made on the 

basis of the P A could provide interesting insights in other related areas, two 
case studies were made, one on verb alternations (linked constructions) in 
relation to verb classification (cf. chapter 3 .1) and one on the relation between 
verb features and deverbal nouns (cf. chapter 3.2). Each of these studies 
showed, that the lexical descriptions provided in the OVD are a useful starting 
point for further studies. The investigation of alternation patterns for verbs 
involving inalienable possession showed that this class of verbs can be delimited 
on the basis of their syntactic properties from other verbs and that a clear 
subcategorisation of these verbs in distinct semantic classes can be provided on 
a strictly distributional basis. The investigation of deverbal nouns showed that 
apparent irregularities in the valency patterns of deverbal nouns can be 
predicted from the features of the underlying verb sense. Although it cannot be 
predicted with absolute certainty which types of nominal derivations (i.e. 
agentis, actions, patientis and acti) are realised of a given base verb sense, a 
general pattern can be detected as certain feature combinations observed for the 
base verb are more likely to eo-occur with certain nominalisation types than 
with others. 

Finally, an investigation of the feature system of the prenominal 
categories was provided in order to establish a distributional basis for the 
distinction of noun senses and different classes of nouns. Although it is only a 
first step towards the establishment of a descriptive format for noun valency 
parallel to the format of the OVD for verbs, and although the distributional tests 
for nouns seem to be more difficult to apply, this investigation provides a good 
starting point for further research in this field. 

Looking back at the different topics treated in this dissertation one might 
ask why I have chosen to cover so many aspects in stead of going into depth with 
one specific area, such as either verb alternations or derived nouns. To me it was 
important to get a grasp of the P A and its potential as a whole and to discover the 
implications ofTogebys view oflanguage as a network. I think that the choice of 
the broader perspective is essential if one is to assess the applicability of a method 
such as the P f). to the description of a new language. 

It may be argued against the investigations described in this thesis that 
distributional analysis has been around and been used for ages and that 
distributional analyses as such add little to what is already known about language. 
It seems to me however that the notion of proportionality as well as the 
establishment and systematic utilisation of the pronominal paradigms add a 
dimension to distributional analysis which has not been fully recognised as yet 
and which opens new perspectives for language description. 

It may also be argued that a method originally developed for the 
description of French verbs and with its point of departure in lexical material (i.e. 
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at the expression level) rather than in more abstract semantic notions (i.e. at the 
content level) cannot be adapted in a straight forward manner to another language 
which offers a different set oflexical entities as the basis for the description. From 
the outset the PA is strictly monolingual. For each language it has to be 
demonstrated how the closed class elements of this language can be identified and 
described in terms of syntactico-sematic features, and how this description can 
be applied to the analysis of verbal, nominal or adjectival valency and used to 
distinguish different word senses. Thus, a successful adaptation of the results for 
French to Danish cannot be expected, and consequently, has not been attempted. 

The questions whether the features derived on the basis of the P A or a 
subset thereof can be regarded as universal has not been addressed in this 
dissertation. However, if one can identify the basic mechanisms employed for 
distinguishing word senses using the same methodology across different 
languages, these mechanisms will be comparable and such a comparison may 
provide interesting results. Furthermore, in recent proposals for semantic primes 
and universals (Wierzbicka 1996) forms like 'I', 'You', 'someone', 'something', 
'this', 'when', .. 'where', 'some', 'more' etc. have been suggested as semantic 
primitives on the basis of evidence of the use of the pronominal forms in many 
different languages, and it seems that if linguistic entities can be considered 
semantic primes at all, pronouns certainly are good candidates. By comparing the 
descriptions of the pronominal system provided for French, Dutch, Russian, 
Chinese and Danish on the basis of the P A, such a hypothesis could be further 
substantiated. 

The P A has been most thoroughly investigated with regard to a 
description of the valency of verbs and its applicability in this area is well 
attested. Other areas such as verb typology and classification, and the valency and 
sense distinction of nouns have not been described thoroughly before and the 
ideas put forward in this thesis are only a first step on the way. The results 
presented in chapter 3 however are encouraging and a study of these areas on the 
basis of a larger set of words is an obvious topic for future research. The work 
done on verb alternations and linked constructions seems to be the most 
promising because a very clear verb classification has been obtained. 

The investigation of the prenominal categories and their relation to noun 
senses is the most difficult and least thoroughly investigated part and it seems to 
me that although interesting insights have been gained it will be necessary to 
await the results of further investigations including the development of a database 
for a larger number of nouns before general conclusions can be drawn. 
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Appendix 1: 
Dictionary Entries of the Verb ~fylde' (to fill) 
Nudansk Ordbog: 

fyld -et ell. (sjreld.) -en. uden plur. (afl. af fylde 
11) bruge Jjer til f. i dyner; overf. ralen bestod 
mest af f. ::>: ligegyldigheder, som kun skal 
fylde op. - fylde I -n, uden plur. (f.:ellesgerm.: 
oldnord. fyl/a, en g. fill. tysk jiil/e; afl. af fuld; 
jf. fyldest. fyldig) en sremme med f. og vel· 
klang; - tidens f. Uf. Gal. 4.4) egl. 'det, at 
tiden er blevet fuld' ::>: moden; det rette tids· 
punkt;- fylde Il -te; -ing. -ning (frellesgerm.: 
oldnord. Jylla. eng. fill. tysk JWien; afl. af 
fuld) f. sit glas; hendes ojne fyldres med ttirer; 
f. (::>: plombere) en rand; hem er en mand. der 
fylder sin plads o: er den voksen; hun fylder 
godt i landskabet o: er ·meget svrer; stolen star 
og fylder op o: tager plads op til ingen nytte 
ur. opfylde);- hanfylder 50 (iJ.r) egl. 'har level 
fulde 50 llr'. 
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Ordbog over det Danske Sprog: 

235 f"ylde fylde 236 

drikke; fylderi. v.Aph.(1759). Poros, Fyl- til at tjene gud).2Mos.32.29. 2. (nu nceppe 
dens Gud. Vilh.And.BT.3. If om den ved br.) i talem. som: to hrender er snart fyldte 
fylderiopnaaedetilfredsstillelse. v.Aph.(1759). (o: eet menneske kan ikke overkomme alting). 
jf. Esp.90. (sj.) sml. til fulde u. fuld 10.4: 'VSO.II.476. 11 m. h. t. flader olgn.: dcekke; 
*Den sultne Jyde .. 1 Sin Mrettelse til Fylde opfylde. mit 0ie fyldes .. med Taarer, 
fi.k. Wess.97. 11 konkr.: det, hvormed man naarj·eg seer mitBarn i dets Vugge.Mynst. 
mcetter sig. *Der under Bord, blandt Bunde Betr .2. *Sneen fyldte Vei og Sti. Winth. 
smaa, I Fylde hun fandt at mrettes paa. HF.99 .. if. bet. 5: *den (o: maanen) fyl
Grundtv.SSJII.169.jf. Esp.90. fugls fyl- der I Sin hele Runddeel ud.Heib.PoetJX. 
de, se Fugl 5.1. 11 i udtr. som bug(en)s to 61. 11 fylde et sejl, (jf. fuld(e) sejl u. 
fylde, se u. Bug 1.2. jf.: *Nu maa jeg fuld 1.s) .f. 1. om vinden. *De gule Silke
mrelde et Par Ord I Til dig, som lever seil, som Vinden fylder, 1 Hiemlede bug
lrekker .. I Hvis Bug til Fylde have vil I nende den lette Snekke. Oehl.LJ.61. Pas
Det fede og det s0de.Falst.6. saten fylder ,Neptuns" tyve svulmende 

II. fylde, v. ['fylal (dial.fulde. ZakNiels. Sejl.Breum.HH.75. 2. lcegge sldbet saaledes, 
K.28. Gravl.0en.16. Feilb. Thorsen.13. Kort. at sejlenes flade udscettes for vinden. SeLe$. 
150). -te ell. (nu kun dial.) -ede (Holb.DNB. (1808). Scheller.MarO. 11 komme fyld (1) 
553. HeJJsg.AG-.66. Feilb.). vbs. -else (s. d.), i (noget). Fyldt dyne (o: dyne, stoppet med 
-(n)ing ( s. d.}, :jf. Fyld, I. Fylde. (ceda. fyllre, fjer olgn.). Moth.F406. Disse Senge.klreder 
fullre, oldn. fylla, eng.fill, ty. fiillen, got. full- 20 maa fyldes om. VSO. om jordarbe.ider: 
jan; afl. af fuld 11 om -fyldi; i ssgr. se fyldt) han fyldede Sumperne med Jord. Mall. 

t) til fuld 1. 1.1) m. obj., der betegner det, SgH.531. MO. fylde Veje, k0re Grus fra 
der bliver fuldt; ofte i (orb. m. med (i pass. Grusgraven ud paa de forskellige Vej
ogs. af), der styrer betegnelsen for det, hvoraf stykker.SjcellBond.131. (bot.:) Tyl!:ke Or
noget oliver fuldt 11 m. h. t. beholder, kar, hul- ganer ere .. fyldte (farcta) naar de ere 
rum olgn. (de) fyldte tolv Kurve med Styk- udfyldte med en lasere Masse. Drejer .Bot 
ker, som bleve tilovers. Joh.6.13. han (bed) Term.163. iscer kog.: t Fyldt mave .. en 
strax sine Folk at fylde Brynden med svine mave som er stopped med gcyn. 
Steen, foregivende, han vilde lade bygge Moth.F406. deiligt dampede den stea-t;e 
et Tempel paa samme Sted. Holb.HhJI.94. 30 Gaas, fyldt med Svedsker og h:bler. HC 
*Fyld dit Glas, og drik din Piges Skaal. And. VI.37. de fi.k Fedt, Blodp0lser, Me
Sheridan.BagtalelsensSkole.(overs.1788).84. disterp0lser og fyldte Kaalhoveder. Gold
*JesuBlod paaHerrensAlter I Fylde dem schm.II.302. fyldte bolsjer, se Bolsje. 11 
( o: guldhornene ). OehlLJ.27. *Lad Kanden (nu l. br.) refl. m. pass. bet. et Stykke af J or
kuns gaae om, I At den kan blive tom, 1 dens Overflade (faldt) ned i underjordiske 
Vi den igjen skal fylde; I Vi tappe ei paa Huler, som stra:x: fyldte sig med V and. 
SkumlBoisensViser.326. Hun lagde i igjen. 0rst.BrJ.20. hans Pung (trcengte ingenlun
Men denne Gang fyldte hun ikke Kakkel- de) til at fylde sig rund med hendes Guld. 
ovnen som f0rste Gang.Schand.BS.240. JPJacJ.224. 1.2) m. obj., der betegner den 
Man finder S0anemoner, som kan fylde 40 tinfl_ ( osv.), hvormed man opfylder noget 
en h0j Hat.NaturensV .1914.17. j{.: (han) (efterfulgt af prrep. i, paa), uden at karret, 
tog en Svamp, og fyldte den mea Eddike, fladen osv. behever at liomme til at indeholde 
og stak den paa et R0r, og gav (Jesus) alt, hvad de kan rumme. Moth.F404. Ur· 
at drikke. Matth.27.48. ordspr.: T0r Marts, terne, som de iaftes fyldte mig i Kurven, 
vaad April og kold Maj fylder Bondens saa deilige og friske ud. Thiele.FD.257. i 
Huse.Mau.2509. fylde sit maal olgn., se M0rket lfunde han ikke undgaa de Steder 
Maal. J1 m. h. t. revner, fordybninper olgn. (paa vejen), hvor der var fyldt Sten Jlaa. 
VSO. S&B. fylde naadderne, J:, tilstop- Schand.F.290. jf.: med en fyldt skreiiket 
pe naadderne (i en skibsside) m. vcerk (ter Snaps i Haanden . .KLars. UR.193. fylde 
kobberforhudningen). Funch.Mar0.1I.48. 11 50 I om, (nu sj.) ese (en vcedske olgn.) fra det 
fylde en tand (en rod), (tandl.) forsyne ene kar over i det andet. Moth.F404. Han 
en hul (udboret) tand (rod) med plombe, maa fylde det om paa et andet Viinfad. 
indlceg osv. Ledetraadf.Tandfyldning.(1921). VSO. 11 (fagl.) uden felgende prcep.: fylde 
36. 11 tom indfatning af cedelstene. 2Mos. krudt, komme krudt i patron-, granat~yl: 
25.7(Chr.VI). 11 m. h. t. den hule haand; stre. SeLex.(1808). Harboe.MarO. om skibe. 
spec.: 1. (bibl.) i udtr. som fylde ens hren- indtage beholdninger. fylde Vand. SeLex. 
der, give en person fuldmagt og indvielse (1808). Man kan ikke trenke sig skj0nn~re 
som prcest ved at lcegge dele af otferet (,fyl- V and, end det, som her kan fyldes.St.J?tlll. 
delsens vcedder", se 3Mos.8.22tf.) i hans hule Gal.II1.177. fragtskibet maatte s0ge til ~n 
ha and; indvie til prcest. d u skal salve ( Aron 60 havn for at fylde kul I t .3) J, m. su~;.
og hans senner) og fylde deres Hrender og skifte: blive fuld (af)i om farlej: blt: 
hellige dem, og de skulle gj0re Prreste- {tfldt af sevand, saa det er ncerved at syn. · 
tjeneste.2Mos.28.41. hvem der havde Lyst, (Jf. bordfylde). Hvis blot en eneste Se 
hans Haand fyldte (Jeroboam}, og de bleve naaededem,saavildeBaadenfylde.Drachm· 
Prrester paa H0jene.1Kg.13.33. }f.: fylder PV.51. smst.49. 11 om sejl. Agtersejlene bt;: 
-- -- " •, ·· ./' •.. TT--··-•· I' " '7 ".. __ ,.:,,.._ ,._ .t-1~ .. ('f.l..7l •.. '1A"_ •• /) .,..._.. ~n'Y"ff17• 
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Skibene fyldte og stod nordefter. JJPalu- Noget, der fylder ham, kommer jeg saa 
dan.Er.200. bakke og fylde, se VI. bakke 1. let til at holde af. Schand.AE.262. Jegfyl-

2) videre udvikling af bet.1; iscer m. subj., des med hed Stemning og har det vid
der betegner den ell. det, der optager plalis: underligt i m.it lille fattige Kammer. Buchh. 
optage et rum eU. flade (helt ell. tilsynela- UH.22. om ytringer, man idelig fremscetier 
dende); spre de sig over; findes alle over for en: fylde ens 0ren med snak. Moth. 
vegne i; ogs., iscer i {orb. m. med: bescette F404. *Stadig med de samme Ord I Fyldte 
med; opfylde med. 2.1) m. obj. vorderfrugt- daglig hun mit 0re.PalM.III.268. kommer 
bare og mangfoldige, og fylder ( 1871: op- man og vil fortrelle jer noget andet end 
fylder) jorden.1Mos.1.28{Chr.VI). Da Ver- 10 det, vi har gaaet og fyldt jer med, saa 
den endnu ikke var bleven fyldt med har ikke paa deml Bergstedt.A.107. 2.2) 
manae V are, Magaziner eller Skibe. Oecon uden obj.: optage plads; have et vist 
T.Il"i.38. fylde hele Bindmed falskeEfter- rum fang; m. tings-subj.: Srekken .. fylder 
retninger og skjreve Anskuelser. Blich. mer, end den tynger. Goldschm.SmaaSkil
(1846).1.31. *En anden Gang fiskes der dringer.(1887).3. Man faar altsaa mange 
Makrel. 1 Graadige, gale efter Krogen, lige Lres, fordi Ha et ,fylder" meget, men man 
i Vandskorpen, synes de at fylde Vandet faar ikke en tilsvarende Foragelse i Vreg
i Miles Udstrrekning. JVJens.Di.88. alle ten. LandmB.II.108. Staldgadningen (er), 
de Kuttere, som nu fyldte Havnen op. hvor man har leret J ord, geme saa hal
JLocher.NcersaltenSa.{1911).10. han fylder 20 met og fyldende.smst.I.493. fylde i skre:p
kirken sandag paa sandag (:>: samler mange pen, srekken olgn., se u. Skreppe, Srek. Jf. 
tilharere) i (l. br.) refl.: den avrige Plads bet. 7: hvad man reder om Dagen, det ren
af Scenen forestillede en offentlig Plads. der man af sig igen, men hvad man reder 
Denne fyldte sig snart med Mennesker. om Aftningen, det er det, der skal fulde. 
Hauch. VII.84. over{.: *Hvor Bedstefader ZakNiels. K.28. 11 ( iscer speg.) om person. 
. . sad paa V reverstolen, 1 der tier V ::even, Han fyldte i et V rerelse; man kunde ikke 
og tom er Spolen; 1 det Rum han fyldte let se Andet end ham. Goldschm. V.273. 
er idel Marke.JVJens.Di.597. VilhAnd.l!'M. Han havde store svm:nmende 0jne, en 
203. 11 m. h. t. tidsrum: optage. Hand blev tung bredlrebet Mund og han fyldte godt 
giort fuldkommen, og fyldte (1871: ud- 30 i Sofaen, hvor han sad og ludede. Tandr. 
fyldte) snart en lang tiid. Visd.4.13{Chr. R.52. 11 over{. De vil beg&re to fylde mere, 
VI). more Publicum i et Par tomme 0ie- end de har Krop til .. a.e er lige ivrige 
bli.kke, som det gjaldt om at fylde ud. for at gjare sig behagelige for de store. 
Heib.Pros.IV .289. ethvert Arbeide, enhver Hostr.KG.II.2. ingen vilde trenke paa at 
Bedrift, kort Alt, hvad man ellers fylder anstille najere Efterforskninger om ham: 
Tiden med. Kierk. VI.110. *Dog modles dertil fyldte han ikke nok. JLange.I.882. 
mader du ej din Alder, 1 for du har fyldt 11 fyldelop, (dagl.) tage plads op til ingen 
dem, de Aar du fylder, I du har betalt nytte. VSO. det er (beretningen om kraft
hvad du Livet skylder.JVJens.Di.598. 11 gerningerne), der fylder op i Martin-Skrif
i udtr. fylde en plads, (opfylde de for- 40 teme.JPJacobs.Manes.III.110. 
d?inger, der stilles for at) indtage en stiUing. 3) til fuld 2; spec. (gart.): forage antallet 
*(han) fylder Pladsen, som var tom til- af kronblade paa blomster (ved misdannelse 
forn. Bagges.Ungd.I.215. Schand.IF.85. *En af stevdragere o,q stavveje); oftest i perf. part. 
af de bedste, jeg har medt, 1 En Mand, AtopelskeLevbjfratillutterfyldteStreng
der fylder helt sin Plads. Sganarel.IV .24. ler. Green.UR.2. fyldte Blomster. Warm.Bot. 
11 m.udtr. for lugt, lyd, lys olgn .. som subj. 576. jf.: Fyldtblomstrende Fjernel
*(en sendenvind, som) fylder Hauven op like.LandmB.lii.203. Georginer, hvoraf 
med Blomsters sadeLu~.Helt.Poet.7. Hana den farste fyldtblom strede Form frem
(o:' hans stemme) kand ei fylde kirken. kom 1814.DanmHavebr.110. 11 (l. br.) nfl., 
Moth.F404. VSO. *disse jublende Skrig, so om blomst, aks olgn.: blive svulmende (fuldi). 
der dengang fyldte Theatret, I Efter Aar- *skal vi ( o : dvcergene) .. varme J orden og 
tusinder end klinge fra Marmorets Steen. befrugte den, 1 Saa hvert et Ax med 
Holst.II.157. En ~interd~O'S triste, graa Kjeme fylder sig.Hauch.SK.63. 11 J, Fylde 
Lys fylder Stuen. Stuckii.L.84. 11 om noget en Geer. Er at forage en Geers Brede 
ulegemligt. Templet blev fyldt med Rygges- henimod dens spidse Ende, hvorved Ran
lashed og Fraadseri af Hedningeme.2Makk. temes Forgyngning bliver kortere og 
6.4. de bleve alle fyldte med den hellig krummere end efter den farste Bestem
Aand . .ApG-.4.31. *En Gud m.ig fylder.PalM. m else. Funch.MarO.II.48. 
III.42. Paa Begyndelsesstadiet har man 4) til fuld 3: bevirke, at noget bliver helt, 
t::enkt Mennesket som ganske fyldt af 60 fuldstcendigt, uden mangler; fuldstcendig
Gud, helt behersket af ham. Krarup.L.266. gere; kom pletere. 4.1) m. h. t. antal, mceng
om tanker, felelser olgn., der optager en: Er de, sterrelse osv. Nicanor havde foretaget 
0iemerket af Historien at fylde Hukom- sig, at ville fylde (1871: fuldstrendigt at 
melsen? JSneed. VIII.554. Paradisets Have tilveiebringe) kongen den skat, som de 
fyldte hele hans Tanke. HC.And. V .187. En- Romere skulde have. 2Jlakk.8.10{Chr. VI). 
hver, som taler rigtig varmt og kjant om fylde sin hiord med afyngelen. Moth.F404. 
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fylde en hrer. smst. Forrige Uge, da jeg overdreven nydelse af mad og (berusende) 
skulle ki0be et Pund To back for min drikke. han begierede at fylde sin Bug med 
Herre, ki0bte jeg kun et halv, men for Mask, som Svinene aade.Luc.15.16. fylde 
at fylde Pundet, kom et halv PundMuur- med vin (:>: drikke (en) fuld). Moth.F404. 
steen deri.HoZb. VHH.ll.6. nu kun alm. naar de havde fyldt Vommen med Mad 
i udtr. som fylde flokken (Mau.I.272), tal- .. fyldte de Lommerne bagefter med 
let (MO. S&B.), samt i udtr., de,· ogs. kan S0lvskeer. Blich.(1846 ).II.1. Feilb, fylde i 
op{attes som herende til bet.1; }f. (over{.): sig, rede og drikke.Moth.F404. Suppe og 
Der var aabnet en srerskilt V erden for de Kaffe og Punch og alting, lige saa meget 
To, som begge fyldte ud for hinanden. 10 man vilde fulde i sig. ZakNiels.K.180. nfl.: 
Etlar.SB.151. 4.2) t (bibl.) fuldkommen- SJ?ise og drikke umaadeholdent; isrer: drikke 
gere. beder, og I skal faae, at eders glrede ~ng ftdd. Hand fylder sig daglig .. Hand 
kand blive fyldt (1819: fuldkommen).Joh. fylder sia- til nebbet. Moth.F404. VSO. 
16.24(Chr.VI). I ere fyldte (1819: have al D&H. 11 /bibl.) tilfredsstille; mrette. Alt 
Fylde) i ham, som er hovedet for al fyr- Menneskets Arbeide er for hans Mund; 
stend0mme. Col.2.10(Chr.VI). .if.: jeg ha- men Sjrelen kan dog ikke fyldes.Prred.6. 
ver ikke fundet dine gierninger fyldte 7. Den gieriges 0ye fyldes (1871: mrettes) 
(1819: fuldkommede) for Gud.Aab.3.2 ikke med sin deel.Sir.14.9(Chr.VI). *Den 
(Chr. VI). Hungrige, som ham for 0yne haver, I Den 

5) ' til fuld 4; fyldes, om maanen: 20 fylder hand med mange rige Gaver.Brors. 
blive fuld. *hvergang Maanen fyldes, 1 62. Kan du jage Rov til. L0vinden ogfylde 
Og Midnatsstunden kommer - seer jeg de un&"e L0vers Graadighed (Chr. VI: op-
ham. Oehl.S0.110. fylde ae unge l0vers liv J? Job.39.1. 

6) (}f. fuld 6 samt fuld 8.1 slutn.) m. h. t. - - -
tidsrum olgn.: leve til ende; opnaa en vis 
livsalder. 6.1) i {orb. fylde sine dage 
olgn., (bibl.) leve sin tid til ende. baade Mand 
og Kvinde, den Gamle og den, som har 
fyldt sine Dage, skal gribes. Jer.6.11. if·: 
naar Tiden saa er fyldt, gaar (fuglenFemks) 30. 
ind (i en kiste) og d0r. CKoch.FF .29. 6.2) 
i udtr. fy 1 de a a r, (nu m est dial.) have fed-
selsdag. Motk.F403. VSO. Nar har du sidst 
fyldt ar? Mikkels.Ordf.424. Feilb.jf.: *Kun 
f0rste Gang, med sort _paa hvidt, 1 Nu fyl-
der Aar Grundloven. Grundtv.PS. VII.268. 
6.3) efterful.gt af talord, der angiver, hvor 
gammel man bltver. Jeg fylder mit seks 
og trediesindi)tyvende ar og gaer i det 
syvende. Moth.F403. jeg saae .. en ung 40. 
Fr0ken paa sytten eller atten Aar .. dog . 
tGr jeg ikke sige for vidst om hun var 
atten, men jeg torde svrere paa, at hun 
har (alm.: var, seMikkels.Or-df.424) fyldt 
sytten. Biehl.(Skuesp.IV.370). *Nys fyldte 
skj0n Sired det attende Aar. Thaar.HG.3. 
Capitain Egede havde fyldt sit 64de Aar. 
Ing. EF. IV. 61. SophClauss. F. 86. 11 part. 
fyldt som ad.f. Festen for Drachmanns 
fyldte 50 Aar i Studentersamfundet.Schand. so 
O.II.362. en k0n, fyldt 14aarig Pige, men 
saa lille, som mulig (seges til) Barnerolle. 
Pol.80/s1920.12.sp.1. isrer i ucltr. som: ved det 
fyldte 13de Aar. S&B. (sJ.) efterstillet: Da 
han var Snesen fyldt blev han .. stadia-ere. 
CBernh.II1.43. (hun) paastod, at dette Barn 
kun var to Aar fyldt, (skent) enhver ty-
delig kunde skj0nne, at hun var nrermere 
fire. GyrLemche.DT .287. 6.4) (< S&B.; isrer 
dagl.) abs.: have fedselsdag. Hele Lan- 60 
det ligner et F0dselsdags-Album. Bladene 
noterer omhyggeligt, hvor gammelt hvert 
kendt Menneske i Danmark er og bliver. 
Vi f0lger dagligt med, hvem der fylder. 
Brandes.T .165. 

7) (jf. fuld 8; isrer dagl.) om rigelig ell. 
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Dansk Sprogbrug: 

11 fylde vb. 

l.a. (annoncen) -r (seks linier); 
vinden -r sejlene; 
tm. det -r altsammen. 
b. - (et kar) [med (vand)]; 
- (vand) pa (en flaske); 
- (et hul) til;-
- benzin/bramdstof pa; 
fig. (en mand der) -r sin plads 
(: opfylder de stillede betin
gelser); o 

tandl. - en tand; o 

- en med (l0gn/vnwl); 
(budskabet) fyldte ham med 
(fortviv lelse ); 
- sig [med (mad og drikke 11 0l)]. 
c. (pakken) -r godt/meget [i 
forhold til sin vregt]; 
han -r godt i landskabet (spr:,g.); 
- i sig [med (mad og drikke)]; 
(det gamle skrammel) [ligger og] -r 
op [til ingen nytte]; 
- [helt] op [med benzin/brrend
stof]; 
(blive ved med at) - pa. 
e. tanken er fyldt op [med (ben
zin)]. 
z.b. - ar (: have f0dselsdag); 
han -r (50 [ar]). 
d. (efter/indtil/ved) det/sit fyldte 
(attende) ar. 
e. han er fyldt (18 [ar]). 
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Odense Valency Dictionary: 

verb valency vezbal pas PO post-v linking 
scheme I aspect 

pp PQ perf imp ag fil fil con per red 
Pl 1 erf 

50000 he fills the cart (with + (+) + + + + + + 
bay) 

50001 bay fills the cart + + + + 
50004 he fills (bay) on the cart (+) + + + + + + 
50003 he fills her with joy + + + + + + + 
50211 joy fills her + + + + 
50007 he stuffs himself (with ps (+) + + + 

cookies) 
50002 bay takes up (room) I(+) + 
50005 she completes her + 

fiftieth year 
50010 be fills up the shelves + (+) + + + + + 

(with goods) 
52001 he fills up with goods + + + + 
50011 goods fill up (the (+) + + + 

shelves) 
50008 he fills out the hole (with + (+) + + + + + 

sand) 
50009 sand fills out the hole + + + + 
52031 lit. he fills (Diesel) on (+ + + + + + 
52032 lit. be fills on with + + + 

Diesel 
52327 lit. he fills after (with (+) + + + 

Diesel) 
52034 lit. he fills up with petrol + + + + + + 
52041 he fills in the form + + + + + 
283 he refills (the tank) with (+) + + + + + 

petrol 
52046 he fulfils her wish + + + 

perf = perfective red = reduction 
imperf = imperfective per = permutation 
pas = passive ps = pseudo element 
fil = contents 0 = optional element 
con = container post-v = postverbal 
ag = "agent" ("the filler") 
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Coding format ofLGP readings in the OVD (see Chapter 2 for translation of coding format) 

fylde 50000 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L!l)st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 
Bundne argumenter: 

PPl: med 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PRJEDIKA TER 

50001,50004 
Fuld 

20.8% 
Han fylder denne her (med dernldette her) 
Han fylder vognen (med h!l)) 
Anbringe noget konkret et konkret sted 
... bun ... fyldte sine lommer med sten 
(Bergenholtz udtrrek ex 40) 
anvendes hyppigt i passiv eller prredikativ-konstruktioner 
Konkret variant til fylde_50003 
+ 
PO[+hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] Pl[-hum,+konk,-prop,±trel] 
(PPl [±hum,+konk,-prop,±trel]) 

aktiv 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
HJMLPEVERBUM =have 
HJJELPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

+ 

+ 

fylde 50001 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L!l)st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 

Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 

imperf. (lrenge) 

50000 
Fuld 

8% 
De/dette her fylder denne her 
H!l)et fylder vognen 
Tage meget plads op 
... den magel!l)se ophobning af blandet gods, som fyldte bade 
gang og kupeer ... 
(Bergenholtz udtrrek ex. 602) 



Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: 
a) DIATESE 

PO[±hum,+konk.-prop,±trel] Pl[-hum,+konk,-prop,-trel] 
~V + 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PRLEDIKA TER 

deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
HJ.tELPEVERBUM =have 
HJ.tELPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde 50004 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
Ust sammensat: 
Frekvens: 

50000 
Fuld 

4% 

+ 

Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

Jeg fylder (dem/dette her) p3/i denne her 
Han fylder h!ll pa vognenlbenzin pa bilen 
Tanke, anbringe noget ilpa noget 

Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 

Hun fyldte for meget i hovedet 
(Bergenholz udtrrek ex. 289) 

Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] (Pl[±hum,+konk,-prop,±trel]) 

PPl [-hum, +konk.-prop,±trel] 
PPl: i, pa 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PRLEDIKA TER 

permutation 
~V 

deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 



fylde 50003 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 

Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 
Bundne argumenter: 

PPl:med 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PR£DIKATER 

50211 
Fuld 

9.3% 
Han/denne her/det/at det skete fylder hende/det med det 
Du fylder mig med en masse vrs;Svl 
Bibringe i store mrengder 
... vi er blevet fyldt med ls;Sgn fra ledelsen, siger frellestillidsmand 
S.K. 
(Bergenholz udtrrek ex. 398) 

Parallel ti1 fylde 50000, men med abstrakt PPl 
+ 
PO[alt,±trel] Pl[±hum,±konk,-prop,+trel] PPl[-hum,-konk, 
-prop,-trel] 

perm.+redu. 
aktiv 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

g) 
i) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
FOREL0BIGT subjekt (det) 
IU£LPEVERBUM =have 

+ 
+ 

IU£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 
+ 

fylde 50211 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 

50003 
Fuld 

7% 
Det fylder hende/det 
Glreden fylder hende 
V re re fuld af no get ( abstrakt) 
Mindet om lrerken og K~benhavns broer fyldte bans bryst 
(Bergenholz udtrrek ex. 571) 



Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 

PO[-hum,-konk.-prop,±trel] Pl[±hum,±konk.-prop,±trel] 
penn.+redu. 

c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

ak:tiv 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 

PRAIDIKA TER subjekt 
objekt 

HJJELPEVERBUM =have 
HJJELPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde 50007 
Linkning: 0 
Verbumstype: Fuld 
LS!Sst sarnmensat: 
Frekvens: 0.9 % 

+ 

+ 

Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

Han fylder sig (med denne her) 
Hun fylder sig (med kager) 
stoppe sig 

Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 

Du fylder dig belt vildt 
(Bergenholz, udtrrek ex. 897) 

Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-prop,+trel]PlD (PPl[-hum,+konk.-prop,±trel]) 
PPl: med 
a) DIATESE ak:tiv 
b) 
f) 
g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

deponent 
PRJEDIKA TER subjekt 

objekt 
HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde 50002 
Linkning: 0 
Verbumstype: Fuld 
LS!Sst sammensat: 

+ 

+ 

+ 



Frek:vens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

11.4% 
Hanldette her fylder (meget) 
H0et fylder (meget) 
V rere omfangsrigt 

Korpuseksempel: De gennemsigtige rejeskaller . . . fylder meget mere end selve 
rejeme 

Korpuskilde: (Bergenholtz udtrrek ex.323) 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprag: + 
Bundne argumenter: 
a) DIATESE 

PO[±hum,±konk,-prop,±trel] (PQ[-trel]) 
aktiv + 

b) 
f) 
h) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

deponent 
P~DIKATER subjekt 
FORMELT situativ (der) 
HJk:LPEVERBUM =have 
HJk:LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde 50005 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Frek:vens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprag: 

0 
Fuld 

25.8% 
Hun fylder sa mange ar 
Hun fylder 60 ar 
Have en given alder 
Georg Solti fylder 75 
(Bergenholz udtrrek ex. 3) 

+ 

+ 

Bundne argumenter: 
a) DIATESE 

PO[ +hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] PQ[-trel] 

b) 
f) 
h) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

aktiv + 
deponent 

P~DIKATER subjekt 
FORMELT situativ (der) 
HJk:LPEVERBUM =have 
HJk:LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

+ 



fylde_op 50010 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
Ust sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 

Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 
Bundne argumenter: 

PP1: med 

50011,52001 
Fuld 

6.4% 
Hun fylder ham/denne her op (med ham/denne her/det) 
Han fylder skuret op med kasser 
Lresse 
.... at Brugsens forretninger ikke .. skal vrere tvunget til at fylde 
hyldeme op med varer ... 
(Bergenholtz udtrrek ex. 649) 

+ 
PO[+hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] P1[±hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] 
(PP1 [±hum,±konk, -prop,±trel]) 

Linkningstype: penn.+redu., alternation 
a) DIA 1ESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) Zustandspassiv + 
e) syntetisk passiv + 
f) PRlEDIKATER subjekt 
g) o~e~ 
n) HJA3LPEVERBUM =have + 
o) HJA3LPEVERBUM = vrere 
p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde_op 52001 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
Lj~jst sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempe1: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 

50010 
Fuld 

0.3% 
Han fylder op med dem/dette her/det 
Han fylder op med sand 
Supplere 

+ 



Bundne argumenter: PO[ +hum, +konk:,-prop,+trel] PP1 [±hum,±konk,-prop,+trel] 
PP1: med 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 

alternation 
aktiv 

b) 
f) 
h) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

deponent 
PRtEDIKATER subjekt 
FORMELT situativ (der) 
HJ.£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ.tELPEVERBUM = vrere 
AK.T.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

fylde_op 50011 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
Lj~jst sammensat: 
Frekvens: 

imperf. (lrenge) 

50010 
Fuld 

1.4% 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 

Jeg/denne her/det fylder (denne her) op 
Kasseme fylder skuret op 

Glossering: Tageplads 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 

V ores kj~jretjljjer fylder vejene op 
BGH\378 

Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: PO[±hum,±konk,-prop,±trel] (P1 [ -hum,+konk,-prop,±t:rel]) 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 

perm.+redu. 
aktiv 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv e) 

f) 
g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

PRtEDIKA TER subjekt 
objekt 

HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AK.T.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

fylde_ud 50008 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
Lj~jst sammensat: 
Frekvens: 

imperf. (lrenge) 

50009 
Fuld 

1.4% 

+ 

+ 



Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig aa1vendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 
Bundne argumenter: 

PPl: med 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PRJEDIKA TER 

Haa1 fylder denne her/det ud (med denne her/det) 
Haa1 fylder bullet ud med cement 
Tilstoppe 
... jeg havde altid syntes, at vi fyldte det ud. 
(Bergenholtz udtrrek ex. 73) 

+ 
PO[ +hum, +konk,-prop,+trel] Pl [ -hum,±konk,-prop,±trel] 
(PPl [ -hum,±konk,-prop,±trel]) 

perm. +redu. 
aktiv 
deponent 
'forgaa1gspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
HJLELPEVERBUM =have + 
HJLELPE'fERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 
+ 

fylde_ud 50009 
Linkning: 
'f erbumstype: 
U>sst sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 
Bundne argumenter: 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 

50008 
Fuld 

2.8% 
Denne her/det fylder denne her/det ud 
Cementen fylder bullet ud 
Tilstoppe 
... stemme, der fyldte hele kroppen ud. 
(Bergenholtz udtrrek ex. 317) 

+ 
PO[-hum,±konk,-prop,±trel] Pl[-hum,±konk,-prop,±trel] 
perm.+redu. 
aktiv + 
deponent 
'f organgspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 



e) syntetisk passiv 
f) PR...EDIKATER subjekt 
g) o~ekt 

n) HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
o) 
p) 
q) 

HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde_pa 52031 
LUUaring: 52032 
V~b~~: Fmd 
L~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

0.9% 
Han fylder (dette her) pa 
Han fylder (sten) pa 
Tilf~je 

+ 

Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 

... jeg fyldte diesel pa ... 
(Bergenholtz udtrrek ex. 176) 

Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 
Bundne argumenter: 
LUUarings~: 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 

+ 
PO[ +h11Ill. +konk.-prop,+trel] (Pl [-hum, +konk.-prop]) 
alternation 
aktiv 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ e) 

f) 
g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

PR...EDIKATER subjekt 
objekt 

HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

fylde_pa 52032 
LUUaring: 
Verb~~: 

~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 

imperf. (lrenge) 

52031 
Fmd 

0% 

+ 

+ 
+ 

Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

Han fylder pa med denne her 
Han fylder pa med sten 
Tilf~je 



Korpuseksempel: Ingen belreg hos Bergenholtz 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: PO[+hurn,+konk,-prop,+trel] PPl[-hurn,+konk,-prop] 
PPl: med 
Linkningstype: 
a) DIATESE 

alternation 
aktiv 

b) 
f) 
h) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

deponent 
P&EDIKATER subjekt 
FORMELT situativ (der) 
HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

fylde_efter 52327 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
Ust sammensat: 
Frekvens: 

0 
Fuld 

0% 

+ 

+ 

Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

Han fylder efter (med denne her) 
Han fylder efter (med benzin) 
Supplere 

Korpuseksempel: Ingen belreg hos Bergenholtz 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: PO[ +hum, +konk,-prop, +trel] (PPl [-hum, +konk,-prop]) 
PPl: med 
a) DIATESE aktiv 
b) 
f) 
h) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

deponent 
P&EDIKATER subjekt 
FORMELT situativ (der) 
HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

pafylde 52034 
Linkning: 0 

+ 

+ 

+ 



Verbumstype: Fuld 
L~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Almentsprog: 

Han/de pafylder denne her 
Han pafylder olie 
Tanke vreske 
Ingen belreg hos Bergholtz 

+ 
Bundne argumenter: 
a) DIATESE 

PO[+hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] Pl[-hum,+konk,-prop] 
rumv + 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PR.tEDIKA TER 

deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
IUJELPEVERBUM =have 
IUJELPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

udfylde 52041 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: 

0 
Fuld 

Han/de udfylder denne her 
Han udfylder skemaet 
Forsyne (med oplysninger) 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

Bundne argumenter: 
a) DIATESE 

PO[+hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] Pl[-hum,+konk,-prop] 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

rumv + 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 

+ 
+ 
+ 



f) PR..EDIKA1ER subjekt 
g) o~ekt 

n) HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
o) 
p) 
q) 

HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

efterfylde 283 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 

0 
Fuld 

+ 

+ 

Pronom. eksempel: Jeg efterfylder (denne her) med denne her 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

De efterfylder luftbehandlingsbatteriet med olie. 
Supplere 

Korpuseksempel: Ingen belreg hos Bergholtz 
Korpuskilde: 
Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: PO[ +hum,+konk.-prop, +trel] (Pl [-hum,+konk.-prop,±trel]) 

PPl[-hum,+konk.-prop,±trel] 
PPl: med 
a) DIATESE 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) PR..EDIKA 1ER 

aktiv 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 
subjekt 

g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

objekt 
HJ£LPEVERBUM =have 
HJ£LPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (henge) 

opfylde 52046 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L~st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

0 
Fuld 

Hanldenne her opfylder det 
Hanlvaren opfy lder kravene 
Tilfredsstille, indfri 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 



Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 

Og kvinden opfylder alle betingelser for ... 
Bergenholtz udtrrek 

Srerlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Alment sprog: + 
Bundne argumenter: 
a) DIATESE 

PO[±hum,+konk,-prop,+trel] Pl[-hum,-konk,-prop,+trel] 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
q) 

~V + 
deponent 
Vorgangspassiv 
Zustandspassiv 
syntetisk passiv 

PRJEDIKATER subjekt 
objekt 

HJ.tELPEVERBUM =have 
HJ.tELPEVERBUM = vrere 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf. (lrenge) 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 





1 

Appendix 2: OVD Entries of the Verb indstille 

indstille 20007 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Blokeret: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
S~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Terminologiomrade: 

0 

Fuld 

0 % 

Han indstiller den 
Han indstiller uret 
Just ere 

Alment sprog: + 
Sidst redigeret 30/06 1996 kl. 17:31 af JD 
Bundne argumenter: PO [+hum, +konk, -neut, +t~l] P1 [-hum, +konk, -neut, +t~l] 
PO P1 P2 PP1 PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ + 

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) zustandspassiv + 
e) syntetisk passiv + 
f) P~DIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have + 
o) HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 
p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf . ( l~ge) 
r) Kilroy was here + 



indstille 20022 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Blokeret: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
S~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Terminologiomrade: 

0 

Fuld 

0 % 

Han indstiller sig pa + infinitiv/kompletivs~tning 
Jeg indstiller mig pa at sejle/at det varer l~ge 
Forberede sig pa/affinde sig med 
Vi ma nok indstille os pa, at han ikke har langt igen 
BGH\B0Gl49.89 

Alment sprag: + 

2 

Sidst redigeret 30/06 l996 kl. l7:3l af JD 

Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-neut,+t~l] 
PO Pl P2 PPl PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 

Pl[] PPl[-hum,-konk,+neut,-t~l] 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
PPl: pa 
a) DIATESE aktiv 
b) deponent 
f) PREDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
j) KONTROL PO 
k) Pl 
1) P2 
m) ekstern 
n) HJELPEVERBUM = have 
o) 
p) 
q) 
r) 

HJELPEVERBUM = ~re 

AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 
imperf . ( l~ge) 

Kilroy was here 

hvemi jeg, migi du, digi hun, hende 
de, demi vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 



indstille 20023 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Blokeret: 
Pronom. eksempel: 

0 
Fuld 

0 % 

Han indstiller importen af den/det. 

3 

Eget eksempel: Jeg indstiller importen af fisk/efterforskningen af mordet. 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
oksek0d. 
Korpuskilde: 
s~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 

Nedl~gge, afslutte. 
Araberne har forel0big 

BGH\AVIS06.89 

Terminologiomrade: 0 
Alment sprog: + 

indstillet importen af dansk 

Sidst redigeret 06/l2 l993 kl. l3:48 af JD 

Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-neut,+t~l] 

PO Pl P2 PPl PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
Pl[-hum,-konk,-neut] 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) Zustandspassiv + 
e) syntetisk passiv + 
f) PREDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have + 
o) HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 

p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf. (l~ge) + 
r) Kilroy was here + 



indstille 20035 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L121st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Blokeret: 
Pronom. eksempel: 

20036 
Fuld 

0 % 

Han indstiller til den + kompletivs~tning. 

4 

Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

•· Jeg indstiller til kommissionen, at han far Nobelprisen. 
. anbefale 

Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
S~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Terminologiomrade: 0 
Alment sprog: + 
Sidst redigeret 06/12 1993 kl. 13:47 af JD 

Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-neut,+t~l] 

(PP1[-hum,+konk,-neut]) 
P1[-hum,-konk,+neut,-t~l] 

PO P1 P2 PP1 PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

PP1: til 

+ 

+ 

hvemi jeg, migi du, digi hun, hende 
de, demi vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp121rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp121rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

Han forhindrer dig i det Han forhindrer, at du g0r det 
a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) Zustandspassiv + 
e) syntetisk passiv + 
f) PRRDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have + 
o) HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 
p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf. (l~ge) 

r) Kilroy was here + 



indstille 20036 
Linkning: 
verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Frekvens: 
Blokeret: 

20035 
Fuld 

0 % 

Pronom. eksempel: Den indstiller ham til den. 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 
Korpuseksempel: 
Korpuskilde: 
S~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 

Kommissionen indstiller ham til prisen/til afskedigelse 
anbefale 

Terminologiomrade: 0 
Alment sprag: + 
Sidst redigeret 06/l2 l993 kl. l3:47 af JD 
Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-neut,+t~l] 

(PPl[-hum,-konk,-neut,+t~l]) 

PO Pl P2 PPl PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
+ + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

PPl: til 

+ 

+ 

+ 

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

Han forhindrer dig i det Han forhindrer, at du g0r det 
a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) Zustandspassiv + 
e) syntetisk passiv + 
f) PREDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have + 
o) HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 
p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf. (l~ge) 

r) Kilroy was here + 

5 





Appendix 3: 
OVD Entries of the Verb behandle 
behandle 62 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Blokeret: 
Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 
Glossering: 

0 
Fuld 

Han behandler ham/dem (for det) 
L~en behandler patienten (for tandpine) 
Helbrede 

1 

Korpuseksempel: ... en ... overl~e, som tidligere havde behandlet ham for 
nerv0se symptomer 
Korpuskilde: BGH\BLAD62.88 
S~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Sidst redigeret ll/07 l996 kl. l6:ll af JD 

Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-neut,+t~l] 

(PPl[-hum,-konk,-neut,-t~l]) 

Pl[±hum,+konk,-neut,±t~l] 

PO Pl P2 PPl PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
+ + 

+ + 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

PPl: for, mod 
a) DIATESE aktiv 
b) deponent 
c) 
d) 

Vorgangspassiv 
zustandspassiv 

e) syntetisk passiv 
f) PREDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have 
o) 
p) 
q) 
r) 

HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 
AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) 

imperf . ( l~ge) 
Kilroy was here 

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 



behandle 63 
Linkning: 
Verbumstype: 
L0st sammensat: 
Blokeret: 

0 
Fuld 

2 

Pronom. eksempel: 
Eget eksempel: 

Hun behandler ham/denne her/det sadan 
Jeg behandler dig darligt 

Glossering: Handtere 
Korpuseksempel: 
ordentligt 
Korpuskilde: 

Ellers henstiller Koranen til, at manden behandler sin kone 

BGH\AVIS33.87 
s~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: 
Sidst redigeret 11/07 1996 kl. 16:14 af JD 

Bundne argumenter: PO[+hum,+konk,-neut,+t~l] P1[±hum,±konk,-neut,±t~l] PM[] 
PO P1 P2 PP1 PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
+ + 
+ + 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) Zustandspassiv 
e) syntetisk passiv 
f) PRRDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have + 
o) HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 
p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf. (l~ge) + 
r) Kilroy was here + 



3 

behandle 64 
Linkning: 0 

Verbumstype: Fuld 
L0st sammensat: 
Blokeret: 
Pronom. eksempel: Det behandler det 
Eget eksempel: Artiklen behandler problemet 
Glossering: Diskutere 
Korpuseksempel: ... en bog som ... behandler de vigtigste problemer ved 
testamenteoprettelse 
Korpuskilde: BGH\BLAD66.89 
S~rlig anvendelse: 
Sladderspalte: Denne l~sning er forsk. fra behandle 62, fordi "for det" 
ikke kan tilf0jes 
Sidst redigeret 11/07 1996 kl. 16:17 af JD 

Bundne argumenter: PO[-hum,-konk,-neut,±t~l] P1[-hum,-konk,-neut,±t~l] 

PO P1 P2 PP1 PP2 PL PD PM PQ PT 
+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

hvem; jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
de, dem; vi, os 
hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her 
hvad, det 
kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 
hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 
hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 
hinanden 
sig 
optionel 
pseudo 

a) DIATESE aktiv + 
b) deponent 
c) Vorgangspassiv + 
d) Zustandspassiv + 
e) syntetisk passiv + 
f) PREDIKATER subjekt 
g) objekt 
n) HJ~LPEVERBUM = have + 
o) HJ~LPEVERBUM = v~re 

p) AKT.ART perf. (pa 2 timer) + 
q) imperf. (l~ge) + 
r) Kilroy was here + 





Appendix 4: 
Sample Entries of the OVD-VN +Access Database File 









Appendix 5: 
Sample Entries for Nouns in the OVD-N 
Kodningsformat til substantivet: hus 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

Hun boede i et stort hus 
0) Substantiv hus 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:- morfem:-

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

verbs: support 
have + 
tage -
fa + 
komme+ 
~re+ 

X har Y under/i/til hus 
X tager Y under/i/til 
Y far hus 
Y kommer i/til/under hus 
Y er i/til/under hus 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+C) hvad, denne her, dette her 
+d) hvad, disse her 
+e) hvad, det 

f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dem 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t 
1.1. sadan en 
1.2. en stor 
1.3. en smuk, god 
1.4. en ny,gammel 
1.5. en gr0n 
1.6. en importeret 
1. 7. en dansk 

2. hvi1ken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den der 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

3. hvis + 
3 . 1. m in/ din/hans /hendes + 
3.2. deres, jeres + 
3.3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6 • kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver 
6.6. ingen 

end 

end 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Kommentar: I 4 er der ikke taget h0jde for 'man far ikke meget hus for pengene' det 
burde der maske.Jeg har heller ikke taget betydninger som 'huset Glucksborg' eller 'det 
Glucksborgske hus' med. Pa 'husets regning' er heller ikke taget med da det virker mere 
som et fast udtryk. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: trre_l 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

Tr~et vokser i skoven 
0} Substantiv t~-1 
1} Link.nr. 0 
2} afledningstype:-

alternations former: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fc\ Y far 
komme
~re -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

morfem: -

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
a} hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
+d) hvad, disse her 
+e) hvad, det 

f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dem 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i} hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal preforms: 

1. hvad for en/t 
1.1. sadan en 
1.2. en stor 
1.3. en smuk, god 
1.4. en ny,gammel 
1.5. en gr= 
1.6. en importeret 
1. 7. en dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2 .1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den der 

Kommentar: 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

L~sning i betydningen ~st. 

a} hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i} infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j} hvor meget, ingenting 
k} hvor mange, ingen 
1} hvorfra 
m} hvor, her, der 
n} hvorhen, derhen 
o} hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p} hvordan 
q} hinanden, hinandens 
r} sig, sin, sit 
t} pseudo 

3} afledt af 
5} Blokeret -
6} Undermenu 

7} Kommentarer 
8} Slet l~sning 
9} Afslut 

3. hvis + 
3.1. min/din/hans/hendes + 
3.2. deres, jeres + 
3.3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5 . hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver 
6.6. ingen 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: trre _ 2 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

Han 
0) 
1) 
2) 

samlede t~ til vinteren 
Substantiv tr~ 2 
Link.nr. o 
afledningstype:-

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa + Y far tr~ 
komme- Y kommer i 
Vil!re - Y er i/under 

morfem:-

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hen de 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+C) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 

+e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 

+h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
1.1. sadan + 
1.2. en stor 
1.3. en smuk, god + 
1.4. en ny,gammel + 
1.5. en gr0n + 
1.6. en importeret + 
1. 7. en dansk + 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2 .1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2.3. den der + 

Kommentar: 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 
f) sp0rgesa!tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges<!!tning med "cm" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
3 .1. min/din/hans/hendes + 
3. 2. deres, jeres + 
3.3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget + 
4 .1. sa meget + 
4 .2. mindre/mere end + 
4.3. nok til + 

5. hvor mange 
5 .1. sa mange 
5.2. fil!rre/flere end 
5.3. en enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al + 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver 
6. 6. ingen/intet + 

Tr~ i materialebetydningen. NB! Omfang lader ikke til at give mening. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: kage 1 

POs PPO Pls PPl PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT l9/06 l996 kl. l7:40 af SKA 

De spiste en kage 
O) Substantiv kage_l 
l) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:-

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PPl Pls: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
V<!!re -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

morfem:-

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
+d) hvad, disse her 

e) hvad, det 
+f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dem 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
1.1. sadan(t) + 
1.2. stor(t) + 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) + 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) + 
1.5. gr0n(t) + 
l.6. importeret + 
l.7. dansk + 

2. hvi1ken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. dette/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 
T~llelig betydning. 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~nge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4 .1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~re/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t} 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: kage _ 2 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

De fik kage til middagen 
0) Substantiv kage_2 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:- morfem: -

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa + Y far kage 
komme- Y kommer i 
~re - Y er i/under 

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+C) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 

+e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 

+h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t) 
1. 2. stor (t) 
1.3. smuk(t),god(t) 
1.4. ny(t),gammel(t) 
1. 5. gr0n (t) 
1.6. importeret 
1.7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t/noget 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. dette/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "cm" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 . 1. min, mi t 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4. 2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5 .1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5. 3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6. 2. al 
6. 3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6. 5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

end 

end 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

? 

Det lader til at ~re et generelt f~nomen, at visse typer substantiver kan v~re bade 
masse og individ. Det svarer nogenlunde til Pustejovskis logiske polysemi. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: nrese _1 

POs PPO Pls PPl PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

Ane har en n<l!se 
0) Substantiv n<I!Se_l 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:-

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PPl Pls: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fA Y far 
komme- Y kommer i 
v.ere - Y er i/under 

morfem:-

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
+d) hvad, disse her 

e) hvad, det 
+f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dem 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal preforms: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel (t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. opereret 
1. 7. dansk 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
? 
+ 
+ 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste ? 
2.2. dette/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 
f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivsil!tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs<l!tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l<!!nge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min 1 mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. fil!rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6.1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet li!!sning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Ikke taget i betragtning: Uffe Elleman far en n~se. Der er ikke nogen formel forskel 
pa de to, hvilket tyder pa en ~te metaforisk brug. Der er ikke tale om inkorporering 
: *UE far n~se.Der er heller ikke noget, der markerer at der skulle ~re noget specielt 

ved body parts. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid _1 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ 

Jeg har faet en ny tid (hos tandl~en) 

0) Substantiv tid_1 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:-

a1ternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 

morfem:-

fa + Y far tid hos tandl~gen 
komme- Y kommer i 
~re - Y er i/under 

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
+d) hvad, disse her 

e) hvad, det 
+f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dem 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal preforms: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor(t} 
1.3. smuk (t) , god (t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. importeret 
1. 7. dansk 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 

PT 

Kan tage artikel: jeg far tid/en 
almindeligt konkret substantiv men 
adjektiver. 

19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 7) Kommentarer 
5) Blokeret - 8) Slet l~sning 
6) Undermenu 9) Afslut 

3. hvis + 
3 .1. rnin, mit + 
3 .2. deres, jeres + 
3. 3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget 
4 .1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere end 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange + 
5.1. sa mange + 
5.2. f~rre/flere end + 
5.3. en/t enkelt + 
5.4. adskillige + 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle + 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge + 
6.5. enhver(t) + 
6.6. ingen/intet + 

tid hos 
er mere 

tandlcegen. 
begrcenset 

Opf0rer ig ncesten 
mht. plural is og 

som 
brug 

et 
af 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid 2 

POs PPO Pls PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
a) hvem, rnig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor rneget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

Reparationen varer lang tid/han ventede i kart tid 

0) Substantiv tid 2 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype: -

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under I i 
tage -
fa 
komme
~re -

X tager Y under 
Y fAr 
Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

morfem: -

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t) 
1.2. stor(t) (lang) 
1.3. srnuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gamrnel(t) 
1.5. grllln(t) 
1.6. importeret 
1.7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

+ 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3.1. min, rnit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6.1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kornmentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

end 

end 

+ 

Syntagmet 'lang tid' er proportionalt til 'hvorl~nge' og ikke til en nominal preform. 

Dette forklarer ogsa, hvorfor ingen af pr~determinatorerne kan bruges. Der er 
sandsynligvis ikke tale om en s~rlig l~sning men om et fast udtryk der angiver tidsrum. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid _ 3 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

Huset stammer fra gammel tid/H.C.Andersens 
0) Substantiv tid 3 
1) Link.nr. o 
2) afledningstype:- morfem:-

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fA Y far 
komme
~re-

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 

?f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. dej lig, god (t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel (t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. svuden 
1. 7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

her 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 
f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

tid er snart glemt 
3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3.1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

end 

+ 
+ 
+ 

5.2. f~rre/flere end 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6.1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. 
6.5. 
6.6. 

begge 
enhver(t) 
ingen/intet 

Kun singularis. Ingen klar proportionalitet, dvs. bade temporal: (hvornar stammer den 
fra) og nominal: 'den er snart glemt'. Det tyder pa at den kan opfattes forskelligt, 
afh~gigt af verbet, men forskellen er dog begr~nset til bestemte typer af variation. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid _ 4 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

Klokken er 7 mellemeurop~isk tid 
0) Substantiv tid 4 

1) Link.nr. o 
2) afledningstype:- morfem:-

a1ternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under I i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
~re-

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal preforms: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t) 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t),god(t) 
1.4. ny(t),gammel(t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. importeret 
1.7. dansk + 

2. hvi1ken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 

kompletivs~tning 

sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
sp0rges~tning med "om" 
infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
infinitivs~tning med "at" 
hvor meget, ingenting 
hvor mange, ingen 

e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
i) 
j) 
k) 
1) 
m) 
n) 

hvorfra 
hvor, her, der 
hvorhen, derhen 

o) 
p) 

hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
hvordan 

q) 
r) 
t) 

hinanden, hinandens 
sig, sin, sit 
pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3.1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5 . hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

end 

end 

Den er meget vanskelig at handtere, fordi den faktisk kun forekommer som apposition, 
hvilket betyder at der ikke er nogen proportionalitet:* 'Klokken er 7 dengang, nu, 
hvorl~nge, hvornar'. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid _ 5 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 k1. 17:40 af SKA 

Han forbedrede sin tid rned 5 rninutter/Han 
0} Substantiv tid 5 
1} Link.nr. 0 
2} af1edningstype:-

a1ternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
kornrne
~re -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

rnorfern:-

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a} hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvern, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 

+f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dern 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenomina1 proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t} 
1.2. stor(t}hurtig 
1.3. smuk (t} ,god(t} 
1.4. ny(t} ,garnrne1(t} 
1. 5. gr0n (t} 
1.6. importeret 
1. 7. dansk 

+ 
+ 
+* 
+ 
+ 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 

a} hvern, rnig, dig, hende, hvis, rnin, rnit 
b) dern, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kornp1etivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning rned "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning rned "cm" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i} infinitivs~tning rned "at" 
j} hvor rneget, ingenting 
k} hvor mange, ingen 
1} hvorfra 
m} hvor, her, der 
n} hvorhen, derhen 
o} hvornar, hvor 1~ge, hvor ofte 
p} hvordan 
q} hinanden, hinandens 
r} sig, sin, sit 
t} pseudo 

tid fik en god tid/Hun tog hans 
3} afledt af 
5} B1okeret -
6} Undermenu 

7} Kommentarer 
8} S1et 1~sning 
9} Afs1ut 

3. hvis + 
3 .1. min, mit + 
3.2. deres, jeres + 
3.3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa rneget 
4.2. rnindre/mere end 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange + 
5.1. sa mange + 
5.2. f~rre/f1ere end + 
5.3. en/t enke1t + 
5.4. adskillige + 

6. kvantorer 
6.1. a11e + 
6.2. a1 
6. 3. he1e 
6.4. begge + 
6.5. enhver(t} + 
6. 6. ingen/intet + 

Den adskiller sig faktisk ikke meget fra tid_l, 
adjektiver is~r i superlativ (hans hurtigste tid i 
mens tid 1 betegner et tidspunkt. 

dog 
ar) 

tager den vis se typer 1 . 2 
Tid 5 betegner et tidsrum, 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid 6 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

sa 
0) 

1) 
2) 

er det tid/det blev tid til at ga hjem 
Substantiv tid_6 
Link.nr. o 
afledningstype:-

alternationsfor.mer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. stestteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
~re-

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

morfem:-

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t) 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) 
1. 5. gresn (t) 
1.6. importeret 
1. 7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t fesrste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) spesrges~tning med "hv-" 
g) spesrges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 

5.3. en/t enkelt 
5. 4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

end 

end 

Der er ikke proportionalitet og ingen muligehed for modifikation med undtagelse af 
'h0jeste tid'. Det tyder ogsa pa at der er tale om en fast vending. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: tid _7 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
+ a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ b) dem, os, vores 
+ c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
+ d) hvad, det, dets 
+ e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 

+ i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
+ j) hvor meget, ingenting 
+ k) hvor mange, ingen 

1) hvorfra 

+ 

m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

Jeg har god tid/Han tog sig god tid/Jeg har tiden til det/det udfylder min tid 
0) Substantiv tid 7 3) afledt af 7) Kommentarer 
1) Link.nr. 0 5) Blokeret - 8) Slet l~sning 
2) afledningstype: - morfem:- 6) Undermenu 9) Afslut 

alternations former: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fA + Y far tid 
komme- Y kommer i 
~re - Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi. os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 

+d) hvad, disse her 
+e) hvad, det 

f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 

+h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
1.1. sadan (t) + 
1. 2. stor (t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) + * 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) 
1. 5. gr0n (t) 
1.6. importeret 
1.7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 
'God' her anvendt i betydningen 'meget'. 

3. hvis + 
3 .1. min, mit + 
3.2. deres, jeres + 
3. 3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget + 
4 .1. sa meget + 
4.2. mindre/mere end + 
4.3. nok til + 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere end 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al + 
6. 3. he le + 
6.4. begge 
6. 5. enhver(t) + 
6. 6. ingen/intet + 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandler _1 

POs PPO Pls PPl PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT l9/06 l996 kl. l7:40 af SKA 

0) Substantiv behandler l 
l) Link.nr. o 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp121rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp121rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
l) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af behandle 62 
5) Blokeret -

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 

2) afledningstype: agentis morfem: -er 6) Undermenu 9) Afslut 

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PPl Pls: -

evt. st121tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y tar 
komme
~re -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
+a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
+b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

c)· hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 

+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
l.l. sadan(t) + 
l.2. stor(t) + 
l.3. erfaren + 
l.4. ny(t),gammel(t) + 
l.5. gr121n(t) + 
l.6. tilfyttet + 
l.7. dansk + 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.l. den/t f121rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

3. hvis + 
3.L min, mit + 
3.2. deres, jeres + 
3.3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget 
4.L sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere end 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange + 
5.L sa mange + 
5.2. f~rre/flere end + 
5.3. en/t enkelt + 
5.4. adskillige + 

6. kvantorer 
6.L alle + 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le + 
6.4. begge + 
6. 5. enhver(t) + 
6.6. ingen/intet + 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandling_l 

af mod/for 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
+ + + a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ + + b) dem, os, vores 

+ + c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs<etning 
f) sp0rges<etning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges<etning med uamll 
h) infinitivs<etning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs<etning med "at 11 

j) hvor meget, ingenting 
+ + + k) hvor mange, ingen 

1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l<enge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 

+ + q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

L<egens behandling af patienten mod kr<eft 
0) Substantiv behandling_1 behandle 62 7) Kommentarer 
1) Link.nr. o 

blev kritiseret 
3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -

morfem: -ing 6) Undermenu 
8) Slet l<esning 

2) afledningstype:aktionis 9) Afslut 

a1ternationsformer: 
POs PPO: - man forhindrede: *l<egens behandling - *en behandling af l<egen 
PP1 P1s: + man forhindrede: en behandling af patienten - patientens behandling 

evt. st0tteverber: 
have + X har Y under/i 

X tager Y under 
Y far 

tage + 
fA + 
komme+ 
v;ere + 

Y kommer i/under/til 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 

+e) hvad, det 
+f) hvad, den 

g) hvad, de, dem 
+h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. omfattende 
1. 7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

3. hvis 
3.1. min, mit 
3. 2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4 .1. sa me get 
4 .2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5 . hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f<erre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6. 6. ingen/intet 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

Den er sv;er. Jeg svinger hele tiden mellem 'en behandling' og flere behandlinger 
hans omfattende behandling af det/ham hans behandlinger af det/ham/ er der en forskel? 
NB! hyppig, gentagne, afsluttede, begyndende, langvarig, evt. En opdeling i aspektuelle typer. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandling_ 2 

af 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PO PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
+ a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ b) dem, os, vores 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp121rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp121rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

Folketingets/l~gens behandling af forslaget/sygdommen blev kritiseret 
3) afledt af behandle 64 
5) Blokeret -

morfem:-ing 6) Undermenu 

0) Substantiv behandling_2 
1) Link.nr. o 
2) afledningstype:aktionis 

alternationsformer: 

7) Kommentarer 
B) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

POs PPO: - man forhindrede: folketingets behandling - *en behandling af folketinget 
PP1 P1s: + man forhindrede: en behandling af forslaget - forslagets behandling 

evt. st0tteverber: 
have + X har Y under/i/til 
tage + X tager Y under 
fa Y fAr 
komme+ 
~re+ 

Y kommer i/under/til 
Y er i/under/til 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 

+e) hvad, det 
+f) hvad, den 

g) hvad, de, dem 
+h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) 
1.5. gr121n(t) 
1.6. omfattende 
1. 7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f121rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

end 

end 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Kommentar: Adskiller sig fra behandling_l i valensffi121nstret/selektionsrestriktionerne samt s~ttet 
af supportverber. Endvidere er prenominals~t 4 udelukket: *forslagt fik for lidt behandling. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandling_3 

af 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
+ + a} hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ + b) dem, os, vores 

+ c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp!llrges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i} infinitivs~tning med "at" 

+ j} hvor meget, ingenting 
+ + k} hvor mange, ingen 

l} hvorfra 

+ 

m} hvor, her, der 
n} hvorhen, derhen 
o} hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p} hvordan 
q} hinanden, hinandens 
r} sig, sin, sit 
t} pseudo 

hans darlige behandling af hende 
0} Substantiv behandling_3 
1} Link.nr. 0 
2} afledningstype:agentis morfem:-ing 

3} afledt af behandle 63 
5} Blokeret -
6} Undermenu 

7} Kommentarer 
8} Slet l~sning 
9} Afslut 

alternations former: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 

X tager Y under tage -
fa + 
komme
~re -

Y far + artikel: far en darlig behandling. 
Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a} hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 

+e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i} hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t} 
1.2. stor(t} 
1.3. smuk(t} ,god(t} 
1.4. ny(t} ,gammel(t} 
1. 5. gr!lln (t} 
1.6. importeret 
1.7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

+ 
+ 

+ 

3. hvis 
3.1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5 • hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 

5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6 • kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. hele 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t} 
6.6. ingen/intet 

end 

end 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

Selvom jeg f0rst troede at denne type ikke kunne skilles ad sa er det helt tydeligt 
at den opf0rer sig forskelligt med hensyn til determination. Behandling_3 er utrolig 
restriktiv mens behandling_l og _2 er mere abne. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandlede 1 

POs PPO Pls PPl PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT l9/06 l996 kl. l7:40 af SKA 

Man undskyldte overfor den behandlede 
0) Substantiv behandlede_l 
l) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype: patientis morfem:-ede 

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PPl Pls: -

evt. st"tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y fa.r 
komme
~re-

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
+a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
+b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 

+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

l. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel (t) 
1.5. gr"n(t) 
l. 6. importeret 
l. 7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2 .1. den/t f"rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kornrnentar: 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp"rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp"rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af behandle_62 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .L min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.l. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.L sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t} 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Det er en ret s~r type, da jeg er usikker pa orn det er en reel substantivering eller 
orn der er tale orn ellipse. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandlede 2 

POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 k1. 17:40 af SKA 

Man genoptog det a11erede behand1ede 
0) Substantiv behand1ede 2 
1) Link.nr. o 
2) af1edningstype:patientis morf em : - ede 

a1ternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
~re-

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 

+e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 

+h) hvor meget, ingenting 
i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan (t) 
1. 2. star (t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gamme1(t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. importeret 
1.7. dansk 

2. hvi1ken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) komp1etivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "am" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 
k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor 1~ge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) af1edt af behand1e_64 
5) B1okeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3. 3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5 • hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/f1ere 
5.3. en/t enke1t 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. a11e 
6.2. a1 
6.3. he1e 
6.4. begge 
6. 5. enhver (t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) S1et 1~sning 
9) Afs1ut 

end 

end 

Igen en klar l~sningsadskillelse. Dog samme problem som ved behandle 1 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: behandling_ 4 

mod/for 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 

+ d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 
f) sp0rges<etning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 

+ j) hvor meget, ingenting 

L<egen foreslog en ny behandling (mod k~ft) 
0) Substantiv behandling_4 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype: acti 

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 

morfem:-ing 

fa + Y far behandling (mod kr~ft) 
komme- Y kommer i 
~re - Y er i/under 

Pro forms proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hen de 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 
c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 

+f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, de m 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 

+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
1.1. sadan(t) + 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t),god(t) 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) + 
1. 5. gr0n (t) 
1.6. importeret + 
1.7. dansk + 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 

k) hvor mange, ingen 
l) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l<enge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af behandle 62 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4 .1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5 .1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5 .4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

I mods<etning til behandle_l-3 er der her ikke mulighed for neutrumsreference. Vi 
diskuterede den nye behandling for kr<eft/den/*det. 
Vi diskuterede overl<egens behandling af sygdommen/den/det 



Kodningsformat ti1 substantivet: afsnit 1 

af 
POs PPO Pls PPl PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT l9/06 l996 kl. l7:40 af SKA 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 

+ + c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
+ + d) hvad, det, dets 

e) kompletivsretning 
f) sp0rgesretning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rgesretning med "om" 
h) infinitivsretning uden "at" 
i) infinitivsretning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 

+ + k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor lrenge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

Han lreste et afsnit af bogen/han bes0gte et afsnit af hospitalet 

0) Substantiv afsnit_l 
l) Link.nr. o 
2) afledningstype:-

alternations former: 

morfem:-

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet lresning 
9) Afslut 

POs PPO: + et afsnit af en bog - bogens afsnit *et afsnit af b0gerne 
PPl Pls: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fA Y far 
komme
vrere -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

+c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
+d) hvad, disse her 
+e) hvad, det 

f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, dem 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
LL sadan{t) + 
L2. stor{t) ?* 
l.3. smuk{t) ,god{t) ? 
l.4. ny{t),gammel{t) ? 
L 5. gr0n{t) ? 
l.6. importeret ? 
L 7. dansk ? 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.l. den/t f0rste +-
2.2. denne/dette her +-
2.3. den/det der +-

Kommentar: 

3. hvis + 
3.L min, mit + 
3.2. deres, jeres + 
3.3. sin, sit + 

4.hvor meget 
4.L sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere end 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange + 
5.L sa mange + 
5.2. frerre/flere end + 
5.3. en/t enkelt + 
5.4. adskillige + 

6. kvantorer 
6.L alle + 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le + 
6.4. begge + 
6.5. enhver{t) + 
6.6. ingen/intet + 

* Selektionsrestriktionerne fra adjektiverne gar ikke pa ordet afsnit men pa PO eller 
PPl: et velskrevet afsnit, et velfungerende afsnit af hospitalet, et overfyldt afsnit, 
et underholdende afsnit, omtumlet afsnit af livet. Dette er karakteristisk for 
specifiergruppen og afsl0rer at det semantisk set er PO/PPO der er kernen i 
konstruktionen. Jf. ogsa: ?en smuk flaske vin, ?en gr0n flaske vin - en god flaske 
vin,en velsmagende flaske vin. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: far 

til 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
+ + a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ + b) dem, os, vores 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
+ + d) hvad, det, dets 

e) kompletivs~tning 

f) sp0rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 

+ + k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~ge, hvor ofte 

Han er far til hende/den gode ide 

0) Substantiv far 1 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype: morfem:-

alternationsformer: 
POs PPO: + hans far - far til ham 
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
~re-

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
+a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
+b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 

+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenomina_l pro forms: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget 
1.1. sadan(t) 
1.2. stor(t) 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) 
1.4. ny(t),gammel(t) 
1.5. gr0n(t) 
1.6. nybagt 
1. 7. dansk 

2. hvilken en/t 
2.1. den/t f0rste 
2.2. denne/dette her 
2.3. den/det der 

Kommentar: 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4.1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5 .1. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6.1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

Hvis PPO er med kan ingen 
individualiseret enheden, en 
* brug af 4. er nok marginal: 
for tiden.' 

pra:!determination lade sig g0re. 
bestemt far, nemlig Johns far. 
'der er ikke meget far over ham•, 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ * 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Man har pa denne made 

'jeg er ikke meget far 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: chef_ I 

POs PPO Pls PPl PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 
+ a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ b) dem, os, vores 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
d) hvad, det, dets 
e) kompletivs~tning 
f) sp0rges<etning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rges<etning med "om" 
h) infinitivs<etning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs;;etning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 

+ k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 

+ 

hun er Johns chef 

0) Substantiv chef:l 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:-

alternations former: 
POs PPO: -
PPl Pls: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under I i 
tage -
fa 
komme
v;;ere -

X tager Y under 
Y far 
Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

morfem:-

Proforma proportional to the noun: 
+a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hende 
+b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, dem 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 

+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal proforma: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
1.1. sadan(t) + 
1.2. stor(t) + 
1.3. smuk(t) ,god(t) + 
1.4. ny(t),gammel(t) + 
1. 5. grczm (t) + 
1.6. importeret 
1. 7. dansk 

+ 
+ 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2.1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 

m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l<enge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3. 3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4 .1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5 .1. sa mange 
5.2. f<erre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6. 3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6 .5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet l<esning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Der er altsa forskel i alternationsmuligheder for chef for firmaet og chef for John. 
Denne alternation kan kun lade sig g0re i pr~dikative konstruktioner, men ikke nar 
np'et star som objekt, jf. eksemplerne ovenfor. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: chef_2 

for 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
b) dem, os, vores 

+ + c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
+ + d) hvad, det, dets 

e) kompletivs~tning 

f) spe~rges~tning med "hv-" 
g) spe~rges~tning med "om" 
h) infinitivs~tning uden "at" 
i) infinitivs~tning med "at" 

+ + j) hvor meget, ingenting 
+ + k) hvor mange, ingen 

1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor l~nge, hvor ofte 

hun er firmaets chef 

0) Substantiv chef:2 
1) Link.nr. 0 
2) afledningstype:- morfem:-

alternationsfor.mer: 

p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

3) afledt af 
5) Blokeret -
6) Undermenu 

POs PPO: - Hun sa dets chef - hun sa chefen for det 
PP1 P1s: -

evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fA Y fAr 
komme
~re -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Preforms proportional to the noun: 
+a) hvem, han, ham, hun, hen de 
+b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

c) hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 
f) hvad, den 
g) hvad, de, de m 
h) hvor meget, ingenting 

+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal preforms: 

l. hvad for en/t/noget + 
l.l. sadan(t) + 
1.2. stor(t) + 
l. 3. smuk(t),god(t) + 
l. 4. ny(t) ,gammel (t) + 
l. 5. gre~n(t) + 
1.6. importeret + 
l. 7. dansk + 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2 .l. den/t fe~rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2. 3. den/det der + 

Kommentar: 

3. hvis 
3 .l. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3. 3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4 .l. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5 .l. sa mange 
5.2. f~rre/flere 

5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6.1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6. 5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
B) Slet l~sning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Der er altsa forskel i alternationsmuligheder for chef for firmaet og chef for John. 
Denne alternation kan kun lade sig g0re i pr~dikative konstruktioner, men ikke nar 
np'et star som objekt, jf. eksemplerne ovenfor. 



Kodningsformat til substantivet: gruppe _1 

af 
POs PPO P1s PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PL PD PM PQ PT 19/06 1996 kl. 17:40 af SKA 

a) hvem, mig, dig, hende, hvis, min, mit 
+ b) dem, os, vores 
+ c) hvad, denne her, dette her, disse her, dens 
+ d) hvad, det, dets 

e) kompletivsretning 
f) sp0rgesretning med "hv-" 
g) sp0rgesretning med "om" 
h) infinitivsretning uden "at" 
i) infinitivsretning med "at" 
j) hvor meget, ingenting 

+ k) hvor mange, ingen 
1) hvorfra 
m) hvor, her, der 
n) hvorhen, derhen 
o) hvornar, hvor lrenge, hvor ofte 
p) hvordan 
q) hinanden, hinandens 
r) sig, sin, sit 
t) pseudo 

En gruppe (af mennesker) stod og 
1 Substantiv gruppe_1 

snakkede/en gruppe trreer 
3) afledt af 

stod pa ved s0en 

1) Link.nr. o 
2) afledningstype:-

a1ternationsformer: 
POs PPO: -
PP1 P1s: -

5) Blokeret 
morfem:- 6) Undermenu 

SPE PPO: + en gruppe mennesker/en gruppe af mennesker 
evt. st0tteverber: 
have - X har Y under/i 
tage - X tager Y under 
fa Y far 
komme
vrere -

Y kommer i 
Y er i/under 

Proforma proportional to 
a) hvem, han, ham, hun, 
b) hvem, de, dem, vi, os 

the noun: 
hen de 

cl hvad, denne her, dette her 
d) hvad, disse her 
e) hvad, det 

+f) hvad, den 
+g) hvad, de, de m 

h) hvor meget, ingenting 
+i) hvor mange, ingen 

Prenominal preforms: 

1. hvad for en/t/noget + 
1.1. sadan(t) + 
1.2. stor (t) ? 
1.3. smuk (t) , god (t) ? 
1.4. ny(t) ,gammel(t) ? 
1.5. gr0n(t) ? 
1. 6. importeret ? 
1. 7. dansk ? 

2. hvilken en/t + 
2 .1. den/t f0rste + 
2.2. denne/dette her + 
2.3. den/det der + 

3. hvis 
3 .1. min, mit 
3.2. deres, jeres 
3.3. sin, sit 

4.hvor meget 
4 .1. sa meget 
4.2. mindre/mere 
4.3. nok til 

5. hvor mange 
5.1. sa mange 
5.2. frerre/flere 
5.3. en/t enkelt 
5.4. adskillige 

6. kvantorer 
6 .1. alle 
6.2. al 
6.3. he le 
6.4. begge 
6.5. enhver(t) 
6.6. ingen/intet 

7) Kommentarer 
8) Slet lresning 
9) Afslut 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

end 

+ 
+ 

end + 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Kommentar: Som ved afsnit gar adjektivernes selektionsrestriktioner pa den 
underforstaede kerne nar ordet star alene. Nar kernen er PPO er muligheden for 
adjektiver begr~nsest.*en gr0nt gruppe tr~er/en gruppe gr0nne tr~er. 





Dansk Resume 

Leksikon, valens 
og den Pronominelle Metode 

I denne afhandling pnesenteres en metode til valensbeskrivelse og betydnings
adskillelse, den Pronominelle Metode (PM). Det unders0ges, om denne metode kan 
anvendes pa danske verber og substantiver til at beskrive primrert verbers og 
subsidirert substantivers valens, og hvorvidt metoden er egnet til at opbygge et 
systematisk grundlag for adskillelsen af ords betydninger. 

Ordbogen indtager en mere og mere central plads i de nyere lingvistiske 
teorier, og isrer i datalingvistiske sammenhrenge er der et stigende behov for 
leksikalske ressourcer. De datalingvistiske applikationer omfatter bl.a. 
maskinoversrettelse og natursprogsgrrenseflader til databaser og pa begge omrader er 
interessen for alment tilgrengelige valensbeskrivelser for dansk meget stor. Samtidigt 
er kravene til ordbogsoplysningemes omfang og prrecision markant anderledes i de 
datamatiske anvendelser end de krav der hidtil har vreret stillet til ordb0ger for den 
menneskelige bruger. Unders0gelser for Engelsk (Boguraev 1991) og tysk (Storrer 
1992) og erfaringer med eksisterende ordb0ger for dansk som grundlag for 
maskinoversrettelse (Maegaard 1990) har vist, at de oplysninger, der kan udledes af 
eksisterende ensprogede danske ordb0ger hverken er eksplicitte, udt0mmende eller 
konsekvente nok til at kunne anvendes i avancerede sprogbehandlingsprogrammer. 

Under udarbejdelsen af denne afhandling har jeg deltaget i udviklingen af 
Odense Valency Dictionary (OVD), den f0rste danske valensordbog til brug for bade 
mennesker og datamater. Arbejdet med OVD har i forskellige faser vreret st0ttet af 
SHF. OVD drekker furst og fremmest det almene ordforrad, men i forbindelse med 
SHF -projektet UDOG (unders0gelse af dansk ordforrad og grammatik) er der ogsa 
foretaget unders0gelser afvalensm0nstre i fagsproglige tekster. Forskeme som er 
tilknyttet OVD1 beskreftiger sig med verbers, substantiver og adjektivers valens. 

OVD-projektgruppen bestar af dr.phil. Lene Sch0sler (Odense Universitet), 
cand.mag. Jan Daugaard, cand. mag. Karen van Durme (Odense Universitet) og 
cand.mag. Sabine Kirchmeier-Andersen (Handelsh0jskolen i K0benhavn). 
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Dansk Resume 

Verbeme har dog haft h0jest prioritet, og der er udarbejdet en database som drekker 
4000 verbalbetydninger (lresninger) svarende til ea. 1500 verber. 

I a:fhandlingens indledende kapitel unders0ges de tilgrengelige informationer 
om danske verbers valens i danske grammatikker og hhv. trykte og datamatiske 
ordb0ger. En sammenligning af ordbogsartikleme for verbet 'fylde' i tre trykte danske 
ordb0ger Nudansk Ordbog, Ordbog over det Danske Sprog og Dansk Sprogbrug viser 
at ingen af dem eksplicit bruger valens som strukturerende princip eller som middel 
til at begrunde en opdeling i forskellige betydninger. Nudansk Ordbog skelner ikke 
mellem forskellige betydninger af 'fylde', Ordbog over det Danske Sprog arbejder 
med 7 hovedbetydninger, mens Dansk Sprogbrug har 2 hovedbetydninger. Endvidere 
papeges det, at beskrivelseme hverken er konsekvente eller udt01nmende. 

En gennemgang af de datamatiske danske ordb0ger viser at de alle er 
udviklet med henblik pa applikationer indenfor et bestemt fagsprogligt domrene, og 
at de for det generelle ordforrads vedkommende bygger pa de trykte danske ordb0ger, 
hvilket betyder, at de problemer som er fundet i de trykte ordb0ger ogsa kan 
observeres her. 

Der belyses 3 alment anvendte metoder til at sikre konsistens i ordb0geme. 
1. Udarbejdelse af en skriftlig vejledning til ordbogsredaktmen, en 
ordbogskodningsmanual. 2. Brug af ekspertsystemer der leder ordbogsredakt0ren 
igennem ordbogsartiklen og prresenterer ham for standardsretninger og relevante 
eksempler. 3. Inddragelse af statistiske oplysninger udledt af korpusdata. Ingen af 
disse tiltag synes dog at kunne sikre en konsekvent og udt0mmende beskrivelse af de 
enkelte ord. 

Det konstateres at udviklingen af en valensordbog for dansk ikke. kan forega 
pa en tilfredsstillende made med udgangspunkt i de eksisterende danske ordb0ger og 
at der ma udvikles bedre metoder til at sikre en konsekvens og udt0mmende 
beskrivelse. 

I kapitel 1 belyses et antal sprogteorier med henblik pa deres behandling af 
valensbegreblbt. Det centrale spmgsmal er hvorvidt man med udgangspunkt i en af 
disse teorier kan na frem til en konsekvent og udt0mmende beskrivelse af 
valenskemen og valensleddene i en valensordbog, samt hvordan man kan opstille 
operationelle kriterier for betydningsopdeling. lndledningsvis behandles centrale 
begreber som kvantitativ og kvalitativ valens. Der fokuseres endvidere pa, hvordan 
valensbegrebet bruges til at skabe forbindelser mellem de lingvistiske 
beskrivelsesniveauer. Der skelnes mellem valensbeskrivelser pa: 
konstituentstruktumiveauet, hvor der gives eksempler fra Generalised Phrase 
Structure Grammar (Gazdar 1985) og Engel & Schumachers valensordbog (1976), 
det funktionelle niveau med eksempler fra Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan & 
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Dansk Resume 

Kaplan 1981) og det semantiske niveau, hvor der gives eksempler pa leksikalske 
semantiske trrek, Fillmores kasusroller (Fillmore 1968) og Shanks konceptuelle 
valens (Shank 1973). Som eksempler pa teorier som fokuserer pa samspillet mellem 
syntaks og semantik anf0res Diks funktionelle grammatik (Dik 1989), Herslund & 
S0rensen valensmodel (Herslund & Smensen 1985-87), Pustejovskys generative 
leksikon (1995) og den Pronominelle Metode Blanche-Benveniste et al. 1987). 

I anden del af kapitel 1 belyses de metodologiske problemer der opstar i 
forbindelse med udarbejdelsen af valensbeskrivelser. Der fokuseres dels pa 
forskellige teknikker til identifikation af de valensbundne led: reduktion, 
transformationer og statistiske metoder, dels pa bestemmelsen af valensleddenes 
status, dvs. deres obligatoriske eller fakultative tilknytning til valenskemen. 

I konklusionen pa de to f0rste dele af kapitel 1 understreges det, at der pa 
trods af en generel enighed om valensbegrebets grundbestanddele og 
valensrelationens beskrivelse pa udtryksplanet hersker stor uenighed om hvordan 
valensm0nstrene skal beskrives pa indholdsplanet, og hvilken rolle valensm0nstrene 
spill er for identifikationen af forskellige betydninger af et ord. Det er karakteristisk 
at syntaks og Semantik behandles srerskilt og problememe opstar, nar de syntaktiske 
niveauer og det semantiske niveau skal kredes sammen, idet man pa det semantiske 
niveau bliver tvunget til at postulere kategorier som ikke direkte kan relateres til 
udtryksplanet. Kriterieme for hvordan de enkelte kategorier skal etableres og for 
hvordan valenskemer og-led skal identificeres, er ofte uklare, eller omtales slet ikke. 
Dette furer til konsekvensproblemer, nar teorieme implementeres i st0rre malestok. 

, Den Pronorninelle Metode skiller sig ud fra de 0Vrige behandlede teorier, 
fordi den ikke postulerer et skel mellem syntaks og semantik, men behandler de to 
niveauer som to sider af den samme sag. Derudover anvendes der udelukkende 
distributionelle kriterier for valensbeskrivelse og betydningsadskillelse, hvilket 0ger 
sandsynligheden for at der opnas en konsekvent beskrivelse. Brugen af 
pronominalparadigmer og mulighedeme for at ekstrapolere beskrivelsen fra 
paradigmeme til resten af leksikon 0ger endvidere sandsynligheden for at der ogsa 
opnas en udt0mmende beskrivelse hvad angar valensleddenes basale egenskaber. 
Endvidere kan det fastslas med st0rre prrecision, hvomar de basale egenskaber er 
tilstrrekkelige til at adskille forskellige betydninger af ordet og, hvomar det er 
oodvendigt at inddrage omverdensviden i beskrivelsen. 

Fjerde afsnit i kapitel 1 introducerer den historiske baggrund og det 
teoretiske gn.lndlag for den Pronominelle Metode. Metoden har bl.a. har vreret 
anvendt til valensbeskrivelser af nederlandsk, fransk, russisk og kinesisk. De 
nederlandske og franske ordb0ger som blev udviklet i PROTON-projektet ved det 
katolske Universitet i Leuven, er siden blevet testet i maskinoversrettelsessystemet 
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Dansk Resume 

METAL med gode resultater. Den Pronominelle Metode del er Knud Togebys (1965) 
og Zellig Harris' (1951 og 1965) opfattelse at de sproglige enheders distributionelle 
egenskaber afsl0rer sammenhrengene i det netvrerk som udg0r sproget. Dette grelder 
alle sproglige aspekter ikke kun syntaks og semantik, men ogsa fonologi, morfologi, 
prosodi og pragmatik. En fuldstrendig beskrivelse af den enkelte enhed er kun mulig 
pa baggrund af netvrerket. Der er altsa tale om en sprogimmanent tilgang til valens 
baseret pa distributionelle kriterier. 

Den Pronominelle Metode gar ud fra at valenskemen, verbum, substantiv 
eller adjektiv, udg0r analysens centrale element, fordi den knytter et antal valensled 
til sig og bestemmer deres indbyrdes relation. Metoden bygger pa den antagelse at der 
eksisterer en permanent proportionalitetsrelation mellem et pronomen og de 
syntagmer som kan optrrede i dets sted, og at de syntaktiko-semantiske trrek som er 
knyttet til pronomenet, er en regte delmrengde af de trrek som karakteriserer de 
proportionale syntagmer. Dette betyder at de pronominale st0rrelser som kan optrrede 
pa valensledspladseme, kan opfattes som et reprresentativt sret afbasale primitiver, 
og at en beskrivelse af de centrale trrek der kan udledes af disse primitiver, ma 
antages at vrere fuldstrendig. 

Ved hjrelp afproportionalitetsrelationen er der mulighed for atetablere et 
operationelt skel mellem prototypiske og ikke-prototypiske betydninger af en 
valenskeme. E>er kan for verbemes vedkommende skelnes mellem de prototypiske 
fuldverbumskonstruktioner, og de ikke-prototypiske funktionsverbumskonstruktioner 
som modale konstruktioner, inkorporeringskonstruktioner og 
st0tteverbumskonstruktioner. Endvidere kan man udskille idiomatiske udtryk. Kun 
ved fuldverber er der proportionalitet mellem pronominale former og leksikaliserede 
former pa alle valensledspladser. Ved de ikke-prototypiske konstruktioner kan der 
for et eller flere valensleds vedkommende ikke etableres et fuldstrendigt 
pronominalparadigme. Heraf fulger at den Pronominelle Metode er bedst egnet til 
beskrivelsen af de prototypiske anvendelser af valenskemen, idet der ved de ikke
proportionale anvendelser ikke i samme omfang er adgang til 
pronominalparadigmemes syntaktiko-semantiske trrek. 

Den Pronominelle Metode adskiller sig fra andre distributionelle metoder til 
leksikalsk beskrivelse f.eks. Maurice Gross' Leksikon-Grammatik (Gross 1989) 
gennem den systematiske inddragelse af proportionalitetsrelationen og de 
pronominale paradigmer. En overf0relse af metoden til et nyt sprog, f.eks. dansk, 
forudsretter en grundig analyse af sprogets pronominalinventar og af de syntaktiko
semantiske trrek der kan udledes deraf. I afsnit 5 illustreres det at man ved en sadan 
analyse ikke kan ga ud fra de traditionelle kategoriseringer, men er n0dt til at definere 
pronomina fun,.ktionelt dvs. ud fra de syntaktiske konstruktioner som de kan indga i 
samt ud fra proportionalitetsrelationen. Der kan pa denne made skelnes mellem 
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Prosyntagmer (f.eks. 'han' og 'her' i 'Han bor her'), proreferenter ('ham' i 'Hun taler 
med ham'), prodeterminatorer ('min' i 'hun tog min hat') og prokemer ('en' i 'hvad for 
en vil du have'). Visse pronomina vil kunne optrrede i mere end en funktion, men med 
klare forskelle i deres referentielle potential e. Prosyntagmer og proreferenter spill er 
den primrere rolle i beskrivelsen af verbemes, substantivemes og adjektivemes 
valens. Prodeterminatorer og prokemer spiller isrer en rolle i forbindelse med 
lresningsadskillelse for substantiver. 

I kapitel 2 beskrives hvordan den Pronominelle Metode er blevet anvendt i OVD. 
F0rst opstilles pronominalinventaret for dansk for prosyntagmer og proreferenter, og 
demrest beskrives de syntaktiko-semantiske trrek der kan udledes pa basis af bl.a. 
proportionalitetsrelationen. De suspensive (sp0rgende) pronomina ('hvem', 'hvad',' 
hvor', 'hvomar', 'hvor lrenge', 'hvordan', 'hvorfor', 'hvor meget' og 'hvor mange') 
anvendes som grundlag for klassifikationen og der etableres 24 syntaktiko-semantiske 
trrek drekkende i alt 93 pronominale former. I praksis betyder det at accepten af en 
pronominal form pa en valensledsplads svarer til en bestemt trrekspecifikation. Nar 
der etableres et pronominalparadigme pa en valensledsplads skal alle accepterede 
trrekspecifikationer kunne unificeres eller der skal udledes en ny trrekspecifikation 
som er en generalisering af de accepterede specifikationer. 

De 24 trrek kan f0rst og fremmest inddeles i interkategorielle ( dvs. trrek som 
markerer forskellige syntaktiske funktioner f.eks. subjekt eller lokativ) og 
intrakategorielle trrek ( dvs. trrek som knytter sig til en enkelt kategori, f.eks. pluralis 
ell er neutrum). Pa basis af disse trrek og pa basis af visse ordstillingsregler for dansk 
kan der skelnes mellem f0lgende valensled: PO (subjekt), Pl (objekt), P2 (indirekte 
objekt), PPl (prrepositionsobjekt), PP2 (prrepositionsobjekt), PL (lokativt adverbial), 
PM (madesadverbial), PD (retningsadverbial), PT (tidsadverbial) og PQ 
(kvantitetsbestemmelse ). Da ikke alle 93 trrek er oodvendige for valensbeskrivelse 
og betydningsadskillelse er der med henblik pa OVD formatet udvalgt den 
delmrengde af pro former, so m indeholder de relevante trrek. 

+human +singular 
+human -singular 
-human +concrete 
+abstract 
+abstract +proposition. 
-countable 
+countable 
+direction 
+location 
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= hvem: jeg, mig; du, dig; hun, hende 
= hvem: de, dem; vi, os 
= hvad: denne her, dette her, disse her 
=hvad: det 
= hvad: det, at ... 
= hvormeget 
=hvormange 
= hvorfra/hvorhen 
=hvor 
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+time 
+duration 
+manner 
+reciprocal 
+reflexive 

=hvomar 
= hvorlrenge 
=hvordan 
= hinanden 
= Slg 

I 2. afsnit af kapitel 2 opstilles en verbaltypologi pa basis af 
proportionalitetsrelationen. Der skelnes mellem fuldverber, inkorporering, 
st0tteverburnskonstruktioner, idiomatiske vendinger og modalverber. 

Det 3. afsnit prresenterer andre distributionelle tests so m sk0nnes oodvendige 
for isrer adskillelsen afforskellige betydninger af et verbum. Det drejer sig om brugen 
af passiv, verbalt aspekt, hjrelpeverbum, mulighed for formelt situativ og mulighed 
for forel0bigt subjekt. 

Afsnit 4 beskriver et frenomen der kun optrreder med bestemte typer af 
verber: de altemerende verbalkonstruktioner. Disse konstruktioner er karakteriseret 
ved at der optrreder en rendring i forholdet mellem en given konstituent og dennes 
syntaktiske funktion. Dette grelder f.eks. de to konstruktioner 'han fyldte h0 ( objekt) 
pa vognen (prrep.objekt)' og 'han fyldte vognen (objekt) med h0 (prrep.objekt)'. For 
Engelsk eksisterer der mange unders0gelser af disse konstruktioner (se f.eks. Levin 
1993 og Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1996). For dansk fmdes der imidlertid ikke nogen 
samlet fremstilling af dette frenomen og en sammenligning med Levin (1993) viser, 
at kun ea. halvdelen af de altemationstyper, som kunne registreres for engelsk, ogsa 
kunne identificeres for dansk. Afsnit 4 fremstar derfor som den f0rste systematiske 
fremstilling af dette frenomen for dansk. Der opstilles en typologi for disse 
konstruktioner baseret pa kriterier som ordstillingsvariation, diatesevariation, 
korrespondance mellem pronominalparadigmer pa altemerende valensledspladser 
samt implikationsforholdet mellem de to konstruktioner. Herefter kan der udskilles 
tre grundlreggende typer: 

" 
1. Konstruktioner med permutation af valensled 'Geg lresser trre pa vognen I 

jeg lresser vognen med trre'), 
2. Konstruktioner med permutation og reduktion af valensled 'Qeg knrekker 

grenen I grenen knrekker') 
3. Konstruktioner med sammensmeltning afvalensled ('han samarbejder med 

hende I de samarbejder') 

For vis se verber er det endvidere muligt at indga i flere typer af alternerende 
konstruktioner. Derudover kan der foretages en klar afgrrensning af denne type 
konstruktioner i forhold til andre konstruktionsmuligheder sa som topikalisering, 
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passivkonstruktioner og resultative konstruktioner. Frelles for disse konstruktioner 
er, at de spiller enrolle i forhold til sretningemes informationsstruktur. 

Der argumenteres for at altemerende verbalkonstruktioner ikke skal 
beskrives so m adskilte betydninger af verbet og ej hell er som et og samme verbum, 
men at hver konstruktionsform beskrives for sig med en tydelig markering af 
forbindelsesrelationen imellem dem. Det fremhreves, at en systematisk registrering 
af altemerende verbalkonstruktioner f0rst og fremmest giver mulighed for en bedre 
analyse af typiske tvivlstilfrelde i valensanalysen, f.eks. visse perifere valensleds 
status, idet deres tilstedevrerelse pa en mindre perifer plads i en altemerende 
konstruktion kan tolkes som et tegn pa at disse led udg0r en vigtig del af verbets 
valens. Derudover abnes der mulighed for at opstille en semantisk klassifikation af 
verber pa et distributionelt grundlag. Dette belyses nrermere i kapitel 3 .1. 

I slutningen af kapitel 2 illustreres det, hvordan analysen af pronorninal
formeme og de andre distributionelle test udtrumtes i kodningsformatet i OVD
databasen. I konklusionen berettes om arbejdet med beskrivelsen af de f0rste 1000 
lemmaer i ordbogen. De samme verber blev beskrevet parallelt af to adskilte grupper 
(HHS og OU), hvorefter resultateme blev sammenlignet. Der var som regel enighed 
om udfyldningen af pronominalparadigmeme samt om anvendelsen af de 
distributionelle tests. Uoverensstemmelser i beskrivelsen kunne i de fleste tilfrelde 
tilskrives det forhold at den ene af gruppeme fokuserede mere pa verbemes 
anvendelse i fagsproglige tekster, mens den anden tog udgangspunkt i 
almensproglige tekster. 

I kapitel 3 unders0ges det, hvordan de beskrivelser der samles i OVD-databasen 
for verber, kan danne grundlag for yderligere unders0gelser af det leksikalske 
materiale, nemlig en opdeling afverber i semantiske klasser (afsnit 1), og en analyse 
afverbalsubstantivers relation til den verbale rod (afsnit 2). 

I afsnit 1 tages udgangspunkt i sammensmeltningskonstruktioner som 
involverer substantiver der udtrykker en bestemt type possessionsrelation, nemlig 
umistelig besiddelse, f.eks. 'Hun stikker ham i maven'/ 'hun stikker i hans mave'. 
Denne type alternation er i reglen kun mulig, hvis hhv. objektet og prrepositions
objektet denoterer en person og en urnistelig del afpersonens krop. Der kan skelnes 
mellem tre typer af sammensmeltningskonstruktioner med umistelig besiddelse. V ed 
hjrelp af disse og enkelte distributionelle trrek fra OVD-basen, nemlig 
passiviseringsmuligheder og verbalt aspekt kan der opstilles 5 semantiske klasser af 
verber, nemlig aggressive verber som 'bide', 'hive' og 'hugge', kreleverber som 'kysse', 
'ae', og 'krertegne', soignereverber som 'barbere', 'frottere' og 'pudre', samt verber der 
udtrykker hhv. obstruktion eller st0tte som 'afbryde', 'forhindre', 'lette' og 'st0tte', og 
verber der udtrykker hhv. pask0nnelse eller bebrejdelse som 'bel0nne', 'prise', 
'kritisere' og 'klandre'. Endvidere kan der afgrrenses visse semantiske klasser af 
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optrrede med to led svarende til verbets subjekt og objekt (f.eks. 'vores eftergivelse 
af grelden'). 

I konklusionen pa kapitel 3 bliver det fastslaet at lresningsopdelingen og 
trrekbeskrivelsen pa basis af den Pronominelle Metode som den er implementeret i 
OVD, er velegnet som grundlag for yderlige udforskning af det leksikalske materiale. 
Det papeges dog at analysen af verbalsubstantivemes valens hviler pa et lidt l0st 
grundlag, da den kun drekker en del af OVD-basen. Det understreges ogsa, at 
resultateme kunne blive mere overbevisende, hvis rodafledningeme, som i reglen er 
idiosynkratiske, blev behandlet adskilt fra afledninger med afledningsmorfem. 

Kapitel 4 beskreftiger sig med de syntaktiko-semantiske trrek der er knyttet til de 
prrenominale kategorier: prodeterminatoreme og prokememe. Det overordnede 
sp0rgsmal er om der ved hjrelp af de prrenominale kategorier og substantivemes 
valensled kan opstilles et system der muliggm betydningsadskillelse for substantiver 
pa et distributionelt grundlag pa samme made som det er blevet demonstreret for 
verber i kapitel 2. Parallelt med beskrivelsen af verbeme i kapitel 2 foretages f0rst 
en unders0gelse af de prrenominale kategorier og deres syntaktiko-semantiske trrek. 
Der skelnes mellem de primrere prrenominale kategorier, som omfatter de lukkede 
ordklasser (kvantorer, demonstrativer, possessiver etc.), og de sekundrere 
determinatorer som omfatter de abne ordklasser (f.eks. adjektiver). Pa samme made 
som for prosyntagmer og proreferenter klassificeres de prrenominale kategorier i 
f0rste omgang i forhold tilde suspensive prodeterminatorer. Disse er: 'hvad for (en)', 
'hvilken (en)', 'hvis', 'hvor meget' og 'hvor mange'. Det viser sig at man pa et 
distributionelt grundlag kan udskille universelle kvantorer og negationsoperatorer idet 
de ikke er proportionale til nogen af de suspensive former. Endvidere kan de 
resterende 5 hovedgrupper adskilles distributionelt ved hjrelp af to kriterier: 
kombinerbarhed af det prrenominale element med en prokeme og trellelighed. De 5 
prrenominale kategorier kan sa.Iedes klassificeres som: 1. Kvalifikation '(hvad for en') 
(+prokeme), 2. Identifikation ('hvilken en')(+/- prokeme). 3. Possession '(hvis') (
prokeme +/- trellelig), 4. Kvantifikation 1 ('hvor meget') (-prokeme, - trellelig), 5. 
K vantifikation 2 ('hvor mange') ( -prokeme, +trellelig). Efter en gennemgang af de 
fern primrere prrenominale grupper og deres distinktive trrek, gennemgas en sekundrer 
prrenominal kategori, nemlig adjektiveme. En anden stor og interessant gruppe, 
partitive substantiver (f.eks. 'en gruppe mennesker'), behandles ikke i denne omgang, 
da de selv er substantiver og dermed genstand for unders0gelsen. 

Ogsa adjektiver kan klassificeres distributionelt, nemlig pa grundlag af deres 
indbyrdes rrekkef0lge i nominalsyntagmet. Gennem en rrekke permutationsspmver 
kan der identificeres syv forskellige adjektivklasser: 1. Adjektiver der angiver 
udstrrekning ('stor', 'lang', 'lille'), 2. Adjektiver der angiver subjektiv evaluering 
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('velnreret', 'smuk', 'grim'), 3.Adjektiver der angiver alder ('ung', 'gammel', 'ny'), 4. 
Adjektiver der angiver form ('rund', 'firkantet', 'aflang'), 5. Adjektiver der angiver 
farve ('md', 'gul',' bla'), 6. Adjektiver der angiver objektiv evaluering ('nyanlagt', 
'importeret'), 7. Adjektiver der angiver oprindelse eller nationalitet ('dansk', 'fransk'). 

I afsnit 4. prresenteres et ordbogskodningsformat for substantiver af samme 
type som kodningsformatet for verber i kapitel 2. Der registreres 5 kategorier af 
oplysninger som alle kan udledes ved hjrelp af distributionelle tests: 1. Substantivets 
valensled, 2. Valensleddenes altemationsmuligheder, 3. St0tteverber som kan optrrede 
med substantivet, 4. Pronominalformer som er proportionale til forskellige former af 
substantivet (prosyntagmer og proreferenter), og 5. Primrere og sekundrere 
prrenominale proformer som kan optrrede sammen med substantivet. Demrest 
gennemgas beskrivelsen af 13 substantiver pa basis af dette kodningsformat. Disse 
13 substantiver er opdelt i fire hovedgrupper: 1. Deverbale substantiver (f.eks. 
'behandling'), 2. Relationelle substantiver (f.eks. 'far'), 3. Partitiver (f.eks.' afsnit'), 4. 
Simple substantiver (f.eks. 'hus', 'tid'). Det centrale sp0rgsma.I er: Kan det lade sig 
g0re at skelne mellem forskellige lresninger af substantiveme pa basis af de 
registrerede distributionelle trrek? Konklusionen er positiv, idet der bl.a. kan skelnes 
klart m ell em 4 lresninger af 'behandling' og 7 lresninger af ordet 'tid'. Selvom det 
unders0gte materiale langt fra er tilstrrekkeligt til at man kan drage endelige 
konklusioner, tyder resultateme pa at den skitserede fremgangsmade er en farbar vej, 
og at en behandling af et stmre antal substantiver vil frembringe ny og relevant vi den 
om denne ordklasse. Som for verbeme vil der sa.Iedes pa lrengere sigt blive mulighed 
for at arbejde 'med en distributionelt baseret klassifikation af substantiver. 

, 'I konklusionen fremhreves det at den Pronominelle Metode adskiller sig :Era 
de hidtil anvendte analyseformer gennem den systematiske anvendelse af 
proportionalitetskriteriet og pronominalparadigmeme. Det diskuteres ogsa hvorvidt 
en metode som oprindeligt er udviklet til analysen af franske verbers valens uden 
videre kan overf0res til dansk eller andre sprog samt hvorvidt proformeme kan 
opfattes so m semantiske primitiver. Det understreges at metoden ikke er udviklet med 
henblik pa kontrastiv analyse. Med henvisning til Wierzbicka (1996) som pa basis af 
kontrastive studier anvender pronominale st0rrelser som semantiske primitiver, 
fremf0res muligheden for pa lrengere sigt, f.eks. gennem inddragelse af analyser for 
nederlandsk, russisk og kinesisk beskrevet i Daugaard (1995) samt den foreliggende 
unders0gelse for dansk, at efterpmve en sadan hypotese. 
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